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Preface
The Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux traditionally reflects the
breadth and richness of research on information and communication theory in
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxemburg. Numerous results have been presented
at the symposium, covering areas such as cryptography, coding and
communication theory, and signal and image processing. Throughout the years the
symposium has also echoed the international developments in these fields, in some
of which the Benelux researchers and collaborators have played a pivotal role. The
organizers hope that this year the proceedings of the symposium again contain
new ideas - even if they are only in their infancy stage - that in due time will find
their way to the worldwide research community.
We are pleased that the program of this year's symposium contains two invited
speakers who will present recent developments in the field of information and
communication theory. Prof. Koetter (UIUC) will speak about exciting developments
in information theory for network coding, and Prof. Kalker (HP Research) will
expose new developments in combining signal processing and cryptography.
The proceedings contain 42 papers that have been accepted for oral or poster
presentation. The organizers have chosen for a single-track symposium such that
there is ample time for informal interaction among the participants. We hope that
this provides opportunity for fostering new scientific collaboration between the
participants' organizations. On behalf of the organizing committee, I wish all
participants a fruitful and pleasant symposium.

Prof. Inald Lagendijk, chair

Delft, June 2006
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Network coding for multicast and
non-multicast connections
Ralf Koetter
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CSL
1308 W. Main St.
Urbana, Illinois, 61801
koetter@uiuc.edu

Abstract

Networkcoding is a new paradigm in transmitting information through networks.
We review some of the basic results in network coding, relating to multicasting
and non-multicasting situations for information transmission. Special attention
is being paid to the role of network coding as enabling and missing link in the
intersection of information theory and networking.

1

Network coding: Sorne rernar'ks

The advent of network coding [1] in network information theory has significantly contributed to a renewed interest in the fundamental limits of information transmission
in networks. Still, network coding appears to be most useful only in some specialized
cases of networking, and the paradigm is seemingly constraint to noise-free setups and
specialized networks. Moreover, while network coding is extremely useful in a multicast
setup, including numerous variations thereof such as distributed storage or gossiping
[3, 2], the situation is much less clear in the non-multicast problem. The main reason
for this division lies in the nature of multicast connections and its relatives in a noisefree environment. These situations are characterized by the fact that all "randomness"
in the network is due to the source processes to be transmitted in the network. Thus,
in contrast to interference limited scenarios, all we have to ensure in order to guarantee
a successful multicast connection in a network is that random processes of a sufficient
entropy rate are observable at a set of intended receivers. However, guaranteeing this
is easy as long as the network topology is rich enough, i.e. the standard min-cutyrnaxflow conditions on the network are satisfied. In fact this is the simple idea behind the
fairly successful concept of random network coding.ld, 5J
There are two major obstacles to generalizing the success of network coding for the
multicast to non-multicast setups. First, interference may be caused by other users
and, second, entropy rate may be due to noisy links rather than the source processes
alone. The issue of noisy links in a multicast setup was addressed in a number of
papers, which essentially proved a separation theorem between channel coding and
network coding for the multicast setup[6, 7, 8]. Loosely speaking, this means that
noisy channels can be separately stabilized at any rate below their capacity without
compromising multicast capacity. However, no such theorem was known for the nonmulticast setup. We address this issue and present an equivalent theorem for the
transmission of information through networ ks of discrete memory less channels (DM Cs).
This separation allows us to split the problem of information transmission through
DMCs into a relatively easy information theoretic problem of stabilizing individual
lThis materialis based upon worksupported by the NSF under AwardNo. NSF CCR-0325673

channels and a "hard" combinatorial problem of finding a network code for a particular
non-multicast problem.
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Abstract
We prove a coding theorem for bit-interleaved coded modulation. We show that
the residual corrclation among the parallel sub-channels induced by the demapper
does not reduce the information rate. The total rate is given by the sum of the
mutual informations per bit I(Bj; Y). This implies that an interleaver is not
required to remove the correlation.

1

Introduction

The capacity in bits per complex transmission of the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel is given by Shannon's famous formula
C = log2(1 + SNR),

(1)

where SNR is the signal-ta-noise ratio.
For SNR « 1 capacity can be achieved using binary linear codes and BPSK modulation, whereas for SNR» 1 we need M-ary modulation with NI > 2. A combination
of NI-ary modulation with M-ary linear codes cannot achieve Shannon capacity since
the symbols occur with equal probability and a Gaussian input is required to achieve
the capacity C; with M-ary linear codes we achieve the so-called uniform capacity
CM = 1(5; Y), where 5 denotes the modulation symbols, and Y the channel output.
Ifwe want to restrict ourselves to binary codes we can combine 2I<-QAM modulation
with set-partitioning and trellis coding. The decoder for these Ungerboeck [IJ codes is
based on the Viterbi algorithm. Multi-level codes (Imai and Hirakawa [2]) can be considered as a generalization of Ungerboeck codes. Let us denote the bits in a modulation
symbol by BI, ... , BK. Starting by bit HI<, a multi-stage decoder sequentially peels off
the bit layers Bj, using the results ofprevious layers (Bj+l' ... ,BK). A code CK protects bit Bf( ifthe rate RI< satisfies Rf( < I(BK; Y). Similarly, the following bit, BK-I,
is successfully decoded if the rate RK-I is chosen so that RK-I < I(BK-I; Y, BId· In
principle this method can achieve the uniform capacity C~J< (Huber and Wachsmann
[3]), that is there are codes with rates Rj satisfying
K

K

j-l

j=l

L Rj < L I(Bj;

Y, e.«;

... , Bf()

= 1(5; Y)

=

C~J<.

(2)

Caire, Taricco, and Biglieri [4Jdiscovered that multi-stage decoding can be circumvented by using Gray-labeling and bit-interleaving. Instead of layered decoding, the
entire code is decoded simultaneously now, without explicitly distinguishing to which
symbol the bits belong to. Instead of an M-ary channel and code, binary inputs and
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binary linear codes may be used. In some sense, the channel is separated into parallel
subchannels (BI .......Àl), (B2 ....... À2), ... , (BK .......
ÀJ,_.). The input to subchannel j is bit
Bj; the output is a log-likelihood ratio Àj. The ratio Àj is given by
(3)
and PA I,) is the corresponding a posteriori probability. In general it will depend on
the random elements in the channel, i. e. noise, fading, and on the remaining bits in
the symbol. As they are assumed to be unknown, we have the same situation as for
the first bit in the multi-stage decoder, and we expect a rate I(Bj; Àj) = I(Bj; Y) to
be achievable. This would give a total rate C~)(
K

K

= LI(Bj;Y).

C~)( ~ LI(Bj;Àj)
j=l

(4)

j=l

We call this total rate the BICM capacity (BICM stands for Bit-Interleaved Coded
Modulation). In practice, it is found that for QAM and Gray labeling there is only
a small loss in capacity hence the C~)< ~ C~K for relevant signal-to-noise ratios. This
closeness in capacity is matched by good error performance with simple linear codes,
such as convolutional codes or turbo-like codes [4].
Even though the reasoning seems convincing, there is a hidden subtlety in the
reasoning just sketched. Although the subchannels are clearly not independent, because two bits may well belong to the same symbol and therefore experience the same
channel conditions, the total rate is assumed to be the sum of the rates of each subchannel. Caire et al. [4] circumvented this issue by postulating that an infinite-depth
interleaver is used, which sweeps away the residual correlations, and therefore makes
C~){ achievable. In this paper, we show that the interleaver is not necessary to remove
the effect of the correlations on the total rate. We give a coding theorem proving the
achievability of C~)<, even in presence of residual correlation.

A coding theorem

2
2.1

Notation

Let us consider a general case of M-ary transmission over an AWGN channel". A block
diagram is depicted in Fig. l. At the transmitter, a message index w is chosen. W is
uniformly distributed over the set W = {I,··· ,IWI}. Given the index w, the encoder
forms a binary codeword

(5)
of length K N, where M = 2K, and N is the number of (complex) transmissions. The
mapper p,(-, ... ,.) uses K consecutive binary digits to compute a (complex-valued)
channel-input symbol Sn,
Sn = p,(bln,·
.. , bKn),
(6)

= 1, ... , N. We assume that the symbols are normalized in energy, that is
ISml2 = l. We denote the set of channel symbols by X; we have lXI = M =
2]( We denote by !2.j the set of all N bits in position i, i. e. !2.j = (bjl, ... ,bjN).
for n

tt

L~=l

lGeneralization

to fading channels is straighforward.

4

Figure 1: BI CM structure.
The channel accepts the input sn, adds an independent
and finally outputs a number Yn,

Gaussian noise variable nn,

(7)
The average signal-to-noise is denoted by SNR. With no loss of generality, we take
the noise density to be complex Gaussian noise, with independent real and imaginary
part, of mean zero and variance 1/2.
Given the mapping J-t(., ... , '), the joint probability of a sequence (bI,'"
,bl<), and
an output in the interval Y < Yn < Y + dy, is denoted by
(8)
for all bj
as P( bI,
the bits
P(b1, ...

E {O, I}, Y E R, and infinitely small dy. We refer to the derived distributions
... , b«, y), and the corresponding marginals P( bI), ... , P( bl<), and P(y). Let
B, be uniformly distributed. For the assumed noise density, the distribution
,bl<,y) is

P(b1,

...

,

b«,

y) =

7T~J(

exp (

-Iy -

v'SNRJ-t(b1,

...

,bI<)

n

dy.

(9)

The marginal distributions with respect to bit B, and Y are special, and are denoted
by Pj(bj, y), for j = 1, ... , K. We denote by y the set of all N received symbols, i. e.
y=(yl,···,YN).
- The demapper, upon observing Yn, produces K log-likelihood-ratios Àjn, with j =
1, ... ,K, and
(10)
for properly chosen a posteriori probabilities Pj Cl·) .The ratios Àjn are generated simultaneously, by assuming a uniform prior over the remaining bits in the symbol. In
addition, the correlation among the K Àjn in the same symbol is ignored.
The decoder uses the log-likelihood-ratio vector (Àl1, ... , ÀI<I,""
À1N, ... , ÀKN) to
form an estimate w of the message index.

2.2

Achievable Rates

Given a mapper, we call rate R achievable if for each E > 0 for all N large enough,
there exists an encoder, demapper and decoder such that 1:J log21WI 2': R - E and
Pr(W i= W) :S E. We have then the following theorem

5

Theorem 1. The sum of mutual informations

L:f=l I(Bj; Y) is achievable.

Proof. We apply random coding. Fix an E > O. For each w E W we uniformly
generate a binary codeword QI (w) ... ,QK (w). The codebook is the set of all codewords
so generated.
The decoder outputs 'ÛJ only if 'ÛJ is the unique integer satisfying
(11)
where
(12)
for f..E ~ L:f=l I(Bj; Y) - 3K E. Otherwise, the decoder outputs an error flag.
The error probability, averaged over the ensemble of randomly generated codes, Pf>
is upper bounded by
(13)
where 'ifl is the probability that the received Jj_does not belong to the set Bf>

L

'ifl ~

P(QI""

(14)

,QK,Jj_)·

(Q,,···,QK,!!.)<{cB,

'if2is the probability that another randomly chosen codeword would be (wrongly) decoded, that is,
1<

L

'if2~
(Q"

P(Jj_)

.. ,QK,!!.)EB,

IT P(QJ.

(15)

j=l

We now prove that BE :::J AE(B1, ... , BK, Y), where A.(Bl"'"
B/{, Y) is the corresponding jointly typical set. By definition, the sequences (Q1"'"
Qf{, Jj_) in the typical
set must satisfy, among other constraints, the following equations

I~

log2 P~Jj_) - H(Y)

1~IOg2p(~j)
~IOg2
1

I < E,

-H(Bj)1

<E,

j=',

(1 )-H(Bj,y)I<E,

... ,K,
j=I,

P QJ,Jj_

... ,K.

(16)

This implies that the following expressions must hold,
- log2P(Jj_) > N(H(Y)

- E),

- log2P(Qj) > N(H(Bj)
- log2p(Qj,

- E),

Jj_) < N(H(Bj,

6

Y)

(17)
j

= 1, ... ,K,

+ f.),

j

= "

(18)

., K.

(1())

Multiplying the last equation by (-1), and summing them, we have
Pj(Qj(W),y)
log2 P(Qj)P(;)

=

As this must hold for j

=

+ H(Y)

~ N(H(Bj)
N(I(Bj;

- H(Bj,

Y) - 3E)

(20)
(21)

Y) - 3E).

1, ... , K, we can sum over j, and obtain

~
Pj(Qj(w),y)
L..log2 P(Q)P()
J

J=1

(~
L..1(Bj;Y)-3E

~N

J!..

)

=N6.E•

(22)

J=1

The conditions satisfied by the typical sequences imply that they also belong to the
set B., that is, BE ;;2 Af' Therefore the probability 71"1
in Eq. (14) is now given by

L

7I"1S:

P(Ql,···,Qf{',!!)

{QJ,···,QK,J!.)"A,

s: E,
for all N large enough.
For (Q1' ... ,Qf{, J!..) E

BEl

(23)

and from the definition of BE, we have that

(24)
Or rearranging terms,
te

te

IT P(Qj)

<

IT Pj(QjlJ!..)·

TNb.,

j=1

(25)

j=1

Therefore the probability 71"2
in Eq. (15) can be upper bounded
]{

P(J!..)

< TNb.,

IT r, (Qj IJ!..)

(26)

K

L

P(J!..)

IT Pj(QjlJ!..)

(27)

j=1

(!!J,···,QK,J!.)

= 2-Nb.,.

(28)

Now we can write for the error probability
generated codes

averaged over the ensemble of randomly

Pé <; 71"1
+ (IWI-

< E + IWITNb.,
< 2E,

7

1)71"2

(29)

for IWI = 2N(6,-.) and all N large enough. From this, we conclude that for all large
enough N there exist codes with
1

K

N log21WI ;:::6.. - E =

L I(B

j;

Y) - (3K

+ I)E,

(30)

j=1

and

Pr(W #- W) :S E, and the rate 2:~1 I(Bi; Y) is thus achievable.
We next discuss the demapper. From Àjn in Eq. (3) the decoder can compute
(31)
(32)

and therefore determine the probabilities required for the decoding rule defining Bf)
Eq. (12), namely

= I, Yn = Yn)
= I)P(Yn
= Yn)
Pj(Bjn = 0, Yn = Yn)

Pj(Bjn
P(Bjn
P(Bjn

=

O)P(Yn

=

Yn)

where the bit probabilities are given by P(Bjn

3

Pj(Bjn = lWn = Yn)
P(Bjn = 1)

(33)

Pj(Bjn = OWn = Yn)
P(Bjn = 0)

(34)

= 1) = P(Bjn = 0) = ~.

o

Discussion

We have considered a bit-interleaved coded modulation channel over an AWGN channel. BICM assumes that the channel can be divided into a stream of parallel, independent subchannels, B· ---? Àj. Each subchannel corresponds to a different bit in the
modulation symbol, and is modelled by its marginal a posteriori density. Clearly, the
joint a posteriori density of the whole set of subchannels is not equal to the product the
marginals, due to the correlation among the various bits in the same symbol. However,
we have shown that the residual effect of this correlation is n3ligible, in the sense that
a total rate equal to the sum of the rates 2:j I(Bj; Àj) = 2...j I(Bj; Y) is achievable.
This is obtained with no explicit introduetion of an interleaver. The generalization to
fading channels is straightforward. Furthermore, the result may be extended to more
general channels, for which the total effect of the residual correlation may be negligible.
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Abstract
DVB-H, which is based upon DVB-T, is a new standard for providing digital TV
to handheld receivers. The concept of time-slicing of services is introduced in this
standard for realizing power-saving. Additionally to time-slicing we introduce a
method for achieving an extra amount of power-saving based upon adaptive Forward Error Correction. Applying this method to an example DVB-H parameter
selection shows that more than 5% power-saving can be realized.

1

Introduction

This paper describes a method for realizing extra power-saving in a digital video broadcast handheld (DVB-H) receiver. DVB-H is a new standard for providing Digital Video
Broadcasting services to handheld devices [1]. In order to establish a convergence between the traditional broadcast world and the PC world, services are deployed using
the Internet Protocol (lP). Provisions are made in this standard to support low-power
receiver implementations. In order to support handheld portable and mobile reception,
DVB-H provides features to allow mobility with high data rates and single antenna reception. All of these features are achieved by adding options to DVB-T including,
time-slicing of services for power saving, an extra layer of Forward Error Correction
(FEC) for additional robustness, and a 4K OFDM mode for mobility and network
design flexibility. Time-slicing is realized by bundling of data in "bursts" at a high
rate so that it is possible to switch off the receiver between bursts, resulting in up
to 90% power-saving. A burst contains up to 191 kbytes of information data and is
encoded with a [2;),'1,191,65]Reed-Solomon (RS) code, resulting in up to 255 kbytes of
burst data. This code is in DVB-H also known as the Multi-Protocol Encapsulation
FEC (MPE-FEC). Encoding of a burst is done by putting lP datagrams column-wise
in the first 191 columns of a 1024 x 255 frame (MPE-FEC frame) and by calculating
RS parities in a row-wise direction. Transmission is done column by column starting
with the information data (lP datagrams).
In Section 2, the concept of time-sliced services and MPE-FEC coding is explained.
A brief overview of a DVB-H receiver is shown in Section 3. In Section 4, a proposal
for extra power-saving in a DVB-H receiver is presented. Finally, in Section 5 some
conclusions are given.
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2
2.1

Time slicing and MPE-FEC coding
Time slicing of services

One of the main features of DVB-H is that service data is transmitted in bursts. In
Figure 1 an example of four time-sliced services is shown. The information contained
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Figure 1: An example of four time-sliced services
in a burst is sufficient to guarantee playtime till the next burst is received. If a user
is interested in Service 1 only, the receiver front-end can be switched-off during the
transmission of the other services. In this way a power-saving ratio of Tof f / (Ton + Toff)
can be realized, which can be in practice up to 90%. The actual realizable power-saving
is roughly determined by the average service bit rate and the gross transmission bit
rate. During the Ton period of a burst, first the lP datagrams are transmitted followed
by the RS parity columns.

2.2

MPE-FEC encoding

MPE-FEC encoding is established by filling an array ofup to 1024x 191 bytes ("rows" x
"columns") column-wise with lP datagrams. Using a [255,191,65] RS encoder, parities
are generated in a row-wise fashion, resulting in rows of 255 bytes. The resulting
1024x255 bytes = 2 Mbit arrav is called an MPE-FEC frame and will be transmitted
in a single time-slice (burst). After encoding, the lP datagrams are encapsulated in so
called MPE sections and the parity columns are encapsulated in MPE-FEC sections.
Encapsulation in sections means that the payload (lP datagram or RS parity column)
is preceded by a 12 bytes section header and followed by a 4 byte Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC). The section header contains information regarding section length, MPEFEe table address and time-slicing inforrnation. The MPE and MPE-FEC sections
are inserted in the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS). For this purpose, the sections
are divided into 184 bytes fragments and transmitted as payload of TS packets. The
188 (=184 bytes TS packet payload + 4 bytes TS packet header) bytes TS packets
are encoded with a [204,188,17] RS code and a convolutional code, modulated with an
OFDM modulator and broadcasted.

2.3

Decoding of MPE-FRC Frame

At the receiver, MPE-FEC decoding can be started after the burst data has been
received. Using the time-slicing parameters the receiver ensures that it is synchronized
to the correct service burst. At TS level, synchronizing to the service of interest is
established by monitoring the Packet Identifier (PID), which is a 13-bit field in the 4
byte TS packet header. TS packets, with a PID value related to the wanted service,
are filtered by the TS de-multiplexer. The payload of these TS packets is used to
reconstruct the MPE and Ivf P F.- FEe sections. The section CRC can be used to check
the integrity of the received section. If the CRC fails, the payload of the section is
discarded and otherwise the payload is put in the MPE-FEC Frame using the table
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Figure 2: The structure of an MPE-FEC frame
address that is present in the section header [1]. Discarded or missed payload lead to unfilled positions in the MPE-FEC frame. All un-filled positions are erased such that the
MPE-FEC RS decoder is informed about these erroneous positions. Since undetected
erroneous sections will be very rare, the MPE-FEC RS decoder can operate in the
"Erasure only" mode and has a capacity of correcting up to 64 erasures per row. After
MPE-FEC decoding the (correct) lP datagrams can be parsed to the service renderer,
and the receiver front-end can go to sleep mode and wait for the next burst.

3

DVB-H Receiver

In Figure 3 an example of a DVB-H receiver module is shown. At the left of the module
one haves an antenna. In the Tuner the wanted DVB-H/T signal is selected and mixed
to baseband. The signal is converted from the analog to the digital domain with an AID
converter (not shown). The digital signal is demodulated and decoded in the DVBHIT Channel Demodulator. The output of the DVB-H/T Channel Demodulator is an
MPEG-2 Transport Stream. In the DVB-H TS Demultiplexer and lP De-encapsulator,
TS packets from the desired service are filtered, lVlPE and MPE-FEC sections are
reconstructed and both lP datagrams and RS data are extracted from these sections.
The extracted lP datagrams and RS parity columns are put in the MPE-FEC frame

Figure 3: Global overview of DVB-H receiver
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memory. Due to bad channel conditions it will happen that TS packets are corrupt and
that fragments from or whole lP datagrams and RS parity columns are not received.
By monitoring section CRC and TS packet headers (transport error indicator and
continuity counter) one can mark these missed or erroneous portions of data in the
Erasure Memory. With aid of the information in the Erasure Memory, the MPE-FEC
decoder will try to correct the MPE-FEC Frame. After error-correction the correct
lP datagrams that are present in the MPE-FEC Frame Memory can be parsed to the
Handheld. The Power Save Control unit manages real time parameters like the Lime
that a time-sliced service starts and ends. Accordingly, the receiver front-end will be
switched off and on such that only the services of interest will be received. During
the off-time of a service, the received data burst has to be processed by the MPEFEC decoder and transferred to the Handheld for rendering. Therefore the amount of
off-time also influences the throughput requirements of the MPE-FEC decoder. Since,
most of the power consumption takes place in the receiver front-end it is important
that this part of the receiver is switched on for a minimal amount of time.

4

Power-saving by adaptive RS decoding

In the DVB-H Implementation Guidelines [1] it is mentioned that in case the application
data table is received error free, no MPE-FEC decoding has to be accomplished. Hence,
the reception of the RS data table is not necessary anymore. As a consequence, the
receiver may be put into sleep mode and wait for the reception of the next burst.
At good reception conditions (e.g. error free reception) a power-saving ratio of up to
64/255 ::::;25 % can be realized in case a [255,191,65] RS code is used. The number
64 corresponds to the number of columns in the RS data table and 255 is the total
number of columns in an MPE- FEe frame. At decreasing channel couditions the
average power-saving will decrease accordingly.

4.1

A proposal for extra power-saving

The proposed power-saving method is based upon the observation that by using a
[n.k.d] RS code and applying. erasure decoding one can correct d - 1 erasures. This
means that if one has received k correct symbols one can decode the corresponding word
and re-construct the code word. Projection of this observation to a DVB-H receiver one
can start MPE-FEC decoding after reception of k correct columns and simultaneously
switch-off the receiver front end (tuner and channel demodulator). When k columns
are received correctly, the RS decoder can reconstruct the whole MPE-FEC frame by
erasing the columns that still had to be received (this is a kind of virtual puncturing).
Eg. when in the application data table one column is corrupt one needs only one
correct RS data column in order to make the re-construction of an MPE-PBC frame
possible. The state of received columns can be determined by monitoring section CRC
and TS packet headers (transport error indicator and continuity counter). The decision
to switch-off the receiver front-end can be refined further. Instead of requiring that one
has received (at least) k correct columns one can also use the more relaxed requirement
of having (at least) k correct symbols per row. This requires somewhat more bookkeeping but gives possibly an earlier switch-off time. In order to anticipate on some
undetected errors one can require to have k+rn. correct columns or at least k-s-m correct
symbols per row. Eg. with m = 2 one can correct 1 undetected error additional to the
k erasures per row. Summarizing we propose two criteria for early switch-off of the
receiver front-end:
• Column criterion.
are received.

Switch-off front-end, when k
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+m

correct columns (m

:::0:

0)

• Row criterion. Switch-off front-end, when all rows have k
symbols.

4.2

+m

or more correct

Estimated power-saving of adaptive RS decoding

With a simple model one can estimate the performance of the proposed power-saving
method using the column criterion. The performance of this method is compared with
the method in which one requires the error-free reception of the whole application data
table. We assume the use of a [255,191,65J RS code and the use all k = 191 application
data columns and all n - k = 64 RS data table columns and a total of 1024 rows.
Moreover, we assume a random TS packet error probability PTS. Filling one column in
an MPE-FEC frame requires 1024/184 ~ 5.6 TS packets (with a payload of 184 bytes).
Therefore, one can estimate the column error probability as Pc ~ 1 - (1 - PTS )5.6. As
a coarse approximation we assume that column errors occur independently from each
other. The probability PM,L that one has exactly L correct columns after- the reception
of the Mth column is given by:
M

2" L.

(1)

For proper MPE-FEC decoding we require that L 2" k. Let us choose L = k (=191
in our example). A power-saving ratio of (n - M)/n = (255 - M)/255
(M 2" k) will
be realized with probability Ptt/l,k' The average power-saving ratio 51 one can realize
if one require the error-free reception of the whole application data table (i.e. all k
columns of the application data table need to be error free) is given by:
Pkk,--,

n-k
n

(1 _ pc)k n - k,
n
(1_ P )191~.
c
255

(2)

For ideal channel conditions, i.e. for Pc -+ 0 the power-saving ratio approaches 25%.
The expected average power-saving ratio 52 one can achieve with the proposed method
using the column criterion is given by
Tl

n-lVI

LPM,k--,
M=k
( 1 _ p)k
c

n
~
~
M=k

(1 _ P c )191

(M -

~
~
FO

l)pM_kn

k-l

c

+ j)

(190

.

J

- AI
n

pj64. c
255

j

,

(3)

Obviously we find that 52 2" 51' Moreover we see that asymptotically 52 -+ 0.25
for Pc -+ O. In Figure 4 the power-saving method based upon the column criterion
is compared with the average power-saving one can achieve with error-free reception
of the application data table. We see that for PTS = 0.001, the proposed powersaving algorithm almost achieves the optimal power-saving ratio of 25%. Currently
no estimates are made for the expected average power-saving ratio 53 one can achieve
using the method with the row criterion, but obviously 53 2" 52'
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Figure 4: Estimated power-saving
4.2.1

Simulated

power-saving

of adaptive

RS decoding

Using an example the performance of the proposed power-saving methods are simulated. In this example we use a [255,191,65] RS code and use all 191 application data
columns and all 64 RS data table columns and a total of 1024 rows. In the application
data table we put 128 lP datagrams of length 1528 bytes, which are encapsulated in
128 MPE-sections of length 1544 bytes. Each MPE-section is distributed over 9 TS
packets: 8 having a payload of 184 bytes and one packet has a payload of 68 bytes
together with 112 stuffing bytes. The RS data table has 64 columns of size 1024 bytes.
Each column is encapsulated in one MPE-FEC section of length 1040 bytes. An I\IIPEFEC section is distributed over 6 TS packets: 5 having a payload of 184 bytes and
one packet has a payload of 116 bytes together with 64 stuffing bytes. Hence in total
128 x 9 + 64 x 6 = 1536 TS packets are used for carrying one MPE-FEC frame. The
channel is modelled by having a probability PTS that a TS packet is corrupt. It is
assumed that in a corrupt TS packet all bytes are erroneous such that the payload
cannot be used. Furthermore, TS packet errors occur independently from each other.
111 [2] it is shown that a proper extraction of lP datagrams from the TS has a positive
effect on the MPE-FEC Frame Error Rate after MPE-FEC decoding. Therefore it can
be expected that the power-saving performance also will improve. The power-saving
performance using two lP de-encapsulation methods are simulated:
• Conventional
lP de-encapsulation.
If a TS packet is corrupt (the transport
error indicator in the TS header is equal to 1) then discard the TS packet and
corresponding section (MPE or MPE-FEC section). In case of discarding a TS
packet, a whole lP datagram or RS parity column will be erased in the MPE-FEC
frame .
• Improved lP de-encapsulation.
See [2]. Only corrupt TS packets with inconsistent TS header are discarded. If a TS packet cannot be used (inconsistent TS
header) then discard the TS packet, but still try to recover remaining part of the
corresponding section (MPE or MPE-FEC section). In case of discarding a TS
packet, only a fragment of an lP datagram or RS parity column will be erased in
the I\IIPE-FEC frame.
In the simulation 1000 MPE-FEC frames are generated and TS packets are corrupted randomly (i.i.d) using an error probability PTS. From these 1000 MPE-FEC
frames two histograms registering the number of required columns fulfilling each of
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the two criteria are made. The histogram is used for calculating the expected average
power-saving. The results are shown in Figure 5. The simulated performance of the
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PTS

power-saving

power-saving method based upon the column criterion fits quite well with the estimated
performance shown in Figure 4. Also the simulated performance of the method based
upon the error-free reception of the application data table agrees with the estimated
performance.
As expected, the method based upon the row criterion is better than
the method based upon the column criterion. Moreover, applying the improved lP deencapsulation method improves the power-saving performance.
This improvement is
stronger for the row based method than for the column based method. The improved
lP de-encapsulation
method combined with the row based power-saving method realizes a power-saving ratio of more than 10% over a wide range of TS packet error
probabilities.
4.2.2

Power-saving with example parameters

Using an example DVB-H parameter selection we calculate the total power consumption of the DVB-H receiver with and without the power-saving method. The chosen
parameters are an example obtained from [1, Annex C.4]. It is assumed that during
Sleep mode (stand-by) the receiver consumes 10 mW. In order to lock (re-synchronize)
to the transmitted signal, the receiver has to be switched on 0.12 seconds in advance
to the burst. In this example it is assumed that the reception of the burst costs 0.2
seconds (e.g. 2 Mbit with a rate of 10 Mb/s). During synchronization and burst reception the receiver consumes 400 mW. After reception, the MPE-FEC decoder decodes
the MPE-FEC frame and the lP datagrams are transferred to the mobile phone. Decoding and transfer of lP datagrams is assumed to cost 50 m Wand to last for 0.5
seconds. The cycle-time is assumed to be l.61 seconds, such that the sleep mode lasts
for 0.79 seconds. In Figure 6 the example parameter selection is illustrated.
Using
these numbers the average power consumption Pavg is equal to:
Pavg

_ 0.32 x 400
-

+ 0.50

x 50
,

i.si

+ (l.29
0

- 0.50) x 10 _ 00 \'1
- 1 m '\ .

(4)

If one can reduce the burst time with 15% using the early switch-off method one realizes
an average power consumption of:
Pavg

=

(0.12

+ 0.85 x 0.20) x 400 + 25 + (0.79 + 0.15 x 0.20) x 10
l.610

15

V

= 93 m\ .

(5)
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Figure 6: Example of burst timing and power consumption
Hence, for this parameter set the average power consumption can be reduced with 7%.
If channel conditions are optimal, the burst time can be reduced with 25%. In that
case an average power consumption of Po",? = 88 mW will be realized. It has to be
noted that the lock time has a large contribution of the power consumption. With
advanced re-synchronization techniques significant power-saving can be realized. This
will also increase the relative influence of the presented power-saving method.

5

Conclusion

A power-saving method for DVB-H receivers is presented. The method is based upon
erasure decoding techniques for Reed Solomon codes and uses the fact that for a [n.k.d]
RS code, one can reconstruct all n symbols after reception of k correct symbols, provided that there are no undetected errors. Hence, after reception of k correct symbols
one can stop receiving the remaining symbols and therefore switch-off the receiver
front-end. Combined with an improved lP de-encapsulation method [2], one can realize more than 10% power-saving (total average power consumption reduction can be
more than 5%).
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Abstract

It is known that for certain LDPC codes, usage of redundant parity-check equations significantly improves the error performance of iterative decoding. In this
paper, we show how to generate redundant parity-check equations for improving
the performance of iterative decoding of even weight codes used over the binary
erasure channel. For given r and rn, with rn -s: '1', we give explicit constructions
of sets of binary vectors of length r· that allow us to generate, for each full rank
'I' x TI, matrix H with the all-one row as top row, a set of parity check equations.
Iterative erasure decoding with this set of parity check equations corrects all erasure patterns of size at most m. that are potentially decodable by the code with
parity check matrix H. The constructions significantly improve on om previous
constructions where no constraint was imposed on H.
Keywords

1

iterative decoding, binary erasure channel, stopping set.

Introduction

Numerous simulations have shown that iterative decoding of Turbo codes and LDPC
codes achieves a remarkably good performance for a variety of channel models. This
remarkable performance, at a reasonable implementation cost, has stimulated a lot
of work on both practical and theoretical aspects of these codes and their iterative
decoding.
There is considerable interest in LDPC codes with structural properties that allow
for simplified encoding and decoding, in particular, in LDPC codes for which the
parity check matrix consists of circulant matrices. Examples of such codes include onestep majority logic decodable codes [1] and codes based on finite geometries [2]. The
simulations in those papers show a very good error performance. In both papers, the
parity check matrix that is used in iterative decoding contains redundant rows, that
is, decoding could have been performed with less parity check equations. For example,
codes based on projective planes have the incidence matrix of the plane as parity check
matrix; this square matrix is then employed in decoding. In [1] it is speculated that
the good decoding performance is at least partly due to the usage of these redundant
parity check equations; in [2, p. 295], it is stated that "If we remove some redundant
rows from the parity-check matrix, simulation results show that the error performance
of the code will be degraded".
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The present paper in a sense works the other way around: we start with a full-rank
parity check matrix, and aim to judiciously create redundant parity check equations in
order to improve error performance. We do so in a theoretical setting, namely iterative
erasure decoding over the binary erasure channel (BEC). Remember that with the BEC,
each received symbol either equals the transmitted bit, or is an erasure, indicating a
"don't know". It is thus assumed that all received bit-values are error-free; the aim
is to reconstruct the bit values in the erased positions. The BEC captures in a crude
way the idea of incorporating reliability inforrnation in decoding. Recently, there has
been a renewed interest in the BEC, see for example [3] and the references in it . One
of the reasons is that iterative decoding on the BEC can be analyzed precisely (no
simulations are required) [4].
In this paper, we consider the following well-known scheme for iterative decoding
of a binary linear code C used on the BEC [4]. We are given a set H of parity check
equations for C. For a received word with E as set of erased positions, we inspect if
one of the parity check equations from H involves exactly one of the erasures. If so,
we determine the value of the erasure involved in this equation and continue; if not,
we stop the algorithm. In the latter case, E is called a stopping set for H [4]. It can
be shown [4] that iterative decoding of an erasure pattern E is successful if and only
if E does not contain an non-empty stopping set. It should be stressed that the fact
whether E is a stopping set or not is not a code property, but depends on the collection
of parity check equations that is being used.
Let C be a code of length n. An erasure pattern E ç {I, 2, ... , n} is called Ccorrectable if for each received word from the BEC with E as set of erasures, exactly
one way to fill in the erasures results in a word from C. Erasure patterns that are not
C-correctable cannot be iteratively decoded by any collection of parity check equations.
If we take sufficiently many parity check equations, then all C-correctable erasure patterns can be decoded with iterative decoding ([8], [10]. It is possible, however, that a
C-correctable erasure pattern is a stopping set for the collection of parity check equations consisting of the rows of a full-rank parity check matrix of C.
Example (cf. [5]) Let H be the following
ming code C:
0 0
1 0
11 ~
0 0

[!

parity check matrix for the [7,4,3] Ham1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1

ij

The pattern with erasures in positions 4,5 and 6 is C-correctable (the 3x3 matrix consisting of the columns 4,5 and 6 of H is invertible); however, none of the 3 rows of H
has a single one in the positions 4,5 and 6. Now suppose that we use an additional
parity check equation, viz. the sum of the rows of H, so the vector 1111000. With this
parity check equation, the erasure in position 4 can be resolved. It can be shown that
all C-correctable patterns of three erasures can iteratively be decoded if the three rows
of H and their sum serve as collection of parity check equations. A construction of
such collections of parity check equations for Hamming codes of arbitrary redundancy
has been obtained by Weber and Abdel-GhaHar [61.
It is our aim to find parity check collections with which the iterative decoding algorithm decodes all C-correctable erasure patterns of a sufficiently small cardinality
(as these erasure patterns determine the error performance of iterative erasure decoding for the BEC with low erasure probability). We restrict our attention to even-weight
codes, that is, codes for which all codewords have an even number of ones, or stated
differently, codes for which the all-one vector 1 is a parity check vector.
For m :s; r , we will be interested in what we call (r, m)-sets. These sets will allow
us to construct, for each even weight code C and from each full rank r x ti parity check
matrix H for C with 1 as top row, a collection of parity check equations with which
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the iterative erasure decoding algorithm corrects all C-correctable erasure patterns of
size m (a precise definition will be given in Section 4). Note that in [8], we aimed
to generate parity check equations from all parity check matrices H, whereas here we
require that H has 1 as top row. As a result, we will obtain much smaller collections
of parity check equations than in [8J.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe
related work. In Section 3, we give a simple example that motivated us to consider
even weight codes. It is shown explicitly that 2(r -1) parity check equations of an even
weight rn, n - rJ code suffice to iteratively decode any correctable pattern of 4 or less
erasures. The construction from [8], valid for all codes, requires as many as 2:;=0 (r~l)
parity check equations. In Section 4, we describe the notion of (r, m)-sets precisely,
and we state our results. The proof of the main theorem in this section is contained in
the appendix.

2

Related work

In [6], Weber and Abdel-Ghaffar consider iterative erasure decoding of the [2r - 1,2" r - 1,3] Hamming code C,. with full rank parity check matrix Hr. As the columns of
H,. are non-zero and distinct, for any pattern E of one or two erasures there is a row
of Hr with exactly one 1 in the position(s) of E. As a consequence, iterative decoding
with the rows of Hr as collection of parity check matrices corrects any any pattern of
two or less erasures. More interesting is the following result. Let H,. be the following
set of parity check equations:
Hr

=

{hi 11 ::::: i :::::
r} U {hl

+ hi + hj 1 2 :::::i < j

:::::r}.

Here, hi denotes the i-th row of H,.. Weber and Abdel-Chaffar show [6J that for any
pattern of three erasures that does not coincide with the support of a codeword, at
least one of the parity check equations from HT has exactly one 1 in the positions from
E. As a consequence, using H.,., iterative erasure decoding corrects any C,.-decodable
erasure pattern of weight 3 or less. Note that IHrl grows quadratically in r.
In these proceedings, Abdel-Ghaffar and Weber study [7J iterative erasure decoding
of Hamming codes in the situation that only the rows of a full-rank parity check
matrix are used. They explicitly compute, for each w, the number of stopping sets
of cardinality ui. This extends previous work of McEliece [5], and allows to compute
the error-performance of iterative decoding on the BEC as a function of the erasure
probability.
The present authors extended the work of [6] in [8J. For arbitrary r and m, with
m :::::r, we derived properties for and constructions of sets for generating parity check
equations of an [n, n - rJ code C from an arbitrary parity check matrix H. These
collections of parity check equations allow to decode all C-correctable patterns of m
or less erasures. The constructed collection of parity check equations has cardinality
2::~1 ('"~l). In [9J it was shown by an averaging argument (hence non-constructively)
that for fixed m, there exist a constant Cm such that for each r 2: m, there exist such
a collection of parity check equations of size at most Cm . r . In [9], also an explicit
recursive construction is provided for m = 3 that yields collections of parity check
equations the size of which grows as r!og2 3, instead of as r2 like in [6] and [8J.
In [10], Schwartz and Vardy define the stopping redundancy of a code C as the
size of the smallest collection of parity check equations for which iterative decoding
corrects all erasure patterns of size less than the minimum distance of C (note that all
such erasure patterns are C-correctable). With a recursive construction, they obtain
an upper bound on the stopping redundancy of Reed-Muller codes. They also obtain
a lower bound of 34 on the stopping redundancy of the [24,12,8J Golay code. They do
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so by picking in a lexicographic order parity check equations until all erasure patterns
of weight at most 7 have a single one in at least one of these equations.

3

A motivating example

In this section, we describe a simple construction that motivated us to look for constructions specifically aimed at even weight codes.
Let H be an r x n parity check matrix for an rn, n-r] code C with rows hl = 1, h2, ... h,;
Let Tl be the collection of parity check equations

We claim that for any C-correctable erasure pattern E of size 4, at least one of the
equations from H can resolve an erasure from E. Indeed, let H(E) be the 4xr submatrix
of H consisting of the columns indexed by E. As E is C-correctable, at least one of
its rows, say hj(E), has odd weight.' As IEl = 4, it follows that either hj(E) or its
complement has weight 1. With a similar reasoning, it can be seen that H also can
resolve an erasure from any C-correctable erasure pattern of size 3 or less. Note that
H contains only 2(r - 1) equations, while the sets from [8] for generating a collection
of parity check equations correcting all C-correctable erasure patterns of size 4 for all
parity check matrices have size 2::=0

C~l

4

Statement of results

In order to state or results precisely, we first introduce some terminology. All vectors
and codes are binary. The weight wt(x) of the vector x is its number of ones.
Let C be a code of length n. An erasure pattern E c:::; {I, 2, ... , n} is called C-correctable
if for each received word from the BEC with E as set of erasures, exactly one way to fill
in the erasures results in a word from C. If C is linear (as we assume throughout this
paper), E is C-correctable if the all-zero word is the only codeword with only zeroes
outside E. Using this property, one can easily show the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let H be a full-rank parity check matrix for a code C of length n. An
erasure pattern E c:::; {I, 2, ... ,n} is C-correctable if and only if H(E), the submatrix
of H consisting of the columns indexed by E, has full rank.
Let m :::; r. We call a set A c:::; IF; an (r, m)-set if for any even-weight rn, n - r]
code C and any r x n parity check matrix H of r: that has 1 as top row, and any
C-correctable erasure pattern of size m, the set

{aH I a

E

A}

(1)

contains a vector with exactly one 1 in the positions indexed by E. That is to say, if
the iterative decoding algorithm is used with the set from (1) as set of parity check
equations, for each C-correctable erasure pattern of size m, an erasure is resolved. In
order to resolve another erasure, we continue with a collection of parity check equations
from an (r,m - 1) set, etc.
11£ all rows of H (E) have even weight, then the vector with ones in the positions from E and zeroes
elsewhere is a codeword. Hence, if we receive erasures in the positions of E and zeroes elsewhere, there
are at least two ways to fill in the erasures that result in a word from C, so E is not C-correctable.
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Using Lemma 1, one readily can prove the following lemma, that gives a characterization of (r, m)-sets that is more easy to work with.
Lemma 2 A set A of binary vectors of length r is an (r, m)-set if and only if for
any r x m matrix M of rank m that has 1 as top row, there is an a E A such that
wt(aM)=1.
We continue by giving explicit constructions for (r, m)-sets for small m that can
easily be proved (Proposition 1). Subsequently, we state an explicit construction of
(r, m)-sets for general r and m (Theorem 1); the proof that the constructed sets indeed
are (r, m)-sets is contained in the appendix. We use ei to denote the i-th unit vector,
i.e., the vector with a '1' in position i and zeroes elsewhere.
Proposition
(a) For r ~
(b) For r ~
(c) For r ~
(d) For r ~

1

1, {ed is an
2, {ej 12::; j
3, {ej 13::; j
4, {ej 12 < j

(r, I)-set.
< r} is an (r,2)-set.
::; r} U {el + ej 13::; j < r} is an (r,3)-set.
< r} U {el + ej 12 < j < r} is an (r, 4)-set.

Proof.
Claim (a) is obvious, and claim (d) has already been proved in Section 3.
To show (b), we apply Lemma 2 and note that every full rank 2 x r matrix with 1 as
top row has a (non-top) row of weight one. To show (c), we again apply Lemma 2. Let
M be a full rank 3 x r matrix with top row 1. As NI has at least three non-zero rows,
one of its rows indexed by 3,4,... ,r - 1 is non-zero. Either this row, or its complement
has weight 1. D
Remarks
1. It can be shown that the (r, m)-sets in Proposition 1 have the smallest possible
cardinality.
2. The (r,3)-set constructed above is not an (r,2)-set. (To see this, apply Lemma 2
with M the 2xr matrix with top row 11, second row 10, and zeroes elsewhere). This is
in contrast with our result from [8], where it is shown that every (r; m)-set for general
parity check matrices H is an (r, m)-set for general parity check matrices as well.
It can be shown that every (r, m)-set is an (r, m - 2)-set as well.
3. Clearly, adding e2 to the (r,3)-set constructed above yields an (r,3)-set that is an
(r,2)-set as well; the cardinality of this set equals 2r - 3. This coincides with the size
of the collection of parity check equations constructed in [10] for correcting all patterns
of three or less erasures in the [2"-1, 2r-1 - r, 4] extended Hamming code. Extended
Hamming codes can be considered as the "most difficult" even weight code to design
collections of parity check equations for iterative erasure decoding for (similar to Hamming codes for general codes [8J). More precisely, we have the following proposition,
that follows from from Lemma 2 and the fact that a parity check code for the extended
Hamming code with 1 as top row contains each column vector starting with a '1'.
Proposition
2 Let 3 ::; m ::; r . Let H be a parity check matrix for the [2"-1, 2r-l_r, 4]
extended Hamming code C with 1 as top row. A set A ç IF; is an Cr, m) set if and
only if for any C-correctable pattern E of m erasures, at least one of the vectors of
{aH 1a EA} has exactly one' l' in the positions indexed by E.
We now come to the main result of this paper, namely, an explicit construction of
(r, m)-sets.
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Theorem 1 Let 3 .::::m .::::r. We define the set A,m

A,m = { {(Xl,

,X
,Xr)
T)

{(Xl,

E
E

ç lF~as

lF~I X2:: 1 and wt(X3,'"
,xr),:::: m- 3}_
lF21 X2 - 1 and 1'::::wt(X3,'"
,xr),:::: m
2}

if m is even,
if m is odd.

For each s with 3,:::: s .::::m, the set A,m is an (r, s)-set. For m 2: 4, A,m is an (r,2)-set;
A,3 is not an (r, 2)-set, but A,3 U {e2} is an (r,2)-set.
It is easy to compute the cardinalities of A,m:
if m if even,
if m is odd.
Note that the set AT,m is smaller than the (r, m)-sets
structed in [8]: those sets have cardinality L:~l C~l).
difference is large. The set AT,T has size 21'-1 - 2, just
valid for all matrices H. It can be shown that A,r has
(r,r)-set.

5

valid for all matrices H as conFor fixed m and growing r, the
two smaller than the (r, r)-sets
the smallest possible size of any

Proof of Theorem 1

We first show the statements for s = 2. To see that Ar,3 is not an (r,2)-set, apply
Lemma 2 with M the matrix with top row 11, and all other rows equal to 10. Now we
take m 2: 4. Let M be a full-rank 2 x r matrix with top row 1; we denote its i-th row
by rn.. If m2 has weight 0 or 2, there is an i ;:::3 such wt(mi)=I; the vector a = e2 + ei
is in A,m and wt(aM)=1. Now assume that wt(m2)=12 If m is even, then, as e2 is in
A.·,m, we are done. Now suppose that m 2: 5. If there is an i 2: 3 such that wt(Illi) #1,
then wt((e2 + ei).i\!I)=1. If I113, I114, ... , rn, all have weight one, then, as r 2: m 2: 5,
there exits i,j 2: 3 such that m, = mj; the vector a = e2 + ei + ej is in AT,m, and
wt(aM)=1.
Next, let 3 .::::s .::::m .::::r . We will show that the set AT,m is an (r, s)-set. We use
Lemma 2. So let M be a full-rank r x s matrix with rows m, = 1, m2, ... , m,; We
will show that the set
r

{L aimi

I (al, ... , ar)

E

A,m}

i=l

contains at least one unit vector. We distinguish between two cases.
Case 1: m2 rt {O, I}.
Let J ç {I,:Z, ... ,r} be such that {I,L} ç J and {m, I jEJ}
forms a basis. For
notational convenience, we assume without loss of generality that J = {I, 2, ... , s}.
Let S be the set of missing linear combinations, that is,
S:=

{LXjIllj

I

x =

(Xl, ... ,x"O, ... ,0) ElF; \ AT,m}.

j=l

We will show that S contains at most s - 1 unit vectors. We write S = SI U S2, where
SI = {xM

I x = (Xl, ... ,Xr)

E lF;,X2 = 0 and Xs+l = ... = Xr = O}, and

2Clearly, e2 deals with this case; combining this with the above case shows that A,.,3 U {e2} is an
(r,2)-set.
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if m is odd
if m is even and s = m
if m is even and s < m.
Suppose that SI contains s - 1 unit vectors, say all unit vectors except ej' As SI
is linear and contains m, = 1, it also contains 2::i#j ei + 1 = ej' Consequently, SI
contains all unit vectors, contradicting that dim(Sl) = s - 1. We conclude that SI
contains at most s - 2 unit vectors.
Suppose that S2 # 0. As s 2: 3 and the elements of S2 are each other's complement,
S2 contains at most one unit vector. We conclude that S contains at most (s - 2) + 1
unit vectors.
Case 2: m2 E {O, I}.
Let J ç {I, 2, ... , r} be such that 1EJ and {m, I jE J} forms a basis. For notational
convenience, we assume without loss of generality that J = {I, 3, 4, ... ,s+ I}. A vector
a = (al, a2," ., as+l, 0, ... , O} in AT,m produces the linear combination
if m2 = 0
if m2 = 1
Hence, the set S = {2::;~~ xjmj I (Xl, ... ,Xs+l,O,'"
,0) Elf; \ AT,m} of missing linear
combinations consists of vectors of the form El + 2::;~; ajmj with E E {O, I} and
i) (a3,'" ,as+l) E {O, I} if m is odd and s = m;
ii) (a3,'" ,asH) = 0 if m is odd and s < m;
iii) wt((a3,""
aS-+:_l))
~ {m- 1, m - 2} i~ m is even and s = m;
IV) (a3,""
asH) - 1 If m ISeven and s - m-I,
v) There are no missing linear combinations if m is even and s :::::
m - 2.
In cases (i),(ii) and (iv), at most two unit vectors can be missing, as a vector of
length s 2: 3 and its complement cannot both be a unit vector. In case (v), there are
no missing vectors at all. We only have to consider case (iii). Assume that m is even,
s = m, and that all unit vectors are missing. Then for suitable E E {O, l}, the vector
El + 2::;:~1 mj is a unit vector; and for each k E {3, ... , m + I}, there is an Ek;E {O, I}
such that El + 2::;:~~J7'kmj is a unit vector. Hence, for each k E {3, ... , m + I}, the
vector (E + Ek) 1 + rru,, being the sum of two unit vectors, has even weight; as m is even,
mj, has even weight. As mj = 1 has even weight as well, all vectors from {rn, Ij E J}
have even weight, contradicting that these vectors form a basis. We conclude that not
all unit vectors can be missing.
0
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Abstract
DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) is a the European successor of FM radio
and it can broadcast besides audio services also other services such as traffic
information. In this paper the probability of non-recognized errors in the system
is derived for a 8 kbit./s data subchannel using protection level EEP3-A. This
is important as data services rely on error-free transmission. It has been shown
that in a live DAB network, this probability is very low. For a realistic user
scenario, a user will encounter on average a non-recognized packet each 100000
year.

1

Introduction

DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) is standardized in the late nineties [1] and is the
European successor of current FM radio broadcasting. The physical layer of DAB,
include an OFDM-based transmission with D-QPSK modulated sub-carriers and using
RCPC (Rate Compatible Punctured Convolution Codes) for error correction. One
DAB channel consists of a multiplex of 2304 kbit/s (including error correction). In a
typical situation, the multiplex contains about 10 radio stations.
In addition, Terrestrial DAR is designed to operate in a Single Frequency Network
which means that all DAB transmitters broadcast on the same frequency. TIle network
is designed in such a way that the delay spread of the received paths of all transmitters
are within the cyclic prefix duration, i.e. signals from other transmitters can be considered as extra received paths. For mode I in DAB, the maximum allowable distance
between receivers is 100 km [2].
DAB is not only designed for audio services, it can also transmit video or data. Data
services include traffic information, electronic programming guide etc. To guarantee
error-free reception, DAB uses several techniques to protect the transmitted data bits
against errors. However, there will always be a probability that a non-recognizable
error will occur. Such an error can cause systems to malfunction, an example being
that incorrect traffic jam information is displayed.
This paper identifies the probability of these non-r·ecognizable error-s. To derive
this probability, results from measurements in a live Single Frequency Network (SFN)
in Amsterdam are used where the University of Twente conducts a DAB field trial
commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs [3].
The outline of this paper is as follows. First the error detection and correction
techniques in DAB are discussed. This is followed by a realistic user scenario and this
paper is concluded with a summary.
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2

Error detection and correction in DAB

DAB uses several techniques to protect the transmitted

data bits against errors:

• Interleaving
• Forward Error Correction (FEC)
• Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRC)

2 .1

Interleaving

The first part is the interleaving function. In wireless communication errors occur
often in bursts and the purpose of the interleaver is to convert these burst errors
in independent errors. This is required as the FEC decoding function requires
independent bit errors. The interleaver consists of two randomize functions, both
in frequency and time to meet this goal.

2.2

Forward Error Correction

At the transmitter, extra information (i.e. Forward Error Correction (FEC)), is
added to the transmitted data, which allows the receiver to detect and correct
errors in the received signal. DAB uses convolutional codes (i.e. Rate Compatible
Punctured Convolution Codes) for this purpose. The most common mode used
in DAB, is proteetion level EEP3-A (Equal Error Protection) for data services.
EEP3-A has a code rate of ~ which means that for every information bit, two
bits are transmitted.
The performance of the FEC system for the different proteetion levels is discussed
in [4]. In figure 1, the Bit-Error Rate (BER) versus the symbol-to-noise ratio
(ffo) is depicted for different code rates 11SPr1 in DAB in a Glownay leigh fading
channel that mimics a realistic channel. Proteetion level EEP3-A uses a code
rate of -& = ~. In addition, the BER curve is shown if no error correction is
applied (line uncoded). The service area of DAB can be defined as where the
BER is lower than 10-4 [5],[2]. At the border of the service area, proteetion level
EEP3-A is capable of reducing the raw BER (uncoded line) of 10-1 to 10-4. So,
it reduces the BER with a factor 1000.
In a realistic situation, the user is not always at the border of a service area. For
example, figure 2 depicts the measured BER with our measurement vehicle for
proteetion level EEP3-A in Amsterdam. From this figure one can deduce that a
realistic scenario would be that the user is only 5 % of the time at the border of
the service area. At the border of the service area, the user experiences a BER
of 10-4 Within the service area, the ~~ is much higher and therefore the BER is
several magnitudes lower (see figure 1). For that reason, this 5 % will determine
the probability of non-recognizable errors in the DAB system.

2.3

Cyclic Redundancy

Codes

Although the BER is largely reduced by the FEC decoder, still bit errors can
occur. To detect these errors, the system uses Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRC)
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Figure 1: Theoretical BER curves (upper bound) for a slow Rayleigh channel, taken
from [4].

Figure 2: Typical performance for Proteetion level EEP3-A in Amsterdam (the color
is an indication for the BER)
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checksums [6] that are added to each packet that is transmitted. In DAB, the
eRe-eeTITT
code is used: x16 + X12 + x5 + 1.
To each packet a eRe checksum is added. The eRe checksum is calculated
by dividing the packet data by the eRe code i.e. 1000100000010000l.
The
remainder of this division is the eRe checksurn. At the receiver side, the division
is repeated and both checksums are compared. If they are unequal, the packet
contains errors.
The eRe-eeTITT
code can detect bit errors as long as the combination of the
errors is not a multiple of the eRe code, because in this case the remainder (i.e.
checksum) of the division remains the same. The code contains 4-elements, which
means that this code can detect anyone, two or three bit errors and any unequal
number of errors. Most combinations of 4 errors in the packet are detected but
not all. The probability of non-recognizable errors is therefore mainly determined
by the probability that 4 errors occur in the packet, as the following example will
show.
2.3.1

Example

In this example we will derive what the probability is of a non-recognizable packet
error, if there are 4 errors in the received packet for a BER of 10-4. This value
is compared with the probability when 6 bit errors occur as any combination of
5 errors is detected by the eRe code. Six bit errors are only undetected if it is
a combination of two non-recognizable 1-bit errors.
For a 8 kbitys channel with proteetion level EEP3-A, each packet contains 192
information bits [1]. To calculate the eRe checksum, the packet is divided by the
eRe code. In binary calculations this means that at 192 - 16 = 176 positions a
XOR operation of 17 bits long can be performed. If the bit errors are a multiple
of the eRe code they are not detected. So if in one of the stages of the division,
errors occur on the positions of the elements of the code, it is undetected. The
probability for this to happen is for a single stage in the division is:
(1)
Pp the packet error probability
P; the bit error rate i.e. 10-4
N the packet length
ne the number of errors i.e. 4
L the length of the eRe code i.e. 17
! the factorial function
The last part of the equation is the binomial distribution function [7] i.e. the
probability that four bit errors occur in one XOR operation. However, only bit
errors at elements of the code are not recognized and there are only 4! combination
out of the total number of possibilities that are not recognized (i.e. first part of
the equation). So equation 1 reduces to:
ne
Pp =n e-l.pne(l_p)Le
e
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(2)

For a packet of 192 bits, there are 176 stages, the total packet error probability
(non-recognizable errors) if there are four bit errors is: 176· Pp = 4.2.10-18
To analyze the probability that six bit errors are not detected by the CRC code
is more difficult, but the probability that six errors occur in a packet is P~(1 Pe)192-6 = 1.10-24. (On the other hand, for four errors this probability is 1.10-16)
As this value is already magnitudes smaller, the non-recognizable packet error
probability is determined by the 4-bit errors case. Moreover, six bit errors are
only undetected if it is a combination of two non-recognizable 4-bit errors.
In the previous section, it has been derived that it is likely that only 5 % of
the time this probability will occur. Therefore the total non-recognizable packet
error probability is 2.1 . 10-14.

3

U ser scenario

A packet has a duration of 24 ms. So, if the data sub channel of 8 kbit/s is used
every day for 8 hours by 10 million users, the probability that in year a packet with
non-recognizable errors is received by one of the users is: 365.8.3600.107. O~24 .pp >=::;
92. Thus, every year, there are about 100 packets received with non-recognizable
errors. Considering 10 million users, this is a very small value. On average, a
user will encounter a non-recognizable packet each 100000 year.

4

Summary

In this document the non-recognizable packet error probability has been derived
for a 8 kbit/s DAB sub channel for proteetion level EEP3-A. This probability is
4.2· 10-13 which is very small. For a user scenario with 10 million users, it has
been shown that on average a user will encounter a non-recognizable packet each
100000 year.
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Abstract
Video content analysis for still- and moving images can be used for various applications, such as high-level semantic-driven operations or pixel-level contentdependent image manipulation. Within video content analysis, sky regions of
an image form visually important objects, for which interesting applications at
both mentioned levels can be envisaged. This paper introduces a new algorithm
and model for detecting blue-sky areas, with suitable properties for TV video
material. The proposed method is capable of robustly detecting various sky
appearances, while addressing the requirements of the target applications. A
special feature of our proposal is that we use adaptive calor 1 - and position
models for computing a pixel-accurate sky-probability measure. The experimental simulations show that our proposal considerably improves the correct detection/rejection of sky regions, and yields better spatial and temporal consistency
of the detection results with respect to the currently available systems.

1

Introduction

Content analysis of digital images and video sequences is strongly emerging, with applications ranging from high-level, such as image understanding and semantic-driven
image- and video retrieval, to pixel-level applications like object-based image coding
and picture-quality improvement. Sky detection, as a particular case of content analysis, can be used for the mentioned high-level applications, as well as image-manipulation
operations such as object-based locally-adaptive artifact reduction and color enhancement. A system employing such content-adaptive picture processing can achieve a
better image enhancement, as compared to a system that applies locally-constant settings [1]. Sky is one of the important visual objects, which appears frequently in video
images. The smooth appearance of sky allows noise and other signal artifacts to be
clearly visible. This motivates our research into creating a reliable sky-detection system
with suitable properties for picture quality improvement of video sequences.
Previous work on sky detection includes a method [2][3] based on calculating an
initial "sky belief map", followed by a selection of connected areas based on texture and
color analysis and the fitting degree to a two-dimensional (2D) model. An alternative
Iln this paper, "calor" denotes all calor components.
When a distinction
and gray values is required, we use the terms "luminance" and "chrominance".
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between chromaticity

method [4][5]is based on the assumption that sky regions are smooth and are regularly
located near or at the top of the image. Here, an initial sky probability is calculated
based on color, texture and vertical position, followed by an adaptation step and a
refined sky-probability calculation, Although the first method yields useful results in
annotating large sky regions, it tends to fail in stably detecting smaller areas, making
the detection results unacceptable for image-manipulation applications, Alternatively,
the pixel-oriented approach of the second met.hod makes this system suitable for video
applications. However, this method often leads to false detections such as accepting
non-sky blue objects as sky, and false rejections like a partial rejection of sky regions
when they cover a large range in the color space.
We propose an extended system for blue-sky detection that builds upon the second
method, thereby exploiting its suitability for video applications, while considerably
improving false detection/rejection rates. The improvements are the result of a more
elaborate texture measure that uses a multi-resolution magnitude and gradient analysis of the luminance component, a more realistic color model, an adaptive threshold
calculation, and the exploitation of a sky confidence metric.
We evaluated the proposed algorithm for many images, representing a large variety
of sky appearances. Comparing our results to [4][5], we can conclude that our proposal
considerably improves the correct detection/rejection rates. When compared to [2][3],
our system yields better spatial accuracy and temporal consistency, which are essential
for picture-quality improvement in video applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed
algorithm, Section 3 presents the results and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Algorithm Description
Model Creation

Sky color is a primary feature for detecting sky areas. As sky appears in a variety
of forms, such as clear blue, cloudy and overcast, its color can cover a large part of
the color space, trom saturated blue to gray, or even orange and red during sun-set.
This large color range can be seen not only between different images, but also within
a single image: a wide-shot clear-sky image is often more saturated near the top and
becomes less saturated towards the bottom of the image, while the luminance tends
to increase in top-down direction. Another feature of blue-sky areas is their smooth
texture, which can be used for discriminating sky regions and other sky-blue objects.
Our last observation is that sky areas are more likely to be near the top of the image
than the bottom.
The main application of our system is television picture-quality improvement, such
as noise and artifact reduction, and color enhancement. Among different sky appearances, blue-sky regions are most useful for these image-enhancement operations. Therefore, we propose a detection system that targets only the blue-sky regions. Our system
is based on the features mentioned in the previous paragraph, namely the assumptions
that (1) sky regions are more likely to be found near the top of the image, (2) the color
values cover a certain part of the color space, (:1) thR color cornponents have limited
horizontal and vertical gradients, and that (4) the texture is smooth.
As illustrated in Fig. I, the sky detection system contains two main parts, namely
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Input Image

(YUVl

Initial Psky

f----------------------------~
Calculate Adaptive Threshold
and Sky Confidence
Adapt Calor Model

Model Application

Model Creation

Figure 1: Block diagram of the sky detection system
"model creation" and "model application". In the first part, a sky model is created for
the sky areas of the current image. This includes a spatially-adaptive color model, a
vertical-position probability model, and a sky confidence measure. In the second part,
the created sky model and the original image are used to compute a pixel-accurate
sky-probability map (Final Psky output in Fig. 1).
2.1.1

Initial Sky Probability

The first step for model creation is estimating which parts of the image are likely to
belong to sky. To this end, an initial sky-probability map is calculated based on the
color, vertical position and texture of the image (Fig. l-left) by
Pskylnitial

=

Pcolorl

X P positionl

X Ptexturel

,

using fixed predefined settings for color and position. These settings are chosen
such that all targeted sky appearances can be captured.
The color probability is calculated using a three-dimensional Gaussian function for
the Y, U and V color components, centered at predetermined positions ló, Uo and Vó
(representing the expected sky color), with corresponding standard deviations (Jyl, (Jul
and (Jvl as

_ ((Y(T,Cl-Yo)2

P col or (r, C )

=e

+ (U(T,C)-uo)2

(Jyl

(Jul

+

(V(T,Cl-Vo)2)
(Jvl

.

The vertical-position probability is defined by a Gaussian function, which has its
center at the top of the image, starting with unity value and decreasing to 0.36 at the
bottom of the image.
The texture probability is based on a multi-resolution analysis of the luminance
component of the image. More specifically, three down-scaled (with factors of 2) versions of the luminance component are analyzed using a fixed window-size (of 5x 5 pixels). The texture analysis uses the Sum of Absolute Differences between horizontallyand vertically-adjacent pixels in the analysis window, and the horizontal and vertical gradients. The texture probability assigns low probabilities to parts of the image
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containing high luminance variation or containing excessive horizontal or vertical gradients.
2.1.2

Adaptive Threshold level and Sky Confidence

The initial sky-probability map needs to be segmented by a threshold in order to create
a map of regions with high sky probability. Simple measures for threshold op.tp.rmini;ltion, such as using the maximum of the sky-probability map as proposed in [5], can
perform inadequately, for example by favoring small objects with high sky probability over larger non-perfect sky regions. In order to avoid this problem, we propose a
more robust method that takes both the size and the probability of sky regions into
account, by computing an adaptive threshold and a global sky confidence-metric. The
confidence metric also prevents small (sky-)blue objects from being accepted as sky, in
images where no actual sky regions are present. The calculation steps are as follows.
Denoting the Cumulative Distribution Function of the initial sky probability as
CDFpskyl
, we define CDFweighted as
CDFweighted(i)

= W(i)

x (1 - CDFpskyl(i))

,

where W(i) is a weighing function for emphasizing the higher probability values,
equaling unity at i = 1 and decreasing to zero at i = O. For images containing sky areas,
the function CDFweighted will have a peak where a large number of pixels with high
sky probability are found. The maximum value of CDFweighted indicates the mentioned
sky confidence metric (Qsky), while the position of this maximum is used to determine
the required threshold level for segmenting areas with high sky probability.
2.1.3

Modeling Sky Calor

As explained in previous section, sky can take a large range of colors within and between
images. As a consequence, a simple fixed-color sky detector is likely to fail in correctly
annotating different sky appearances. Ref. [5] proposes to adapt the expected sky
color in each image to the areas with the highest init.ial sky probability, but further to
keep this expected color constant within the image. Our experiments proved that this
method leads to false rejection of sky areas, when the sky color covers a large range. In
order to deal with this problem, we use a color model that is spatially adaptive. This
means that the expected sky color not only takes the color difference between images
into account, but also adapts to the color of the sky regions at different positions of the
image. Each color component (Y, U, and V) of the image is modeled by a spatiallyvarying 2D function. These three 2D functions together define the expected sky color
at each image position, and are used for calculating the final sky probability. Each
21) function is fitted to a selected set of sky pixels. The choice of the model and the
fitting strategy depends on the required accuracy and the permitted computational
complexity. We implemented two different models and fitting methods, which will be
described below.
The first method uses a second-degree 2D polynomial, in combination with a leastsquares optimization for estimating the polynomial coefficients. First, the initial skyprobability map is segmented using an appropriate adaptive threshold (described in
Section 2.1.2) to retain the sky regions with high sky probability. Subsequently, the
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pixels of the segmented areas are selected with a decreasing density in top-down direction. In the last step, each color model (polynomial function) is fitted to the values of the corresponding color component (Y, U, V) of these selected pixels, using a
least-squares optimization. The mentioned vertically decreasing density exploits our
assumption that the pixels near the top are more important for model fitting than
those near the bottom. This ensures that the model parameters are less influenced by
reflections of sky or other non-sky blue objects below the actual sky region.
The second modeling method uses a small 2D matrix (18x23) for modeling each
color component (Y, U, and V). Each matrix can be seen as a small version of the
image, containing the expected color in a condensed format. For calculating the final
sky probability, the values of these matrices are up-scaled (interpolated) to find the
expected colors for each image position. Each matrix is fitted to the values of the
corresponding color component as follows. First, the initial sky-probability map is
segmented using an appropriate adaptive threshold to remove regions of low sky probability (by setting the corresponding sky probabilities to zero). Next, the segmented
sky-probability map, and all three color components of the image are down-scaled to
the size of the model (18x23). Finally, using these down-scaled versions, the model is
computed as (here we present the Y model, My)
h

w

2..= 2..=
My(r, c)

=

(Y(r+i,c+j)

i=-h j=-w h

X

W(i,j))

w

2..= 2..=
i=-h

x Psky(r+i,c+j)

(Psky(r+i,c+j)

X

W(i,j))

j=-w

where rand c are the model position-indices, hand ware the model height and
width, respectively, Y(i,j)
is the down-scaled luminance component, Psky(i,j)
is the
down-scaled version of the segmented initial sky-probability map, and W(i,j)
is a 2D
Gaussian kernel.
The second method is more suitable for a hardware implementation, as it employs
relatively simple operations in comparison to the complex computations needed for the
least-squares optimization used in the first method.
2.1.4

Modeling Sky Position

The position of the sky areas is modeled by a vertically decreasing probability, which
equals unity at the top of the image and linearly decreases to zero at the estimated
position of the bottom of the sky areas (as in [5]). For estimating the position of
the bottom of the sky areas, the initial sky-probability map is segmented with an
appropriate threshold level (described in Section 2.1.2) to identify the areas with high
sky probability. The position of the bottom of sky areas is then estimated to be three
times the mean vertical position (V) of the segmented sky areas. In other words, the
sky position model is defined FIS
Pposition(r)

~]l

= [13 V

0

'

where r stands for the vertical position of the current pixel (r
image). The symbol [ f 16 is a clipping function, such that 0 :S [
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= 0 at the top of the
f 16 :S 1.

2.2

Model Application

Using the computed spatially-adaptive calor model, the vertical-position model, the
sky confidence metric (as explained in Section 2), and the input image at original
resolution, we calculate a pixel-accurate final sky probability as
PskyFinal

=

Pcolor2 X Pposition2 X Ptexture2

X

Q sky

.

The calor probability is calculated using a 3D Gaussian function for Y, U and
V components, centered at the spatially-varying values Yo(r, c), Uo(r, c) and Vo(r, c)
(representing the expected sky calor at spatial position (r, c), prescribed by the calor
model), with corresponding standard deviations ay2, au2 and av2 as
_ ((
Pcolor(r,

c)

=e

Y(r,c)-Yo(r,c))
ay2

2

+

(u(r,c)-Uo(r,c))
au2

2

+ (v(r,c)-vo(r,c))
av2

2)

.

In order to reduce false detections, the standard deviations are decreased with respect
to the values used for calculating the initial sky probability.
The inclusion and the type of the texture feature depend on the application for
which the sky detector's results are intended. For some applications, the usage of the
texture feature in the final sky probability leads to undesirable effects in the postprocessed image, while other applications may demand the explicit use of a texture
feature. As an example, when sky detection is used for noise reduction in the sky areas,
it is useful to exclude the boundaries of non-sky objects from the final sky-probability
map, to preserve the sharpness around the objects.

3

Experimental Results

We applied the proposed algorithm on more than 200 sky images. The images were
selected to present a large variety of sky appearances, many including sky reflections
and other challenging situations. Figure 3 compares our results to [4][5]. In Fig. 3top, the halo (top-middle) is caused by the spatially-constant calor model used in [4][5],
while the spatially-adaptive calor model employed in our algorithm is capable of dealing
with the large calor range ofthe sky area (top-right). A similar difference can be seen in
Fig. 3-bottom, where in addition, the reflection of the sky is removed by the gradient
analysis. Figure 4 shows the improved correct rejection of non sky objects, which
results from the multi-resolution texture analysis. Lastly, Fig. 2 shows the improved
spatial accuracy of our results in comparison to [2][3], which is a result of the pixeloriented approach and applying a moderate texture measure in the final sky-probability
calculation. In short, our system yields improved correct sky detection/rejection rates,
and a better spatial and temporal consistency of the calculated sky-probability map.

4

Conclusions

Sky detection for video sequences and still images can be used for various purposes,
such as automatic image manipulation (e.g. picture quality improvement) and contentbased directives (e.g. interactive selection and retrieval from multimedia databases).
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Figure 2: Examples of improved spatial accuracy; left: input image, middle: result
from [2][3](courtesy of Eastman Kodak), right: result of our algorithm.

Figure 3: Examples of improved correct detection; left: input image, middle: result
from [4][5], right: result of our algorithm.

Figure 4: Examples of improved correct rejection; left: input image, middle: result
from [4][5],right: result of our algorithm.
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The main problems with the existing algorithms is erroneous detection of sky areas
with large ranges of calor, false detection of sky reflections or other blue objects, and
inconsistent detection of small sky areas. This paper has presented a sky-detection algorithm which has suitable properties for video applications, and significantly reduces
the mentioned problems. This was achieved by constructing a sky model that incorporates a 2D spatially-varying color model, while reusing the vertical position-probability
from an existing method. Moreover, we have introduced a confidence metric for im
proving the consistency and removal of small blue objects. Wrong detection of the
reflections of sky areas has been reduced by employing a gradient analysis of the luminance component of the sky. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
is capable of handling a broad range of sky appearances. The two primary advantages of the proposed algorithm are increased correct detection/rejection rates, and an
improved spatial accuracy and temporal consistency of the detection results.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a method for Asymmetrie Multiple Description Coding (AMDC) using Reed Solomon Channel Codes and Layered Coding. Asymmetrie MDC can be used when
channel conditions are not uniform. For instance peer-ta-peer networks or heterogeneous (wired
and wireless) networks may offer different channels with different bandwidths and loss characteristics. The AMDC encoder can be designed to fit these network conditions and in many cases
outperforms single description coding, symmetric MDC, layered coding and in some cases layered coding with unequal error protections. (A)MDC exploits the diversity offered by multiple
(parallel) channels without increasing the delay. In general, optimizing the design and rate allocation for the AMDC method is hard. In this paper we first introduce the general framework of
AMDC and give some examples for which the AMDC outperforms other methods.

1

Introduetion

Multiple Description Coding is a source coding method where a source is encoded into a limited number of descriptions such that, whenever some descriptions are lost, the quality gracefully degrades. In
general some amount of redundancy has to be added in order to increase the error resilience and to
enhance the gracefulness. In [1] the theoretical bounds for the case of two descriptions is presented.
Goyal [2] gave an excellent analysis and discussion of these bounds and also presented a method to
correlate i.i.d. sources in order to increase the error resilience. Most of the presented methods for
MDC are however cases of symmetric MDC: Each description is equally important and equivalent
(similar but not the same). In general, however, MDC can be asymmetrie: descriptions are not equally
important and may be prioritized: Having description one may give better quality than having only
description two. Having both results in the highest quality. An extreme case of asymmetrie MDC is
Layered Coding, where the enhancement layer is useless (gives worst quality) when the base layer is
not received. We can also think of intermediate cases where' there is still some unbalance between the
descriptions but each description will at least give some quality, although descriptions are still prioritized. With nested quantizers and correlating transforms it is possible to generate these asymmetrie
descriptions, although most papers concentrate on balanced/symmetric MDC.[3]
In this paper we investigate the encoding of asymmetrie descriptions using layered coding and
channel codes. We refer to [4, S] for a discussion of symmetric MDC using layered coding and
channel codes. In that case IvI MD-packets are assembled by dividing the bytes of each layer over
the descriptions. For each layer i, a (M, i) Reed-Solomon code is computed, and these bytes are
also divided amongst each MD packet. This way, when receiving an arbitrary combination of k
MD packets, the original first k layers can be reconstructed.
This method effectively removes the
prioritization from the layered coding and introduces redundancy and hence error resilience. Each
extra description will increase quality. Later (Section 3) we will show an example of this symmetric
case as a special case of general (asymmetrie) MD coding.
The main idea of our Asymmetrie Multiple Description Coding method (AMDC) is to generate unbalanced descriptions by including different amounts of channel codes into each description. Thereby
forming descriptions that contain more base information and descriptions that contain more enhancement information. It should be clear that we need to know the channel characteristics at forehand
in order to fit or design the AMDC coder, the (un)balance of the channels should be matched by an
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unbalance of the descriptions.

In the remainder of this paper we first present the general design of

AMDC using channel codes and layered coding (Section 2). In Section 3 we first present other coding
techniques as special cases of AMDC and compare them with our rate-constrained AMDC method as

discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present an algorithm to find solutions for a rate constrained
optimization of our AMDC method. We have a discussion in Section 6.

2

Asymmetrie Multiple Description Coding
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Figure I: (a) Asymmetrie MD + lateral error correction code block diagram. (b) Asymmetrie Channel
model. The AMDC codec generates M descriptions which are transmitted over M channels. Each
channel j has a, possibly different, packet loss rate Pj and transmission rate Rma:x,j
In this section we present the general design of AMDC. What does asymmetrie MDC look like. In
general, all descriptions contain some base information (low resolution or coarse information, like a
base layer) and some refinement inforrnation. When not all descriptions contain the sarne amounts of
these, we speak of AMDC. One way to obtain an AMDC code, is to extend the MD-FEC system with
longer (Lateral) Error Correction codes (LEC) and where each description contains one ore more of
these LEC blocks. Figure I(a) shows a block diagram. The source is first encoded using a layered
coder into L layers using rates {rl,T2, ... , rd (See Figure 2(a)). On each layer i a different (ni, kil
Reed Solomon Channel Code is applied (See Figure 2(b). The Packetization Block then Combines all
data (layer data and channel codes) into MD Packets according to the packetization scheme (Matrix
S). The AMDC control block controls the layered coding rates Ti, the channel codes and packetization
matrix S.
In Figure 2(b), we explain the difference between Forward Error Correction (FEC), which operates
on sequential packets. and Lateral Error Correction (LEC), which operates on parallel packets (or
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Figure 2: (a) Example of Layered Coding RD-Curve. When using an FGS encoder. layers can be
generated at arbitrary rate points ri . (b) This (6,4) Forward Error Correction Reed-Solomon code
operates on subsequent packets, therefore introducing a delay. Lateral Error Correction and MDC
operate on parallel streams such that the delay is not increased.
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descriptions).
The general design of our AMOC method with L layers and M descriptions is as follows:
LEC

Sasym
dl

d2

(ni, ki)

dM

Sl,l

Sl,2

Sl,M

(nl,kl)

S2,1

S2,2

S2,M

(n2, k2)

SL,l

SL,2

SL,M

(nL,kL)

(1)

The L rows of this Matrix correspond to the L layers as generated by the layered coder. The
LEC column shows which lateral channel code is applied to each layer. Matrix S show the allocation/distribution of each of the ni code blocks within each layer i over each description (columns).
Each layer i is protected with a (ni, ki) code, where ni = LJ~l Si,j. When we accumulate the sizes
of the code blocks in each description, we have
N

n, = I:(ri- r'i_1)_!_d_

S· .

(2)

k.;

i=l

being the rate of description j, where ra = O.
In order to evaluate the performance of this coding scheme we need to know for each combination
of packet losses what layers can be successfully decoded. We define a "description pattern" V =
{VI, V2,· .. ,VNJ} where Vj = 1 when description j is received and zero otherwise. Set V contains all
2!v1 possible V's. In general, each V has a certain probability ofoccurring Pr{V}.
Given pattern V, layer i can be decoded when alliower layers are decodable and its channel code
can be decoded:
!vi

DecodabIe?

I:

VjSh,j

2:

kh

VI::::::

h:::::: i.

(3)

j=l

We define I(V) as the number of layers that can be decoded given pattern V. We express the
distortion obtained in this case as D(rl(V))'
As a more general case we use from now on a quality
metric Q(r).
Suppose each description pattern has a probability Pr{V},
then we can define the following
average quality measure.
(4)
Q=
Pr{V}Q(rl(V))'

I:

"'VEV

For independent channels with loss probahilities Pj, we have

In the next section we show some examples (solutions)
descriptions.

3

of this problem for the case of three

Special Cases of AMDC and examples

In order to get insight of the behavior and design of our AMOC coding method we will first show
well-known coding methods as special cases of AMOe.One extreme case of asymmetrie MDC is
(pure) Layered Coding (hence no LEC), which only yields acceptable distortions when all layers
0, ... up till an arbitrary layer i are received. Layered Coding can be seen as a degenerate case of
MOC. Another extreme case is symmetric or balanced MDe.
Layered Coding as extreme AMDC - With the first case of layered coding, we transmit each
layer on a different channel, where the most important layer is transmitted on the safest channel.
Suppose we confine ourselves to the case with 3 channels and 3 descriptions and since layered coding
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is considered a special case of AMDC, also only 3 layers. Furthermore we assume that the channels
have increasing packet loss rates (PI < P2 < P3. In this case using our AMDC framework, layered
coding looks like (Eq. 5):
This case does not include the often used Layered Coding with Unequal Error Proteetion (LC+UEP).
With LC+UEP each Layer has a different amount of error protection, according to the priority of each
layer. It is clear that the UEP is based is forward error correction (Fig.2(b) and is thereby introducing
possibly unwanted delay.
Symmetric MDC case - Symmetric MDC is special in the sense that mau ix S only contains
ones and k = {I, 2, 3, ... } (Eq.(6).
LEe
Slayered
LEe
Ssym
(ni,ki)
dl d2 d3
dl
d2
d3
iru, kil
(5)
(3,1)
(6)

[ o~ ~ ~ 1
0

4

1

[: : :]

g:~~
(1,1)

(3,2)
(3,3)

General AMDCconstrained by channel rates

The most general optimization criterion can be defined when the rate on each channel is limited and
potentially different. Furthermore we assume that also the packet loss rates on each channel are
different (See Figure I (b».
(7)
L
"L.__,-'-'
S·j

<

(ri-ri-l)

Rmax,j

\11

< j < M.

(8)

i=l ki

Optimizing matrix Sand k in order to maximize the average quality criterion Q is an integer
programming problem since values for S.i,j and k; only take integer values and is very complex since
the number of parameters tends to get very large. Furthermore, the behavior of Function (3) is nonlinear and non-continuous. When also the rates for alllayers r, have to be optimized, the problem is a
mixed integer programming problem. For now we concentrate on investigating the behavior of fairly
simple AMDC cases.
If we constrain again to a system with three layers and three descriptions, each layer i is coded
with a different (ni, kil channel code. In this example layer one is (channel) coded with a (6,3) code,
layer 2 with (6,4) code and layer 3 with (6,3). The following table shows the distribution of the n
codewords over all descriptions:
LEe

Sasym,6
dl

d2

d3

2
2
2

[l n

(ni, kil

(6,3)
(6,4)
(6,5)

(9)

This simple example already gives some interesting behavior. If a client only receives description
one, he has - according to the channel code - sufficient information to decode layer one. When
he receives descriptions two and three, he could decode layer one as well as layer two. Receiving all
three descriptions results in all descriptions being decodable.

4.1

Comparison of results for M

= 3 and simple quality metric

Let us compare the AMDC method to SDC, layered coding and symmetric MDC. The quality metric
we use here is simply counting the number of layers that can successfully be decoded, Furthermore
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we assume that every layer has a rate ri = 1. Suppose descriptions dl. da, d3 have loss probabilities of
0.05,0.1,0.3, respectively. For the asymmetrie case, on average 2.89 layers can be decoded at a total
rate of 5.5 (See Table I). For the symmetric case, the total rate is also 5.5, but on average only 2.55
layers can be decoded. By changing the codes and reallocating the codewords over the descriptions
we have adapted to the network conditions, which results in more layers being decodable (and hence
in higher quality) and in lower rates. The Layered coding technique where each layer is send over
a different channel, only 2.4 layers can be decoded. For a complete view, we also simulated the
single description coding case. where all data is sent over the safest channel. This gives a pretty
high average of 2.85, but needs much higher rate on this channel. In a rate-constrained case, where
description rates Rj are constrained to 1.8, by using AMDC we achieve better error resilience and are
able to balance the load over all channels.

SDC

Layered
Symm. MDC
AMDCI

3.0
3.0
5.5
5.5

{3.0, 0,
{1.0, 1.0,
{1.8, 1.8,
{1.8, 1.8,

O}
1.0}
1.8}
1.8}

2.85
2.40
2.55
2.89

Table I: Comparison of AMDC cases for M = 3.

5

Optimization Algorithm

Since we believe there is no efficient analytic solution to the optimization criterion, we developed an
algorithm (Alg: 3(a)) based on simulated annealing that tries to find a good S matrices. We do this
for the simple case using the layer-counting metric and for equal layer rates Ti = rilli =1= j. We try to
find a Pareto set 5 of S matrices, containing non-inferior solutions S using function
Pareto(5,

V, k)

: {Si

E 5; Q(Si,

k) >

Q(Sj,

k)

1\

n; k

> u; k

VSj E 5, i! = j}.

(10)

The algorithm runs an arbitrary number of passes. With each pass, the existing set 5 is extended with
multiple random variations of each matrix S E 5. Of this new set the Pareto points are extracted. With
each pass i set Si is superior to 5i-1. The algorithm is initialized with a template matrix S which can
be a random or structured matrix. The purge step is included to purge solutions that are not required,
and can be used to bound the rates. By feeding the algorithm sufficiently large fa and k the algorithm
has enough freedom to find good candidates. By shaping the initial S matrix and k-values towards
a reasonable initial solution the optimization process can be improved. In figure 3(b) we show some
results ofthe algorithm. The X-axis shows the total rate Lr! Rj, the Y-axis the average Quality under
the given conditions. The lines show the Pareto points found in each pass. The upper-left-most line
corresponds the the last pass.

6

Discussion and Conclusions

We introduced a method for multiple description coding for asymmetrie channels (AMDC). AMDC is
applicable when the network defines different channels with different rates and different loss probabilities. When one channel is completely reliable (p = 0), a pure layered solution is advised. When
both channels are unreliable, but have the same characteristics, the symmetric mdc case can best
be used. In allother cases, an asymmetrie MDC should be applied. Unequal Error Proteetion and
Layered Coding has been proposed to deal with channels with packet loss, the drawback is that UEP
increases delay, whereas AMDC does not. Since finding the optimal S matrix is very complex, we
proposed a fairly simple algorithm to find suitable (but suboptimal) S matrices given the packet loss
rates for each channel. Depending on the channel rates an S-matrix can be selected that is matched
to the channel characteristics.
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Abstract
Distributed source coding (DSC) is a new coding paradigm for video compression,
based on the theoretical fundaments of Slepian and Wolf and Wyner and Ziv on
compression of correlated information sources. DSC simultaneously provides
low-complexity encoding of video and robustness against transmission errors.
Current video coding systems based on distributed source coding, apply motion
estimation only at the decoder side in order to generate the side-information.
This paper proposes an alternative distributed video coding approach employing
a simple motion model at the encoder side, using the bit-error as a block-matching
criterion. This leads to higher compression-performance at the cost of a slight
shift in coding complexity from the decoder to the encoder.

1

Introduction

Current state-of-the-art video coding standards such as H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [1]encode
the video sequence by exploiting the joint statistics of the video frames at the encoderside. Although they achieve excellent rate-distortion characteristics, the complexity of
these types of codecs is high. With the rise of wireless communication technologies,
the market has opened up for a wide range of portable devices that are inevitably
subject to power and computational/memory complexity constraints. Moreover, wireless transmission channels suffer from error-proneness, such that employing error protection/ correction tools has become imperative for reliable communications. Unfortunately, the device constraints are in conflict with the complexity associated with today's
video coding architectures. Hence, new coding systems need to be designed in order to
cope with the limited computational capabilities of portable devices. Distributed video
coding (DVC) is a technique based on the Slepian- Wolf theorem [2], which exploits the
interframe statistics at the decoder side. Thereby the computational burden is shifted
from the encoder side to the decoder side, as the complex motion estimation (ME)
algorithms become part of the decoding process. Moreover, the DVC encoder uses
forward error correcting (FEC) codes to correct the errors introduced in the virtual
channel [3], considered between subsequent frames; therefore, the signal can also be
protected against errors introduced in the physical transmission channel. Earlier work
has showed that DVC is a promising approach in environments where error-correction
capabilities and algorithm simplicity are important assets [3, 4]. These solutions integrate the motion estimation (ME) completely at the decoder side and heavily rely
on appropriately modeling the virtual channel at the encoder side. The main problem
associated with this design is that as the virtual error between frames or blocks within
frames, increases with increasing motion, the FECs will fail on decoding the correct
blocks/frames. Hence, as the amount of errors on the virtual channel becomes too high,
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source blocks/frames have to be either heavily over-protected or intra-coded, both implying a poor overall video coding performance. In order to alleviate these effects,
several approaches employ a feed-back channel [5] in which the decoder informs the
encoder about the appropriate FEC code-rates to be used for each source block/frame.
Although in principle this approach allows for optimizing the FEC code-rates, using a
feedback channel is not always an option, particularly in time-constrained video coding applications, due to the inherent coding delays. An alternative approach, studied
in this paper, is the use of simple motion estimation strategies at the encoder side.
With this respect, a spatial-domain DYC architecture is proposed, in which the DYC
encoder employs a simple logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation algorithm.
Moreover, in our approach, the classical minimum absolute-difference block-matching
criterion used in typical ME is replaced by a minimum bit-error rate criterion. This
option is motivated by the common assurnption for which the virtual channel is considered to be binary-symmetric. The even frames are intra-coded as in [5], while ME
is applied on the odd frames followed by block-based DYC coding, using Low Density
Parity Check (LDPC) forward error-correcting codes. At the decoder, the motion vectors are used to generate side-information with the intra-coded frames as a reference,
followed by LDPC decoding. The proposed approach offers the advantage of reducing
the amount of blocks that have to be intra-coded at the expense of additional motionvector rate and encoder complexity. Moreover, the rate needed for successful decoding
can be pre-assessed, in contrast to [5] , where a feedback is included in the system.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the principles of distributed
source and video coding. A motivation and description for a logarithmic-search motion
estimation algorithm in a DYC-system is presented in section 3. The experimental
setup is given in section 4, followed by a discussion of the obtained results in section
5. Finally, conclusions of our work are drawn in section 6.

2
2.1

Basic principles in DSC
Distributed

source coding

Assume a system encoding and decoding a set of two correlated information sources,
using two encoders and a pair of decoders, as depicted in Figure 1. For such a system,
16 different scenarios regarding information exchange between the encoders and/or
between the decoders can be described, resulting in 16 different joint/distributed encoding/decoding systems. Each encoding/decoding scenario can be described by the
x

X*

Y*

Y

Figure 1: Sixteen cases of correlated source-coding.
switches {Sj, S2, S3, S4} being open (0 - no information exchange) or closed (1 - information exchange). There are three switch-configurations, which are of particular
interest when it comes down to video-coding. The setup where all switches are closed,
l.e. {Sj, S2, S3, 54} = {L, 1, 1, l} , corresponds to joint-encoding and joint-decoding
of the information sources. This setup is widely used in today's video coding standards, where the encoder jointly codes and decodes frames in a video sequence, ex-
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ploiting inter- and intra-frame correlations, resulting in highly-efficient coding. Also
the case where all switches are open, i.e. {SI,S2,S3,S4}
= {O,O,O,O}, is a known
configuration in video coding. This corresponds to independent coding of the sources,
which is used for instance in motion-JPEG coding. The third particular setup, i.e.
{SI, S2, S3, S4} = {O,0,1, I}, corresponds to independent (distributed) coding of the
sources combined with joint decoding of the coded information. With respect to video
coding, such a system applies only intra-coding at the encoder, while exploiting joint
statistics at the decoder-side e.g. by performing motion-compensated frame interpolation (MCI). This implies that - as opposed to classical video coding schemes - the high
computational burden of performing motion estimation in such a system is placed at
the decoder-side instead of the encoder. Although in contrast with the conventional
ideas of video coding, Slepian and Wolf [2] proved that under certain conditions, the
(lossless) coding performance of such a system is equal to that of the joint encoding/decoding scenario. Later, Wyner and Ziv extended these theories for lossy coding
of correlated information sources [6].

2.2

Distributed video coding

Figure 2 shows a practical distributed video coding architecture. In this scheme, after
quantization, the even frames P(2n) are intra-coded and sent to the decoder over a
communication channel where they are lossy or lossless decoded to P*(2n). Between
the even and the odd frames, P(2n) and P(2n+ 1) respectively, an error-prone virtual
channel is assumed. That is, one can imagine an odd frame P(2n+ 1) being transmitted
through this virtual channel, to form the corrupted version F(2n).
Transmission
Medium

Figure 2: Distributed Video Coding Scheme.
Hence, the basic idea in distributed video coding is to protect the odd frame against
errors occurring in the virtual channel by adding forward error correcting codes (FEC),
prior to transmission. At the decoder side we already received a corrupted version of
frame P(2n + 1) , which is the decoded even frame P*(2n). Thus, in order to decode
P(2n + 1) we need to send only the corresponding FEC's. Applying the forward error
correcting codes to the corrupted version P*(2n) will result in a less-corrupted (or
uncorrupted in the lossless case) version P*(2n + 1) of P(2n + 1).
1n order to minimize the amount uf data spent on the error correcting codes, frame
P(2n + 1) is first quantized and split into blocks, followed by a classification of the
blocks to determine the strength of the FEC that needs to be applied. These classes
range from no-coding at all (if the error is negligible) to intra-coding of the block if
the error is too high to be corrected with any FEC code. Between these two outer
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limits, a wide range of FEe classes can be foreseen. In addition, the decoder will
try to generate a less corrupted version of F(2n + 1) than F*(2n) , by applying e.g.
motion-compensated frame interpolation or block motion extrapolation.
This coding scheme has the additional advantage of providing robustness against
errors occurring on the transmission channel. Indeed, the FEe's may be used not
only to protect against errors occurring on the virtual channel, but also against errors
occurring in the physical channel. Moreover, one can easily trade-off complexity with
error-robustness: applying more advanced prediction techniques at the decoder to generate more reliable side-information, results in less errors on the virtual channel, which
in turn allows for a higher amount of errors on the physical channel. The only constrain is that, in the worst case scenario, the sum of errors occurring on the virtual and
physical channels should not exceed the amount of errors that the FEe can correct.
Note that this scheme does not apply pure distributed coding of the information
sources, as classification of the blocks needed in order to determine the appropriate
FEe's is based on the error determined with respect to the corresponding block in
the previous frame. Another solution to minimize the rate of the FEes is obtained by
using a feedback channel, as reported in [5].

3

Logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation

One of the advantages of distributed video coding is its relatively simple encoding
complexity compared to the conventional coding systems. However, its performance
strongly depends on the reliability of the side-information generated at the decoder.
Using the previous frame as side-information is the simplest but the least reliable approach in high-motion scenes. Additionally, although motion-compensated frame interpolation or block-based motion extrapolation generate more reliable side-information
than the previous frame itself, they still poorly capture the true motion in the video
sequence.
Hence, in order to (i)keep a relatively simple algorithmic encoder complexity with
respect to the conventional video coding systems, and in the same time (ii)to generate
more accurate side-information than provided by MeI or block-based motion extrapolation, we propose Dye using a simple motion model at the encoder side. With
this respect, in our Dye system, a logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation
scheme is employed. In this motion model, the number of candidate predietor blocks
is a function of the logarithm of the search range, requiring far less computations
than a full-search block-based motion estimation algorithm. However, as opposed to a
full-search algorithm, a logarithmic-search can converge to a local minimum.
Important to remark here is that while conventional video coding systems typically
use sum of absolute differences (SAD) as a metric to determine the quality of the
candidate predictor, this should not be used in Dye systems. As the virtual channel
between the frames is assumed to be binary symmetric, we propose using the bit-error
as the metric to be employed in the motion estimation algorithm. This can be easily
verified by the example given in Table 1 for a pixel-based estimation. One notices that
the error is 1 bit if one uses the Bit-Error as matching criterion, whereas the SAD
results into a 8 bits prediction error, implying a longer FEe code or intra-coding. A
logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation is performed to predict the quantized
frame F(2n + 1) from the quantized frame F(2n). The predicted frame, which is more
correlated to F(2n + 1) than F(2n), is then considered as the corrupted version of
F(2n + 1). This results in lower FEe code-rates for coding F(2n + 1) at the cost of
slight increase in encoder complexity and additional motion-vector rate. Note that, in
comparison to conventional Dye systems, this iu fact correaponds to a cornplexity shift
from the decoder back to the encoder, as the proposed Dye-system does not perform
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Table 1: Illustration of the differences resulting from the use of the SAD and Bit-error
in order to predict a given value P3 given Pl and P2.

Predietors
Pl
P2

Current pixel: P3=128 (decimal) = 10000000 (binary)
Decimal value Binary value SAD Bit-error
Result
127
8 bits
0111 1111
1
144
16
1 bit
1000 1000
Shortest FEC

motion estimation in the decoding process.

4

Experiments:

description

and setup

To evaluate whether applying logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation leads
to better side-information generation, a first experiment determines the amount of
blocks that can be DVC-coded, using one FEC class that can correct up to 12.5%
bit-errors for a set of 84 frames of the "Football" sequence.
Subsequently, the motion estimation algorithm is used in a simulation of a DVC
system, coding both a high- and a low-motion frame, using 6 different FEC classes,
an intra-coding mode and a no-coding mode. For each frame, uniform quantization
ranging from 1 to 8 bit per pixel is employed.
In order to efficiently DVC code the blocks, logarithmic-search block-based motion
estimation is performed on 8x8 blocks, followed by their re-grouping into source-blocks
of 32x32 pixels, needed in order to construct sufficiently large source packets. The employed FECs are low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [7, 8]. The bit-error correction
capacity (BEC) of our LDPC codes has been numerically determined. Additionally,
simulations using the bit-error correction capacities of optimal LDPC codes as presented in [9] have been performed as well. A full description of the experimental setup
is given in Table 2. The simulations are repeated, using (a) the previous frame and
(b) the motion-compensated interpolated frame (generated using the previous and the
next frames) as side-information. The amount of bits spent on intra-coding a block is
calculated as the sum of (i) adaptive first-order entropy coding of the block and (ii)
the amount of bits needed to flag the block as being coded in intra-coding mode.
On the other hand, the amount of bits spent on a DVC-coded block is calculated as
the sum of (i) the redundancy bits generated by the FEC code, (ii) the motion vector
bits, and (iii) the bits required to signal the DVC-class to the decoder.

5

Experiments

and discussion

For the first experiment, Figure 3 shows the amount of blocks that can be DVC-coded,
obtained on the "Football" sequence (CIF resolution, 30 fps) quantized using 4-bit
uniform quantization. It can be observed that in high-motion frames (e.g. DVC-frame
13), simple motion estimation can triple the amount of DVC-coded blocks compared
to the case where no ME is employed. Moreover, on average, there will be up to 19%
less intra-coded blocks in case wherein ME is performed at the encoder side, compared
to the common DVC approach wherein motion-compensated interpolation (MCI) is
performed at the decoder. These results are promising, and indicate that the number
of intra-coded blocks (and hence the overall source coding rate) can be significantly
reduced.
The compression ratios obtained in DVC-coding using side-information based on
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Figure 3: Percentage of DYC encoded blocks for ME, no ME and MCI using 8x8 blocks
and a 32x32 pixel search-window, obtained on the "Football" sequence (CIF resolution,
30 fps), quantized using 4-bit uniform quantization.

(i) logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation, (ii) motion-compensated frame
interpolation and (iii) the previous frame for both a low- and high-motion frame from
the "Football" sequence are presented in Figure 4. These results are obtained using
both our LDPC-implementation (figures 4(a) and 4(c)) and the optimal LDPC-codes
of [9] (figures 4(b) and 4(d)).
In all cases logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation gives more than 50%
better results at low source-rates (coarse quantization). For higher source-rates, the
different methods of generating side-information lead to similar results. This is because
the errors induced by the random behavior of the least-significant bits leads to bit-errors
beyond the error-correcting capabilities of the LDPC-codes; thus, for high source-rates
mostly intra-coding is being performed. Notice that for the low-motion frame, the
compression-ratio in the case when using MCI to generate the side-information, leads
to worse performance than using the previous frame as side-information. As shown
in Figure 3, at low-motion (DYC framesl-7), the percentage of DYC-codable blocks is
almost the same for these two methods. The worse performance of the MCl method
here is a consequence ot re-grouping the 8x8 blocks to 32x32 blocks in order Lo have
Table 2: Experimental Setup.

Sequence
"Football"
CIF resolution
30 fps
Selected low-motion frames:
1,2,3
Selected
high-motion
frames: 25, 26, 27

Experiment 1
Quantization: 4-bit uniform
quantization
Blocksize: 8x8
Search-range: (-32, +31)
Maximum correctable
error: 12.5%
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bit-

Experiment 2
Quantization:
1-8 bit uniform quantization
Blocksize: 8x8
FEC Code type: LDPCcode
FEC Code packet-length:
32 x 32 pixels (4 blocks)
Code-rates: 0.8, 0.75, 0.70,
0.65, 0.60, 0.55
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Figure 4: Compression-ratios for a (a) low-motion DVC-coded-frame (c) high-motion
DYC-coded frame as a function of source-rate; (b) and (d) represent the results obtained on the low and high-motion frames respectively, using the optimal LDPC codes.

sufficiently large source-packet lengths for LDPC-coding. This re-grouping leads to
more intra-coded blocks and higher-rate DVC-coded blocks, as only one 8x8 block with
a high bit-error is sufficient to corrupt its neighbouring blocks in the grouped 32x32
block. For this reason one should re-order the blocks according to their coding-mode
(classification) prior to re-grouping. Notice that this would not cost additional rate, as
the code-modes for each block are known. This aspect is left for further investigation.
The PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of the decoded frames can be calculated in
advance, as the coding/decoding in this case is lossless and is only determined by the
applied source quantization.
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Figure 5: Average bit-error as a function of the source-rate for a (a) low-motion frame
(b) high-motion frame.
The average percentual bit-error per block as a function of the source-rate is reported in Figure 5. As the source-rate directly relates to quantization, these results
show that coarser quantization leads to a lower average bit-error rate and thus to
lower bit-rates. Again, it can be seen that for both a low- and high- motion frame,
the average percentual bit-error using MCI is lower than using the previous frame
for the side-information generation. However, MCI performs worse than applying a
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logarithmic-search block-based motion estimation. Hence, irrespective of the applied
FEC codes, a DVC system employing a simple motion model will perform better than
the equivalent conventional system employing MCI. Note also that the difference between the curves remains almost constant for all source-rates, confirming the advantage
of applying a simple motion model at the encoder side.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced the concept of applying a simple motion model
at the encoder side in a distributed video coding system. Additionally, the classical
minimum absolute-difference block-matching criterion used in typical ME is replaced
by a minimum bit-error criterion. We have shown that employing simple logarithmicsearch block-based motion estimation results in higher coding performance, at the cost
of a slight complexity shift to the encoder side, compared to a conventional DVC system
that applies only decoder-side motion estimation.
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Abstract
This paper presents a layered framework for 3D-TV applications, combining
multiview and depth-image based approaches in a scalable fashion. To solve the
problem of missing data due to disocclusions, we add specific layers for coded occlusion data and the edge-mask information for high-quality 3D rendering of key
objects in the scene. We show how the same framework can be extended towards
FTV applications by jointly addressing simulcast and multicast transmission.
By adopting a distributed delivery architecture, new interesting properties can
be realized such as shared processing for the creation and streaming of virtual
viewpoints. In an extensive system discussion, we conclude that it is possible to
adaptively implement our streaming applications using a cross-layered approach.
Similarly, the concept of selective reliability optimization can be introduced into
our system.

1

Introduction

In an attempt to anticipate future deployment of 3D-video systems [1],the MPEG community has recently singled out two application scenarios: Three-Dimensional
Television (3D-TV) and Free Viewpoint Television (FTV), and one enabling technology Multi- View Video Coding (MVC) [1]. We find these recommendations adequate in
that they point the ways in which more realism can be added to the conventional TV
and video systems. A recent survey of MVC standardization activities [1] illustrates
a strong bias towards existing standards (e.g., H.264). Although this viewpoint can
be understood, we believe that the opportunity exists to further explore combinations
of video data, scene geometry information, scalability and interactivity to improve the
overall framework and pursue a broadly applicable architecture. These combinations
will be discussed in more detail in this paper.
The 3D-TV application enables a viewer to perceive depth in the displayed scene.
Two closely spaced images of the same scene are displayed simultaneously to create
the effect of depth. This is a well-known concept of stereoscopie video, which 3D-TV
extends from the service perspective, by defining a suitable infrastructure for broadcasting such content to the users. With PTV, a scene can be displayed from different
viewpoints in an interactive fashion. A user either selects an arbitrary new viewpoint
and a viewing direction, or the user's movements are continuously tracked and the
displayed content automatically adjusted to the new position.
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In our earlier paper [2], we argue that the lP-based networks are best positioned
to serve as a substrate for the gradual deployment of 3D-TV and FTV services, and
also as their long-term operational environment. To this end, we propose a streaming solution which is based on Depth Image-Based Rendering (DIER) [3], and extend
it with explicit disocclusion-filling information. As our second contribution, we describe an efficient content delivery architecture based on resource sharing in groups of
collaborating network hosts.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we survey different
formats for 3D video representation. Section 3 discusses the system design and motivates our choice of data format and communication system architecture. In Section 4
we suggest the ways in which our framework can be extended to allow the system to
scale to a large number of concurrent, heterogeneous users. In Section 5 we present
preliminary results. Section 6 identifies challenges for future research and Section 7
concludes the main points of the presented framework.

2

Background on 3D-TV and FTV

Shum et al. [4] give an overview of the approaches for representing real-world 3D
scenes and rank those approaches depending on the amount of geometric information
about the scene they recover. We adopt their general concept, but confine ourselves to
considering dynamic scenes only.
An important approach is to render multiple views of a dynamic scene from the
input images directly [5], or compute a basic scene-geometric information (e.g., a depth
map) to reduce the number of input images or improve the rendering quality. Fehn et
al. [3] propose to use depth streams for the narrow-field view interpolation in 3D-TV
broadcast. Geometry information in a depth stream involves a depth value for each
pixel in every frame of the original stream. Multiple nearby views of the scene are
generated at the receiver by re-projecting the original pixels into the new viewpoint,
based on the depth map.
It can be deduced from the above survey [4] that rliffprpnt. vi"ws on 3D processing
exist, but the evaluation of their relative merits in the absence of directly comparable
data is difficult. In such a case, it is usually beneficial to define a framework that
attempts to combine the attractive points of individual approaches. It can be readily
motivated that although volumetrie object models [4] may be attractive in advanced
professional applications, this would bring little or no benefit for the 3D-TV applications in the broadcast/simulcast case, where the user is after a 3D experience at an
affordable cost (consider e.g., rendering complexity at the receiver). Therefore, we believe that the goal can be better achieved by combining the multiview and depth-based
approaches and pursuing scalability as an architectural property.
In summary, techniques that extract global object geometry, like the advanced
volumetrie approaches, have the potential to significantly reduce the number of images,
which is attractive for lP video streaming applications. However, current techniques for
global geometry extraction and rendering are not likely to be a cost-effective solution
for real-time system operation in the near future [2]. Furthermore, such techniques
scale poorly with the scene complexity (e.g., the number of objects in the scene). For
this reason, we exclude them from the near-term solution.
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Figure 1: 3D streaming framework.

3

Transmission framework for 3D-TV

Depth map is efficient. When considering that image-based representations have high
data volumes, broadcasting all available camera streams is impractical. A depth-map
is an efficient alternative for narrow-angle viewpoint changes, as it can be used to reproject the corresponding intensity data to a newly chosen camera plane, in a process
known as warping.
Layered extension to multiview streaming. For sufficient scalability, we pursue a
layered framework where the number of views and the associated depth-maps received
can be extended dynamically and on-demand (Fig. 1).
Addition of occluded data and edge masks. If a wide-angle perspective change is
requested, rendering artifacts come in the form of holes in the texture of the synthesized views. This situation illustrates the "dissoclusion" problem. The solutions to
this problem are occlusion-compatible warping and filling the holes by background extrapolation [3]. For large occlusions, this approach will have its limitations. In our
lP-networked case, we propose to add a specific stream that provides the occluded
data explicitly. Finally, the edge boundary for a number of key objects in the scene is
useful, as it improves the quality of the intcrpolatod views [6].
Intemctivity. Broadcasting all the layers for every available viewpoint is inefficient
(although attractive for FTV applications as it allows the clients to quickly switch
between the available viewpoints) in that it treats all the streams as equally important,
while in real sessions, some streams will be requested frequently, and others not at all.
A better design is to schedule new viewpoint transmissions reactively and on-demand.
The rest of the framework of Fig. 1 will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.

4

Large-scale 3D-content

delivery

In this section we address the performance issues of 3D-TV (FTV) systems implemented within the framework of Section 3, for the case of a large number of concurrent,
heterogeneous users. Large data volumes in multi-camera systems coupled with the
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processing for interactive viewpoint adaptation pose new challenges to the design of
scalable multimedia servers and delivery architectures.
To better understand the design issues involved, we consider a scenario where 3DTV and FTV technologies are deployed to enhance live broadcast. We make the following two assumptions: (1) the event is captured by multiple, fully calibrated cameras;
(2) each camera is assigned a unique logical identifier providing an interface to its
calibration parameters, the associated depth map, edge mask and occlusion inforrnation. Our layered model provides basic support for heterogeneity of display devices and
client access bandwidths. All viewers receive a 2D stream for their camera angle of
choice, while those equipped with 3D display devices also receivethe additional layers
associated with that camera angle (3D-streams).
Optionally, 2D-viewers can receive
full 3D streams to perform narrow-angle viewpoint changes. In general, wide-angle
viewpoint changes are supported by switching to the desired camera angle. A special
case of a wide-angle viewpoint change is the viewpoint case that does not match any
of the physical cameras, nor can it be created using the available depth and occlusionhandling layers. In this case, a virtual viewpoint needs to be constructed combining a
number of original camera streams (and the associated additionallayers). Two options
for implementing this functionality exist. Either a server computes the desired viewpoint and streams the result to the client, or the server sends the original streams and
the client does the reconstruction. The choice between the two is a trade-off between
the computation and network bandwidth.

4.1

Bandwidth cost

Conceptually, IP-multicast provides for an efficient usage of both the server-bandwidth
and the wide-area network bandwidth, thus improving scalability of video streaming
systems compared to the unicast case. A 3D-TV (FTV) server employing multicast
delivery starts one multicast session for each requested 2D camera stream and one
for each accompanying additional stream. Every client selects a number of multicast
transmissions to receive, based on its preferences or capabilities. This way, the serverbandwidth cost depends on the number of active viewpoints, but is independent of
the number of clients. Still, global support for IP-multicast remains limited, and the
accessible client base is small [7]. This is a serious concern for 3D-TV and FTV
applications aiming to grow to a TV broadcast-scale service and alternative delivery
methods need to be investigated.

4.2

Server-side processing cost for interactivity

From the service perspective, processing for virtual viewpoint generation is best irnplemented at the server, thus reducing the bandwidth and processing costs at the client.
However, serving a large number of such requests concurrently quickly consumes computational resources on the server, and a more scalable solution is required.

4.3

Developing the case for resource sharing

Motivated by the recent proposals for synchronous [7] and asynchronous [8]content delivery using network overlays, we illustrate the concept of resource sharing for reducing
the bandwidth and processing costs in large scale 3D-TV and FTV systems (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Distributed streaming and virtual viewpoint creation.
A 3D-TV (FTV) server transmits two different camera angles (3D-streams) to
Nodes 1 and 4 respectively, using unicast connections to alleviate the lack of IPmulticast routing between different ISPs. Nodes 1 and 4 in turn relay the streams
to other nodes on their lP multicast-enabled networks. Joining the overlay, Node 7
(3D-viewer) acts as a proxy for supplying 2D stream to a resource-constrained Node
8. Suppose Node 9 contacts the server with a request to join an ongoing live transmission. The server responds by sending the address of a nearby node which is already
receiving the desired viewpoint (Node 7), which adds the Node 9 to its list of served
clients. Next, suppose an event occurs which generates intensive interest from multiple
viewers (e.g. a goal in a soccer match). Node 8 desires to receive an instant replay of
the event from a virtual viewpoint. The server cannot fulfill this request due to a flash
crowd effect. Instead, it responds by sending the addresses of two nodes that received
and cached the 3D-streams required for interpolation (Nodes 7 and 5). Node 5 sends
its cached data to Node 7, thus allowing Node 7 to interpolate a novel view and serve
Node 8. Summarizing, the first example shows bandwidth sharing, whereas the second
one illustrates distributed processing.

5

Preliminary

experiments

We implemented the streaming test-bed from Section 3 between two nodes on a lOOMbis
LAN. Both the sender and the receiver were implemented on a desktop PC running
Linux OS. We streamed the "Interview" test sequence and the associated depth-map
sequence [3] at 25fps and 720 x 576 resolution. Both sequences were compressed in
Simple Profile (SP) configuration using an MPEG-4 Reference Encoder and stored in
separate files. At the start of the session, the compressed MPEG-4 elementary streams
were packetized as specified in RTP (IETF RFC 3016). The RTP IRTCP protocol stack
implementation was provided with "Live555 Streaming Media" library [9]. The sender
transmitted texture and depth frames in succession. Different UDP ports for texture
and depth streams were used both at the sender and the receiver. The decoding at the
receiver involved two independent MPEG-4 decoder processes, and the decoded frames
were buffered prior to display. To test the end-to-end data pipeline, our player used the
depth maps to compute and display an anaglyph sequence. The playback was smooth
and the depth cues were well visible, even when viewed with inexpensive RIB filter
glasses. This experiment is now extended by adding more streams for high-performance
depth-map extensions containing occlusion data or adding secondary views to support
multiview approaches.
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6

System aspects and considerations

In this section, we conceptually evaluate the streaming framework introduced in Sections 3 and 4 under practical constraints, and discuss the challenges it presents.
Extraction of layers. Since our focus in this paper is a streaming architecture, we
currently rely on the availability of 3D test-sets provided by the MPEG 3DAV Working Group [1]. Each set includes a pre-extracted depth map and edge masks for key
scene objects. However, in live 3D-TV and FTV sessions as in Section 4, these two
layers need to be extracted at run-time. This is best implemented on original image
data, thus prior to encoding (Fig. 1). For real-time operation, commercial live streaming systems commonly employ hardware encoders at the server back-end, and directly
forward the compressed bitstreams to the clients via the server front-end [10]. Currently, few hardware devices are available that support real-time extraction of depth
maps [3]. This leaves us with software processing for the time being, at an increased
latency and server computational cost. For this reason, real-time operation and cornplexity are important factors in selecting an algorithm from the available options [11].
Similar considerations apply to the extraction of edge masks. Here, we will assume
that a model of the scene background can be constructed off-line (e.g., in the case of a
sports event), and focus on extracting key objects through background subtraction [12].
Streaming over best-effort networks. In contrast to the original (DIER) proposal [3],
intended for terrestrial and satellite TV broadcast, our framework primarily addresses
best-effort lP networks. This raises concerns about the reliability and user-perceived
QoS in 3D-TV (FTV) applications. From the transmission point of view, the Internet
is a communication channel, shared statistically among multiple users. QoS parameters
such as bandwidth, packet-loss rate and end-to-end delay are time-variant, reflecting
the time-dependent traffic patterns in the network. With the inclusion of wireless last
hops in the network, these parameters additionally depend on the varying conditions
of the physical channel. Moreover, such time dependencies are generally unknown and
virtually impossible to predict at the application design-time. A common solution for a
streaming application to maximize its user-QoS under time-varying transmission conditions is to adopt adaptivity as a leading design principle [10]. Adaptive streaming
attempts to keep the QoS levels in one dimension constant (e.g., frame rate), while
compromising other QoS dimensions (e.g., quality, spatial resolution), based on the
feedback from the network [13]. We believe that t.he 3D-TV applications implemcnted
within our framework can substantially benefit from adaptivity. Particularly the image
formation through warping (Section 3) introduces an interesting new QoS dimension
for adaptivity. More specifically, it is important to study the effects of 11 QoS drop in
one of the layers on the final presentation quality, and the possibility to compensate
for those effects by allowing a higher QoS in other layers. Our framework also offers an
opportunity for reliability optimizations that cut across its different layers of inforrnation. As Fig. 1 suggests, instead of transmitting each layer over a reliable end-to-end
connection (e.g., with TCP), our current implementation relies on a connectionless,
unreliable protocol (UDP). This decision is based on a common argument that the
video streaming applications should trade full reliability for less rate fluctuation [10].
Previous research also demonstrates the advantages of providing the reliability in a
selective way ([10], [14]). These approaches exploit the knowledge of the importance
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of different bitstream parts for the presentation quality, and apply different levels of
reliability based on this utility function (e.g., I- and P- frames in MPEG-4, base layer
and enhancement layers for scalable video). We believe that an exciting opportunity
exists to further develop these approaches in the context of 3D-TV applications, where
such a utility distribution spans different layers. Finally, an additional requirement for
the streaming applications based on UDP is to implement a conqestion-control mechanism [10]. Its purpose is to dynamically adjust the transmission rate in response to
the congestion state in the network, thus sharing the bandwidth fairly with concurrent
applications and preserving the Internet stability.
Distribuied delivery infrastructure.
A network-distributed architecture has been
explored in a number of commercial streaming Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
([10], [7]). The CDNs consist of a large number (up to 10000) of geographically distributed servers, each of which can be configured to perform content caching, streaming,
downloading or adaptation (e.g., transcoding).
Alternatively, a number of proposals emerged for an overlay multicast infrastructure consisting solely of network endhosts [7]. In this case, a multicast tree is formed employing the uplink bandwidth
capacity of participating receivers, which self-organize into a distributed delivery architecture. Our main contribution is the first attempt to consider such architectures for
implementing 3D-TV and FTV services. Our framework introduces virtual viewpoint
creation as a new functionality to be implemented in a distributed manner. It is important to note that the feasibility of implementing FTV services within our framework is
not constrained by the availability of distributed processing resources. Rather, if such
resources are available, the framework leverages them to ease the burden on the server.

7

Conclusion

This paper presents a layered framework for 3D-TV transmission, combining multiview and depth-based approaches in a scalable fashion. Besides texture and depth
information, specific layers are added for coded occlusion data and edge-mask information to allow high-quality 3D rendering of key objects in the scene. By relying on
a distributed delivery architecture and the concept of resource sharing for the creation
and streaming of virtual viewpoints in a network overlay, we extend the range of viewpoints selectable by the user (FTV). Important system aspects of uur framework were
extensively discussed and resulted in a few relevant conclusions. Firstly, the 3D-TV
applications implemented within our framework can substantially benefit from adaptivity. Secondly, we discussed that particularly the image formation through warping
(Section 3) introduces an interesting new QoS dimension for adaptivity. Thirdly, our
proposed framework also offers an opportunity for selective reliability optimizations
that cut across its different layers of information.
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Abstract
Iterative techniques have been proposed for decoding linear binary block codes
over erasure channels. The performance of such decoding techniques depends on
the parity-check matrices used, and, in particular, on the numbers and sizes of
stopping sets of these matrices. In the 2004 Shannon lecture, McEliece presented
an expression for the number of stopping sets of size three for a full-rank paritycheck matrix of the Hamming code. In this paper, we present an expression for
the number of stopping sets of any given size for the same parity-check matrix.

1

Introduction

Let C be a linear binary [n, k, dl block code, where ti, k, and d denote the code's
length, dimension, and Hamming distance, respectively. The set of codewords of C can
be defined as the null space of the row space of an r x n binary parity-check matrix
H = (hi,j) of rank n - k. Assuming all rowsin H are different, ti - k :=; r :=; 2n-k
Let 5 be a subset of {I,2, ... ,n} and T be a subset of {I,2, ... ,r}. For any
H = (hi,j) of size r x n, let HI = (hi,j) where iET and j E 5. Then, HI is a
ITI x 151submatrix of H. For simplicity, we write Hs and HT to denote HI in case
T = {I, 2, ... , r} and 5 = {I, 2, ... , n}, respectively.
A set 5 is the support of a codeword if and only if all rows in Hs have even weight,
i.e., if and only if

IU

E 5: hi,j

= 1}1==

0(2)

Vi=I,2,

... ,r.

(1)

A set 5 is a stopping set if and only if Hs does not contain a row of weight one, i.e.,
if and only if
(2)
Vi = 1, 2, ... , r.
I{j E 5: hi,j = I} 10/- 1
The polynomial A(x) = Lf=oAlXI, where Al is the number of codewords of weight
l, is called the weight enumerator of code C. It holds that
d

=

min{l 2 1 : Al>

O}.

lThe authors were supported by the NSF through grants CCR-01l7891
STW through the McAT research project DTC.6438.
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(3)
and ECS-0121469, and by

The polynomial S(x) = Ll=o SlXl, where S, is the number of stopping sets of size I, is
called the stopping set enumerator of parity-check matrix H. Let s denote the smallest
size of a non-empty stopping set, i.e.,
s

= min {I ~ 1 : Sl > O}.

(4)

Notice from (1) and (2) that the support of any codeword is a stopping set. Therefore, S, ~ Al for 1- 0,1, ... ,n awl s::; d.
Considering the vacuous case in which l = 0, we notice, from the definitions, that
the empty set is both the support of a codeword and a stopping set for any code and
any parity-check matrix. Hence, Aa = So = l. Furthermore, from the observation that
(1) and (2) are equivalent for sets S with ISI :S 2, it follows that Al = S, for I :S 2. In
particular, So = 1 and SI = S2 = 0 for any parity-check matrix of a code of minimum
distance d ~ 3.
The notion of stopping sets is important in the context of iterative decoders (using
H-based Tanner graphs), in particular for low-density parity-check codes [3]. For example, on the binary erasure channel, an iterative decoder will not lead to successful
decoding if and only if the set of erased positions contains a non-empty stopping set.
Hence, the minimum (non-empty) stopping set size s and the cardinality Ss are performance indicators for iterative decoding, alike the minimum distance d and the number
of minimum weight codewords for maximum-likelihood decoding. However, contrary
to the weight enumerator, which is fixed for a code C, the stopping set enumerator
depends on the choice of the parity-check matrix H.
In the 2004 Shannon lecture, McEliece [51 presented the following expression for
the number of stopping sets of size three in a [21n - 1, 2m - m-I,
3] Hamming code:
S3

= ~

(5

m

-

3ffi+l

+ 2m+l)

rv

~n2.322

(5)

He did not mention explicitly which parity-check matrix he had in mind, but from the
context, it was clear that it was the full rank m x (2m - 1) parity-check matrix. This
is the parity-check matrix of minimum number of rows for the Hamming code. The
value of S3 is of particular interest since So = 1 and SI = S2 = 0 as the Hamming code
has minimum distance three which implies that s = 3. Hence, the value of S3 given
in (5) corresponding to the full rank parity-check matrix of thR Hamming code can Le
llspn to obtain 0. good estimate of the performance of the simplest iterative decoder for
the Hamming code. However, as the multiplicities Al of codewords in a code of weight
l > d influence the performance of maximum-likelihood decoding, the multiplicities Sl
of stopping sets of size l > s also influence the performance of iterative decoding. In
this paper, we derive the values S, for all I for the full-rank parity-check matrix of the
Hamming code.
Section 2 gives an cxpression for S, in terms of certain parameters that can be
derived from the parity-check matrix of any linear code. In Section 3, we determine
these parameters for the full-rank parity check matrices of Hamming codes and derive
expressions for Si.

2

Stopping Set Enumeration for Linear Codes

In this section, we derive an expression for the coefficients of S(x) for an r x n paritycheck matrix H of an
k, d] binary linear code C.
For each subset T of {I, 2, ... .r }, we define 7T to be the number uf columns in
lIT of weight zero. In particular, if T is empty, then ZT = n. If Y is a subset of
{I, 2, ... , n} such that IYI = p, each row in H~ has weight one, and each column
in H~ has non-zero weight, then we say that Y is of type p with respect to T. Let

rn,
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Y(T,p) be the number of subsets of {I, 2, ... , n} of type p with respect to T. Since
every column in H~ should have non-zero weight and every row should have weight
one, it follows that
Y(T

)

=

,p

{O1

if T
if T

= 01\

P 2:

Theorem 1 Let H be an r x n parity-check
Then, for l = 0,1, ... ,n,
SI

L

=

1 or Tof-

01\

= 0 1\ P = O.

matrix

0,

(6)

of a linear code C of length n.

C~p).

(_I)ITI tY(T,P)

p-o

TÇ;{ 1,2, ... ,1'}

P=

Proof. It follows from (6) that the result holds for I = O. Therefore, we assume I 2: l.
Let S be a non-empty subset of {I, 2, ... , n}. Following [7], we say that row h in H
covers S if and only if hs has weight one. For i = 1,2, ... , rand l = 1,2, ... , n, let
QI and Q; be the family of subsets of {1,2, ... ,n} and size l that are covered and
not covered, respectively, by the ith row in H. A subset S ç {I, 2, ... ,n} of size l
is a stopping set if and only if it is not covered by any row of H, i.e., S E n~=l Q;.
In particular, SI = [ n~=l Q;[. The Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion (see, e.g., [2],
Theorem B, p. 178), yields
[

n_r 1
l-

QI['.

1.

(7)

=
TÇ;{l,2,

.. .r}

In the above sum, T runs over all 2" subsets of {l, 2, ... ,r} where, for the term corresponding to the empty set 0,

[niE0 Q;[ =

(7) ,

which is the total number of subsets of {I, 2, ... , n} of size l. Notice that a set S of
size I belongs to niET QI if and only if each row in
has weight one. This is the case
if and only if, for some p = 0,1, ... ,I, S contains a subset Y of type p with respect to
T and all the columns indexed by S\Y have zero weights. Therefore,

HI

[niET Q;[

=

~Y(T,p)
p=o

(l ~ ).
p

Combining this with (7), the proof is complete.

3

•

Stopping Set Enumeration for Hamming Codes

A full-rank parity-check matrix of a [2m - 1,2m - m-I, 3] Hamming code, where
m 2: 3, is an m x (2m - 1) matrix whose columns are the distinct non-zero vectors of
length m. From now on, we take H to be such a matrix with r = m and n = 2m - 1,
and SI to be the number of stopping sets of H of size I.
In the followine; derivations, we make use of Stirling numbers. Following the notation of Comtet l2] and Riordan [6], we denote by s(n, k) and S(n, k) the Stirling
numbers of the first kind and of the second kind, respectively. Notice that nand k are
not necessarily the length and the dimension of a code. For n 2: 1, (-1 )n-k s( n, k) is
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the number of permutations of n elements which have exactly k cycles and S(n, k) is
the number of ways of partitioning a set of n elements into k non-empty subsets, see,
e.g., [1], p. 824, where (8)-(11) can also be found. We also define s(O, 0) = S(O,O) = 1.
Notice that for n 2: 1, both s(n, k) and S(n, k) are equal to zero if k ::; 0 or k >n, see
e.g., [6].
Stirling numbers of the first kind satisfy the following polynomial identity in x
k

~ s(n, k)x
k=O
and the recursion

+ 1, k) =

s(n

= n! (~)

(8)

s(n, k - 1) - ns(n, k),

(9)

for n 2: k 2: 1. We also have
s(n, 1)

= (-lt-1(n

- I)!.

(10)

Stirling numbers of the second kind can be computed explicitly using

(k) (k -

= k\ t(-l)i

S(n, k)

Lemma 1 For n 2: 0, the following polynomial

(X-I)n

n!

=

it.

(11)

t

. i=O

identity

L s(n

'n-i-I

in x holds

+ 1, k)Xk-l.

(12)

k=l

Proof. From the definition of binomial coefficients, we have
(13)
Combining this with (8) we get
x-n

n

-- L s(n,
x

k)xk

k=O

n

=

L s(n,

k)xk - n

k=O

n

L s(n,

k)Xk-1

k=O

n+l

L (s(n,

k - 1) - ns(n, k)) Xk-l

k=l
since ns(n, 0) = 0 and s(n, n
recurrence relation (9).

+ 1) =

0 for n 2: O. The result now follows from the
•

Lemma 2 Let H be an m x (2m - 1) parity-check matrix of a Hamming code of length
2m - 1. Then, for any set T ç {I, 2, ... , m} and any p = 0, 1, ... , n,

and

Y(T,p)

- S(ITI,p)
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2(m-ITI)p.

Proof. Each non-zero vector of length m appears exactly once as a column in H.
Hence, the zero-weight vector of length ITI appears exactly 2m-1T1 - 1 times in HT.
This verifies the expression for ZT. From (6) and (11), it follows that the second part
of the lemma holds in case T = !/J. Therefore, assume in the following that T # !/J.
Hence, 1:S ITI:S m. For each jE {1,2, ... ,2= -I}, let

hJ

= {i ET:

hij

= I},

hT

i.e.,
is the set of indices of ones in the jth column of HT. Notice that a subset y of
size p is of type p with respect to T if and only if H~ is a ITI x p matrix, each column
of which has non-zero weight, and each row of which has weight one. This is the case
if and only if, for j E y, the sets
are non-empty, disjoint, and their union is T.
There are S(ITI,p) ways to partition a set of ITI elements into p non-empty disjoint
subsets. Each non-zero vector of length ITI appears exactly 2m-1T1 times as a column
in HT. Therefore, for each partition, there are 2m-1T1 choices for j, corresponding to
indices of identicalnon-zero columns in HT, such that
is one of the p subsets in the
partition. Since there are p subsets in each partition, and there are S( ITI, p) partitions,
the total number of ITI xp submatrices in HT, where
:S p :S I, each of its columns
has non-zero weight and each of its rows has weight one, is S(ITI,p) 2(m-ITI)p The
number of such matrices equals Y(T,p).
•

hT

hT

°

Lemma 3 Let H be an m x (2m -1) parity-check
2m - l. Then, for I = 0,1, ... , 2m - 1,

matrix of a Hamming

code of length

Proof. From Lemma 2, it follows that for fixed m and p, both ZT and Y(T,p) depend
only on the cardinality of T. Since there are (';) subsets T of cardinality t, then the
result follows by using the expressions derived for ZT and Y(T,p) in Theorem l.
•
Lemma 3, when combined with (11), gives an explicit expression for Sl for I =
0,1, ... ,2m - l. Notice that for each value of I, Si depends only on m. However,
contrary to the expression in (5), the expression in the lemma does not show clearly
this dependency. In the next lemma, we make the dependency clear. For this purpose,
we define for nonnegative integers q and v,
b(q,v)

= t(-I)P

(v)

8(P+ 1,p-q+

Lemma 4 Let H be an m x (2m - 1) parity-check
2m - l. Then, for I = 0, 1, ... ,2m - 1,

and t

Proof. From Lemma 1, we have for PSi
2m-t
(

l-p

-

1)

1

---

(I - p)!
1
-(I _ )!
p

1).

(14)

p

p=o

l-p+l

L

8(1-

p

matrix of a Hamming code of length

sm

+ 1, u)2(m-t)(u-l)

tz==L

1

L 5(1 q=O
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P

+ 1, 1-

q- p

+ 1)2(m-t)(l-q-p),

(15)

since s(n, k)

=

=

S(t,p)

0 for k :::; 0 < n. Also, from (11), we obtain

A f) _1)i (P)

p.

Substituting

i=O

(p - i)t

~J_1)V

= (-I~I-P
p.

2

(l ~

) (l-

v=O

vt

(16)

V

(15) and (16) in the expression of SI given in Lemma 3, we get
SI

~(-I)t(7)~(-~;I-PE(-I)VC~J(l-V)t

=

2(rn-t)p

.--

(l - p)!

t

t=O

- p

v)t

q- p

t(-I)I-p(l)

+ 1)2(rn-t)(l-q-p)

t(-I)V
p

p=O

I

. (l-

+ 1, l -

q=O

(m)

~ I:(-I)t
l.

I

L s(l

L s(l-

p

+ 1,1-

( ~

q- p

)
v

l

v=o

+ 1)2(m-t)(l-q).

q=O

Noticing that

we obtain by interchanging orders of summations
SI

(l)

I
I
= IT1 ?;E(-lt

(21-q

v

-

(l-

v))

m

I

~(_1)I-P

(

l-

V

P

)

s(l-p+l,l-q-p+l).

It is straightforward to check that the last sum is identical to b( q, v).
•
To obtain an expression for b(q, v) that does not involve Stirling numbers, we derive
a recursion for b(q, v) along with boundary values to apply the recursion.
Lemma 5 For nonnegative
b(q,v)

numbers q and v, we have
if q > v or q = 0 < v,

= { q~ if q = v,

and for q 2: 1 and v 2: 2,
b(q,v)

= vb(q -1,v

- 1) - (v - l)b(q -1,v

- 2).

Proof. For 0::; p:::; v < q, we have p- q+ 1::; 0 and, therefore, s(p+ l,p- q+ 1) = O.
From the definition of b(q,v) given in (14), it follows that b(q,v) = 0 in case q > v. In
case q = 0, it follows from the definition of b( q, v) and the fact that s(p + 1, P + 1) = 1
that b(O,v) = 0 whenever v:::: 1. In case q = v, we have
b(q, q)

=

t( -1)p

r=n

(q)

s(p

+ l,p

p
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- q

+ 1) =

(-I)qs(q

+ 1, 1) =

q!

using (10) and since s(p+I,p-q+I)
= 0 for p-q+I ::; O. Next, we prove the recursion
for q ;::: 1 and v ;:::2. Using the recurrence formula for the binomial coefficients followed
by the recurrence formula (9) for Stirling numbers of the first kind, we obtain

v-I

2:)-I)P

(

1)

v-

s(p+I,p-q+I)

p

p=o

(v =11) (s(p,p-q)-ps(p,p-q+I))
(v =11) ps(p,p-q+l)

v
+2:J-I)P

p

p=o
v
-L(-I)P

P

p=O
v-I

L(-I)P
p=o

(

v-

1)

(17)

(p+l)s(p+I,p-q+2).

p

Next, we use

followed by (9) to conclude that
b(q,v)

= b(q-I,v-l)+(v-I)L(-I)p

(2)
(2)

v-I

v=I

= b(q-I,v-I)+(v-l)L(-I)P

v-I

v=I

(s(p,p-q+I)-ps(p,p-q+2))

p

P=Ü

= b(q - 1, v-I)

s(p+I,p-q+2)

p

P=Ü

- (v - I)b(q - 1, v - 2)

+ (v

where we used (14) and (17) after replacing v by v-I
b(q, v)

= vb(q - 1, v-I)

- l)b(q - 1, v-I),
and q by q - 1. Hence, we have

- (v - I)b(q - 1, v - 2).

•

Now we state an explicit expression for b(q, v). For this purpose, we write a <2 b
for real numbers a and b if and only if b - a ;:::2. For example, 3 <2 5 but 3 1:-2 4.
Lemma 6 For nonnegative

integers q and v ;:::q, we have
(18)

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the expression in the right hand side of (18)
satisfies the recursion given in Lemma 5 for q ;::: 1 and v ;:::2 and that it agrees with
b(q,v) in the cases q = 0 < v and q = v.
Combining Lemmas 4, 5, and 6, we obtain the major result of this paper.
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Theorem 2 Let H be an m x (2m - 1) parity-check
length n = 2m - l. Then, for 1= 0, 1, ... , 2m - 1,
1

SI

= TI ~

1

min{2q,l}

~

(

(-1)v

I)

matrix

b(q,v)(21-Q

V

-

of a Hamming

code of

(1- v))m

where b(q, v) is given in Lemma 6. In particular, for a fixed value of 1;:::-3, SI behaves
asymptotically as a function of the code length n as
n1og2(2'-I)
l!

SI ~

It is interesting to compare the asymptotic expression of SI with that of AI, the
number of codewords of weight I in a Hamming code of length n = 2m - 1, where I ;:::-3,
which can be derived from [4] as
nl-!

AI~--·

I!
Direct application of Theorem 2 gives the following results including the expression
of S3 in (5) stated by McEliece [5]
l,S!

= S2 =

1

"6 (5m
~

24

-

3 x 3m

-

(12m

1

120

0,

(27

m

+2

6 x 6m

-

-

-

x 2m)

,

4 x 5m

+3

x 4m

+ 15 x
m
3 + 94

m

10 x 13"' - 5 x 12
-35 x 4m

-

130 x

+ 20
T"

x 3m

+ 50

x 2m)

-

14 x 2m)

x

6m

+ 20

'
x 5m

.
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Abstract

Low-density parity check (LDPC) codes of small, realizable size and regular
form are analyzed in different multipath fading conditions. The multipath fading conditions vary from uncorrelated channels (with and without channel state
information (CS!)) to a correlated land mobile channel at a frequency of 900
MHz. The effects of an external channel interleaver and varying mobile speed
in a correlated fading channel are investigated. Obtained results show that the
channel interleaver does not provide substantial improvement in the performance
of the codes. However, the increasing speed of a mobile in a correlated channel
can provide better bit error rate (BER) performance.

1

Introduction

Remarkable progress towards Shannon's limit has been made in the last decade, using
codes that are termed as turbo codes and codes based on sparse graphs known as low
density parity check (LDPC) codes. These codes have dramatically raised the bar for
codes to be termed as 'Good' [1].
LDPC codes have certain advantages over other codes, e.g. turbo codes. They not
only have a simple description of their code structure but can also have a fully parallelizable decoding implementation [2,3]. LDPC codes with message passing algorithms
have achieved excellent performance over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel [4,5]. However, their potential as capacity achieving codes for more realistic
wireless channels, has not been established yet. Preliminary results are available which
suggest that they can achieve capacity for a wide range of channels.
In [3], irregular LDPC codes of larger lengths were analyzed in a flat uncorrelated as
well as in a flat correlated Rayleigh fading channel. The channel model assumed in [3]
was a slow memoryless frequency non-selective (i.e., flat) Rayleigh fading channel with
a large coherence time. This effectively means that during the entire transmission the
channel stays coherent. In [6], the analysis was carried out on irregular LDPC codes
of larger lengths in a frequency non-selective and block independent Rayleigh fading
channel. The emphasis in [6]was to estimate the channel when both the amplitude and
phase are effected by fading and this was accomplished with the help of pilot symbols.
This paper is an extension of the analysis of LDPC codes from [3] and [6]. We consider codes of small block lengths and regular, random form in various fading conditions
in our analysis. Moreover, the channel dynamics are explicitly taken into account by
considering a block-independent fading model. The fading is considered to be constant
for a block length (i.e., the channel coherence time) and independent from block to
block. The independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) fading model is a widely
used assumption for dispersive wireless channels [7] and is used to evaluate a wide
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variety of practical communication systems, e.g., orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), time-division multiple access (TDMA) and frequency hopped spread
spectrum (FHSS).
In this paper we analyze the performance of small block size, random regular LDPC
codes, i.e., codes of lengths 204, 504 and 1008 in the presence of various fading conditions. In an uncorrelated fiat Rayleigh fading channel, results are presented with
and without CSt Also, a typical land mobile channel [8] at a carrier frequency of 900
MHz and a source data rate of 9.6 kb/sis analyzed. Here, we compare different mobile
speeds and the effect of a channel interleaver under these conditions.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefiy reviews the basics of LDPC
codes and their decoding. Section 3 gives an overview of the two fiat Rayleigh fading
channels under consideration. In Section 4 we present the results of LDPC codes on
the channels discussed in Section 3. Lastly, we present our conclusions in Section 5.

2

Low Density Parity-Check Codes

An LDPC code is a linear block code which is specified by a very sparse parity check
matrix H [2]. LDPC codes have an inherent advantage: the controlled sparseness of
the code results in a specified and very small number of non-zero bits in each column.
This, not only, reduces the number of equations to be solved by the decoder but also
results in making feasible practical decoding by the means of iterative methods similar
to turbo codes. LDPC codes, can be represented by a bipartite graph. One set of the
nodes in the graph corresponds to the elements of the code word referred to as variable
nodes. The other set of nodes corresponds to the set of parity check constraints and
are termed as check nodes [9]. An edge exists between the variable and check node if
and only if there is a 1 in the corresponding entry in the parity check matrix. The code
word length and number of parity bits are represented by N and M respectively and
therefore, the designed code rate R can be expressed as R = 1 There are two main types of LDPC codes, namely regular and irregular. Regular
LDPC codes have the same number of ones in each row (column) of the parity check
matrix. Equivalently, the degrees of all the variable nodes (check nodes) are equal,
where the degree of any node is the number of edges emanating from or terminating on
it. For example, a (3,6) regular LDPC has a mathematical representation in which all
variable nodes have degree 3 and all check nodes have degree 6. The bipartite graph
determining such a code is shown in Fig. 1. Irregular LDPC codes were introduced
in [10]. For irregular LDPC codes the variable and the check nodes can have different
degrees and their degrees are specified by a degree distribution pair (,>-, p).
Encoding of linear LDPC codes involves solving a set of linear equations to find the
code word. We can use Gaussian elimination and re-ordering of columns to calculate the
code word [1]. There are, however, more efficient schemes for reducing the complexity
of encoding [11]. In our analysis we use the scheme proposed by [1]which is less efficient
but still suitable for codes with small block size.

%.

2.1

Decoding

One of the most widely used decoding method for LDPC codes is based on belief
propagation. It is performed by applying the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm
[12]. This algorithm aims at minimizing the bit error rate of the decoded sequence and
iteratively calculates the a posteriori probabilities [12, 13]. Consider a regular (j, k)
LDPC code with v as the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) message passed from a variable
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Variable

Figure 1: Bi-partite graph representation of a code of length 12 and rate 1/2. There
are 12 variable nodes and 6 check nodes. For each check node, the sum (over GF(2))
of all adjacent variable nodes is equal to zero.

node of degree j to a check node of degree k, given as [4],
j-1
V

=

Va

+ Lri.

(1)

i=1

In (1), Va is intrinsic information conditioned on the channel output, and ri, for all i =
1, ... .i - 1, is the extrinsic information.
Extrinsic information is part of the overall
LLR stemming from the obscrvation of the received samples.
The check nodes update rule is obtained by noticing the duality between variable
and check nodes. It is based upon the well known tanh rule and it is given as [13]
r
tanh 2
where

3

Vi,

k-1

=

IT tanh

i=1

v.
_::,
2

(2)

for all i = 1, ... ,k - 1, are the incoming LLRs from the neighboring edges.

Channel Models

The channels under consideration are AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Throughout our analysis we assume that the code word is being represented by x and is mapped
into the signal point w using binary phase shift keying (BPSK) as shown by the system diagram in Fig. 2. The received s:xmbol is y = o:w + n, where 0: is the normalized Rayleigh fading factor with E [0: ] = 1 and probability density function (pdf)
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Figure 2: System Block Diagram.

p( a)

=

2ae-a2;

and n is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance u2.

If a = 1 the channel is an AWGN channel. The conditional pdf of the matched filter
(y_w.o-)2

output is p (ylw, a) = v'2~CT2 e-~.
can be expressed as [3]
Va

If we have ideal CSI, the intrinsic information

P(x = Oly, a)
2
ya
= log P(x = 1Iy,a ) = 2
u .

(3)

When no CSI is available, then we can approximate Va as given by [14]
(4)
The correlated fading model used is based on the autoregressive (AR) modelling
scheme, given by [15]. This is a more realistic model than Jakes' modified model [16]
and also, is much simpler to implement than the IDFT model [17]. A complex AR
process of order p can be generated via the time domain recursion [15]
p

y[n] = -

L aky[n

- k]

+ z[n],

(5)

k=l

where z[n] is a complex white Gaussian noise process with uncorrelated real and imaginary parts. For Rayleigh variate generation, z[n] has zero mean with variance u;
and the simulator output is ly[n]l. The filter coefficients {al,a2, ... ,ap} are given by
a = -R;;v
where Ryy is the received signal auto-correlation matrix dependent upon
the maximum Doppler frequency normalized by the sampling rate and v is the autocorrelation vector [15].

4

Results And Discussion

In this section, we present the results of random, regular (3,6) LDPC codes of different
lengths with rate one-half. The focus of analysis is on codes of small block lengths
in various fading conditions. The parity check matrices for the codes were generated
following [1] and decoding was performed using (1) and (2).
In order to gauge the difference in performance of small length block codes, we
analyze them in an AWGN channel. Fig. 3 illustrates the well-known phenomenon
that codes of larger block size have better performance.
In a multipath fading channel, two scenarios were considered. Firstly, an uncorrelated fading channel was investigated with intrinsic information calculated by (3) and
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EblNO(dBj

Figure 3: Bit error rate performance
of (3,6) regular LDPC codes of lengths
204, 504 and 1008 with rate one-half on
the AWGN channeL

Figure 4: Bit error rate performance
of (3,6) regular random LDPC codes
of lengths 204 and 504 with rate onehalf, on an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel with and without CSI.

Figure 5: Bit error rate performance
of (3,6) regular random LDPC codes
of length 204 with rate one-half on a
correlated mobile channel at speeds of
4, 30 and 70 miles/h with and without
a channel interleaver.

Figure 6: Bit error rate performance
of (3,6) regular random LDPC codes
of length 504 with rate one-half on a
correlated mobile channel at speeds of
4, 30 and 70 miles/h with and without
a channel interleaver.

Table 1: Normalized Doppler frequencies at different speeds
Mobile Speed miles/h
fD(Hz)
fDTs
2.8 x 10-4
4
5.37
2.1xlO-:l
40.2
30
4.9 x 10-3
70
93.9
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(4) for the cases with and without CSI, respectively. An uncorrelated channel with
perfect CSI availability is an ideal assumption. Therefore, another scenario without
the availability of CSI is also considered. The results in Fig. 4 show the degradation
when no CSI is available. The performance can be improved but at the cost of higher
system complexity. However, as shown by the system diagram Fig. 2, our focus was
to see the strength of the underlying code.
Secondly, a correlated land mobile fading channel at a frequency of 900 MHz with
a data rate of 9.6 kb/s was investigated. A channel interleaver was introduced and
its effects with the changing mobile speeds was analyzed. The interest in a channel
interleaver is due to the fact that in turbo codes every bit needs to make use of the
information of its neighboring bit to update its likelihood information [13]. Therefore,
a channel interleaver is introduced to break up the correlation of channel fades among
consecutive bits. However, in the decoding of LDPC codes, as given by (1) and (2),
when bit ti updates its information from a parity check, e.g., check m, it only makes
use of the information from those bits participating in check m. As the construction
of the parity check matrix is random, therefore, the probability that these bits will be
neighbors is very small. The randomness and sparseness of the parity check matrix
suggest that the LDPC codes have a built-in interleaver [3]. This implies that LDPC
codes should have good performance over a fading channel, without the use of a channel
interleaver. Due to the inherent randomness in LDPC codes, a non-random, circular
shift permutation based interleaver was employed [18]. It can be represented as [18]
7r

(j)

=

(aj

+ r)

mod N,

(6)

where N is the length of the code, a < N is a step size that is relatively prime to N
and r < N is an offset. The values of a used in the calculations are 19 and 293 for code
lengths of 204 and 504, respectively. The choice of the offset is unimportant, therefore,
we have taken it to be equal to zero in our calculations.
Three typical mobile speeds, i.e., 4, 30 and 70 milesjh, representing the mobility
levels from a pedestrian to a high speed moving vehicle, were considered. The corresponding normalized Doppler shifts iDTs and Doppler frequencies [o are shown in
Table 1 where T'; is the coded symbol duration.
From Fig. 5 and 6, we can conclude that by increasing the mobile speeds we can
achieve better performance in terms of BER. This improvement in the performance is
due to the fact that the channel becomes more and more uncorrelated with the increase
in the speed. It is, as if we have included an interleaver of increasing depth. However,
this performance is also bounded and the maximum we can achieve is when the channel
is completely uncorrelated, as in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 and 6 also emphasize that longer block
size codes are able to achieve better results. Furthermore, the effect of an external
interleaver is also shown in both the figures. Results show that the inclusion of an
interleaver does not lead to a substantial improvement in the performance. This is a
reflection on inherited interleaving in the code as discussed earlier. If in the system
diagram, shown by Fig. 2, an external interleaver is included, the effect is similar to
the -case if we have two-interleavers of same depth which would result in no substantial
improvement in the performance. This phenomenon is evident from Fig. 5 and 6.

5

Conclusions

Results on regular, random LDPC codes of small block lengths were analyzed in various
fading conditions. In an uncorrelated fadmg channel with Ideal CSI availability the
performance of the codes in terms of BER is better than the case when no CSI is
available. The correlated flat multipath land mobile channel was analyzed for different
mobile speeds, with and without a channel interleaver. The fading model used for a
rnultipath correlated flat fading channel is a realistic model based on autoregressive
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modelling and with the assumption of i.i.d block fading. Obtained results show that
better performance in terms of BER can be achieved for small block size codes by
increasing mobile speed. We also showed that even without a channel interleaver the
LDPC codes can still achieve the same performance as with a channel interleaver on
a correlated flat multipath fading channel. This phenomenon is a reflection upon the
built-in "interleaver" in the parity check matrix H.
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Abstract

We offer a novel algorithm for construction of minimum-redundancy variablelength to block codes. This algorithm is based on Khodak's algebraic characterization of VB-coding trees, and employs combinatorial enumeration techniques
for assignment of codewords.
As a side product, we also derive an exact formulae for average redundancy
of such codes under memoryless sources, and show its usefulness for analysis of
codes with small number of codewords.

1

Definitions

Consider a memoryless source S producing symbols from an input alphabet A =
{al, ... , am} (2:( m < (0) with probabilities {Pi = P(ai), i = 1, ... , m}. By Pmin,Pmax
we denote the probabilities of the least- and the most-likely symbols correspondingly,
and assume that 0 < Pmin :s;Pmax < 1.
Assume that a message ~ = {aik}k=l is an infinite-length sequence of symbols
produced by the source S. The main idea of variable length coding is to define a set of
words X = {Xj E A*,j = 1, ... , M} (m:s; M < (0), such that any message X can be
uniquely represented by a sequence of such words, and then map words Xj into codes
</J(Xj) formed from letters of an output alphabet B = {bl, ... , bn} (2:( n < (0):

{a.}ook=l = {x.}oo
l
r=l
'l.k

r

---> {'"

\f-'

(x.l )}oo
= {b 'l.s}oo
1'=1
8=1
r

.

We assume that the mapping </J is injective, and that the output code {</J (Xj)}
is
uniquely decodable [4].
In this paper we only consider coding systems producing codewords </J(Xj) with
the same length. For example, we can simply pick [</J(Xj)[ = [log., Ml (1:( j :s; M),
and use indices of words Xj to produce their codes. Such coding systems are called
variable-length-io-block
(VB) or variable-to-fixed-length
(VF) codes.
The problem of construction of a VB code for a given source S consists in finding a
prefix-free set X of bounded size [XI :s; M such that average redutidancu of encoding
of this source:

[lgMl
RVB(X, S) = d(X, S) - h(S) .

(1)

is minimal. Here d(X, S) denotes the average delay (or average length of a word in X):
M

d(X,S)

= LP(Xj)
j=l
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[Xj[

,

(2)

and h(S) is the entropy of the source:
m

h(S) = -

LPi 19Pi·

(3)

i=1

In some cases it might be sufficient to find prefix set X minimizing the idealized
average tedundoncç
R~B(X,S)

= d~~~)

- h(S).

(4)

but these problems are very similar.

2

Tunstall and Khodak Algorithms

The best known algorithm for construction of optimal VB-codes for memoryless sources
is one, due to B. P. Tunstall [20] (see also [6]). It is remarkably simple: start with a
tree ~ (1) consisting of a single node connected to m leaves, corresponding to letters in
input alphabet A. Then, pick a leaf corresponding to a letter with highest probability
and replace it with a node connected to m new leaves. Repeat this process successively,
picking at each step a leaf corresponding to a word with highest probability. It can
be seen, that after i steps this algorithm produces a tree ~ (i) with (m - l)i + 1 leaves
(corresponding to a prefix-free set of words X(~(i))) which can be easily enumerated
and mapped into pg((m - l)i + 1)l-digit codes.
Tunstall algorithm has already been well studied and found a number of applications in coding theory and beyond. Simple bounds for its redundancy have been
independently obtained by Khodak [7] and Jelinek and Schneider [6]. Generalizations of Tunstall code for sources with memory have been proposed by Tjalkens and
Willems [18] and Savari and Gallager [13]. More accurate asymptotic analysis of its
redundancy (4) has been offered by Savari [14], and most recently, by Drmota, Reznik,
Savari, and Szpankowski [5]. Complexity of construction of Tunstall codes has been
studied by Tjalkens in [17]. The use of Tunstall algorithm for approximation of uniform
distributions, random number generation, and related problems, has been discussed
in [2].
Nevertheless, we must stress that Tunstall algorithm is not the only technique
available for construction of variable-length to block source codes. Thus, in 1969
G. L. Khodak has suggested the following construction procedure [7] (see also [8], [10]).
Start with a tree containing a single node and grow it recursively until the point when
all its leaves x satisfy:
1
1
- ~ P(x) < --,
(5)
N
Npmin
where N is a fixed real number (N > l/Pmin).
Condition (5) implies that the total number of leaves in the resulting tree
satisfies:

~N

(6)
so by picking different values of N one can control the size of the resulting trees
(although with certain granularity, since (5) applies to allleaves). It can also be shown
(e.g. using [6, Lemma 6]), that a tree ~N constructed by Khodak algorithm with
parameter N is exactly the same as the tree ~ (iN) constructed by Tunstall algorithm
after 2N = IX(L'.,,)I-l steps.
m-I
In other words, both algorithms can be used to solve the same problem. Tunstall
algorithm has an advantage of providing an explicit controlover the number of leaves
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in the resulting trees. Khodak scheme, on the other hand, provides a simple algebraic
characterization of the coding tree (5), which, as we will show in this paper, can be
used to perform its direct construction, and leads to exact formulae of redundancy of
such codes.

3

Exact Redundancy of VB-Codes

We first prove two simple lemmas allowing us directly enumerate internal nodes in
VB-coding trees.
Lemma 1. Probabilities of internal nodes w in a tree 6.N satisfying
tion (5) have the following property:

Khodak condi-

(7)

Proof. Follows directly from condition (5) and the fact that P( w) must be greater than
the probability of a leaf.
D
Lemma 2. Any string w EA'

such that:
1

(8)

P(w) ~ NP. .
mm

leads to an existing internal node in a tree 6.N satisfying Khodak condition (5).
Proof. If this is not correct, then there must exist a prefix u: w = uv, lul> 0, lvi> 0,
leading to an external node. Then, according to (5) we must have P(u) < _I_
N Pmin
which, however, contradiets (8) and the fact that P(w) = P(u)P(v) < P(u).
D
1

Now we can derive formulae for all essential parameters of VB-codes.
Theorem 1. VB-codes based on a tree 6.N satisfying
following redundancies:

n
VH

(6.

S)
N,

= lIg (M(N, S))l _ h(S)

R*

d(N,S)

(6.

Khodak condition

= 19 (M(N, SJ) - h(S)

S)

d(N,S)

N,

,VB

(5) have the

,

(9)

where:

(k e

) PI"

k,

km

1,·'"

k
.p,;,_n
,

(10)

and

M (N, S) = 1 + (m - 1)

L

L
k1
k:

PI

(11)

+ ... + km =
k-«

... Pm
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.>
z-:

£

1

Npm;n

Proof. By X (~) and W (~) we denote sets of strings leading to all external and internal
nodes in ~, correspondingly. To derive an expression for the average delay, we use the
fact that [16, 10]:
d(~, S)

L

=

L

=

P(x)lxl

XEX(~)

(12)

P(w),

wEW(~)

and then simply enumerate all internal nodes using condition (8) of Lemma :2:
d(N,S)

P(w)

:= d(~N,S)
wEA"': P(w)?

N

~min

(13)

Similarly, to count the number of external nodes, we use the fact that:
IX(~)I

= 1 + (m - 1) IW(~)I,

(14)

and apply Lemma 2:
M(N,S)

:=

IX(~N)I

1

=1+(m-1)
wEA*:

1+(m-1)

L

pew),? N

L
kl

+ ... + km

kj

km

PI .. ·Pm

>t--:

tm;n

(15)
=

R

I

Npm;n

o
3.1

Exact Redundancy

in Binary Case

In binary case, assuming that Pr(O) = p,Pr(l)

= q,p < q, the condition (8) becomes
(16)

where k denotes the number of O's in the path from root to node w in the parsing tree,
and R is the total length of this path. The above inequality implies that:
k <: _log(Np)
+ R logq
~
log(p/q)

(17)

and (by requiring k ~ 0):
R ( _log(Np)
loe; q
Using these expressions we obtain:
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.

(18)

source with probabilities p, q (p < q)

Corollary 1. VB-codes for binary memoryless
have the following redundancies:
R

(~

)

N,P

VB

= fig (M(N,p))l

_ h

d(N,p)

R* (~

N,P

,VB

)

=

19 (M(N,p))

- h

d(N,p)

,

(19)

where:
d(N,p)

(20)

=

L

= 1+

M(N,p)

-..;;::-..;;::

and h

=

G) ,

L
{e
-..;;::-..;;::mm

O,;:e,,::l-'og(NP)J

O':::k"::

logq

(21)

l'Og(NP)HlogqJ}

.

I

log(q/p)

-p 19 P - q 19 q is the entropy of the source.

The obtained expressions (20) and (21) are well suited for evaluations using computers. Examples of such computations (conducted using MAPLE) for binary sources
with p = ~ (a case when ~ is irrational) and p = 3+2\1"5 (a case when ~ = 2) are
shown in Fig. l. For comparison, in Fig. 1 we also include plots of idealized redundancy
computed using known asymptotic formulae [5].
Plots for p~2/(3+sqrt(5»

Plots for p=2/5 (irrational case)
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Figure 1: Exact average redundancy RVB(M,p)
(dashed lines) vs. exact idealized
red undancy RYB (M, p) (solid lines) vs asymptotic idealized redundancy (dotted lines)
of VB-codes constructed for binary memoryless sources with p = ~ and p = 3+2\1"5'
Based on these plots it can be seen that exact redundancy of VB-codes RVB(M,p)
involves significant fluctuations caused by rounding of codeword lengths to integral
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number of bits. While the magnitude of those oscillations is decreasing as 0(1/ log M),
they are of major effect when the size of VB-coding trees is constrained. In such cases
our exact redundancy formula provides an essential tool for optimal design of such
codes.
In contrast, the idealized redundancy RyB(M,p)
has a much smaller amplitude of
oscillations in a case when ~ is irrational, and it is oscillation-free in the rational case.
In both cases, asymptotic formulae from [5] provide very good approximations to the
exact values of RYB(M,p).

4

Direct Construction of VB-Codes

First, we derive somewhat tighter bounds for probabilities of leaves in trees constructed
using Khodak's algorithm.
Lemma 3. Leaves x attached to a-branches
(5) have the following properties:
P(a)
.
~ P(x)
NP. mln

(0'. E A) in a tree

fj_N

satisfying

condition

1

= P(wa) < NP..

(22)

mln

Proof. Consider an internal node corresponding to a string w. Its children correspond
to single-letter extensions of w: wa, 0'. E A. If now, a node Wo'. becomes an external
node, then, according to Khodak condition (5) it must satisfy:

= P(w)P(a)

P(wa)

1

< NP. ..

(23)

min

Since w is internal (cf. Lemma 1):
1
P(w) ~ NP. ..

(24)

mm

o

Combining both we arrive at (22).
Next we show that this condition is sufficient for direct counting of leaves.
Lemma 4. All strings wE A* such that:
P(a)
NP..

mm

_
~ P(wa)

cortespond to internal nodes whose a-branches
a tree fj_N satisfying Khodak condition (5).

1

< NP..

(25)

mm

are immediately

connected to leaves in

Proof. Left side of (25) ensures that w is a valid internal node in
It also implies that (5) is satisfied for wa, so it. must be a leaf.

fj_N

(cf. Lemma 2).
0

Using these facts we can now design an algorithm for direct construction of VBcodes. An sketch of such an algorithm for binary alphabets is provided below.
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Algorithm

1 Direct construction of a binary VB-coding tree t:::.N.
II M
II 1
II k

M=O;
for (1=0; l<=L_MAX; 1++) {
for (k=O; k<=l; k++) {

1* probability
pr = pow(p,k)

*

number of codewords
length of words w
number of zeros in w

of an I-bit word with k zeros:
pow(i-p,l-k);

*1

1*

internal nodes? *1
if (pr >= i/(N * p)) {

1* check if left extensions
if (pr < i/(N * P * p)) {
1*

register

turn into leaves:

an (l,k)-group

*1

of nodes connected to O-leaves

1* update the number of codewords:
M += binomial(l,k);

*1

*1

}

1*

check if right extensions turn into leaves:
if (pr < i/(N * P * (i-p))) {

1*

register

an (l,k)-group

*1

of nodes connected to i-leaves

1* update the number of codewords:
M += binomial(l,k);

*1

}
}
}
}

It can be observed, that in order to create a parsing tree this algorithm uses only
parameters of groups (e, k) which are either 0- or I-connected to the leaves. The
number of such groups is proportional to the logarithm of the number of leaves M,
which means that overall this algorithm needs only O(log M) space.
In order to index a particular sequence w in a (e, k)-group we can use the following
well-known enumeration formula (cf. Mudrov [11], Cover [3], Schalkwijk [15]):

e
Index(w,e,k)

= ~w,(~~=~J,

(26)

where w, represent z-th bit of w, and it is assumed that G) = 0 for all k > ri. A similar
formula for m-ary alphabets can be found in [15].
Al~orithms for efficient computation of indices based on (26) can be found in [1, 3,
12, 19].
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Abstract
The depth-image-based rendering technique is a promising teclmology for
three-dimensional television (3D-TV) systems. For such a system, one of the key
components is to generate a high-quality per-pixel depth map, particularly for
already existing 2D video sequences. This paper proposes a framework for creating the depth map from uncalibrated video sequences of static scenes using the
Structure From Motion (SFM) technique. This paper describes the architecture
and the main components of the proposed framework. The initial experimental
results show that SFM can be an effective way for creating the depth map, or it
can be used to refine the depth map created by other methods, for example, the
Depth From Cues (DFC) technique.

1

Introduction

Depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) 3D-TV has recently received much attention
from both academia and industry. In contrast to the conventional stereoscopic video,
where two separate video streams (one for the left eye and one for the right eye), need
to be encoded and transmitted, only one monoscopic texture video and an associated
per-pixel depth sequence need to be encoded and transmitted. This system has two
clear advantages. First, it provides a good backward compatibility, since the monoscopic video can be decoded and displayed in a conventional 2D-TV system. Second,
the depth information can be encoded with a much higher efficiency than the texture
video Only very little extra bandwidth is needed for transmitting the depth map.
Also stereoscopie video systems have a good backward compatibility, but the extra
bandwidth needed to transmit the extra view is much higher.
The depth map can be created either by a range camera or by converting the normal
2D video to 3D. During the introduetion phase of 3D-TV, conversion of existing 2D
videos to 3D is desired [1]. The paper proposes a framework for extracting the depth
information from monoscopic videos. Our literature survey has revealed that the existing automatic depth-creation algorithms can be coarsely classified into two categories.
One is the SFM approach and the other is the DFC technique that creates the depth
from various depth cues such as the gravity, focus/defocus, occlusion, texture, etc.
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The SFM approach exploits the physical relation between the motion in the image,
motion of the camera, and the motion of the object in the 3D space. One major advantage of this method is that this relation can be well modelled using the pin-hole
camera model, epipolar geometry, etc. However, the deficiency is that it cannot handle
scenarios containing degenerated motion (e.g., rotation-only camera) or degenerated
structure (e.g., coplanar scene) [2]. Moreover, applying SFM to non-static scenes with
moving or deformable objects is still a difficult task. In this aspect, DFC has an advantage since it is capable of analyzing all kinds of scenes, including the scenes with
moving and deformable objects. Howevever, a significant drawback of DFC is that the
heuristic depth cues are hard to model due to the complexity of the scene interpretation. Obtaining an accurate and stable depth map is usually difficult for this type
of algorithm. In view of the above observations, our proposed system attempts to
integrate the SFM and the DFC methods to improve the depth creation. The system
chooses SFM to create the depth map whenever SFM is applicable, as it can give a
more stable and accurate depth map. In this case, the heuristic cues are used only as
complimentary means for refining or creating the depth map for those parts of the scene
where SFM cannot extract good depth information. When SFM is not applicable, our
system relies on DFC to extract the depth.
This paper describes the proposed framework. Each of the main components of the
proposed framework is briefly addressed. Though the overall framework is presented in
this paper, the focus of this paper is on creating the depth using the SFM technique.
An SFM algorithm is implemented and an initial depth map is created. The remainder
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed architecture and
its major components. Section 3 describes the SFM algorithm for depth creation from
monoscopic videos. Section 4 presents some experimental results. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.

2

Architecture

As mentioned in Section 1, due to the inherent advantages and disadvantages of DFC
and SFM, our architecture combines both approaches for a better depth creation. Fig. 1
shows the architecture of the proposed system, where we note that the overall architecture comprises of three major components, i.e., the scene analysis, the DFC block,
and the SFM block. Though the figure shows the entire depth-creation algorithm, this
paper is focusing on the SFM part. The Scene Analysis and the DFC remain as our
future work. In this section, we will briefly describe the Scene Analysis and the DFC.
SFM will be presented in more detail in Section 3.

2.1

Scene analysis

As we discussed in Section 1, depending on the scene contents, the system chooses either
SFM or DFC to create the depth map. Thus, analyzingj classifying of the scene contents
is the first step in our algorithm and it is crucial for automatic depth creation from
monoscopic videos. During the scene analysis, the degenerate motion and structure are
detected and the video sequence is partitioned into a number of sub-sequences, where
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Figure 1: Architecture for depth generation.

either SFM or DFC can be applied. As we will be discussed in Section 3, we use a
factorization-based approach for 3D reconstruction, in which the motion and structure
for the set of images are computed at the same time. Appropriate partitioning of a
long monoscopic video sequence into a number of sub-sequences so that factorizationbased SFM can be applied, is very important for the automatic depth creation in our
framework. Up to now, we did not yet realize this component. Some research on this
topic can be found in [4].

2.2

Depth from cues

The Human Visual System (HVS) obtains depth information from both the disparity
information provided by the two eyes and the visual information extracted by the human brain. In our application of creating depth maps from monoscopic videos, SFM
is a process that analyzes the disparity information from multiple views in the time
axis. To some extent, this process is similar to the disparity processing by the two eyes.
Alternatively, DFC tries to extract the depth information by analyzing the heuristic
depth cues in individual images. This process to some extent is similar to the visual processing by the brain to extract the depth information using its well-developed
knowledge for scene interpretation.
To use the DFC for automatic depth creation from monoscopic videos by a computer, the depth cues such as the occlusion, focusjdefocus, etc., must be somehow
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described by mathematical models. Due to the little knowledge of the HVS and the
complexity of the scene interpretation by the brain, the modelling of the heuristic depth
cues is difficult. Obtaining an accurate and stable depth map is usually a problem for
this approach. As such, DFC is only used as a fall back in the proposed system. When
the scene analysis detects the degenerate motion or structure in the sub-sequence and
SFM is not applicable, then DFC is applied.

3

Structure from motion

SFM refers to the problem of recovering the camera motion parameters and 3D scene
geometry from a set of images captured by calibrated or un-calibrated cameras. SFM
has been a very active research area in computer vision since the early 1980's. Stateof-the-art SFM algorithms include the factorization-based approach [5] and the mergebased approach [3]. In general, merging algorithms rely on a good initial estimate
of structure, and are also susceptible to drift over a long sequence [4]. Factorization
methods calculate the motion and structure using all the tracked feature points with
equal weights simultaneously. This approach has been proven to be accurate and
robust to noise. This paper adopts the factorization-based approach. In the following,
we will briefly describe and comment on the main steps of a the factorization-based
SFM algorithm.

3.1

Feature tracking

As pointed out in Section 1, SFM exploits the relation between the camera motion
and image motion. In practice, this relation is captured by the feature correspondences (points, lines, curves, surfaces, etc.), which has been extensively studied in past
decades. An accurate feature correspondence is crucial to any SFM method.
Feature tracking for monoscopic videos is similar to that for multiple views in
the sense that both are actually working on multiple images of the same scene from
different viewpoints. However, feature tracking for monoscopic video does have its own
unique charactcrisl.ics. One of those is the strict camera-motion constraint. Unlike
the multiple-view scenarios where both the external and internal parameters of the
camera may change significantly across views, the camera parameters for a monoscopic
video usually do not change abruptly. Exploiting this camera-motion constraint is
expected to improve the feature tracking significantly, which make an investigation
worthwhile. Furthermore, exploiting this feature mayalso help on our motion and
structure recovery process. In the current implementation, the Harris corner detection
[8, 9] is used to detect the feature points in the images. The detected feature points are
then tracked along images using block matching. Future extension of this work could
be to detect the line correspondences, which is expected to improve the quality of the
3D reconstruction in the areas that contain little texture but many strong edges.

3.2

Motion and structure

recovery

This step is to compute the camera motion and scene structnre, hilSPr! on the detected feature correspondences. It can be divided into two sub-steps: the projective
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reconstruction [6J to recover the projective depths for the 3D points and the Euclidian
reconstruction [5J to enforce the metric constraints on the recovered camera parameters. In this paper, the factorization-based technique reported in [7J and [5J are used
for our projective and Euclidian reconstructions.

3.3

Dense depth map creation using geometry

fitting

The feature-based SFM only gives us a sparse depth map. To obtain the dense depth
map that is required for our application, the Delaunay triangulation is used, which
is shown in Fig. 4(a). The triangulation technique assumes that the complete scene
consists of piece-wise planar surfaces described by the triangles. Generally, this assumption works well if the three vertices of the triangle are close to each other and
lie in the same object. However, problems may arise in certain cases. As we can note
from Fig. 4(b), the depth is not accurate for those triangles covering the edges of two
objects and the transition area between foreground and background. Another problem
of triangulation is that in some image areas where few feature points can be detected
and tracked (the sky, the tree, and the ground in Fig. 2), triangulation is not applicable
at all. We refer to these areas as degenerate areas in this paper. Extending or inferring
the depth into these degenerate areas from their neighborhoods where structure can be
reconstructed is desirable. This comes with the geometry fitting in our SFM process.
Briefly, the fitting first detects the object geometry (e.g., plane), and then infers depth
for the degenerate areas based on the detected geometry. Currently, we are thinking
of using the calor, texture and edge information together with the reconstructed 3D
points to detect the object geometry.

4

Experimental

results and discussions

We have implemented an initial SFM algorithm for depth creation. In the algorithm,
feature points are detected using Harris corner detection. Then, the feature points are
tracked along a number of frames using a block matching technique [3J. After that, the
factorization-based projective and Euclidian reconstruction are conducted to recover
the camera motion parameters and the scene structure. Finally, dense depth maps are
created using the Delaunay triangulation. In this section, we will present results that
show each of t.hp.sesteps.
The castle sequence (Fig. 2) that is used in [3J for 3D reconstruction is used for
our experiment. In the experiment, the feature points are tracked along the first 21
frames of the sequence (Fig. 2 also shows the tracked feature points in the first frame).
Fig. 3 depicts the reconstructed scene geometry from two different viewpoints. The
figure shows that the reconstructed structure is quite accurate. The three planes that
corresponds to the three walls of the house as well as the orthogonality between the
walls can be clearly seen from the top view of the reconstructed scene geometry. Furthermore, we also note that the locations of the 21 cameras are accurately recovered
(at the bottom of Fig. 3(a) and at the right of Fig. 3(b)). However, for the ground, sky
and tree areas where feature tracking is difficult, the structure cannot be reconstructed
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Figure 2: Input image 0 and the tracked feature points.

or the reconstructed structure is very sparse.

(a) Top-front

(b) Top view

view

Figure 3: Reconstructed scene geometry.

Fig. 4(b) shows the dense depth map created using the simple triangulation. From
the figure, we observe that the depth map is accurate and fits well to the real scene
structure for most of the scene. However, as we explained in Section 3.3, problems
occur in the following degenerate areas: 1) the ground, the tree and the sky where features are difficult to detect or to track; 2) the transition areas between the foreground
and background where the depths are discontinuous; 3) the connection areas between
the two objects, where the triangle covers the edges, e.g., the connection part between
the ground and the three walls.
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(b) Depth map for input image 12

(a) Triangles for input image 12

Figure 4: The triangles and the dense depth map for input image 12.

5

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented a framework for creating the per-pixel depth maps
from monoscopic videos using the combination of SFM and DFC. The proposed algorithm uses SFM to create the depth map whenever it is applicable and DFC elsewhere.
A special feature of our framework is the use of scene analysis to choose between SFM
or DFC. An SFM algorithm is implemented for creating the depth map for the castle
sequence. As a preliminary conclusion from our results, SFM can be used to create a
good depth map from monoscopic videos. We expect that the accuracy of the depth
map can be significantly improved over that obtained by the DFC-based algorithm
because the modelling for DFC is complicated.
We have also observed shortcomings of the current implementation. Based on current results, we list the tasks below that need further investigation: 1) Exploiting
camera-motion constraints to improve the feature tracking and the projective reconstruction; 2) Partitioning a long video sequence into sub-sequences for a robust depth
creation using SFM; 3) Extending the depth to the degenerate areas and the degenerate
sub-sequences where SFM is not applicable.
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Abstract
A 3D video stream typically consists of a set of views capturing simultaneously
the same scene. For an efficient transmission of the 3D video, a cornpression
technique is required. In this paper, we describe a coding architecture and appropriate algorithms that enable the compression and reconstruction of views at
the decoder. We explore the concept of predicting views in order to reduce transmission bandwidth, and add a correction to maintain sufficient accuracy. The
correction contains occlusion data to cover complicated situations in 3D scenes.
Additionally, we present experimental results for occlusion handling, performing
a more accurate synthesis of views for the rendering on a multiview display.

1

Introduction

A 3D video stream is typically obtained from a set of synchronised cameras, which are
capturing the same scene (multiview video). This technique enables interesting applications such as free-viewpoint video, which enable the viewer to select his preferred
viewpoint, or 3D TV, where the depth of the scene can be perceived using a special
display. Multiview display technology which allows the presentation of images with the
illusion of depth is strongly emerging. This illusion of depth is provided by showing
simultaneously several views of the same scene. An independent transmission of these
views is inefficient, since there is a strong correlation between the views of the same
scene. Moreover, the aforementioned 3D displays support a varying number of views
at the input, which makes it impractical to prepare these views prior to transmission.
Instead, the views should be rendered or inierpolaied at the receiver where the display
characteristics are known. It would be efficient to consider views that are coded and
transmitted and directly reused for display. To render novel views at the decoder, several approaches have been investigated. A first class of approaches considered the use
of stereo video from which intermediate views are interpolated. However, interpolation
of intermediate views without a 3D geometric description of the scene is a difficult task.
Moreover, it is crucial that the interpolation of views is as accurate as possible because
no residual image is sent. A second class involves an alternative approach using 3D
geometry data from which it is possible to derive the warping transformation for the
interpolated views at the decoder. For example, a possible coding setup could first
transmit a left image combined with a corresponding 3D geometry description, from
which the right image can be predicted. Missing data in occluded regions can be filled
in using a residual image. The intermediate views can then be interpolated from the
left texture image, 3D geometry and the occlusion-compensated views.
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In this paper, we propose to use a depth signal for 3D geometry information that
enables the view-prediction, i.e. compression, of a multiple-view video stream. Additionally, we discuss different occlusion-handling techniques for the intermediate views.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the 3D compression system
using view prediction. Section 3 presents techniques for view interpolation. Section 4
introduces occlusion-handling techniques and presents various approaches for padding
missing data areas. The experimental results are included within Section 4. Section 5
draws conclusions.

2

Overview of the 3D video coding framework

Our work is motivated by the problem of capturing and transmitting a set of views
to render it onto a remote 3D display. For such an application, a typical capturing
setup consists of a set of cameras pointing in the same direction such that the views are
highly correlated. To exploit the inter-view correlation, the adopted coding approach
is to predict the views from the leftmost view, using a corresponding 3D geometry
representation. In our case, the 3D geometry data is represented by a depth image
(see Figure 1) that specifies the distance between a point in the 3D world and the
camera. This distance information is mapped onto a gray-level image. Therefore, the
view predietor is based on an image interpolation technique known as Depth Image
Based Rendering (DIER). In practice, a depth image can be estimated from multiple
images by calculating the parallax motion of pixels between views. Based (lil this

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The "Cones" [1] texture image and the corresponding depth image.
depth image and a texture image, arbitrary views can be interpolated at the decoder.
In the case a region in the rightmost view is not visible in the leftmost view, it is not
possible to predict the corresponding pixel values. This results in undefined pixels, i.e.
occluded pixels, in the new view, which shows perceptual artefacts on the display. In
this particular case, a perfect reconstruction of views can be obtained by transmitting
resid ual information. An overview of the 3D video coding framework is depicted in
Figure 2.

3

View interpolation using depth images

In this section, we describe the framework that enables the interpolation of views based
on a texture image and a depth image.
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Figure 2: Overview of the 3D video coding system.
A single texture image and a corresponding depth image are sufficient to interpolate
synthetic views from arbitrary positions. Let us consider a 3D point at homogeneous coordinates P = (Xp, Yp, Zp, I)T captured by two cameras and projected onto the left and
right image planes at pixel positions PI = (Xl, Yl, If and Pr = (x" y,., I)T, respectively
(see Figure 3). We assume that the leftmost camera is located at the coordinate-system
origin and looking along the Z-direction. The rightmost camera location and orienta-

x

n..

Figure 3: Two projection points PI and Pr of a point p.
tion are described by the rotation and translation matrices Rand
define the pixel positions PI and Pr in both image planes by

t. This allows us to

[KII03]p,
[K.[O,] [~

(1)

-~

'.

p ~

K.R ( ~ ) - K.R

t,

(2)

where Ki; Kr represent the 3 x 3 intrinsic parameter matrix of the corresponding
cameras and Àl, Àr some positive scaling factors [2] which can be specified in this
particular case by Àl = Àr = Zp. From Equation (1), the 3D position of the original
point P in the Euclidean domain can be written as

(3)
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Finally, we obtain the predicted pixel position Pl by substituting
Equation (2):

Equation (3) into

(4)
Equation (4) constitutes the image-warping equation (see [3]) that enables the interpolation of the rightmost view from the original textured leftmost-view pixels and their
corresponding depth value.
The image-warping equation can be simplified with the following assumptions.
First, using identical cameras, the intrinsic parameter matrices are assumed to be
equal and can be written as

Kr = Kl =

(

f 0 Ox)
0 f Oy

o

0

1

where f and (ox,Oy) corresponds to the focal-lenght of the recording camera and the
principal point of the image, respectively. Second, the Ieftmost camera is not rotated,
i.e. R = 13x3 and third, the synthetic camera is translated horizontally by a distance
tx, i.e. t = (tx,O,O)T.
Rewriting Equation (4) and using the previously mentioned
assumptions, the analysis simplifies to a 2D problem except for a scaling factor in the
third (Z) dimension. This scaling factor Zp can be removed by converting the 2D
homogeneous coordinates of both points Pl and Pr into the Euclidean domain, so that
(5)
Equation (5) provides the relation between the depth Zp and the so-called disparity
~,p when the inter-view motion is limited to the case of horizontal motion. As a
result, in this restricted case, interpolating the rightmost-view corresponds to shifting
the leftmost-view pixels horizontally. For simplicity, we only consider the restricted
case of horizontal motion between cameras in the sequel of this paper.
Note that a warping transformation uniquely computes the destination position for
each input pixel in the other view, but that it is not possible to invert this function
in order to find a corresponding pixel in the input image for each pixel in the new
view. This problem becomes mostly apparent in occlusion regions, where no texture
information can be found in the input image.

4

Occlusion handling

When no texture is available, i.e. in an occluded region, texture and depth data in
the new view must be interpolated [3]. We first address the problem of determining
the position of occluded pixels in the interpolated view and secondly describe several
techniques to properly interpolate values of occluded pixels.

4.1

Deter mining the position of occluded pixels

During the warping procedure, multiple original pixels can be projected onto the same
pixel position in the interpolated view. For example, a foreground pixel can occlude
a background pixel in the interpolated view, which is resulting in overlapped pixels.
Additionally, some regions in the interpolated view are not visible from the original
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Figure 4: An interpolated view consists of visible, overlapped and undefined pixels.
viewpoint which results in holes in the interpolated image (see Figure 4). This problem
is known as the visibility problem in the computer-graphics community.
First, to determine which pixels are visible in the interpolated view, one approach is
to scan the original view such that eventually occluded background pixels are obtained
prior to the occluding foreground pixels [3]. Since we are considering only a horizontal
shift of the camera, view interpolation can be processed row by row. The scan of
the depth image is performed with increasing x-coordinate such that foreground pixels
overwrite background pixels, while foreground pixels are always preserved. Second, to
determine the undefined-pixel positions, a per-pixel flag is set when the interpolated
pixel position is written. These per-pixel flags finally provide a map of occluded pixels.
The procedure is illustrated by Figure 5.
scanning order
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Figure 5: A proper scanning order of the original view enables that foreground pixels,
P3, P4, P5, P6 overwrite the background pixels, i.e. PI, P2. Visible background pixels
Ps, Pg, PlO, Pll are preserved. The arrows indicate a simple copy operation. The symbol
X represents undefined data.

4.2

Occlusion padding

For the padding of occluded pixels, we have basically three possibilities. First, the
occluded data could be sent as new independent data (intra mode). Second, undefined
pixels could be extrapolated from the background i.e. the surrounding pixels with the
largest depth. Third, these areas could be extrapolated from the background and postprocessing operations could be performed to increase subjective perceptual quality of
interpolated images.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

Figure 6: (a) Interpolated view using an occlusion-padding technique based on background pixels. (b) Magnified view that shows the "rubber band" effect. (c) Magnified
view with aliasing artefacts at the object boundaries. (d)+(e) Visual artefacts generated by propagating blended colour in occluded pixels.
Intra-mode.
To obtain a perfect reconstruction of the rightmost view, a residual
data that corrects the prediction error should be transmitted. However, in some cases,
heuristic padding techniques which fill occluded regions by synthetic texture, provide
a sufficient perceptual quality.
Occlusion padding based on background
pixels.
The second approach exploits
the idea that occluded pixels belong to the background. Thus, to interpolate occluded
pixel values, only neighboring non-occluded pixels with the highest depth value should
be taken into account. For simplicity, we define neighboring pixels as the two nearest
left and right non-occluded pixels in the image line. The value of occluded pixels is
then derived from the neighboring pixel with the highest depth value, i.e. background.
An example of a warped image with the occlusion padded with background pixels is
shown in Figure 6(a) .
Unfortunately, as illustrated in Figure 6(b), because the padding is performed row
by row, occluded regions show lines of equal pixels, which is known as the "rubber band"
artefact. Secondly, in a typical textured image, object-border pixels show a mixture of
foreground and background colour, which results in blended colour pixels. As a consequence, occluded pixels are padded by the blended colour instead of the background
colour (see Figure 6(d) and Figure 6(e)). Finally, it can be observed in Figure 6(c) that
objects borders can show non-soft edges due to the pixel-based interpolation technique
which lead to aliasing artefacts. For these reasons, we have investigated an alternative
padding technique that appropriately handles object boundaries.
Occlusion padding with object-boundary
smoothing.
As described previously,
apparent artefacts mostly occur along object borders. Therefore, we now introduce a
simple algorithm that intends to minimize the perceptual impacts of these artefacts.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

Figure 7: (a) Interpolated view with occlusion padding based on background pixels
and smoothened discontinuities. (b) Rubber band artefacts attenuated by smoothing
the occluded pixels. (c) Attenuated aliasing artefacts along the objects boundaries.
(d) (e) Blended colours are not propagated in occluded pixels.
In a first step of the algorithm, we replace the blended edge pixels in the original
image. Because pixels along the objects border are a mixture of foreground and background colour, we classify the pixels on the object border as not valid. To obtain the
classification map of unreliable pixels, an edge-detection procedure is performed on the
depth image. It can be found in literature that recent depth-estimation algorithms
provide sufficiently accurate depth images to detect the object borders [4, 5]. The algorithm then replaces each unreliable pixel by the nearest valid pixel in the image line.
This results in an image Inb in which object boundaries are not blended (the suffix nb
means "not blended").
In a second step, the not-blended image is warped and subsequently, edge pixels
are blended. The image Inb and the depth image are warped to obtain the interpolated view and the corresponding warped depth map. In this warping step, texture
and depth samples are extrapolated from the background pixels (as described in the
previous paragraph).
Because the resulting warped view shows non-blended object
boundaries, the algorithm finally smoothens the edges to obtain soft object boundaries. To attenuate the "rubber band" artefacts, the occluded regions are srnoothened
as well.
Though multiple heuristic techniques have been employed for padding the occluded
pixels, experiments have revealed that our proposed algorithm can interpolate new
views with sufficient quality. For example, Figure 7(d) and Figure 7(e) show clearly
that blended colours are not replicated in the occluded regions. Moreover, the aliasing
(jagged edges) and "rubber band" artefacts are attenuated by a simply smoothing of
the occluded pixels (Figure 7(b)) and the object borders (Figure 7(c)), respectively.
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5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a framework for 3D video coding system which employs
a prediction of views based on an original view combined with depth information. The
depth information is enhanced with residual image data for handling occlusion. The
prediction of views is performed using a view interpolation and occluded data can
be efficiently predicted or explicitly transmitted.
It was shown that the interpolated
view can be reconstructed by a transformation of the original view using the warping
equation. As an illustration, we have derived a simple example of the transformation
based on horizontal camera-motion only. This architecture enables multiview synthesis
by predicting any desired in-between view from the geometry data coded by the depth
image, where the occlusion data ensures sufficient quality at object borders.
We have provided a new algorithm for padding of occluded pixels. The key to
this algorithm is that blended object-border pixels are first removed and replaced by
neighbouring data. Afterwards, the image is warped and object-border pixels are
blended.
The advantage of the presented padding technique is the low complexity as only
pixel-copy operations and spatial filters are employed to interpolate the new view.
Subjective evaluation of the interpolated views based on the new technique shows
that the quality of the edges improves and blending colour effects are significantly reduced. Moreover, the low complexity view-interpolation technique makes our proposal
an appealing candidate for consumer electronic applications such as 3D TV receivers.
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Abstract
We consider model-based object detection for traffic surveillance, aiming at object classification. Within detected regions-of-interest (ROls) of moving objects
in the scene, the orientation of the object is detected using a histogram of gradient directions. For the calculated orientation, a 3D wire-frame model is projected
onto the image data and the best matching pixel-position is calculated inside the
ROl of the object.

1

Introduction

The rapidly increasing capacity of digital storage devices and the low bitrate offered
by state-of-the-art video compression standards [I] lead to a strong growth of available
video content in systems. This phenomenon introduces the necessity for content management. Video Content Analysis (VCA) algorithms have become an aid in generating
descriptions of the video data. For video surveillance, this technology can be used to
effectively assist security personnel.
State-of-the-art VCA systems comprise object detection and tracking, thereby generating location data of key objects in the video imagery of each camera. Classification
of the detected objects is commonly done using the size of the object, where simple
camera calibration is applied to compensate for the perspective. However, effects such
as shadows and occlusion negatively influence the segmentation process and thus the
object classification (e.g. shadows increase the object size, and occlusion decreases
the size). Furthermore, when objects cross each other, they may be integrated into
one object. For improved scene understanding, more advanced object models are required, taking specific object features from the video into account. The aim of our
object modeling is to classify various objects in a reliable way, thereby supporting the
decision-making process for a security operator of a CCTV system. To this end, we
will present a new algorithm for 3D object detection, which is based on a combination
of existing technology. We have experimented with this new system for traffic analysis.
The sequel of the paper is as follows. Section 2 lists similar work in the area of
model-based object detection. In Section 3 we show the algorithm used for 3D object
detection. Results of the matching process are shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and recommendations are given in Section 5.

2

Related work

The detection of moving objects in a static background has already been investigated
extensively. Object classification or recognition often continues on the result of such a
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first detection step. Such a second step is the focus of this paper.
Schneiderman and Kanade [2] propose statistical training to detect both vehicles
and faces in images. Haritaoglu et al. propose the W4 system [3]that uses the object's
shape to detect persons and groups of persons.
For our work, we focused on model-based approaches. Such approaches are based
on two different classes of models: rigid (non-deformable) and non-rigid (deformable)
models. Rigid models are commonly used for the detection of objects like vehicles,
where non-rigid models are typically used for person detection. A combination of two
types of algorithms is presented in [4]. In [5], deformable models are proposed, to make
a deviation between several types of vehicles (hatchback, station-car, sedan, minivan).
In the presented work, we have focused on rigid object models for the purpose of vehicle
classification.
In the approaches presented in literature, a division can be made between algorithms
that consider full 3D models of objects of interest, and models that are based entirely on
image processing in the 2D-space (for example [6]). Processing in the 3D-space is more
flexible, because a change in viewpoint does not have significant influence (consider
a pan-tilt-zoom camera). Publications [7] and [8] propose a (non-extendible) 3D-box
model for the purpose of vehicle tracking. However, this does not allow for object
classification. More complex 3D wire-frame models have been considered. Several
research groups have been presenting work in the area of model-based object detection
and tracking. Much work in this field has been published, as presented in [4,5,9-13].
An overview of published work in this area can be found in [9] and [10].
The process of matching 3D wire-frame models onto images typically is a problem
with six degrees of freedom (DOF). However, in the considered general surveillance case,
objects are assumed to be located on the ground-plane. This assumption limits the
complexity from six DOF to three: each model is rotated along the axis perpendicular
to the ground-plane and translated on the ground-plane.
Model-based tracking algorithms are commonly divided in three processing steps:
Region-Of-Interest (ROl) selection, pose evaluation with refinement, and tracking. In
the following, each of these steps will be shortly addressed. In this paper, we concentrate on the pose evaluation and refinement step.
As a first step of model-based tracking, the ROIs are detected, in which objects may
be present. This step is mostly applied as a motion-detection step, using algorithms like
optical flow [14] or background subtraction [8]. We have used the algorithm proposed
in [15].
The pose-evaluation process can be divided in two stages. The first stage determines
the orientation of the object. The second stage uses the orientation of the object to
determine the translation. Tan et al. propose an orientation histogram to determine
an initial pose of the object of interest. In [12], the histogram is built using the results
of a line-detection stage on the edge-detection results of the input image. In [16], the
authors improve this approach by using the gradient directions of the input image.
Peaks in the histogram of these gradient directions are used to determine the most
obvious orientations of the object. Next, the model is projected onto the image data
using the detected object orientations. The translation is detected by shifting the
2D-projected model over the input image within the ROl and calculating the match
for each translation. The best matching translation is considered the location of the
object.
Pece et al. [17] have presented a novel active-contour algorithm, also applied to
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vehicle pose estimation and tracking. An initial 3D model is projected onto the input
image using the object pose and the camera parameters. Using differences in the graylevel values between pixels on lines perpendicular to the model lines, the model pose
parameters are iteratively updated. This method has not been considered.
Most publications do not consider an efficient distinction of multiple object models.
Commonly, all known models are matched onto the image data sequentially, and the
best matching model is selected. This is not scalable when a large number of models
has to be used in a real-world application. A generic vehicle model has been proposed
in [5], that is decomposed into separate, independently-detectable components.

3

3D Wire-frame model matching

At the start, we have implemented the algorithm from Lou et al. [13] for further
experiments because the algorithm design is based on logical steps and the results are
reasonable.
Video images from the camera are processed to segment moving foreground objects
from the static background. This is based on the algorithm explained in [15]. The
detected moving objects are tracked over time. Each detected object is represented
by a Ral (the object's bounding box), and a binary shape mask, representing the
detection result at the pixel-level. This information is available for each video frame,
during the lifetime of each object. This shape infonnation is considered a first filtering
step, and areas outside the detected regions are ignored for further processing. In
Figure 1, the detected ROls are visualized as white rectangles.
Each detected object in the image is processed independently. The merging and
splitting of multiple objects is ignored. Each bounding box that is processed is assumed
to contain only one object.
In the following subsections, we will consecutively discuss the calculation of the
orientation of the object model and the calculation of the translation of the model on
the ground-plane.

3.1

Orientation of the object model

First, the gradient is calculated for the input image, inside the object's bounding box.
A 3x 3 Sobel filter is used in the x- and y-direction to determine the amplitude and the
direction of the gradient. All pixels that do not belong to the segmentation mask of
the object-detection step are ignored. Also the pixels that have a gradient amplitude
below a threshold are ignored (this threshold value has been empirically estimated at
about one tenth of the maximum image intensity value).
A histogram is created from the computed gradient directions. The bins in the
histogram are grouped per two orientation degrees. Next, the histogram is sorted to
obtain the most frequently-used orientations. These main orientations are used as the
initial model orientations for the subsequent processing step.
As can be seen in Figure 1(c), the calculated orientations are close to the actual
orientation of each object. The white lines show the calculated main orientation, where
the thinner darker lines show the next three main orientations. Figure l(f) shows two
examples where this computation is not successful. In the left of the figure, occlusion
from static objects in the scene (traffic lights) results in an incorrect calculation. The
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(a) Typical input image.

(c) Detected
ROL

four main orientations

(e) Matching score histogram

(b) Gradient

for each

for each ROL

magnitude

for each ROL

(d) Matched object model.

(f) Static occlusion (left) or limited visibility
(right) causes incorrect orientation.

Figure 1: Process of matching 3D model onto an input image.
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right of the figure shows a miscalculation caused by the limited visibility of the side of
the object.

3.2

Translation of the object model

After finding the main orientation angles, the translation of the object-model on the
ground-plane is calculated. Together with the orientation, this defines the model location in the scene. The translation is determined by projecting the model onto the
gradient image for each pixel-position in the ROl, and calculating the goodness-of-fit.
For the given translation and rotation, a list of two-dimensional object model-lines
is requested from the 3D object-model library (described in Subsection 3.3). Before
applying translation, a probability mask is created for this set of lines. The values of
this mask specify the probability of the particular pixel belonging to any of the model
lines (as defined in Equation2).
For each pixel-position in the ROl, the probability
mask is translated to the corresponding position and the model-match is calculated.
The goodness-of-fit function is a novel metric, based on the metrics proposed in [13]
and [9]. The first metric is based on both the distance from the current pixel of the
input image to the closest projected model line, and the difference between the gradient
angle of the respective model line and the input pixel. The second metric [9] is based
on the difference in gradient values between each input pixel and the closest model
line. A synthetic gradient is calculated by convolving each model line with a Gaussian
kernel. We have combined the Gaussian convolution of the model lines [9], with the
difference in gradient direction [13]. The combination of these two metrics has shown
an improved detection performance. The further verification of this recent finding is
still ongoing.
The matching score M between the image pixels I and the set of model lines L is
defined by
M(I,L)

=

2..= ((gj,k'

rtp)'

P(Ij,k,Lp)),

(1)

j,k
where 9j,k defines the normalized gradient vector of the input pixel j, k and rt p
defines the normal of the closest line segment Lp. While calculating the gradient image,
the vector product (g j,k . rt p) can be calculated simultaneously. The term P(Ij,kl Lp)
defines the probability that the current pixel belongs to one of the projected model
lines.
The term P(lj,k' Lp) is defined as follows

(2)
where dj,k,p defines the point-to-line distance from the current pixel j, k to the model
line Lp (as defined in [13]). The matching score of a typical input image of a traffic scene
is shown in Figure l(e). Red/dark pixels show a correct match, where blue/light pixels
correspond to an incorrect model match. Finally, the resulting projected 3D models
for the best matching pixel-position are superimposed on the cars in Figure l(d).
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3.3

3D model projection

An object model is defined by a set of 3D model-lines. Each model has been created in
the external ma deling tool Bletuier+. The models are created using the specifications
(size) of the vehicle objects that we are trying to detect, so the size of the model is
normalized in the modeling tool. Figure 2(a) shows a side-view from the model drawn
over the background image with correct scale and Figure 2(b) shows a 3D-view of
the modeled object, that is used for matching. The models are exported from the
ma deling tool and loaded at the initialization stage. The Open Graphics Library2 is
used to apply a projection of the 3D object to the 2D image coordinates. Therefore, the
camera calibration needs to be annotated. The algorithm requests a projected model
for a certain pose and translation in the camera image. The projection is calculated and
the list of projected model lines is returned. This list of lines is used in the matching
process as described in the previous subsections.

(a) Modeling using a correctly
real object at the background.

scaled (b) 3D-view
matching.

of the

model

used

for

Figure 2: Creation of 3D Object Models in Blender.

3.4

Classification

Each model is matched independently, so the computational cost of the algorithm is
in the order of the number of object models that should be matched. The model
that results in the best match is selected as the detected model. The ultimate goal of
the model-based classification is to classify each object using a large database of 3D
object models. Presently, this processing stage is still at its initial phase. It is known
from recent literature that despite using larger databases, efficient implementations are
possible [5].

4

Results

We have implemented 3D object models for vehicles in traffic surveillance sequences.
The object models were based on the actual size data from the car manufacturers and
we used the aforementioned line models. These line models were projected onto the
2D image data.
I Blender: OpenSource
3D graphics creation ~ http://www
20penGL: Open Graphis Library ~ http://www.opengl.org/
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.blender.org/

Experiments revealed that the camera-calibration step should be performed accurately. Incorrect calibration parameters can cause an incorrect projection of the 3D
model, which negatively influences the matching algorithm.
Calculation of the object orientation is applied using the gradient vectors. In most
cases, this results in a match with the actual object orientation. However, sometimes
the calculation of the orientation is incorrect (Figure 1(f)). This can be caused by
occlusion from static objects in the scene (at the left) or the limited visibility of lines
representing the actual direction of the object (at the right). Moreover, the calculated
orientation does not take the movement direction of the object into account. Therefore,
both the movement direction and the calculated orientation have to be considered in
the matching process, where temporal filtering mayalso be useful.
It has been experienced that the level of detail of an object model should be limited
and a model should not contain too many model lines for optimizing matching accuracy.
However, models should resemble sufficient visible lines in the image: matching vehicles
with a model of a simple 3D box will most probably not result in a true match.
Furthermore, first results with object classification using the sequential matching of
multiple object models show that a normalization should be added to compensate for
the difference in model size and complexity to obtain a comparable matching score.
The model-matching process is computationally intensive when every pixel-position
in the object's ROl is considered. Aiming at a real-time implementation, a careful selection of the processed pixel-positions should be considered. Preliminary experiments
have shown that only processing every fourth pixel-position in the ROl in both the xand y-direction (roughly a complexity reduction of a factor 16) does not significantly
degrade the matching performance. Because the matching score is in general a smooth
function (as seen in Figure 1(e)), an iterative searching approach can be considered to
refine the matching process.

5

Conclusions

and future work

We have implemented a 3D wire-frame model-matching algorithm for traffic surveillance and presented first experiments. It has been found that an object model is more
complex than a simple box and should reflect the real object to some extent, but on
the other hand, should not be too detailed. Experiments showed that it is possible
to distinguish three different types of vehicles in this way. We also found that the
matching can be performed at lower resolution, e.g. at 1/16th of the pixel resolution.
We have calculated the model pose for every input frame without tracking. A
simple prediction step will drastically lower the computational cost and improve the
performance. Also an hierarchical spatial-search can be used for model-matching. Additionally, from the specification of the models, detection of smaller features (e.g. the
distance between wheels) can be combined to improve the matching result. These are
typically front windows, wheels and head-lights. Vice versa, this type of information
can be used to calibrate the camera.
We propose to extend current work into a general object-detection architecture for
several application domains. The general architecture consists of multiple "small" detectors aiming at finding specific features in the image, and is therefore not specifically
limited to the 3D wire-frame model-matching. A separate module then combines the
output of all small detectors, for example using a Bayesian network.
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Abstract

Multiprocessor systems are rapidly entering various high-performance computing
segments, like multimedia processing. Instead of an increase in processor clock
frequency, the new trend is enabling multiple cores in performing processing, e.g.
dual or quadrapule CPUs in one subsystem. In this contribution, we address
the problem of modeling the resource requirements of multimedia applications
for a distributed computation on a multiprocessor system. This paper shows
that the estimation of resource requirements based on input data enables the
dynamic activation of tasks and run-time redistribution of application tasks.
We also formally specify the optimal selection of the eo-executed application
with aim to provide the most optimal end-results of such streaming applications
within one networks-an-chip (NoC) system. We present a new concept for system
optimization which involves the major system parameters and resource usage.
Experimental results are based on mapping an arbitrary-shaped MPEG-4 video
decoder onto a multiprocessor NoC.

1

Intrad uct ion

Multiprocessor systems enable new features for computationally intensive applications,
such as multimedia coding, video communication, etc. The parallel computation capacity of multiprocessor systems inherently offers simultaneous execution of several
applications. The run-time distribution of different applications or subtasks of applications over the available processors of a target platform introduces an NP-hard
problem.
The modeling of resource usage on platforms focused mostlyon the usage modeling of computational resources with I/O components and priority-based scheduling
techniques for real-time systems [3, 4]. Due to the characteristics of a distributed computation, we extend this one-dimensional approach covering the real-time characteristics of multimedia applications, into a multidimensional model concerning a plurality
of resources, such as e.g. communication resources and the storage of data and instructions [2]. The usage of the architecture becomes more visible with multimedia
applications having varying requirements on resources.
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In this paper, we concentrate on a multimedia processing system featuring a distribuied real-time computation with intelligent application modeling and Quality-ofService (QoS) control. A novel aspect is to discuss inter-application behavior, where
cc-execution is combined with the intra-application view on resource estimation. The
reservation of resources is also scalable for different quality-levels, depending on the
actual input data. A second contribution of this paper is that we show the technique
for a fast search of the optimal quality selection optimizing the overall output for the
end user. We dernonstrate this technique using an MPEG-4 video-object decoder algorithm that can instantiate up to four-object decoders within the available resources
of a realistic clock-cycle true eight-processor system model.

2

QoS architecture

and run-time estimation.

In order to provide fluent non-interrupted multimedia processing, we employ a design
paradigm based on predictable mapping. The growing complexity of a final multiprocessor system asks for a system design with distributed control. Instead of one central
system-level solution, we address a hierarchical approach that can better support the
configurability of a target system.
The architecture
of our QoS concept [1] is based on two levels of negotiating managers. We distinguish a Global QoS manager that controls the total system
performance involving all applications, and a set of Local QoS managers controlling
individual applications (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Hierarchical QoS architecture view.
Each application is divided into several jobs, and the platform should support each
job for implementation by using the system resources and the software libraries. A
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job is split into different tasks, e.g. for an MPEG-4 decoder this would be split into
the video header parsing, the inverse quantization, IDCT, etc. In order to execute a
job on a multiprocessor system, tasks are mapped onto processors and other resources
(memory, communication resources, computation, etc) and each job is divided in various communicating tasks. For each job i, the set of different quality levels is a-priori
defined and in this work based on a finite set of possible qualities. For each job and
a related quality level, we provide a detailed task description for the QoS subsystem
management.
In our research, we study object-based video applications based on MPEG-4. These
applications offer an independent set of tools used for decoding. The applications also
allow the combination of several independent objects into one image, which naturally
supports the possibility of Quality-of-Service management. An object-based video
application is composed of several jobs, e.g. the background image decoding, audio
decoding, and several instances of an arbitrary-shaped video-object decoder. For each
job and related quality level, we provide a detailed data-flow graph and resource requirements description.
Run-time resource estimation is matching the algorithm characteristics of
processing using specific input data. With respect to the modularity of our system
design, we keep the details of algorithm at the job level. The estimation of resources is
hence a part of the Local QoS module. The possible high variation in input data and
the cost of reconfiguration are constraining our estimation to provide the maximum
over a certain time interval. With respect to our experimental object-based video
decoder, we set this interval to the length of a Group of Video Object planes (GOV).
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Figure 2: Data-level parallelism for processing of video texture.
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Figure 2 portrays the overall estimation of resource usage for our case, where Figure 2a illustrates the estimation of each task involved in the decoding (video-header
parsing, shape decoding, texture decoding, padding, and deblocking & deringing filters). The reader can observe that the computation needs can vary between 5-32k
clock cycles. With respect to the above-mentioned granularity of a possible QoS system reconfiguration, we need to find the maximum of the resource requirements on the
defined set of required resources for the given input data. We project the estimation
time interval, in order to simplify the representation of minimsati/moaimum
over the
whole interval (in our experimental setup 15 VOPs). The maaimum is required for
reservation of resources for guaranteed quality level, while the minimum indicates the
requirements that will be used over the whole period of time. The usefulness of the
minimum for more advanced control provides many adaptation strategies for further
exploration, which are however, beyond the scope of this paper.

3

Resource modeling

In this section, we provide details of modeling the application with respect of computation, communication, and storage. The model of the required resources of an
application is followed by the model of the available system resources.

3.1

Application

consumption

Let us now outline the resource-usage model for one job. Formally, the range of possible
quality settings mapped into a vector q of a job i leads to a job resource-consumption
R for a resource type J, which is described by a function R,J(qi) = !J(qi, dp), where
dp is an arbitrary input-data parameter that mostly influences the complexity of the
computation. For example, in our arbitrary-shaped VO decoder, it is the size of a video
object in terms of macroblocks. The function f specifies the requested amount of resources for a particular job. The resource type is J E {C, D, J, B, T}, where C denotes
the computation resources; D the data memory per task; J the instruction memory per
task; B the required communication-port bandwidth; and T the bandwidth on each
connection between a pair of tasks.
For one job i, we specify the quality setting, so that for a set of jobs the set of chosen
quality values leads to a chosen quality vector qc, in which the vector components
refer to the chosen quality settings of individual jobs. Similar reasoning can be held
for the required resources of R,J, leading to a vector of resources RJ. For example,
when J refers to computations only, Rc( q.,, dp) is representing the required vector of
computations for a set of jobs at chosen quality level q., and input-data dependence
dp. The vector Rc( qe) can be used for finding the accumulated computation costs
per set of jobs executed at quality settings qe. If in the mapping this requirement is
coupled to the available resources, the requirements can be evaluated.
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Figure 3: Resource consumption model of a job i,
Figure 3 illustrates the modeling of a job i that is scalable to three quality levels.
Figure 3(a) portrays the computational requirements of that job. The points represent
the maximum requirements over the reservation period (in our case GOV length), Figure 3(b) visualizes the resource estimation for different types of resources as described
above.

3.2

Modeling of system resources

The system resources that are available for a job execution are modeled as described
below. We model the available computation and storage resources per processing tile. If
P denotes the set of processing tiles, then we denote total available resources as follows:
computation resources of a tile as Pc, data storage capacity as Pd, instruction storage
capacity as P;_, and communication port capacity as Pb' The communication provision
is modeled per pair of processing tiles as the amount of data that communicated per
time unit as Tpo..pb- The model of system resources is illustrated in Figure 4.

4
4.1

Optimization concept for multidimensional system control
Formal definition

Generally, the task-to-processor assignment is a search for the distribution of tasks
with certain requirements over processors of the platform. There are several analytical
approaches that solve this problem. However, most of them assume a shared-memory
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Modeled resource

Processing tile I
Connection P. - Pb

Figure 4: System resource model, with explicitly modeled resource consumption
run-time system.

at

model and one communication resource (like a bus). In our case, we will include
a detailed model for communication resources per connection and also a distributed
memory model. We also provide a formal definition of our optimization problem.
Let us now briefly formulate the optimization problem for the complete system and a
set of jobs. We assume a set of processing tiles {PI, P2, ... } with the following available
resources per processing tile: number of clock cycles of the CPU, size of the data and
instruction memory, bandwidth of the communication assist; and for every possible
connection {Pm,Pn} between involved processing tiles, the bandwidth and input/output
FIFO buffer sizes. Let RA be the collection of all vectors of all available resource types
from all tiles of the platform, which are organized into a matrix. That matrix has
different tiles P over the row index and resource types J over the column index. We
define the benefit fJi,qi as the contribution to the overall system value function (e.g. in
our case quality). If we execute the job i at the quality level qi, then the matrix R,qi
stands for all resource requirements of the job i at the chosen quality level q.i. Now,
our optimization problem for QoS management of the complete system is formulated
as
N

max

L fJi,qi

N

for 1 < qi < Qi,max,

subject to

L R,J,qi

< RA,J·

i=O

i=O

It should be noted that RA,J = z=p RA (P, J), so the sum of all tile resources of the
same type (the sum of all elements of one column in the matrix RA·
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4.2

Heuristic optimization algorithm

We now provide a heuristic algorithm that searches the optimal mapping of a job to
the system resources. First, at the start of the optimization, the clustering of occupied
resources is enabled. Second, the resources are scanned in a priority-ordered way,
starting with the most utilized resource.
Clustering is applied to simplify the modeling of reserved resources. At the specific
resource (processing tiles, connections), the reserved resources are clustered together
and modeled as one big task with an certain total resource consumption.
The reordering of resource types is evaluated. The priority order can vary over
time. Our assumption is that, if there is a conflict between available and required
resources, it will be on the mostly utilized resources.
The algorithm starts on a request of a job i for reconfiguration of the actual allocation. The start or termination of a job is a special case of the job reconfiguration.
Beginning with the highest quality level, the algorithm checks the availability to map
the task with the specified resource requirements to the platform resources (for each
type J). In the case of a possible mapping, it checks the availability of the next type
of resources. The algorithm stops if the platform has all resource types available for a
job mapping. Otherwise, it decreases the quality of a job and tries to find a mapping
on the conflicting type of resources. If it would not succeed even for the lowest quality
of the job, the job cannot be mapped.

4.3

Experimental results

We have developed a simulation framework that implements the above optimization
presented in Section 4.1. First results are now becoming available, showing that with
this optimization a higher overall quality is obtained when compared to the conventional approach. Moreover, the reaction time of the system to change the job conditions
is faster than in the original case. P. have found that with more than about six jobs,
the computation of the optimal operation point becomes too complex for run-time
allocation.
We have implemented the heuristic optimization algorithm, which was published
recently [6]. The current work concentrates on negotiating the qualities among jobs,
depending on the benefit of a job execution at certain level. The modeling of resources
and the resource conflicts were based on the N-dimensional models that are conceptually presented in this paper. The experimental setup has considered three resource
types: computation, data storage, and communication. At the time of experiments,
not all data was available for the five resource types indicated. Nevertheless, the preliminary experiments have shown the benefits of the modeling technique for run-time
QoS system management.
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5

Concl usions

We have presented a QoS management system for multiprocessor platforms designed
for executing multiple multimedia applications. The QoS control system is based on
modeling of the estimated resource requirements. The modeling of different types of
resources, involving both required and available resources, allow more efficient system
design and usage of a system. A novel system aspect is to include the most influencing
input-data parameter within the estimation model, to more quickly and flexibly react
on varying system conditions (e.g. caused by varying object sizes in MPEG-4). Another
important system aspect is the search of the maximum quality over a limited time
interval. This balances the system adaptivity with a simplified QoS management by
decreasing the negative effect of too frequent system reconfigurations. The hierarchical
distribution of responsibilities between system control and intra-application control
(two-layer management) speeds up the design time for a new system by reusing the
estimation technique for all required resources. The proposed clustering technique
simplifies the N:l mapping problem of a job allocation to a 1:1 mapping problem.
We are currently gathering more system data in order to execute multiple multimedia
applications simultaneously, while monitoring the usage of a plurality of resource types.
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Abstract
The shortest circular-path problem is similar to the ordinary shortest path
problem, but instead of specifying a distinguished starting and end node, the path
has to form a closed loop. This problem has several applications in optimization
problems as they occur in image segmentation or shape matching. We propose
a new algorithm to compute shortest circular paths on planar graphs that has
a typical computation time of O(lVllog IVI) and a worst case complexity of
O(lVllog21V1). The fastest previously known algorithm for this problem has
an average computation time of O(lVllog2 lVI) and a worst case performance of
O(1V1210g IVI)·

1

Introduction

Computing shortest paths in graphs is a well-studied problem with numerous applications in coding (Viterbi decoding), optimization, networking, and pattern analysis. A
closely related problem is the computation of shortest circular paths, i.e. closed paths
for which no specific start node or end node is known. This problem arises in several areas like video-object segmentation [2], or shape matching [4]. Surprisingly, the problem
of shortest circular paths has so far received little attention. Previously proposed algorithms include the Multiple Search Algorithm (MSA) or the Image Patching Algorithm
(IPA) [5]. However, MSA has a high computational complexity of O(IV13j210g lVI),
where WI is the number of nodes, and the IPA cannot guarantee to find the optimal
solution. The fastest previously known algorithm for this problem is a branch-andbound algorithm [1] with an average computation time of O(IVllog2IVI) and a worst
case performance of O(IV1210g lVI)·
We propose a new algorithm for computing shortest circular paths with a computation complexity of only O(IVllog lVI) in the average case and O(IVllog2IV[) in the
worst case. Note that the average computation complexity of our algorithm is optimal since it equals the complexity of the standard shortest path problem. For graphs
with nodes on a regular lattice, the computation time of our algorithm can be further
reduced with dynamic-programming techniques to only O(IVI) in the average case.
The paper first introduces the shortest circular-path problem in Section 2 and
derives some basic properties of shortest paths in Section 3. The new algorithm is
described in Section 4 and its computational complexity is analysed in Section 5.
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(al Circular-grid graph.

(b) General planar graph.

Figure 1: Two graphs with examples of valid circular paths (dark nodes). In each, an
example cut-path (path between inside and outside face) is indicated.

2

Shortest circular-path problem

Let C = (V, E) be a planar graph with nodes V and edges E. Furthermore, the graph
is assumed to be embedded in the plane with two of its faces denoted as FJ, FE (see
Fig. I). We denote any path connecting FJ and FE a cut-path p. Furthermore, we
define that a cyclic path p = u, -v-+ Vi is a circular path on the graph C if P and any
cut-path p have at least one node in common. Intuitively, this means that a circular
path p separates the faces FJ (interior) and FE (exterior).
Instead of computing a shortest circular path on the original graph, it is convenient
to transform it first into a corridor graph. The construction of the corridor graph can
be imagined as cutting the original ring-shaped graph along a cut-path to obtain a
lane-shaped graph. Formally, this construction can be described 8S follows.
Construction
(corridor
graph):
Let G = (V, E) be 3. planar graph and j5 =
·VN a cut-path between FJ and FE, consisting of the nodes V = {VI, ... ,VNJ.
Furthermore, we assume the following property of C: if Vn is the set of nodes adjacent
to nodes in V, then Vn comprises exactly two connected components Vz, Vr. If C has
this property, we can transform C into a corridor graph C' = (V', E') as follows. We
set V' = V U V', where V' = {v~, ... , v'tJ} forms a copy of V. The edges are defined as
VIV2··

E'

=

(E \(11,. x V))

U

{{Vi

E

v;,v~

E

V'}

I {vi,vd

E

E}.

(1)

'--v-----'
cut graph

be-

reconnect Fr with \.T'

tween Vr and V

This copies the nodes V on the cut-path to V' and reconnects the adjacent nodes Vz and
v,. such that Vz connects only to V, and V;. only to V'. The construction is visualized
in Fig. 2.
Within the corridor graph, searching for a circular path can be described easily as
searching for a path from the "left side" V to the right side V' with the additional
constraint that a path starting at u, must end in v;. Even though a general planar
graph can be transformed into a corridor graph by cutting along any arbitrary cutpath, care must be taken because the shortest circular-path algorithms operating on
the corridor graph can only find paths that do not cross the cut-path more than once.
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corridor graph

(a) The circular input graph is cut into a laneshaped corridor graph.

(b) The nodes on the cut and
the left and right neighbors.

(c) The nodes on the cut are duplicated
and the graph is cut.

Figure 2: The input graph is cut along a cut-path to get a corridor graph.
The computation
algorithm.

3

of a suitable cut-path is included in the main description of our

Preliminary considerations about shortest paths

In the construction of our algorithm, we repeatedly make use of the following theorem
about shortest paths.

= (V, E) with V = {Vi}i be a graph and let u = Vi, Vi2 ... Vin and
be two minimum-cost paths. Then we can state that if u and w have
two nodes vp and vq in common, there is a path w' = Vk, ... Vk= with the same cost as
w, which has a common subpath Su = vp .,..... vq with path u.
Theorem: Let G

W

=

Vk, Vk2 ...

Vk=

Proof If Su and Sw have equal cost, there is nothing to show. Hence, assume that the
two subpaths Su, Sw between vp and vq have different cost. Then, the cost of either s.,
or Sw must be lower than the other. Let us assume that the cost of s., is lower than the
cost of Sw. But then w cannot have minimum cost, because the cost can be lowered by
replacing the subpath Sw with Su.
0
As a direct consequence of this theorem, we can state the following two corollaries.
Corollary 1: Minimum-cost paths cross at most once.'
1 In fact, minimum-cost
paths can cross more than once, but there is always a path of similar cost
that does not cross more than once. Hence, when searching for a minimum-cost path, we can assume
that they do not cross more than once.
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close circular path
transform graph into
corridor graph

compute two initial
bounding paths
add new bounding path
In the middle and recurse

Figure 3: Overview of the shortest circular-path algorithm.
Corollary 2: If two paths share a common starting node, both paths will share a
common subpath to their end node until both paths split. After the split, the paths
will not cross.
Our algorithm also exploits one property of the Dijkstra algorithm, which is employed in our algorithm to compute ordinary shortest paths. We use the fact that the
Dijkstra algorithm not only computes the shortest path between two nodes, but the
full shortest-path tree to all nodes, rooted at the starting node.

4

Shortest Circular-Path Algorithm

Step 1: Tr ansforrn graph into corridor graph
The first step of our algorithm (see also Fig. 3) is to cut the graph to create a corridor
graph as introduced in Section 2. The important point is that it must be ensured that
the path j5, along which the graph is cut open, does not cross the circular path more
than once. This can be achieved by computing a shortest path between the nodes of
the faces FT and FE. Because of Corollary 1, this path will cross the circular path
exactly once.
The problem of finding a shortest circular path is now reduced to finding the shortest
path u: "'-'""+ V; between the set of nodes V and V'. In the following, we draw V and V'
on the left and right sides of the corridor graph (Fig. 4).

Step 2: Compute two initial bounding

paths

In the next step, the shortest path between VI and v~, labelled (a), and the shortest
path between VN and v'tv, path (b), is computed, where N = WI = W'l. Often, these
two paths (a) and (b) will touch like shown in Fig. 4, e.g., because the edges in the
center of the graph have ;:J. low cost.

Step 3/Case 1: Bounding

paths do touch

For the case that the two bounding paths touch, the shortest circular path (c) can
be computed immediately, because it is known that (c) also has the common subpath
VI "'-'""+ v,.. Hence, the shortest circular path can be obtained by computing the ordinary
shortest path between v,. and VI, within the area between (a) and (b), as indicated
by the dashed line in Fig. 4. Note that the search for v, "'-'""+ VI can be implemented
more efficiently by searching backwards from VI "'-'""+ V,.. In this case, the search can be
restricted to the left area, since the shortest-path tree for the right area, rooted at v,.,
is already known from the previous search.
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Figure 4: (Step 3/Case 1) The initial shortest paths (a) and (b) have a common subpath
In this case, the shortest circular path (c) can be computed directly in one
more step by connecting Vr with VI through a shortest path (dashed line).

VI ""'"' Vr.

Step 3jCase 2: Bounding paths do not touch
Case 2 uses a recursive approach to continuously split the graph into smaller graphs
until the shortest circular-path problem can be solved similarly as in Case 1.
The input of each recursion is an input graph which is bounded to the top and
bottom by shortest paths (a) and (b). Let us denote the top bounding path (a) as
Va ""'"' v; and the bottom bounding path (b) as Vb ""'"' v~. Note that both paths are
circular paths and that initiallyu, = VI and Vb = VN0 2 We now compute a shortestpath tree, starting from the middle node Vc = V(a+blj2 at the left side of the graph
(Fig. 5). In one run of the Dijkstra algorithm, we obtain all shortest paths to the
nodes between v~ and v~ at the right side. Note that we can limit the computation to
the area between the two bounding paths (a),(b).
If we consider the shortest paths between Vc and the right side of the graph, we
see that the path Vc ._,...,v; obviously joins with (a). As we consider destination nodes
v~ further down (k > a), there is generally a point from which onwards the shortest
path does not join (a) anymore. In fact, there is a node v~, A < c which is the last
node (from top to bottom) for which the shortest path Vc ""'"' v~ touches (a). Let us
denote this path as (d), like it is depicted in Fig. 5. Note that this results in a similar
sit.nation as in Case 1. Any circular path Vi -v-> V;' with a ::::;
i ::::;
A is known to include
the common subpath of (a) and (d). This range is identified as A = [a; Al. We can
now compute the shortest circular path that starts and ends within range A in a single
step, similarly to Case 1 (see Fig. 6).
A symmetrical process can be carried out to find the shortest circular path for the
area B at the bottom of the considered graph. When the shortest circular path in each
of the ranges A and B are known, we have to further consider only the remaining range
in between (Fig. 7). Since we also know the path Vc -v-> v~, denoted as (c), we can split
the problem for the remaining range recursively, by first considering the graph between
(f) and (c) with start nodes VA+lo ... ,Vc-I, and similarly the graph between (c) and (g)
with start nodes Vc+1,""
VB-I'
Once all shortest circular paths for all ranges of nodes
along the cut are known, we simply select the shortest of them as the global solution.
2In later recursion steps, Va and Vb change to the new bounding paths (for example to path (f) and
(c) during recursion 10r (c) and (g) during recursion 2 in Figure 7).
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Figure 5: A shortest-path tree is computed, starting at vc, which is the node in the
middle of the left side. The bottom-most node v~ on the right side, for which Vc "" v~
joins the path (a) is denoted as v~ and the corresponding path as (d). Similarly, we
obtain v~ as the top-most node on the right side, for which Vc "" v~ (e) still joins the
path (b). Furthermore, we have computed the circular path Vc --.--. v; for the center
node VC'
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Figure 6: Given (a) and (d), we know that all shortest circular paths in range A
include the subpath VI "" VC' Hence, we search for a shortest path starting from V{ in
the indicated direction to VC' This is the shortest circular path within range A. Note
that this search can be restricted to the area between (a) and (d). The path (f) is the
shortest circular path VA "" v~, which will be used as upper-bound path to further
reduce the graph size in the recursion step.
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B

Figure 7: Regions A and B are already processed, only shortest circular paths in the
range in between are unknown. This range is processed recursively, first processing the
graph between (f) and (c), and then between (c) and (g).
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Figure 8: Computation times for input graphs for different types of complicated data.
For these complex examples, the computation time of MSA is O(1V13/2), whereas it is
only O(IVI) for the proposed algorithm.

5

Computational complexity

In most practical cases, the problem can be processed with Step 3/Case I, such that
only three ordinary shortest-path searches have to be conducted. Using the Dijkstra
algorithm with a heap implementation, each search takes O(lVllog IVI) time, since the
graph is planar. Hence, the total running time is also just O(lVllog IVI).
The computation time for Step 3/Case 2 is more complicated to determine, because
it is directly depending on the input data. In the worst-case, every shortest circular
path crossing the cut is independent and must be computed. However, the size of the
graph in the recursion is only about half the size of the input graph. This gives a total
number of nodes to be processed of approximately
log

!VI

V

L2I
i

Il~~ IVI

=

1V1·log IVI . (log IVI + 1).

(2)

i=O

Furthermore, nodes from the ranges A and B can be excluded, so that the actual
computation time is usually lower. Note also that the cut-path is determined such
that it is short, which makes IVI small.
A special, but important case is formed by trellis-shaped graphs with directed edges.
For this type of graph, the shortest-path search using the Dijkstra algorithm can be
replaced by a more simple dynamic programming approach, which processes the nodes
column by column. This reduces the computation time for an ordinary shortest-path
search to O(IVI) instead of O(lVllog IVI) for the Dijkstra algorithm on general planar
graphs. In total, we then obtain a practical computation time of only O(IVI) for the
shortest circular-path search and a worst case of O(lVllog IVI).
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Experimental

verification

To justify the estimation of computation time, we conducted experiments to compute
the shortest circular path through a rectangular image, folded to a cylinder. In the first
experiment, we took a square-shaped natural image with costs taken from the pixel
luminance. The shortest circular path horizontally crossing the image was computed
for different sizes of the input image. In the second experiment, we used rectangular
grid graphs that are 10 times longer than wide with edge weights set to random values.
In a final experiment, we synthesized an input with alternating high-cost and low-cost
rows, which results in a problem close to the worst-case. In all experiments, we used
directed edges arranged in a regular way, such that a fast shortest-path search with
dynamic programming can be applied.
The measured computation times for both algorithms are depicted in Figure 8.
It is clearly visible that the MSA algorithm has a complexity of O( 1V13/2), while the
proposed algorithm usually runs in only O(IVI) time. A computation time that comes
close to the worst case could only be reached with the synthetically constructed input.

6

Conclusions

This paper proposed a new algorithm for computing shortest circular paths in planar
graphs. In practical cases, the described algorithm has the same computational cornplexity as the ordinary shortest-path algorithm employed within the shortest circular
path algorithm. Hence, when using the Dijkstra algorithm, a practical computation
time of O(lVllog IVI) is achieved, while O(IVI) can be achieved using dynamic programming or specialized algorithms for shortest paths in planar graphs [3]. The worst-case
performance is a factor log IVllarger than in the practically occuring case, but even
for difficult inputs, the computation time is close to the typical case.
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Abstract
Mean shift based mode seeking is a robust and therefore important method that estimates
a local maximum in a density function. It is robust because it converges always to the
mode where the mean shift is pointing al. This iterative procedure determines a step in
each iteration, which depends on a scale parameter. This paper compares five scale selection strategies and the method that estimates a mode as accurate as possible within a fixed
amount of computation time is identified as the best strategy.

1

Introduetion

Mode seeking is an important pattern recognition problem. A mode is a local maximum in a
function. It is an informative statistical descriptor in a probability density function, which is
used in computer vision for different image enhancement applications, like noise suppression
[9], image segmentation [3] or background subtraction [8]. The main drawback of a mode is
that it cannot be measured directly from a data set, like the sample mean. lts measurement is
based on the estimate of the probability density function.
For example in imaging applications it could be computationally too expensive to estimate
a probability density functions in each pixel. Therefore, search methods are developed in order
to detect a mode. Mean shift based mode seeking is a robust method, because it converges
always to the mode where the mean shift is pointing at. The mean shift is based on a specific
scale, and this paper compares some adaptive scale selection strategies, The strategies are
compared experimentally by means of mode seeking in a large set of artificially generated
density functions, which are mixtures of two processes.
Two important articles are presented in literature. Comaniciu [2] considered scale selection
for feature space analysis, he actually used the term bandwidth instead of scale. His scheme
towards scale selection consists first of multi-scale analysis, and after some reasoning the optimal scale is selected. This multi-scale analysis is a computationally expensive step, which is
avoided in our scale selection strategies, Their scale selection criterion assumes that the range
of scales, where the optimal scale occurs is known, and also normal distributions are assumed.
Their approach is only correct in case of one distribution, while in general a data set is a mixture
of processes.
The second important article is from Griffin and Lillholm [6]. They addressed an important
problem that arises for kernel based density estimation: spurious modes. These modes are
present in the kernel density estimate, but not present in the underlying model. These modes
occur if the selected scale is too small. Therefore, they proposed a pessimistic scale space in
which the modes are tracked through the scale space till a scale larger than zero. In this paper is
mainly focussed on the spurious modes, while this paper focusses on the estimation of modes
that are present in the underlying model.
This paper is organized as follows. First is mean shift based mode seeking introduced.
Thereafter, the comparison approach is presented, and the different strategies are introduced.
Finally, the strategies are compared and some conclusions are derived about the scale selection
strategies.
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2

Mean Shift based Mode Seeking

The mean shift procedure is a robust mode seeking algorithm, which is shortly introduced in
this section.
Definition 1 A mode aj
by

E a

is a local maximum in afunction
2

I 8f(y,{}")
uy

.= {

ay,,"

-0 8 f(y,{}")
'
"" 2
uy

f and the set ofmodes

r'0}
<,

•

a is given

(1)

In general a set of data points is obtained instead of a density function. The data set Y
consists of M data points, which are outcomes of a process that is modelled by a probability
density function fy, so Y = {Y.il!Y(Yi), i = 1, .. , M}. This data set has a sample mean jLy and
sample variance sv.
According to definition 1 a mode is defined for a differentiable density function, while the
probability density function based on data set Y (ly = L.i b(y - Yi)) is not differentiable.
Kernel density estimation is a technique that smooths this function by means of a kernel with
the objective to estimate the underlying probability density function: ft? ::::::[v . The Gaussian
or Normal kernel Ca(y) = vba exp( -~)
is proven to be the optimal smoothing kernel [7]
and also the optimal kernel for the mean shift procedure [4]. Due to the use of the Gaussian
kernel, is a differentiable density estimate obtained.
Definition 2 The kernel density estimate
a specific scale a is given by
_

f~(y)

ft?(Y) of data set Y based on the Gaussian kernel at
1

!vI

= M

L Ca(y

- Yi).

(2)

i=l

Mode seeking is an iterative procedure, where in each iteration the estimation of a mode is
improved with a step towards this specific mode. The mean shift is such a step towards a mode,
which is derived in [5, 1,4] using the kernel density estimate.
Definition 3 The mean shift /",.M(Y, (}") for the Gaussian kernel is a given by
(3)

Mean shift based mode seeking is robust, because it converges always to the mode where
it is pointing at [4]. Mean shift based mode seeking is an iterative procedure using iterator r ,
which is given by
y'·-l

+ /",.M(Y'·-\

{y

10 },

T

IT),

and where is iterated till the objective function 0 is satisfied.
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(4)
(5)

Figure 1: Scale space jy where the intensity corresponds to the kernel density estimate at a certain
point y and scale 0". 1000 samples were generated according to a Gaussian mixture model, consisting
of two Gaussians. The modes in the scale space are identified by means of the white lines. The figure
presents the lower and the upper bound in the scale space as the region where just the two modes are
present, which are also present in the underlying model.

3

Adaptive Scale Selection for Mode Seeking

Mean shift based mode seeking uses a scale 0", which should be properly selected. This paper
compares five scale selection strategies SE { I,II,III,IV,V}, in order to select the best strategy.
Definition 4 The best scale selection strategy is the strategy that selects the scale (J"such that a
mode is estimated most accurate within a certain amount of computation time.
Selection of a proper scale is a bounded search problem in the scale space jy, which is
illustrated in figure 1. If the scale is selected too large a mode could be dislocated, what means
that a mode does not correspond with a mode in the underlying model fy. This represents the
upper bound. On the other hand, the range scale should not be selected too small, because
then new modes occur, which are not present in the underlying model. These modes are called
spurious or noisy modes and imply a lower bound.

3.1

Model based Comparison

The different strategies are experimentally compared by means of a large set of density functions. The comparison procedure is the following. In each function the mean (my = yfy(y)dy)
is used as an initialization point (yr=O = my) and a mode is estimated using the mean shift procedure combined with one of the scale selection strategies S. The generated density functions
are Gaussjan mixture models.

J

Definition 5 A K-Gaussian mixture model (K-GMM) is a density function [v, which is parameterized with the tuple (Pi, mi, (J"i){~I' where Pi is the a priori probability, mi is the mean and a,
is the standard deviaiion of the i-th Gaussian:
K

jy(y)

=

LPiG<7i(y

- mi).

(6)

i=l

The signals or images that we consider are in general a mixture of two processes: background and object. Therefore, we consider the 2-GMM, for which the number of model parameters can be reduced to three. The two a priori probabilities P1.2 are related to each other as
follows: PI +P2 = 1, and therefore is one a priori probability sufficient. The mean values mi are
dropped, because the absolute distance Iml - m21 is important, which is assumed to be equal
to 1. This is allowed, because the standard deviations (Jl,2 depend linearlyon this distance.
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Definition 6 A 2-GMM is parameterized with the tuple 'l/Jk> which is given by
'l/Jk = (PI,al,a2)
For the comparison 900 different parameterizations
'l/J

= { 'l/Jk I PI

E

{0.55, 0.6, .. , 0.95},

al,2 E

(7)

are used, this set 'l/J is given by
{0.05, 0.1, .. , 0.5}, k

= 1, ..,900 }

(8)

The range of the standard deviations al,2 is limited, because for larger values the two Gaussians
will fuse together to one distribution, which does not contribute to the performance comparison.
Figure 2 presents three density functions based on these parameterizations.
The strategies are compared, according to definition 4, on the basis of accuracy after a
certain amount of computation time. The accuracy is quantified by means of the mode bias.
Definition 7 The mode bias B'S of a strategy S after r iterationsfor a 2-GMM 'l/Jk is the absolute
difference between an estimated mode ii" and the nearest mode in the underlying model [v . and
is given by

(9)
The mode bias is detennined foreach 'l/Jk E 'l/J. Figure 2 presents the mode biases in an image
representation. Each pixel corresponds to a 'l/Jk and the gray intensity represents the mode bias
after the specified number of iterations. In order to relate the mode bias to a strategy, all the
mode biases should be combined to one bias, called the strategy bias. Therefore the following
assumption is needed.
Assumption 1 It is assumed that each 'l/Jk has equal probability of occurrence, because of the
absence of prior knowledge about the a priori probabilities.
The strategy bias Bs is then defined as follows.
Definition 8 The strategy bias
and is given by

Bs is the average ofmode

biases after r iterationsfor the set 'l/J,

(10)

The
putation
number
consists

optimal strategy is detennined by means of accuracy and computation time. The comtime Cs of a strategy is detennined by the number of iterations multiplied with the
of complex operations per iteration (convolutions in case of imaging). The mean shift
for example of two complex operations. The optimal strategy is then defined as follows.

Definition 9 The optimal strategy S* is the strategy for which the strategy bias Bs is always a
minimum for after any amount of computation time Cs:

S'
3.2

=

args { min

{Bs} I Cs}.

(11)

Scale Selection Strategies

Five scale selection strategies are compared by means of the approach as presented before in
order to select the best strategy. Two types of strategies exist: passive and active. In case of an
active strategy the scale is updated each iteration. This changes the mean shift in equation (4)
to 6.Nl(yr,
as)'
The scale selection procedure should also be initialized. An important observation is the
fact that the standard deviation of the data set Sy is a kind of upper bound of the scale a. This is
experimentally investigated and also illustrated in figure I. The standard deviation or fractions
of it are therefore used to initialize the scale selection procedure.
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Figure 2: Three 2-GMMs '1f;1,2,3 with PI = 0.6 (left). A mode is estimated for each '1f;i by means of
scale selection strategy Il. The mode biases B~ (top-right) and B~o (bottom-right) presented in an image
representation after 5 and 20 iterations, respectively. Each pixel corresponds 10 a 2-GMM '1f;i and the
intensity represents the mode bias (darker is smaller bias).
3.2.1

I - Passive Strategy

The passive strategy uses different fractions of the standard deviation, and is given by
r

CT,

Sy

= Vi.

(12)

This strategy is used in the approach which was presented before. Figure 3 presents two
important results. The left figure presents the relation between the selected fraction T and the
strategy bias after a certain number of iterations. This figure shows that the minimal strategy
bias for a certain fraction T* is achieved after a fixed number of iterations r. This is actually
quite logical, because the fraction controls the scale and for a large scale we have fast but less
accurate convergence and for a small scale we have slow but accurate convergence. The right
figure presents the relation between the optimal fraction T* and the iteration number r. This
turned out to be a linear relation, which is estimated as
T*(r) = argmin{

Bsi

T}

R:::

O.24r

+ 3,

'rIr>

(13)

l.

T

The computational cost of the passive strategy is just based on the number of iterations and
the mean shift computation, so it is equal to: C, = 2r.
3.2.2

11 - Active-Passive Strategy

The active-passive strategy is based on equation (13); the relation between the optimal fraction
and the iteration number. The strategy updates the scale based on the iteration number:
CT;;

Sy

(14)

=

~
Sy

JO.24r

This strategy has the same computational complexity as the passive strategy: CII
3.2.3

m - Measured

(15)

+3
= 2r.

Variance Strategy

The third strategy is proposed in [8]. The scale is initialized with a fraction T of the standard
deviation, and with each iteration it is updated based on the measured variance.
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2(1

Figure 3: The strategy bias 8(' of strategy I as a function of the initialization parameter T, after a fixed
number of iterations. The minimum strategy bias is achieved for each fraction T after a specific number
of iterations (left). The relation between the number of iterations r and the optimal T* is shown to be
linear (right).
Definition 10 The m.easured variance am(y, a)2 is the variance determined at position Y and
at scale a:
2.:i(Yi - y)2Gu(Yi - y)
2.:i GU(Yi - y)

(16)

This special variance is used to update the range scale as follows:
~
{ a,n(yr-l)a~Il)

<

if r
1
otherwise

(17)

The computational complexity of this strategy is less efficient with respect to the previous
two, because the computation of the measured variance is an extra complex operation: CIII =
3r - 1. The main drawback of the measured variance is that it converges to zero, while a mode
is not yet estimated.
3.2.4

IV - Heuristic Strategy

The heuristic strategy is designed to avoid the zero convergence problem of the measured variance approach. It takes into account that the measured variance is biased with respect to the
'real' variance within a density function. Therefore, is the unbiased variance au introduced.
Definition 11 The unbiased variance au is the variance of a Gaussian distribution measured
by means of am. It is given by
a2am(y, a)2
2
a - am(y, a)2'

(18)

This approach becomes instahle if la2 - am(y,a)21
-4
0, the unbiased variance goes to
infinity in those cases. To avoid this instability, the following heuristic strategy is proposed:
if r < 1
else if ar-I>
ar'u-1 > arrrt-1
y
else if a"-l
>
V2arm-1
y
otherwise

(19)

The unbiased variance depends mainly on the measured variance and does not introduce
another complex operation, so the computational complexity is equal to: CIV = 3r - 1.
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3.2.5

V - Correlation Maximization Strategy

The last strategy maximizes the correlation of the data set with a Gaussian. This approach is
followed by Comaniciu in [2]. He concluded that the optimal scale is the scale which is equal to
the standard deviation of the density function where the considered mode belongs to, because it
maximizes the norm of the mean shift vector.
Definition 12 The correlation between two Gaussian density functions multiplied with the square
root ofthe scale is maximized, ifthe two scales are equal to each other:
(J*

= arg max{ GaG * VO'Ga} =

(JG.

(20)

a

In order to maximize the correlation with one of the distributions in the density function,
the first derivative to the scale should be equal to zero:

o

O(J

{f

* y'aGa}(y)

=

O.

(21 )

This corresponds to maximization of the kernel density estimate multiplied with the square
root of the scale for which the first derivative should be equal to zero. It is solved as follows:

This is rewritten to the following, which is equal to twice the measured variance as introduced
in equation (16):

Correlation maximization strategy is then given by
if r < 1
otherwise

7'

(Jv

(22)

The computational complexity of this strategy is equal to the complexity of the measured
variance strategy: Cv = 3r - l. Drawback of this method is its assumption that the mixture fy
consists of Gaussians.

4

Result and Discussion

The experiment as described in section 3.1 is implemented for the strategies as presented in
section 3.2. The performance curves of the strategies are presented in figure 4. It is important to
note that the optimized initial fraction T is used for each strategy except for strategy IT, in order
to present the best performance of a strategy after r iterations.
The performance curves show that the passive and active-passive strategies are the best
strategies. And since the active-passive strategy is the optimized passive strategy, is this one
identified as the best strategy, because it does not require prior knowledge about the number of
iterations.
Since the set of Gaussian mixture models is large, and the methods that assume Gaussian
models (strategies IIT,IV and V) perform less good, we assume that this strategy is in general
best strategy for any mixture of two processes.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the five discussed strategies, the passive and the active-passive strategies are
actually on top of each other. This comparison showed that these two strategies are the best strategies.

5

Concluding Remarks

Adaptive scale selection for mean shift based mode seeking in a framework of a mixture of two
processes is investigated and the best scale selection strategy is the active-passive strategy. It
is based on the important discovery of the linear relation between the optimal scale fraction 'I'
after a number of iterations r.
Some questions are still open. First of all the logic of this linear relation is not clear. And
second the performance is just considered for a density function, which corresponds to a case
with an infinite number of samples. The influence of the number of samples on scale selection
is also important, especially in case of small samples sizes, because of the increased probability
that spurious modes occur.
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For two examples of the discrete memoryless relay channel we evaluate the block
Markov lower bound and upper bounds of Cover and El Gamal (1979). For one of
these channels this gives the capacity, while for the other channel this gives weaker
bounds than known before.
Next we consider a particular 4-terminal deterministic relay networkfor which we establisli capacity. We also develop a uniquely decodable code strategy for this channel,
thereby obtaining a constructive lower bound for its capacity.

1

The relay channel

Multi-user information theory was initiated by Shannon in his landmark 1961 paper [1J.
Multiuser communication
sender-receiver

channels are characterized by the fact that more than just one

pair is using the channel. All users cooperate in order to achieve an overall

good transmission, thus maximizing the overall transmission capacity.
The relay channel is a three-terminal channel with two channel inputs and two outputs, but
the relay input and output are controlled by a single relay terminal. The only task of this
relay terminal is to help transmission of information between the two other terminals, hence
there is only one information stream going through the channel.

RELAY TERMINAL

XR

X
ENCODER

YR

RELAY

y

CHANNEL

\

DECODER

The symbols X and Y will be used to denote the channel input and output respectively, and XR
and YR to denote the relay input and output to the channel. A particular (discrete memoryless)
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relay channel is completely described by its (finite) input alphabets &:" and &:"R, its output
alphabets '!Y and

2

'!9R, and its transition probability matrix

PYYRlxXR.

Upper and lower bounds

The relay channel was introduced by van der Meulen [2] in 1971. A general single-letter
characterization

for its capacity is still not known. The following upper and lower bounds

on the capacity of the general discrete memoryless (d.m.) relay channel were established in
1979 by Cover and El Gamal [3]:
't?.:::; max min {I(XXR

; Y) , I(X ; YYR 1XR)},

(I)

PXXR

(2)

where the maxima are taken over all joint channel input probability assignments

PXXR

(X,XR).

Upper bound (1) is called the max-fiow min-cut bound, or cut-set bound. Lower bound (2) is
called the block-Markov lower bound and is achieved by a decode-and-forward

strategy.

A third lower bound on the capacity of the d.m. relay channel, given in [2] and [3], is:
't? :::::max max I(X ; Y 1XR
Px

= XR),

(3)

XR

There exist two more lower bounds on the capacity of the d.m. relay channel, viz. the generalized block-Markov bound given by expression (4) in [4], and the so-called side-information
bound given by Theorem 6 of [3]. The latter is based on the compress-and-forward technique
which uses Wyner-Ziv source coding. It has not been attempted in this paper to evaluate the
last two bounds; this is left for future research.

3

Two historic examples revisited

In his 1971 paper [2], van der Meulen presents two nontrivial examples of relay channels
(numbered 4 and 5) for which he gives upper and lower bounds to their capacity. Optimality of these bounds has never been proved, nor were the Cover and El Gamal bounds ever
evaluated, or for that matter the capacity of these two channels established.
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Example 4:
XXR

YYR
00

00

0.5

10

0

YYR
Ol

YYR

YYR

10

11

0

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

Ol

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

The Cover and El Gamal upper and lower bounds (I) and (2) evaluate to 0 :S "(?:S log2 (1.25)
0.321928.

=

These are not better than the 1971 results, since van der Meulen obtained an

'~;ii22;/

achievable rate of
= 0.243529, while the upper bound of 0.321928 is stated there as
well (expression U in Table VII of [2]). The rate 0.243529 can be achieved by timesharing
two simple strategies, viz.: first, information is sent from X to the pair (YR, Y) at rate 1,
then XR sends to Y at rate 0.321928. This kind of relay communication has later been called
"observe and forward" by Kramer, Gastpar and Gupta in their 2005 paper [6].

Example 5:
XXR

YYR
00

YYR
01

YYR
10

YYR
11

00

1

0

0

0

10

0

0.5

0

0.5

01

0.5

0

0.5

0

11
0
0
0
For this channel the Cover and El Gamal upper and lower bounds (I) and (2) both evaluate to
0.772908. Hence capacity for this channel is established. The best achieved rate from 1971
was 0.5, again with a timesharing strategy, later called "decode and forward": first, X sends
to YR at rate 1, thereby instructing the relay terminal what to send in the next transmission;
next, the pair (X, XR) sends to Y at rate 1.
No constructive channel coding strategy is known with a rate above 0.5 for this channel.

4

Capacity calculations for Example 4

Both the upper bound (1) and the lower bound (2) of Cover and El Gamal are defined by the
maximization of a function of the combined channel/relay

input probabilities which is the

minimum of two mutual information expressions.
Unfortunately the well-known numerical technique of Arimoto and Blahut cannot be used
because a minimum of two functions is not differentiable in all points, notably not on the
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intersection of the two mutual information functions involved.
According to [5], the upper and lower bounds can be calculated as follows:
• Find the global maximum of the first of the two mutual information expressions involved. If this maximum occurs for an input probability assignment for which the
second mutual information expression is equal or larger, we are done.
• Otherwise find the global maximum of the second expression. If this maximum occurs
for an input probability assignment for which the first mutual information expression
is equal or larger, we are done.
• In all other cases, find the maximum of the first expression, but maximize only over
those input probability assignments for which the two expressions are equal.
Use the following abbreviations to simplify the expressions: PXXR(O, 0) =: p, PxxR(l,
PXXR(O, 1) =:

r, PxxR(I,

1)

=:

s, p+q

=:

a. Obviously p +q+r+s

=

I and 1- a

0) =: q,
=

r+s.

Observe that the binary entropy function h(t) := -t log2 (t) - (I - t) log2 (1 - t) has as its
derivative: log2 (( 1 - t) 1t).
Since H(Y I XXR) = a and H(Y) = h(aI2), we obtain I(XXR ; Y) = h(aI2) - a. This
expression is maximal when 110g2 ((2 - a) 1a) - 1 = 0, i.e., when a = 0.4, and that maximal
value is h(0.2) - 0.4

=

log2(1.25)

= 0.321928.

For the lower bound (2), the other expression is I(X ; YR 1XR)

= H(YR 1XR) - H(YR I XXR),

which equals 0 since both entropy expressions evaluate to a; hence this lower bound is O.
For the upper bound (l), the other expression is I(X ; YYR 1XR)

= H(YYR 1XR) - H(YYR I XXR).

Since H(YYR 1XR) = a(1 +h(pla)) while H(YYR I XXR) = a, this evaluates to ah(pla).
Since for p = q = 0.2 this expression is 0.4, which is larger than 0.321928, the latter is the
upper bound.
The lower bound (3) is easier to evaluate: maximize the maximum of the two expressions
I(X ; Y I XR

= 0) and I(X ; Y I XR = 1). Both expressions evaluate to 0, hence this lower

bound gives no better results than expression (2).

5

Capacity calculations for Example 5

In addition to the abbreviations used in the previous section, set
Since H(Y I XXR) = f3 and H(Y)
This expression is maximal when

=

f3

For the lower bound (2), H(YR 1XR)
is O. Since for

f3

=

0 and p

=

f3

:= q + r.

h(p + f3 12), we obtain I(XXR ; Y) = h(p + f3 12) = 0 and p = 0.5, and that maximal value is 1.

= ah(pla)

+ (1- a) h(rl(l-

f3.

a)) while H(YR I XXR)

0.5 this evaluates to 0, we must go to the second step in the

calculation algorithm.
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+ (1- a)

The expression ah(p/a)
For these values, I(XXR

h(r/(l-

a)) is maximal for p

= q = r = s = ~>viz.

1.

; Y) equals 0.5, hence we need to continue with the third step.

Since the channel definition is symmetric with respect to replacing all Is by Os and vice
versa, an optimal input probability assignment must have p
~ and

13

=

I - 2p.

I(X ; YR 1XR)

=

= sand

q

=

r and hence a =

; Y) = h(1/2) - (I - 2p) = 2p and
= 2p yields p = 0.386454 and hence a

Under these constraints, I(XXR

h(2p).

The intersection h(2p)

capacity lower bound of 0.772908, which is the largest root of the equation h(t)
For the upper bound (I), and under the same constraint (p
equals h(2p).

= sand q =

= t.

r), I(X ; YYR 1XR)

Hence, upper and lower bounds coincide and the capacity equals 0.772908.

Lower bound (3) equals max {I(X ; Y 1XR = 0) , I(X ; Y 1XR = I)}. With the same definition
for 13 as before, I(X ; Y 1XR = 0) = H(Y I XR = 0) - H(Y I X ,XR = 0) = h(f3 /2) - 13·
Maximizing for 13 gives log2 (1.25) = 0.321928, viz. for 13 = 0.4, cf. the calculations for
Example 4.
Also I(X ; Y 1XR = 1) evaluates to h(f3 /2) -

13, hence lower bound (3) is 0.321928, which is

even worse than the constructive lower bound 0.5, as already observed in [2].

6

A 4-terminal deterministic relay network

The recent renewed interest in relay channels comes from practical applications like sensor networks. There the idea is that several terminals (sensors) receive information from a
single source (like the weather condition. or the safety status of a building), and all try to
communicate their piece of information to a single point of intelligence.
In this setup, relay channels with more than one relay terminal could serve as a model. A
good information-theoretic

survey on relay networks can be found in [6].

Consider here one of the simplest non-trivial relay networks with 2 relay terminals Rand S,
viz. a binary deterministic channel with transition functions given by y
YR =X'XR:
X

(po)

0

XR
0

(PI)

0

(P2)
(P3)
(P4)
(Ps)
(P6)
(P7)

0
0

Y

0

YR
0

Ys
0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

I

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Xs

0

0

1
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= Xs,

Ys

= XR'

Xs, and

Capacity calculation
According to [6], an upper bound for the capacity of a 4-terminal discrete memoryless deterministic relay channel is given by

which for our channel reduces to
max min {h(a)

, a h( 0"1a) , (1-13) h(( a - 0")/(1 -13)) +

I3ILt , O"h(p3/0")

+'l:h(p2/'l:)},

PO···P7

where Pi is the input probability assignment for row i of the transition table, 0" := P3
'l: := P2 + P6, a := PI + P3 + ps + P7,

(p21

13

a. is the 4-term

:= 0"+ 'l: and

+ P7,

binary entropy of

13, P31 13 ,p61 13, P7 113)·

Since none of the four functions attain a maximum for an assignment where the others are
equal or larger, intersections must be taken. This becomes intractable without taking into
account symmetry considerations.

It suffices to maximize the expression over a, 0" and 'l:

with 0" < a, 13 = 0" + r, P3 = P7 = 0"12 and P2
20" = 2'l: = a = 0.772908, viz. Yfj' ::; 0.772908.
For a generallower

= P6

=

'l:12. This gives an optimum for

bound on the capacity, Theorem 1 of [6] gives us

which for the channel considered here reduces to
max {min {'l:h(p2/'l:)

+ O"h(p31 0"),

a h( 0"1 a), h( a)} , min {O, 13 h((p2

+ P3)1 13),

h( a)} } .

Since the second minimum equals 0, we are left with the first part, which is almost identical
to the upper bound expression. Actually, there is just one part missing in the minimization
for this lower bound, hence the maximizing input probability assignment for the upper bound
can be used here to give exactly the same value 0.772908.
So we may conclude that <ti

= 0.772908 for this channel.
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Coding strategy
Since also the 3-terminal relay channel given by y

= XR, YR = X'XR

has a capacity ofO.772908,

as was shown in [5], it might be a good idea to start from a coding scheme for that channel
in order to find one for the 4-terminal channel.
An optimal uniquely decodable code strategy of memory I for the 3-terminal relay channel
was constructed in [5], viz. by letting the relay terminal transmit the complement
observed channel output in the previous time instant:
achieves a rate log2 ((1

+ VS) /2)

=

x~) := y~-l)

of its

EBl. This coding scheme

0.694242, which is believed to be the highest achievable

rate with a time-invariant coding scheme.
Transferring this idea to the 4-terminal relay channel gives the following coding scheme:
EB1, X~) := y~-l) EBl. This scheme allows an overall transmission rate over the

x~) := y~-l)

relay channel of only 0.405685.
This can be seen as follows: Since the given relay coding strategy is time-invariant,

the

relay channel is converted into a finite-state channel with four states, determined by the pair
(XR'XS)'

The channel encoder can steer the state at any time instant by an appropriate choice

of its channel input x. The channel decoder on the other hand can only observe the Xs part of
the channel state sequence.

Consequently, channel state 00 is useless since it only occurs in the transition sequence
11 --+ 00 --+ II which cannot be distinguished from 11 --+ 10 --+ 11 by the decoder.
Using only the remaining three states, the decoder can reconstruct the transition path from
y. Hence the achieved rate is the logarithm of the largest eigenvalue of the state transition
matrix
[~ 0 ~
1 0 0
which is log2(1.32471795)

= 0.405685.
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Abstract
Excess entropy is mutual information between the past and future of a stationary
process. We show that excess entropy is the sum of entropy of invariant u-field
and the average of excess entropies for the ergodie components of the process.
The result is derived using generalized conditional mutual information for fields
of events. A corollary of the result is that the expected excess lengths of any
universal code diverge to infinity for almost every process.'

1

Introduction

We will apply an abstract definition of conditional mutual information for set algebras
[14, 12] so as to study sublinear effects in entropy and universal coding of stationary processes. Our work, motivated linguistically [1lJ, sheds some light onto more
convenient estimates of probabilistic mutual information than algorithmic mutual information [7, 19].
For stationary process (XkhEZ
let Xm:n := (Xk)m:Sk:Sn. Excess entropy

is mutual information between the o-fields of past and future [14]. We have E =
lim., E(n) for finite-order excess entropies E(n) := I(X_n+1:o; X!:n) [14, 9]. There
exists yet another expression. Define entropy H(Y) := I(Y; Y). If block entropy
H(n) := H(X1:n) is finite then E(n) = 2H(n) - H(2n) and E = limn[H(n) - hn] for
entropy rate h := lim., H(n)/n [9].
Excess entropy has been deemed to be some measure of "long memory" or "stochastic complexity" [3], especially for discrete processes. Quantity E is finite for finite-state
sources (i.e. hidden Markov processes) [9] but it may be infinite even for X, having finite range [6, 2]. Some interdisciplinary interest in excess entropy for discrete processes
[13, 3, 9] was stimulated by a linguistic hypothesis. Namely, Hilberg [16] reanalyzed
Shannon's data [20] concerning the guessing estimates of entropy rate for English and
supposed that E(n) ::::::
y'n holds for such stochastic models of text written in a human
language that X, take the values of the consecutive letters of a text.
lThe work was partially supported
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It has been hypothesized (cf. e.g. [8, Section 6.4]) that stochastic models of texts
written in naturallanguage should be nonergodic. From a more abstract point of view,
we can ask following questions:
(i) Is nonergodicity related to E

= oo?

(ii) Can we estimate E(n) by the lengths of universal codes?
We will sketch partial answers for these questions using properties of conditional
mutual information generalized for infinite set algebras. In section 2, we discuss generalized conditional mutual information. In section 3, we prove an ergodie decomposition
of excess entropy. Finally, in section·4, we discuss excess lengths of universal codes.

2

Information theory for fields of events

Gelfand et al. [14] extended mutual information, initially defined for discrete random
variables, into a functional of arbitrary fields of events (algebras of sets). In a similar
way, one can extend conditional mutual information (CMI) [12]. We shall present a new
definition of CMI, which is simpler, more general, and easier to manipulate.
For probability space (n,.J, P) let A, B, and C be any subfields of .J. We assume
hereinafter that (n,.J, P) is complete, i.e., .J contains all subsets of P-measure 0 sets.
Let P(AIIC) be the conditional probability of A E .J w.r.t. to the smallest (J-field
containing C [5, Section 33]. We define CMI between A and B w.r.t. C as
(1)

where the supremum is over finite partitions {Ai};=I' Ai E A, and {Bj}f=l'
B, EB.
Fix subfields A; c .J, i = 1,2,3, ... , and random variables Yi such that each Ai is the
smallest field with respect to which Yi is measurable. Like for discrete Yi [8J, we define
I(Y1; Y21Y3) := I(A1; A2IA3),
I(Y1; Y2) := I(AI; A2) := I(A1; A21 {0, n}), H(Y1IY2) :=
H(AIIA2)
:= I(AI; A1IA2),
and H(YI) := H(A1) := I(AI; AI). Entropy H(-) should
not be confused with differential entropy. For Gaussian variables differential entropy
is finite [8, Theorem 9.4.1] while H(-) is infinite.
CMI satisfies algebraic identities, which generalize the well-known identities of the
discrete case. Adopt conventions as follows. For fields A and B, A/\B is the intersection
of all fields containing A and B. We write B; T B for fields BI C B2 c ...c B such
that UnEN B; = B. We say that (i) field A is tri'/Jin.lwhen P(A) E {O, I} for all A E A,
(ii) field B is nonaiomie when P(BI) > 0 for BI E B implies that there exists B2 E B
such that B2 C BI and 0 < P(B2) < P(BI)' and (iii) a field is complete if it contains
all sets of P-measure O. Let (J(A) be the intersectien of all complete er-fields containing
A. Let [BI, ... , Bn] be the smallest field containing partition {Bj} ~'=I·
Lemma 1 Let A and B be finite fields and let C be a a-field.

{w

En:

(i - l)/n < P(EIIC)

Then limnl(A;BICn)

=

<::; i/n}

I(A;BIC).
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E Cn fori

Let fields Cn cC satisfy

= 1, ...,n and E

E A/\

B.

(2)

Finite fields Cn satisfying (2) exist for any a-field C since P(EIIC)
Proof: For A

=

[Al, ... , AI] and B

=

are C-measurable.

[BI, ... , B J], define pointwise CMI

(3)
where I(A;BIIC) E [O,logI] a.s. Hence, the thesis follows by the dominated convergence theorem and [22, Section 2.3].
D
Theorem 1 Let A, B,

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(u)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

e; C,

and V be subfields of J.

I(A; BIC) 2 0, with equality if and only if Alle B;
I(A; BIC) :S min(H(AIC), H(BIC));
I(A;BlIC):S
I(A;B2IC) if BI C B2;
I(A; BnIC) t I(A; BIC) for e; r B;
I(A;BIC) = I(A;a(B)IC)
and I(A;BIC) = I(A;Bla(C));
I(A; B 1\ ClV) = I(A; CIV) + I(A; BIC 1\ V);
H(A) = 0 if and only if A is trivial;
H(A) =
if A is a nonatomie a-field;
H(AIBl) 2 H(AIB2) if BI C B2;
H(AIBn) 1 H(AIB) for s; r B and finite A;
(X)

Proof: Properties (i), (ii), (iii), and (vii) follow from the same properties for finite
fields [8, 22]; (iv) holds since every finite partition of B = UnEN Bn is a partition of Bm
for almost all m; (ix) follows by the analogous inequality for finite A [4, Identity (C3)
in Section 12]; (x) was proved in [4, Theorem 12.1]. Here are the remaining proofs:
(v) Equality I(A; BIC) = I(A; Bla(C)) follows from P(EIIC) = P(Ella(C)).
It remains to justify I(A; BIC) = I(A; a(B)IC).
Our proof is an adaptation of the
proof for C = {O, ft} given by [12, Section 2.2]. Fix a finite field Al and E > o.
Consider the smallest a-field ao(B) ::J B. Dobrushin [12, Eq. 2.2.10] proved
that for any finite field B2 C ao(B) there exists a finite field BI C B such that
I(Al; Bd 2 I(Al; B2) - E. The proposition remains true also for any B2 C a(B)
since there exists a finite field B~ C ao(B) and mapping f : B2 -+ B~ such that
P(B e f(B)) = 0 for all B E B2.
Now we extend the result in [12] to CMI. Define I(AI;BIIC)
by (3). Consider
a finite field Cn cC satisfying (2). By Dobrushin's result, for almost each wEft
there exists a finite field e; C B such that I(Al; BwIICn)(w) 2 I(AI; B21ICn)(W)-E
and random variable w t---> Bw be Cn-measurable. Then BI := /\wHl Bw is a finite field. By (iii), BI satisfies I(AI;BIIICn)
2 I(AI;B21ICn) - E a.s. and thus
I(Al; BIICn) 2 I(AI; B2ICn) - E. Taking n sufficiently large and E sufficiently
small, by limnI(Al;BICn)
= I(Al;BIC),
we infer that for every 0 > 0 and B2 C
a(B) there exists finite BI eB such that I(Al; BlIC) 2 I(Al; B2IC) - o. Considering all 0 > 0, Al c A, and B2 C a(B), we obtain I(A; BIC) = I(A; a(B)IC).
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(vi) Let A and B be finite fields and let
satisfying I(A; B /\ C) - I(A; B /\ Cn)
The latter requirement implies lim.,
I(A; B /\ Cn) = I(A; Cn) + I(A; BICn)
I(A;B/\C)

C be a cr-field. Let Cn C C be finite fields
::; l/n, I(A; C) - I(A; Cn) ::; l/n, and (2).
I(A; BICn) = I(A; BIC). Thus, equalities
imply
(4)

=I(A;C)+I(A;BIC)

By (iv-v), we may extend (4) to any A, B, C. Assume finite A again. By (4),
0=-

[I(A; B /\ C /\ V) - I(A; V) - I(A; B /\ ClV)]
+ [I(A;C

/\ V) - I(A;V)

- I(A;ClV)]

+ [I(A; B /\ C /\ V) - I(A; C /\ V) - I(A; BIC /\ V)]
= I(A; B /\ ClV) - I(A; ClV) - I(A; BIC /\ V)
where all expressions are finite. Having established (vi) for finite A, we generalize
it to infinite A, using (iv-v) again.
(viii) It is known [5, Exercise 2.17(d)] that for any n E N nonatomie o-field A can
be partitioned into sets AI, A2, ... , An E A such that P(Ai) = l/n.
Hence,
H(A) ~ H([AI' ... , An]) = logn, and thus H(A) = oo.

o

3

Excess entropy and ergodic decomposition

Consider a
Set Qm:n C
measurable.
and future.

stationary process (XkhEZ on (n,:7, P), where X, : (n,:7) ---> (X, X).
:7 as the smallest o-fields W.r.t. which blocks Xm:n := (Xk)m<k<n are
Let Q-oo := nn<O Q-oo:n and Qoo := nn>O Qn:= be the tail o-fields of past
For any field :F C o-(Ç-oo) n o-(Çoo), we have

H(QIIQ-ooo)
I(Ç-oo:o; QI:oo)

= H(QIIQ-oo:o /\ :F),
= I(Ç-oo:o; QI:oo /\:F) = I (Ç-oo:o; :F) + I(Ç-ooo;

+ I(Ç-oo:o;

= H(:F)

(5)
QI:ool:F)

(6)

QI:ool:F)

in view of properties (ii), (iii), (v), and (vi) proved in Theorem 1. But I(Ç-oo:o; Qloo) =
E. Moreover, if X is finite then H(QIIQ-oo:o) is entropy rate h by Theorem l(x) and
lim., H(XIIX-no)
= lim., H(X1n)/n
[22, Section 2.9]. We shall interpret the right-hand
sides of (5) and (6) likewise thanks to ergodic decomposition.
Theorem 2 (ergodic theorem and ergodic decomposition [17]) Consider measur-able product space (1IJ, U) = X kEZ (X, X), uihere X is finite OT, more gener-al, uihere
X is countably gener-ated. FOT shift tr-ansfor-mation T : 1IJ => (Xk)kEZ f--7 (xk+lhEZ E 1IJ,
uihere Xk E X, define invariant
a-field I := {A EU: TA = A}. Let § be the set of
stationar-y probability measures on U (i. e., f-i ° T = f-i fOT all f-i E §j and let E C § be
the subset of erqodic measures (i.e., f-i(A) E {O, I} for all f-i E E and A E Ij. Let (S, S)
and (E, E) be the measur-able spaces of measures induced by (1IJ, U).
Take a siaiioruiru measure f-i E S.
(ij FOT any A EU, lim., n-l
where IA (u) := I for u

L~:~
IAoTn = lim., n- L~:~
IAoT-n =
l

E

A and IA(u)
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:=

0 fOT

U

ti A.

f-i(AIII)

f-i-a.s.,

(ii)

= J.i(AIII) for all A EU

There exists function if; : U x 1[J ----? lR such that if;(A,·)
and if;(., u) E lE for all u El[).
We have

u-olmosi surely

(iii)

J.i(A)

=

J

uihere v is a measure

if;(A, ·)dJ.i

on [; defined

J

v on E satisfying

J.iE(A)dv(J.id

for all A EU,

(7)

W})

(8)

by

= J.i({u

v(W)
(iv) Any measure

=

El[):

if;(-,u)

E

(7) is given uniquely

by (8).

Let us apply Theorem 2 to stationary process (Xk)kEZ, assuming that it has distribution J.i = P«XkhEZ
E .) E S. Set 9/ := (Xk)k~Z(I)
and define random ergodie
measure F := if;(-, (XkhEZ). We have P(F E W) = v(W). Let F c J be the smallest
cr-field such that F is F-measurable.
Lemma 2 We have cr(F)

= cr(Ç/) c cr(9-00) n cr(Ç-oo).

Proof: By Theorem 2(ii) and I-measurability of J.i(AIII) for any A E U, F(A) is
cr(Ç/)-measurable. Hence F C cr(Ç1). On the other hand, for any A EI, J.i(AIII) = IA
J.i-almost surely so, by Theorem 2(ii), (Xk)k~Z(A) is an element of the smallest complete
cr-field w.r.t. which F(A) is measurable. Hence 9[ C cr(F).
Fix A E U_ := (Xk)kEZ(Ç-oo:O). By Theorem 2(i), variable F(A) is cr(Ç-oo:n)measurable for all n < O. Hence F(A) is cr(Ç_oo)-measurable. But F(-)(w), considered
for fixed wED
as a stationary measure on U, is a measurable function of its own
restrietion to U_, cf. [5, Theorem 11.4 and 13.4J.) Hence F(A) is cr(Ç_oo)-measurable
for all A E U and thus F C cr(Ç-oo). Analogously F C cr(900).
0
By Theorem l(vii) and Lemma 2, the process is ergodie if and only if fI(F) = O.
It is convenient to consider information measures for subfields of 9-00:00 as functions of the process distribution. For arbitrary distribution J.i = P( (Xk)kEZ E .) E S,
introduce parameterization If.'(A, B) := I(A, B) with A, B c 9-00:00' Hf.'(n) := H(n),
hl' := h, El' := E, and Ef.'(n) := E(n). By Lemma 2, F = P(XkhEZ
E 'IIF) almost
surely. Hence, for finite fields A and B we have
EIF(A;B)

= T(A;BIF),

(9)

where E Y is the expectation of Y. By the monotone convergence theorem and by
Theorem l(iv-v), we can generalize (9) to any A, Bc 9-00:00'
Theorem 3 For a stationary
h

=

Ehp

E = fI(F)

process (XkhEZ with countably
if the variable

generated

range Je is finite,

+ EEp.

X,

(10)
(11)

Proof: Decomposition (10) was proved in [15J. Equation
Lemma 2, (6), and (9) for A = 9-00:0 and B = 91:00'

(11) follows directly from
0

Equality E = 00 can be a result of fI(F)
= 00 or E E» = 00. By Theorem
1(viii), fI (F) = 00 if the shift-invariant field F contains a nonatomie sub-er-field. We
found an elementary characterization of processes with nonatomie F and their plausible
linguistic interpretation [IOJ but we will not discuss the topic here for the lack of space.
There exist also ergodie processes with infinite excess entropy [6, lOJ.
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4

Excess lengths of universal codes

It is known that entropy rate of an ergodie finitely-valued process can be estimated
via the length of a universal code for the process realization. Can excess entropy be
estimated via universal codes in a similar manner?
Some partial positive answer is known for effectively computable probability distributions. For process (Xi)iEZ define distribution P : X' 3 w f--7 P(Xi:i+lwl-l
= w).
Let K(w) be (algorithmic) prefix complexity of string w E X' [19, page 194] and
I(u : v) := K(u)+K(v)
-K(uv)
be algorithmic mutual inforrnation between u, v EX'.
Analogically, if P is a recursive real function [19, page 53] then let K(P) be prefix cornplexity of P. Prefix complexity of the restrietion of P to subdomain xn is less than
K(P) + K(n) + 0(1), where K(n) is prefix complexity of natural number n E N. By
[19, Theorem 8.1.1], we have 0 ::; E K(Xl:n) - H(n) ::; K(P) + K(n) + 0(1) and hence
lim E K(Xl:n)/n

=

n->oo

. E I(X1n
Iim
n->oo

h,

(12)

: Xn+l:2n) - E(n)
Cl'
log n

_
-

0,

ex> 1,

(13)

because of inequality K(n) + 0(1) ::; 0(1) -Iog n [19, page 195].
In applications such as constructing probabilistic hypotheses about physical reality,
we cannot confine to using mere effectively computable distributions. Neither we can
use algorithmic complexity, which is not a recursive function, to estimate experimentally finite-order excess entropies predicted by the hypotheses. Thus, it is important
to answer if (13) can be generalized to any stationary probability distribution with the
length of some computable code substituted for K(·). In fact, there exist codes, called
universal codes, which satisfy the analog of (12) for every stationary process. Although
we suppose that no presently known universal codes satisfy the analog of (13), we shall
report only some introductory results.
Consider injection C : X* --+ {O,1, ... , D} " where X is finite. We will call it a code.
Define normalized code length KC(w) := IC(w)llogD, where I ·1 is the number of
atomic symbols in a string. Denote the expected length of the code as HC (n)
EKC(Xl:n).
Code C is called a weakly universal code if
lim HC(n)/n

=

h

n->oo

for any stationary distribution P( (Xk)kEZ E .) E §. Some examples of weakly universal
codes are Lempel-Ziv code [23] and Yang-Kieffer codes [18], cf. [8,21, 10].
Introduce an "approxirnation" of algorithmic mutual information based on code
C, i.e., IC(u : v) := KC(u) + KC(v) - KC(uv).
By analogy to E(n), define the
expected excess length of code EC(n) := EIC(Xl:n
: Xn+l:2n) = 2HC(n) - HC(2n).
Additionally, we will use explicit parameterization E~'(n) := EC(n) for an arbitrary
distribution IJ = P((XkhEZ
E .) E §.
A simple algebraic identity proves the following theorem:
Theorem 4 ([11]) For any function f : N --+ IR such that fen) :;:.0 for almost all n
and Iim, f(k)/k = 0, we have limsuPn->oo [2f(n) - f(2n)] :;:.O.
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Corollary:

codes C and D we have

For any weakly unioersol
limsup [EC(n)

2: 0 if HC(n)

- ED(n)]

2: HD(n)

for almost

(14)

all n,

'n-eco

limsup [EC(n)

- E(n)]

2: O.

(15)

'1"1.----1>00

Relation

(15) follows

by channel

inequality

2: H(n)

HC(n)

(Bj.

Scaling of the excess lengths of a code may be a much more sensitive and reliable
empirical indicator of its asymptotic quality than the best achieved compression rate.
Let us say that weakly universal code C has order O(j(n)) if
lim I [E~(n)
n

- EI'(n)]

/f(n)1

<

00

for all f.1 E S.

For every ergodie process we can approximate each E(n), n E N, given the process
realization. This is a corollary of the ergedie theorem. Nevertheless, there is no code
of order 0(1). Let us prove it.
Take a stationary process (Xi)iEZ, We have disintegration

J

f((Xi)iEZ)dP

=

J (J
fd

f.1EdV(f.1E))

=

J (J

fdf.1E)

dV(f.1E)

[5, Exercise 18.19], where f is a bounded U-measurable function and v = P(F E .) is
the distribution of the random ergodic measure F of the process. Letting f((X;)iEZ)
:=
IC(Xln
: Xn+12n)
we obtain EC(n) = E E~(n).
Hence (15) and (Ll ) imply
limsup E E~(n)

= limsup EC(n) 2: E = H(F) + EEF.

(16)

n-e-co

n~<Xl

Theorem 5 For a weakly unioersol code C, let N(K) be the number of distinct stationary ergodic measures f.1 such that lim sup., E;; (n) S K . We have log N (K) S K.
Proof: Consider any MEN such that M S N(K). Let A c IE be a subset of some
M ergodie measures f.1 such that lim sup., E;;(n) S K. Construct a probability space
with process (Xi)iEZ such that P((Xi)iEZ
E .) = lvI-1 L:ILEA u. By the uniqueness
of ergodie decomposition, random ergodie measure F takes the value of each f.1 E A
with equal probability. Hence H(F) = log M. Set some E > O. Random variables
K + E - E~(n), n E N, are almost surely nonnegative for almost all n. Thus by Fatou's
lemma, K + E - E lim sup., E~(n) S K + E lim sup., E E~(n).
Hence from inequality
(16) we obtain
-v

10gM

=

H(F)

S H(F) +EEF

S limsupEE~(n)
n----+CXJ

We considered any finite M S N(K)

S E limsupE~(n)

S K.

n~()()

so the displayed inequality implies the thesis.

0

The set of ergodic measures with finite excess entropy is uncountable. (It includes
measures of all hidden Markov processes.) On the other hand, by Theorem 5, there is
only a countable number of measures f.1 with finite lim sup., E;; (n). The gap between
EC (n) and E(n) can diverge for every universal code. Some analog of this is superlinear
growth of K(X1:n) for an IID process (Xi)iEZ (cf. [1] or [19, Exercise 3.6.3(c)]). The
novelty of Theorem 5 is that it concerns also not effectively computable codes and its
proof uses tools from measure theory rather than theoretical computer science.
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Abstract

A K-user pseudo-orthogonal (PO) randomly spread CDMA system, equivalent to transmission over a subset of K' ::; K single-user Gaussian channels,
is introduced. The high signal-to-noise ratio performance of the PO-CDMA is
analyzed by rigorously deriving its asymptotic multiuser efficiency (AME) in
the large system limit. Interestingly, the K'-optimized PO-CDMA transceiver
scheme yields an AME which is practically equal to 1 for system loads smaller
than 0.1 and lower bounded by 1/4 for increasing loads. As opposed to the vanishing efficiencyof linear multiuser detectors, the derived efficiencyis comparable
to the ultimate CDMA efficiencyachieved for the intractable optimal multiuser
detector.

1

Introduction

Non-orthogonality of realistic spreading sequences, serving as signature codes in directsequence code division multiple-access (DS-CDMA), has an inherent detrimental effect
in cellular communications. Nevertheless, a de-facto orthogonality between transmissions can be achieved via a proper joint binary signaling, for which multiple-access
interference (MAl) agrees with inforrnation polarity.
By borrowing analysis tools from statistical mechanics, counting the number of
metastable states of the Hopfield model of neural networks rIL we rigorously derive
the asymptotic multiuser efficiency (AMR, [2]) of this pseudo-orthogonal modulation
scheme for the common random spreading CDMA channel and draw its optimum value.

2

Pseudo-Orthogonal Random CDMA

Consider a perfectly power-controlled, synchronous, K-users, N-chips random binary
spreading, binary signaling, Gaussian CDMA channel. A random CDMA channel is
termed 'Pseudo-Orthogonal' (PO) if the transmitted signaling vectors {-1,1}I<
3 b £
{ bI, ... ,bI<} are chosen such that
Rb
or in scalar form

== Db,

(1)

te

L

Pkibi

== Àkbk

i=1
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't:/k

= 1...

K,

(2)

where the K x K symmetric matrix R, with entries Pki, is the spreading sequences'
normalized crosscorrelation matrix, and the K x K matrix
D ~ diag{ À1 > 0, ...

,ÀK'

> 0, ÀK'+l

>

... ,ÀK

-00,

> -oo}

(3)

is a diagonal matrix, in which the first K' :::::
K diagonal entries must be positive and
the rest can get any value.
To put differently, the allowed signaling vectors b are those for which thc MAl does
not flip the information bits of a given fraction "( ~ K' / K of the users. Evidently, this
pseudo-orthogonality is gained at the cost of reducing the signaling entropy per user,
H, to be less than unity (as opposed to multiuser precoding [3] in which there is no
restrietion on the input signaling. )
On the other hand, this scheme reverts the multiuser channel to an equivalent
set of "(H single-user additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, with much
simpler detectors w.r.t. the intractable optimal multiuser detector (MUD). This joint
signaling scheme is particularly attractive for the CDMA downlink (but mayalso be
utilized for the uplink in case of cooperation between users.) In order to evaluate the
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) bit-error performance of the PO-CDMA scheme, its
AME is analyzed.

3

Asymptotic Multiuser Efficiency

Theorem 1 In the large-system limit analysis, i.e., K, N ---> 00, yet the system load
factor /3 ~ K / N is kept constant, the PO-CDMA channel's AME, which characterizes
the performance loss (in effective SNR) as the background noise vanishes {2}, is proved
(for a given active users fraction "() to get the form
"(log2e(b*
--- -1 + (l-b*)2

/3

+

2

"(210g2(2Q(t*))

20.*
+ "((1 - "(),

+ -11og a *)
2

where Q(.) is the complementary cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian random uariobie, and the fixed-points 0.*, b" and t: are devised by solving ruimerically the following set of equations
1
(t)
/3-1 ( ( -a b) 2 _ 1) + "(t Q'
Q(t)

=

/3-1 (1 _ 1 - b) + ___:]_
Q' (t)

=

v'afJ

a
with an auxiliary variable t ~ (b - 1) /

4

Q(t)

0
,
0
,

v'af3.

Proof

multiple-access system achieves bit-error-rate (BER) per user P(a) in
the presence of MAl and AWGN with power spectrallevel equal to a2, then the AME
W.r.t. a single-user system (or a fully-orthogonal CDMA) is defined by [2]
If a particular

Tl ~

lim eta).

a~O
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(4)

The term e(u) is the energy per user required to achieve BER equal to P(u) in a
single-user Gaussian channel with the same background noise level.
According to definition (4), the AME for the PO-CDMA case (I), ",((3,'1'), is nothing
but 'YH((3, '1'), the fraction of 'orthogonal' users multiplied by their signaling entropy (as
one is interested in an equivalent set of single-user channels with unit entropy.) Thus
we have to compute the non-trivial entropy H((3, '1') under the PO-CDMA transmission
constraints (2).
A K-length binary transmission codeword b" ~ {b~, ... ,b'j(}, composed of all K
users' bits at a given channel use, for which the PO constraints (2) hold, satisfies the
condition

where the function Ó(·) is the Dirac delta function. Condition (5) can be reformulated
as

1 IT
J('

00

a

-1

dÀkÓ(L

k=l

apkibi - aÀkbk)

=

i#k

K'

IT dÀkÓ(L

lex>

apkibi - Àkbk)

= I,

(6)

i#k

k=l

-0

where a ~ 1/(3.
Let the random variable N((3,'1', R) denote the number of PO-CDMA allowable
codewords, i.e.

j g dÀkÓ(~
.ex>

N((3,'1', R) ~

K'

_0

apkibi - Àkbk).

(7)

Assuming equal user information rates, the corresponding asymptotic signaling entropy
is defined [4], in bit information units, as
(8)

Assuming self-averaging property [5], in the large-system limit K -> 00 the number of
successful codewords N((3,'1', R) is equal to its expectation w.r.t. the distribution of R,
J.e.

lim N((3,'1', R)

I(~oo

= N((3,

'1')
(9)

where N((3, '1') and < . >R denote the average and averaging operation w.r.t. R,
respectively, and Lb corresponds to a sum over all the 2K possible values of b.
Representing the delta function by the inverse Fourier transform of an exponent,
expression (9) can be rewritten as

ex>
N((3,'Y)

=

lim
K

->ex> l

1

K'

IT dÀ

k-(

_0

k=l

)K'

27r
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lex> K'
IT dWk
-ex> k=l

K'

X

v=-r

where j ~
and
bkWk for Wk, we find

W

~

£;

exp (j

WkÀkbk) \ exp ( - j ~

aPkibiWk) )

R'

(10)

is the angular frequency of the Fourier transform. Substituting

N(j3,-y)

lirn
K_oo

L

X

00
1 100
1 IT dÀk-()K2n -00 IT
k

_Q

dwk

k

exp (j LWkÀk)

(11)

·lE,

k

b

where
lE

£e.

/
\

exp ( - j L

aPkibibkWk)

)

i#

R
N

\ exp ( - j ~

~ ~

S~SrbibkWk)

)

(12)

R'

In the last equality the cross-correlations Phi ~ 1/ N L:=1 s~sr are expressed explicitly
as a function of the binary chips s~ = ±1. The expectation lE can be also written as

expression (13) becomes (here, and hereafter, logarithms are taken to base e)
lE

(. "

Wk

)100 IT

daiL

=

exp Ja ~

x

exp(j~L(az,-b~)+LIog(COS(Ck,f.')))'

f.'

-00

t-L

(2n / K)I/2

100 IT
-00

i'

db,"

(2n / K)I/2

(15)

kIP,

where

(16)
Since Lk S~bk in (13) is O( VK) for a vast majority of codewords, for the expectation
lE to be finite, af.' and bf.' must be O(1/..JK).
Hence, expanding the log (cos(·)) term
in exponent (15) and neglecting terms of order 1/ K and higher, we get

{OO

lE

=

exp (ja ~

x

exp ( j2

Wk)

K ,,(

.1_=
2

IJ
2

L.,. af.' - bf.')

~
(271"//:)1/2

100
-00

)
-"41 ~,
L.,.Ck,f.' ,

k,f.'

f.'
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IJ

~

(271"/;)1/2
(17)

where

(18)
Now, the solution of the K-dimensional integral (17) of the expectation IE is performed using the following mathematical recipe: New variables are introduced

~

a

1 L
2a

2

(19)

(al-'+bl-')'

I-'

b ~

_j_ L(a~
2a

+ 1.

- b~)

(20)

I-'

Equations (19) and (20) can be reformulated via the integral representation of a delta
function using the corresponding angular frequencies A and B, respectively,

J

OO

-00

J

OO

-00

da/~
exp(jKA(aa-L(al-'+bl-'?))
211" a

2

I-'

dbdB exp (jKB(ab
211"/
Ka

_ j"

(a~ - b~) _ a))
2

Z::
I'

= 1,

(21)

1.

(22)

=

Substituting these (unity) integrals into the expectation expression (17) and rewriting it using a and b, the integrations over al-'and bI-'are decoupled and can be performed
easily. Next, for the asymptotics K ---? 00, the integration over the frequencies A and
B can be performed algebraically by the saddle-point method [5].
According to this method, the main contribution to the integral comes from values
of A and B in the vicinity of the maximum of the exponent's argument. Finally, the
IE term boils down to
OO
da db
1
IE =
-00 411"/Ka exp ('2aa ~w~
+ jab ~Wk)

J

x

exp(Ka(b-'2+

(l-W

1

2a

1
+'2loga)).

(23)

Substituting the expectation term (23) back in (11), the integrand in the latter
becomes independent of b, and therefore the I:b can be substituted by multiplying
with the scalar 2K. Hence,
K

N(f3, ry)

=

lim
j( -r+Oo

X

JOO
-00

x

j('<) TI as; 2 11" JOO TI
:~'

-or

k

d~::
exp (Ka(b
411" a

_ ~
2

+ jab

exp ( - ~aa LW;
k

dWk

exp

(j L WkÀk)

k

-00

+

k

(1 - b)2
2a

+ ~ loga))
2

LWk),

(24)

k

where the resulting W dependent integrand is a Gaussian function. Thus performing
Gaussian integration and exploiting the symmetry in the K-dimensional space, we get

N(f3,ry)

=

2K-K'jOO
dadb
lim ----;{"
-/exp (Ka(b
11"
-00 411"
Ka

j(~oo

x

exp

(K'

log

(Vfh
~ JOO d); exp ( -or
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1

- 2

(I-W
2a

+

1

+ -log
2

a))

2

(ab + À) ))
2aa
) .

(25)

Using the rescaling (ab

+ À)/vaa, _, À, the

.

= KInn
~CX)

NU3,/,)

integral (25) becomes

1CX) -/Kda
-CX) 47r

db
exp(Kg(a,b,/,,{3)),
a

(26)

where the function g(a, b, /" (3) is defined by
g(a,b,/,,{3)

,,1

1

= fj(b -"2 +

(l-W

1

+ "2loga)

2a

+/,log(2Q(t))

+ (1 -/,)log(2),

(27)

with an auxiliary variable

t

" fo(b - 1)

va .

=

(28)

Again, for K _, 00, the double integral in (26) can be evaluated by the saddle-point
method. Hence, we find?
N({3,/,)

ex lim exp(Kg(a*,b*,/,,{3)),

(29)

K~CX)

where a* and b* are found by the saddle-point conditions, which yield the following
equations
og(a, b, (3)
oa
og(a, b, (3)
ob

{3-1 ( (1 a

W _ 1) +

-1
1- b
{3 (1 - -)
a'

t Q' (t)
/'°Q(t)'

=0

1 Q' (t)

+ /'..;_
Q( )
a{3
t

=

(30)
(31)

O.

The operator Q' denotes a derivative of Q w.r.t. its argument. This set of saddle-point
equations can be solved numerically to obtain its fixed-points a", b* and t*.
Finally, substituting (29) into (8) the asymptotic entropy, in nats, is now easily
obtained
H({3, ,)

q(a*, v ./" (3)
1
1
(1 - b*)2
-(3(b* - - +
2
2a*

1

+ -loga*) + ,log(2Q(t*))
2

+ (1 -I)

log(2),(32)

which, along with equations (28),(30)-(31), concludes our proof and forms the desired
theorem.

5

Results

Fig. 1 presents the optimum AME of PO-CDMA 7]opd(3) = ma.x..y7]({3,-r), drawn via
an exhaustive search over all possible values of the active users fraction ,. Also drawn
for comparison are the AMEs of the single-user matched filter (SUMF), decorrelator,
and linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) detectors [2].
Interestingly, 7]opt({3;S 0.1) is practically equal to 1, which is the optimum AME
of randomly spread CDMA [7], obtained for the optimal MUD. For large {3loads the
optimum AME of the examined scheme converges to 1/4, and not 0 as for the other
sub-optimal detectors. The corresponding optimal fraction, is found to decrease Irorn
1 to 1/2 as wc increase (J.
2The exponent pre-factor
fore it is omitted.

in (29) is not required for computing
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entropy, and there-
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Figure 1: Optimum AME of PO-CDMA compared to optimal MUD and linear detectors.
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Abstract:

In this paper, a new method for estimating accurately the parameters of impulse
noise disturbing an adaptive square QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation)
is presented. In this new method the impulse noise estimation is performed
directlyon the constellation diagram of QAM symbols data. A particular
interpolation on the histogram of Error Vector magnitude is accomplished to
obtain impulse noise parameters. A correction factor is added to take into
account the clipping induced on the impulse noise by the decision regions of the
constellation diagram. This estimation method was applied by simulation on
several impulse noises with different parameters. And the results point-out that
this new method performs perfectly with many practical impulse noise
parameters.

1 INTRODUCTION
Combined with Gaussian noise, the impulse noise is one of the major causes of errors in many
digital communications systems like Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC), Digital Subscriber Line (DSL),
Power T .ine Communications (PLC), etc ...
These two kinds of noises behave in a different way to corrupt the digital communications
systems [1]. The Gaussian noise, also known as background noise, is permanently present through
the network with a moderate power. Unlike, the impulse noise randomly appears as bursts of
relative short durations and very large instantaneous powers. Further impulse noise comes from
electromagnetic effects in the environment ofthe network and it is then particularly time-varying.
Consequently the Gaussian noise can be overcome just by adjusting the power ofthe signal, while
an appropriate method is mandatory to challenge the impulse noise.
Therefore in communications systems subject to impulse noise, interleaver and coding are coupled
to powerful modulation scheme to reduce its effects. Usually these countermeasures are always
set to the worst case conditions and introduce therefore excessive redundancy and delay. That
leads to misutilisation of channel capacity.
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Nowadays Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is used to set the parameters of
communications systems in accordance to accurate noise parameters impeding data
communications [2]. In AMC an estimation of the noise characteristics is performed at the
receiver and sent back to the transmitter which adapts the communications parameters.
In the case of QAM transmissions coupled with Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding, several
procedures exist in the scientific literature to estimate the noise parameters [3]. These procedures
are based on the analysis ofthe Modulation Error Rate (MER). Although these procedures work
perfectly with Gaussian noise, they do not give precise results in the presence of impulse noise.
Therefore AMC is used to set the level of modulation scheme for Gaussian noise immunity while
the coding and interleaver parameters are designed relatively to worst case to prevent impulse
norse.

In this frame, this paper presents simulation results of a new impulse noise estimation method for
a square M-ary QAM modulation, that will allows to dynamically adapt the communications
parameters given the current noise properties. This method is based on the statistical analysis of
received symbol's repartition on the constellation diagram. Moreover this method also allows to
make the estimation directlyon the useful data, so that additional bandwidth or additional bits
streams are avoided for the management ofthe transmission.

2 IMPACT OF IMPULSE NOISE ON THE SQUARE M-ARY QAM
TRANSMISSION

2.1

IMPULSE

NOISE MODEL

The scientific literature has provided many models for impulse noise [4-9]. The main particularity
of each model was the characterisation of the Probability Density Function (PDF) for the
amplitude distribution of impulse noise.
For narrow band communication many models exist. Henkel and Kessler model [4], Generalised
Error Distribution (GED) [5], have been developed for ADSL (Asymmetrie Subscriber Line).
Beside this, the Middleton Class A model has been widely used in the literature for broadband
communication [6]. But recently results from measurement ofnumerous impulse noise sources of
practical importance in broadband communication has proved that weighted sum of two
Gaussians model can also be used to characterise impulse noise[7].
The I and Q PDF of the weighted sum oftwo-Gaussian is obtained by:

(I)

Where O"g is the variance, or power, of the Gaussian component of noise;

0",' is the variance of

the impulsive plus the Gaussian component and A is the impulsive index.
Physically the parameter A is also the product of the average rate of the impulse generation and
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the average impulse duration; a~ is mostly constituted by the variance of impulsive component
where the Gaussian component is neglected.
For simplicity, we will define r which is the ratio of the mean power of Gaussian component to
the mean power ofimpulsive component ofnoise. lt is given by:

(2)

On the other hand the weighted sum of two Gaussians is a simplified version of the Middleton
class A model. And it allows to inelude Gaussian background noise in contrast to otber impulse
noise models who do not inelude its.

2.2

ANALYSIS OF CONSTELLATION DIAGRAM OF SQUARE M-ARY QAM
SIGNAL IN PRESENCE OF IMPULSE NOISE

Generally, the occurrence of impulse noise leads to a sparseness repartition of symbols in the
constellation diagram. Fig. 1 presents the simulated constellation diagram of 4QAM and 16-QAM
disturbed by the impulse noise as given in formulas (1) and (2). We observe that around each
demodulated point (4 for the case of4QAM and 16 for the 16QAM) there is a dense distribution
followed by sparse distribution ofreceived point.
The dense distribution corresponds to the received points impaired by Gaussian component of
noise and sparse distribution represents the received points subject to impulse component of
noise.

3
3.1

NOISE ESTIMATION
QAM RECEIVER

The received signal can be expressed as:
r,

Where

I,

=1,

+ n,

(3)

is the transmitted QAM symbol and

n,

is the noise impaired this symbol.

We define the Error Vector magnitude as the magnitude ofthe noise signal given by
EVm

=hl=1r, -1,1

(4)

The distribution of Error Vector magnitude (EVm) IS a sum of two weighted distribution of
Rayleigh. In fact according to formula (1) the probability density function ofimpulse noise is the
sum oftwo Gaussians. Thus for:
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x

= v cose, and y = v sin e,

According to the rule ofvariable changing in the PDF:
j (v,e)=g(vcose,vsinB)·IJ(v,e)1

(5)

Where J(v,e) is the Jacobean.
Assuming the independenee of (v, e) and the statistical independenee of e, we obtain from the
equation (I):

(6)
SC3\1e,p10i

sune.plol

••••
••••
•••••
••••
~~~~~o--~~~
In-Phaso

Fig. 1 Simulated consteüation

diagram of 16QAM signals impaired by impulse noise with (A, f)

=

(10-2, I)

Based on the above, we can use an interpolation to combine the statistical histogram of the EVm
with the formula (9) to obtain true noise parameters.
However in real transmission, instead of transmitted symbol I, we have at the receiver the
demodulated symbol
magnitude

EVm,

d,.

Therefore a good image of the EVm is the estimated error vector

given by
(10)

Fig. 2 points-out the defmition of estimated Error Vector (EV) used in this paper. The estimated
EV is the difference between the received signal and the demodulated signal. Obviously an
estimated EV is a good representation of the EV only when the demodulated symbol is equal to
the transmitted symbol.
But in the case of impulsive disturbance it is very unlikely that the demodulated symbol is equal to
the transmitted symbol.
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3.2

ESTIMATED ERROR VECTOR ANALYSIS

A simple interpolation on the estimated EVm histogram will not allow to obtain directly the
parameters of the impulse noise.
Therefore a particular interpolation method base on deep analysis of the symbol distribution in
constellation diagram is mandatory.
As mention earlier, the constellation diagram of M-ary QAM is divided in two, a dense and a
spare section. Thus the EVm will present two portions. In the fust portion, due to Gaussian
component of noise and in permanently present, EVm will show low value. And in the second
portion, owing to impulse noise and temporally present, EVm wiU depict large value.
Consequently large values of EVm may contain information about impulse component of noise
disturbance. And Low value may mainly give information about Gaussian component ofnoise.
Beside that, the decision regions of the constellation diagram mayalso be shared in two
categories: the inner decision regions and the border decision regions (fig. 3). The inner decision
regions are decision regions which share 4 boundaries with other decision regions. And the border
decision regions are decision regions with at least one boundary free.
Therefore the estimated EVm with large value comes from border decision regions. In fact
estimated EVm in inner decision regions are limited by the size of the decision regions. In the
histogram of estimated EVm it will appears an under evaluation of the large value, value that a
greater than the width ofthe square decision regions.
As a result the histogram of EVm will mainly differ from the histogram of estimated EVm only for
a large value. On this base we apply for a large value in the histogram a correction factor. This
factor represents the ratio of the free boundaries to the others in the constellation diagram. For a
square M-ary QAM whereM = 22"" the correction factor is given by:
22",
Fear =2m

(7)

This formula leads to some comments. The correction factor is a least 2. The correction factor
grows with the order of the square M-ary QAM. For the case of 4QArn the correction factor will
be 2 which is evident. And for 16QAM this correction factor is 4. Again for 64QAM this it is
equal to 32/3.

3.3

IMPULSE NOISE ESTIMATION WITH STATISTICAL INTERPOLATION

To interpolate the histogram we use a non linear regression [9]. We carry-out the interpolation in
two steps. Firstly we made an interpolation on the all histogram of the estimated EVm. And
secondly we realise an interpolation on the part of histogram where the value of estimated EVm
are greater than the width of the constellation diagram's decision regions. On this part of
histogram we add the corrective factor given by (7).
The first estimation allows a good estimation of the variance of the Gaussian component. This
first estimation is the beginning of the second estimation who corrects the value of the impulsive
index and the variance ofthe impulse component.
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In fig. 4, fig. 5 and fig. 6 we depict the result ofthe interpolation ofthe EVm's histogram of 16
QAM signaL In fig. 1 we present on the left the. In fig. 5 and fig. 6, based on the same principle
we depict the histogram of estimated EVm, and on the right an enlargement of the impulsive
portion with correction factor.
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4 SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1

IMPULSE NOISE GENERATOR

The simulation has been performed to assess the impulse noise estimation method. For impulse
noise generation we used a gated Additive White Gaussian Noise (GA WGN) as illustrated in
fig.7. In our model the gate are statistically build with a duration following a Raleigh distribution
and with an inter-arrival from Poisson distribution. The mean value of the duration and the interarrival time are linked with the constraint that the ratio of the mean duration and the mean inter-
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arrival time is equal to the impulsive index. We add on the GA WGN an A WGN to simulate the
Gaussian contribution. The simulated variances of A WGN and GA WGN respect the formula (3).

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We applied this noise generator on three primary square M-ary QAM (4QAM, 16QAM, and
64QAM). As far as this statistical estimation's method is performed on the received symbols, it
depends of symbol rate, and the noise parameter to be approximated.
In this simulation we used
one million points ofsymbols for statistical estimation. The table I summarises all the results.
Based on table I, we observe that the QAM of low order are more consistent for estimation that
the others. This is the corollary of the accuracy of the correction factor. In fact the accuracy of
this correction factor is high for low order QAM and decrease with the growth ofthe order.
This method also performs well for the low SNR value. In effect the estimation method is
performed in two steps. The first step only needs a signal greater than the noise level. And the
second step is not dependent on the SNR. Even if the occurrence of impulse noise send symbol
far of the ideal decision regions, we managed to use only significant value in the estimation. For
instance we realise good estimation tiU SNR equal to 5 dB for 4QAM.

6

DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present novel method to estimated impulse noise dynamically. This new method
can be used in an AMC algorithm to efficiently set the transmission parameters according to real
impulse noise scenario.
The noise parameters estimation is performed in the constellation diagram of the useful data. We
prove that the statistical distribution of EV magnitude in the constellation diagram would follow a
weighted sum of Rayleigh given by the noise parameters. On this basis we use the distribution of
estimated EV magnitude ofreceived data to approximate the noise parameters.
To overcome the clipping effect appearing n the constellation
diagram due to impulse noise, we
performed the interpolation in two steps. The first step was dedicated to Gaussian parameter of
noise and the second was devoted to impulse parameter. In the second step we add a correction
factor which enables to take into account the number of decision regions in the consrellation
diagram.
This method allows powerful result. We observe an adequacy between the theoretical analysis and
the simulation. We obtain good estimation till very low SNR value. Nevertheless, the accuracy of
the estimation decreases when the order ofQAM increases.
This estimation method is suitable for AMC systems where several combinations of modulation
and coding rate are defined to achieve optimisation
of data rate and robustness depending on
impulse noise parameters.
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Abstract
Continuous Phase Modulation techniques are investigated for 60 GHz high datarate, short range communication, as they ease the requirements put on the analog
front end (FE). Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) is proposed as a well
suited CPM flavor. An optimal and a reduced complexity linear receiver are
discussed. Simulation results in an indoor 60 GHz multipath environment are
presented.

1

Introduction

We are witnessing an explosive growth in the demand for wireless connectivity. Short
range wireless links like WLAN's and WPAN's will soon be expected to deliver bit
rates of over 1 GBit/s to keep on satisfying this demand. As lower RF frequencies
(below 10 GHz) are getting completely congested though, bandwidth for these GBit/s
links has to be sought at higher frequencies. Recent regulation assigned a 3 GHz wide,
worldwide available frequency band at 60 GHz to this kind of applications [1].
Communication at 60 GHz has some advantages as well as some disadvantages.
Advantages are a massive worldwide available bandwidth of 3 GHz, the short range for
frequency reuse because of the high path loss, a less aggressive multipath environment,
and the possible miniaturization of the analog components, as the wavelength in free
space is only 5 mm. Opposed to this are some disadvantages: the high path loss
necessitates the use of beam steering via array antennas to get a decent SNR, more
stringent requirements are put on the analog components (like multi Csamples/s AID
and DIA converters), and non idealities of the RF front end have a much larger impact
than at lower frequencies.
A suitable air interface for low cost, low power 60 GHz transceivers should thus use
a modulation technique that has a high level of immunity to front end non idealities,
and allows an efficient operation of the power amplifier (PA). The omnipresent OFDM
technique is therefore probably not the right choice [2]. It is very sensitive to non
idealities such as phase noise and carrier frequency offset. Moreover, due to its high
Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) it requires the PA to be backed off by several
1Researchfundedby a Ph.D grant of the Institute for the PromotionofInnovationthrough Science
and Technologyin Flanders (IWT-Vlaanderen)
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dB more than for a Single Carrier (SC) system, thus lowering the power efficiency of
the system.
Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) techniques [3] feature some inherent attractive properties to avoid these problems. They have a perfect constant amplitude, or a
PAPR of 0 dB. This makes them much more favorable than OFDM as power efficient
nonlinear PA's can be used instead of expensive linear ones. Moreover, their continuous
phase property results in lower spectral sidelobes. These advantages made them the
optimal choice for the GSM and Bluetooth standards, and make them well suited for
a 60 GHz environment as well,
CPM techniques come at a higher signal processing price than conventional modulation methods. DSP capabilities have steadily increased over the years though, so ever
more CPM processing becomes feasible today. Moreover, linear representations and
approximations developed by Laurent [4] and Rimoldi [5] allow for great complexity
reductions.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the performance of CPM in a 60 GHz system. It
is structured as follows. First, a brief review of CPM techniques is given, including the
linear representation developed by Laurent. Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)
is proposed as a well suited CPM flavor for 60 GHz high data rate communication.
Next, an optimal receiver is discussed, as well as a reduced complexity linear one.
The 60 GHz channel model is briefly introduced. Finally the simulation results are
presented and conclusions are drawn.

2

Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM)

CPM has been widely investigated by many researchers, and a large number of papers
has been published in the technicalliterature. Probably the most comprehensive treatment of CPM, including its performance and its spectral characteristics, can be found
in the book by Anderson, Aulin and Sundberg [6]. In our explanation we follow the
tutorial paper by Sundberg [3] with slightly modified notation.

2.1

Signal model

Continuous Phase Modulation covers a large class of modulation schemes with a constant amplitude, defined by:
s(t)

= ~ejq,(t,a)

(1)

where s(t) is the sent complex baseband signal, Es the energy per symbol, T the
symbol time and a is a sequence of M-ary data symbols ai = ±1, ±3, ... ± (M - 1).
The transmitted information is contained in the phase:
00

rjJ(t, a)

=

27rh

L aiq(t

- iT)

(2)

i=-CXJ

where h is the modulation index and

q(t) =

lt

g(7) dt.
oo
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(3)

Normally the function g(t) is a smooth pulse shape over a finite time interval

û

j,

t ::;LT and zero outside. Thus L is the length of the pulse (per unit T). From the
definition of the above class of constant amplitude modulation schemes we observe
that the pulse g(t) is defined in instantaneous frequency, so we will call it the frequency
pulse, and its integral qá!) is the phase response, which we will call phase pulse. g(t) is
normalized such that
g(t) dt = ~. This means that for schemes with positive pulses
of finite length, the maximum phase change over any symbol interval is (NI _ l)h7r.

Loo

2.2

by Laurent

Linear representation

Laurent [4Jshowed that a binary partial-response CPM signal can be represented as a
linear combination of 2L-1 amplitude modulated pulses (with t = NT +7,0::; 7 < T):
2L-l_l

n=O

k=O

L L

=

s(t)

N-1

eitrhOn,kCk(t

- nT)

(4)

where
L-1

Ck(t _ nT)

IT S(t

= S(t)

+ (n + L(3n,k)T)

(5)

n=l

Oén,k =

n

L-1

m=O

m=l

L am _ L a -m,(3n,k
n

(6)

and (3n,k are the coefficients of the binary representation of the index k:
k

=

The basic signal pulse S(t)

(30,k + 2(31,k + ... + 2L-2 (3 L-2,k
is given by

=

{

<_ t < LT

sin(2trhq(t))

0

sin(trh-2trhq(t-LT))

LT <_ t < 2LT

sin rrà

S(t)

(7)

(8)

SIn7rh

o

otherwise

Laurent thus showed that any binary CPM signal can be expressed as a sum of
amplitude modulated pulses (AMP), as in Equation 4. Later, Mengali and Morelli [7J
generalized this result to multilevel CPM.

2.3

GMSK for low cost, low power 60 GHz transmitters

As explained in Section 2.1 a CPM modulation scheme is defined by 4 parameters:
pulse length L, frequency pulse shape, modulation index h and the number of symbol
levels NI. GMSK is obtained by choosing a Gaussian frequency pulse

t _
g( ) - Q

(27rB(t-~))
_ Q (27rB(t+~))
v1n2
v1n2
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(9)

27rh

Figure 1: Conceptual modulator for CPM.

where
Q(t) =

= 1

1
t

_x2

;7Le-2 dx

v21r

(10)

is the well-known error- function, T is the symbol duration and B is the bandwidth
parometer. which represents the -3 dB bandwidth of the Gaussian pulse. We will
focus on a GMSK scheme with time-bandwidth pr-oduct BT = 0.3, which enables us
to truncate the Gaussian pulse to L = 3 without significantly influencing the spectral
properties [8]. A modulation index h = 1/2 is chosen as this enables the use of simple
MSK-type receivers [9]. The number of symbollevels is chosen as M = 2. We will call
this scheme GMSK3.
GMSK has been adopted as the modulation scheme for the European GSM system
and for Bluetooth due to its spectral efficiency and constant-envelope property [10].
These two characteristics result in superior performance in the presence of adjacent
channel interference and nonlinear amplifiers [l l ], making it a very attractive scheme
for 60 GHz applications too.

3
3.1

Transmitter and recerver design
Transmitter

A conceptual general transmitter structure based on Equation 1 is shown in Figure 1.
This structure is however not easily converted into hardware for coherent systems. The
reason is that an exact relation between the symbol rate and the modulation index is
required and this requires control circuitry. For the Matlab modeling and study of the
60 GHz environment though this is not a problem, so this structure will be used.

3.2

Receivers

In [9] it is shown that an optimal CPM receiver can be built based on the Laurent
linear representation and a Viterbi detector. Without going into details we mention
that sufficient statistics for the decision can be obtained by sampling at times nT the
outputs of 2L-l matched filters Ck( -t); k = 0,1, ... ,2L-l - 1 simultaneously fed by
the complex input r(t). Figure 2 shows the structure of such a receiver for GMSK3.
As we aim at bit rates higher than 1 Gb/s using low power receivers, the complexity
of this type of receiver is not acceptable. Fortunately, the Laurent approximation allows
us to construct linear near-optimum MSK-type receivers. In the AMP formulation of
the signal, the pulse described by the component function Co(t) is the most important
among all other components Ck(t) (and the only one if L = 1). lts duration is the
longest (2T more than any other component), and it conveys the most. siEnifi~l;l.nt part
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Figure 2: GMSK3 receiver using the Laurent decomposition and a Viterbi detector.

Figure 3: Linear GMSK3 receiver using the Laurent approximation.

of the energy of the signal. Kaleh [9] mentions the case of GMSK4, where more than
99 % of the energy is contained in the main pulse Co(t).
It is therefore a reasonable attempt to represent CPM using not all components,
or even only one component. We study a linear receiver taking into account only the
first Lament pulse Co(t). The Viterbi detection can then be simply replaced by a sort
of differential decoder
(11)

3.3

Equalizer

The equalization of the multipath channel is done with a simple zero-forcing filter
assuming perfect channel knowledge.

3.4

Precoder

As shown in [11], a factor two improvement in BER can be achieved by precoding the
information sequence before passing it through the GMSK modulator. Intuitively, this
can be explained as the removal of the inherent differential encoding caused by the
continuous phase constraint. If an is the input bipolar symbol stream, the output of
the precoder bn can be written as
(12)
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4

60 GHz propagation environment

The indoor wireless 60 GHz channel has been extensively studied in several measurement campaigns, such as the one reported in [12]. Most probably, the channel model
chosen by the IEEE 802.15.3c WPAN standardization body will be based on the SalehValenzuela model [13]. This model assumes that received signals arrive in clusters.
Without going into detail, we mention our parameter choice is based on [14]: cluster
arrival rate A = 1/75 GHz, ray arrival rate within a cluster À = 1/5 GHz, cluster decay
factor r = 20 ns and ray decay factor 'Y - 9 ns.

5
5.1

Simulation results
AWGN simulations

Figure 4 shows the simulation results in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We
compare the Viterbi and the linear receiver, and show the theoretical M8K BER bound
as a reference. An obvious conclusion is that using a precoder delivers a gain of
0.5 - 1 dB with only a minor complexity increase. Next, we observe that using the
linear receiver results in a loss of at most 0.5 dB compared to the Viterbi receiver. The
complexity savings are huge though, so a linear receiver seems to be the right choice
for 60 GHz applications.
Comparison
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receivers
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precoder
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Figure 4: AWGN simulation results.
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9

10

5.2

Saleh-Valenzuela indoor 60 GHz scenario

In Figure 5 the BER performance in a 60 GHz indoor multipath environment is shown.
The Viterbi and linear receiver, both with precoder and zero forcing equalizer, are
compared. The theoretical MSK BER bound is shown as a reference. Here, the difference between both receivers almost completely vanishes. Better performance can
be obtained by using a more sophisticated equalizer, such as a minimum mean square
error (MMSE) equalizer. An attractive complexity reduction technique might be the
combination of CPM and frequency domain equalization (FDE) [15].
Comparison GMSK receivers - Muttipath 60 GHz environment

.-*- .MSK AWGN

bound
-Viterbi ZF receiver
- - - Linear ZF receiver
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Figure 5: Multipath simulation results.

6

Conclusion

This paper discussed the use of CPM for 60 GHz wireless short range, high data
rate communication. As low cost transceivers and low power consumption are major
constraints, CPM techniques are very attractive because of their constant envelope
property. GMSK is a good choice as it offers nice spectral properties and is very
thoroughly studied in literature. Linear receivers allow for huge complexity reductions
at the expense of a performance loss of only about 0.5 dB.
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Abstract

In joint timing and carrier offset estimation algorithms for Time Division Duplexing (TDD) OFDM systems, different timing metrics are proposed to determine
the beginning of a burst or symbol. In this contribution we present the different
timing metrics. Generally speaking, analysis is done by Monte-Carlo simulation. However in [1] an analytical analysis method was proposed that we used
to compare the found timing metrics [2], [3].
In order to overcome flaws of this analytical approach a new one is proposed
in which detection probability, false alarm rate, position error distribution can be
computed in an unified fashion. In the new framework joint probability density
functions (pdfs) need to be established which make it more involved than the
previously used one. However there is a straightforward correspondence to a
simulation based approach.
By assuming an independent timing-metric process, the new framework can
be compared to the old approach. It is not at all obvious how the results of the
old approach must be interpreted in the light of the new framework.

1

Introduction

For OFDM synchronisation and carrier-frequency offset estimation purposes one can
resort to joint-estimation time-domain methods that use the redundancy present in the
transmitted waveforms (as e.g. reported in [1],[4],[5]). The redundancy may consist of
a special OFDM symbol with a repetitive pattern (in case of burst synchronisation) or of
the cyclic prefix present in all data OFDM-symbols. The joint estimation algorithms
all execute the same' building blocks' for correlation purposes, however the 'timing
metrics' used by the estimation algorithms combine these building blocks differently.
The joint estimation methods above can be described in a unified fashion by introducing as 'building blocks' the correlation function z(j) and segment energies el (j)
and e2(j):
C-1
z(j)
= I>'*(j + m). r(j + m + L)
(1)
m=O

C-1

L 1r(j

+ m)12

and

(2)

m=O

C-1

L

1

r(j

+ m + L)

m=O
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2
1

(3)

with {r(k)}
the received (discrete-time, complex) baseband signal, C the correlation
length, L the correlation period and j the time index of the first sample of the first of
the two segments. In all methods, a Timing Metric TM is used to estimate the start
time jo of the symbol or burst. This timing metric uses the magnitude of the correlation
function and, depending on the algorithm used, the segment energies. Formally TM =
TM(lz(j)I, el(j), e2(j)). At the estimated start time fa ~ arg(maxj (TM)), the phase
of the correlation function L.z(fü) is used as a Frequencu Metric FM that enables t,hp.
estimation of the carrier-frequency offset. In [2] and [31 five different timing metrics
were compared in order to assess their impact on the joint time and carrier-frequency
offset estimation for HiperLAN/2 (or IEEE802.11a).
In the analytical approach we (and others, notably [1]) took before, the detection
probability Pd was computed using the probability density function (pdf) of the timing metric TM at the position Jo of its maximum, while the false alarm rate FAR
was derived using the pdf of TM at a position far away from this maximum (the
maxPd/FARout-method).
The distribution of the estimated position fa was not computed at all and the impact of different detection strategies and buffer sizes cannot be
studied.
In this paper a framework is proposed (the comprehensive method) that allows to
analyse Pd, FAR and the distribution of fa for different detection strategies and receivebuffer sizes in a unified fashion. In section 2 a brief overview of the used timing metrics
is given and the analytical approach is presented. Subsequently in section 3 we introduce the proposed analysis framework. In section 4 we compare the maxPd/FARoutmethod with the comprehensive method in case we assume independenee between the
timing metric random variables. In section 5 a computational tractable example is
given. The paper ends with a conclusions section.

2

Tinling Metrics

Withou t the pretense of being comprehensive (numerous slight variations are reported),
the following timing metrics were found in the literature (in order of publication):
Algorithm 1 (Schmidl and Cox, 1997, [1])
Iz(jW

(4)

™sc= -(')2
e2 J
Algorithm 2 (van de Beek and Sandell a.o., 1997, [4])
TMBS

= Iz(j)l-

Algorithm 3 (Müller-Weinfurtner,
TMMW

+ e2(j))

~.(el(j)

with p

= S~~:

1

(5)

1998, [6])

= edj) + e2(j) - 2Iz(j)1

(6)

Algorithm 4 (KeIler and Piazzo a.o., 2001, [5])
TMI<p

= Iz(j)1

(7)

Algorithm 5 (Hoeksema and Srinivasan a.o., 2004, [3])
(8)
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2.1

Relations

between the Timing Metrics

The Schmidl and Cox metric TMsc (4) lacks mathematical motivation [6], needs a
method to overcome division-by-zero problems [2] and moreover suffers from a plateaueffect that introduces a large variance in the timing estimate [7]. So, although it was
the first approach to be described, other approaches seem to be more appropriate.
Van de Beek's TMss metric (5) is the Maximum Likelihood (ML) solution to the joint
estimation problem for AWGN channels. However, the assumptions in [4] lead the
author to believe that it is only the ML solution in the symbol synchronisation case
and not the ML solution to the burst synchronisation case. Müller- Weinfurtner [6]
presented TMMW (6) as the Minimum Mean Square Error (MSE) solution, superior to
the TMss metric in dispersive channels. The TMKP metric (7) computes the maximum
correlation and may be susceptible to amplitude variations in the received signal, so
apparently a good AGC system is assumed. Finally, the author introduced TMHS (8)
as an application of Schwartz's inequality to the synchronisation problem.
In the high SNR region (the nearly no-noise situation, p --t 1 in (5)), we have
TMss(5)

= Iz(jo + 5)1- 1/2 (el(jO + 5) + e2(jo + 5)) and so
= TMss(5).

(9)
in which jo is the start position of the OFDM symbol (or burst) and 5 the distance
from the true position. Moreover,
- 1/2TMMw(5)

1/2 10gTtvIHS= log Iz(jo

+ 5) 1-

+ 5) + log e2(jo + 5)}.

1/2{log el (jo

(10)

This basically shows that in this SNR regime, we may expect that TMss, TMMW and
TMHS perform more or less identically (result in the same position estimate
or
estimated distance J).
On the other hand, in the low SNR region (p --t 0)

ia

TMss(5)

= Iz(jo + 5)1 =

(ll)

TMKP(5).

In the next session results in a high SNR regime for TMss and TMKP are shown.

2.2

Timing Metric Analysis

In order to answer the question what the performance of the timing metric TMsc was,
this algorithm was analysed in [1] for complex gaussian symbols, input to an AWGN
baseband channel. In a high SNR regime, the authors gave approximate analytical
results for statistical properties of the timing metric at the right starting position jo
of the symbol: the mean value f.LTlvJ(jo)' the variance (J~M(jo) and the pdf of the timing
metric frM(jo)(Y),
These properties were used to assess the detection probability Pd for
agiven threshold setting, so fYIHl(YIH1)
= frM(jout)
(y). The False Alarm Rate (FAR)
was computed by using the statistical properties of the timing metric at a position jout
far away from the symbol: the mean value f.LTlvJ(jo,"t), the variance (J~M(jo'"t) and the pdf
of the timing metric frM(jout)(Y)'
so fYIHo(YIHo)
= frM(joutl(Y)·
In this approach we
have for a threshold e:

i

oo

FAR

=

i

oo

frM(jout)(Y)

dy and Pd

=

frM(jo)(Y)

dy.

(12)

In [2], [3]we used this maxPd/FARout-method
to compare the metrics presented at
the beginning of this section in case of complex Gaussian symbols input to an AWGN
channel. See for example figure 1.
However, the maxPd/FARout-method
has some drawbacks. The consequences of
the algorithm that is used to detect the peak is not taken into consideration: for
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(a) TMKP

(b) TMBS metric.

metric.

Figure 1: Density functions fYIHo(yIHo)
the maxPd/FARout-method,
[2].

and fYIHl(yIHj)

at an SNR

of 15dB using

instance a threshold- based approach can be used or a combination of a threshold approach followed by a local search for a maximum. Second, the impact of the the buffer
size is not modelled in the approach. Third, as the right position jo is not known, it
is likely that the timing metric will deviate from this position (Io =J jo)· How does
an error in estimated position influence the detection quality? So, Pd, FAR and the
position error are related, but this relation is not taken into account.
Moreover, it is not clear that the maxPd/FARout-method
is correct, that is, does
it provide conclusive Pd and FAR values?

3

A Framework for Comprehensive Analysis

We define a buffer of length E with timing metric values {T M(j)}
resulting from
correlating a signal & processing it according to a timing-metric algorithm (4)-(8).
Either no OFDM symbol (or preamble) occurs, or one OFDM symbol occurs at one
out of P start positions. We assume that the size of the buffer is that large that an
entire OFDM symbol fits into it and that a complete (from low to high to low again)
timing metric signal can be computed using the buffer contents. This can be guaranteed
if E = 2 (L + C - 1) + P, P ;:::1. For long buffers there are P = E - 2 (L + C - 1)
possible start positions jo. As we will see later, the precise definition of P turns out
to be of no importance for the analysis.
For each possible start position we define a timing metric signalof B samples,
representing the buffer content in case a symbol at position j 0 occurs. Also a signal is
defined representing the buffer content for the no-symbol case. The signal {T M(j)},
j = 0, ... , B-1 is identified by a signal number value a and this number is considered a
realisation of the random variable signal number L;, with possible values A~ = {a I 0 <:::
a <::: P}. So L; = a identifies the a-th out of P+ 1 possible buffer contents. We assume
that all P + 1 buffer contents are equally probable, Pr[L; = a] = l/(P + 1). The event
"L; = 0" implies a timing metric signal resulting from the case in which no symbol
was transmitted, the events "L; = a" with 1 <::: a <::: P imply that a symbol at position
jo = L + (C - 1) + (a - 1) was transmitted.
Now define the estimated position Ia of an OFDM (preamble) symbol. For a particular buffer content a the synchronisation system wants to establish the start position
jo of the symbol. The system produces Ia which is itself a random variable. The elementary events of this experiment are "Ia = j, L; = a" with 0 <::: j <::: E -l. To this, we
add an extra event symbolising the case that no symbol was found, "Ia = E, L; = a".
The probability Pr[fo = j, L; = a] of an elementary event, with 0 <::: j <::: E and
o <::: a <::: P, depends on the algorithm used to scan the buffer. In this paper, we
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assume a first threshold-crossing olqoriihro): fa = i; and i, the first position for which
TM(j - 1) :s e, and TM(j) > e.
Define an ensemble symbol-Sent S with outcomes As = {O, I} (yes or no) and
an ensemble symbol-Detected D with outcomes AD = {O, I}. The joint probabilities
p(S, D) and marginal probabilities p(S) and p(D) can be expressed in the probabilities
of the elementary events "fa = j, L; = a": The symbol-Sent S can be related to the
signal number L; random variable: "S = 1" == "L; = gil :S a :S P" and "S = 0" == "L; =
0". The symbol-Detected ensemble D relates in a similar fashion to the estimated
position "D = 0" == "fa = E" and "D = 1" == "0 :S fa :S E - 1". And so, the joint
probabilities are given by
Pr[S
Pr[S
Pr[S
Pr[S

=
=
=
=

O,D = DJ = Pr[fo

= E, L; = DJ

0, D = IJ = Pr[ 0 :S fa :S E - 1, L; = 0]

= 0] = Pr[fo = E, 1:S L;:S PJ
1, D = IJ = Pr[ 0 :S fa :S E - 1, 1 :S L; :S PJ.

I,D

(13)

We may write for the relation between joint, conditional and marginal probabilities
p(S, D) = p(S) p(DIS)
= p(D) p(SID), p(S) = LD p(S, D) and p(D) = Ls p(S, D).
Then, from (13):
Pr[S = 0] = Pr[L; = 0] = 1/(1 + P)
Pr[S
Pr[D
Pr[D

= IJ = Pr[l:S
L;:S PJ = P/(l
= DJ = Pr[fo = E]
= 1] = Pr[O:S fo:S E - IJ.

+ P)
(14)

As performance metrics of the symbol (or preamble) detection we define the False
Acceptance Ratio (FAR) as p(D = liS = 0) = p(S = O,D = l)/p(S
= 0) = Pr[O:S
fo:S E -liL; = OJ/Pr[L; = 0], or
FAR = Pr[O :S j~ :S E - 1 I L; = DJ = 1 - Pr[fo
The detection probability Pd is defined as p(D
l)/p(S
= 1) = Pr[O:S fo:S E - 1,1:S g:S PJ/Pr[l:S

= ElL;

= DJ

= liS = 1) = p(S
g:S PJ. Or

(15)
I,D

=

While the false acceptance rate FAR in (15) is independent of P, the detection probability Pd is not. However, apart from some positions near the border of the buffer,
we may assume (time invariance) that each term Pr[O :S fa :S E - 11 L; = gJ equals
Pr[ 0 :S fo :S B - 11 L; = goj for any particular value go so that jo is somewhere in the
middle of the buffer, say jo = E /2. So,
lObserve that this is not the ar qirruuii, (TM)) approach as is mentioned in section 1. However,
the first threshold-crossing
algorithm may be followed by a local maximum search over C samples.
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Pd

= Pr[O :::;ia:::; B - 11E = (Ta] = 1 - Pr[Io = BIE =

(18)

0"0].

Other criteria by which a timing metric and a detection algorithm may be judged are
the pdf of the position error cS and the pdf of the frequency offset estimation. Focussing
on the first, we have
Pr[cS = 0] = Pr[io = jo + 0 E = (To].
(19)
1

From the analysis above, (15),(18) and (19), it is clear that we need to establish Pr[io =
BIE = 0] and Pr[io
= j I E = (To], j = 0, ... , B-l.
For the first threshold-crossing
algorithm we find

= O] E = (T] = Pr[TM(O)
Pr[Io = 11 E = (T] = Pr[TM(O)
Pr[Io = 21 E = (T] = Pr[TM(O)

>

Pr[Io

el

E

= (T]

:::;e, TM(I) >

el

E

= (T]

:::; e, TM(I) :::;e, TM(2) >

el

E

= (T]

:::;e, TM(B-l)

>

(20)
:::; e,

= B-ll E = (T] = Pr[TM(O)
Pr[io = BIE = (T] = Pr[TM(O)

Pr[io

:::; e,

, TM(B-2)
, TM(B-l)

:::;el E

el

E = (T]

= (T].

We have to establish joint probabilities in which, even in the case of independent
complex gaussian symbols corrupted by white additive noise, dependence is introduced
due to the filtering (sample and hold, boxcar filtering) in the correlator of even the
simplest metric (TM/{ p).
In this analytical comprehensive method it is straightforward to know what one
wants, however it is not straightforward to get there. This analytical method can
be transformed into a Monte-Carlo simulation-based one to verify results and in case
non-AWGN channel models are used.
The correspondence between the maxPd/FARout-method
and comprehensive method is investigated below.

4

Independent

time-varying

timing metric process

Assume that the sequence {T.i\1(j)} of time-varying timing-metric random variables
(RVs) consists of independent RVs (for analysis' sake - this is not what the timingmet ri es in section 2 do). Then, the FAR and Pd found in maxPd/FARout-method
may
readily compered to the ones found by the comprehensive method.
Restating (20) for independent random variables TM (j) we find
Pr[io

= O] E = (T] = Pr[TM(O)

> () E = IJ]

Pr[/o

= j 1E = (T] = Pr[TM(j)

>

1

j-l

el

E

= (T]

IT Pr[TM(i)

:::;el E

= (T], j = 1, ... , B-1

B-1

Pr[/o

= BIE = (T] =

IT Pr[TM(j)

:::;el E

= (T].

(21)

j=O

For the FAR and Pd we find (using (15) with TM(j)

=

TM(O)

and (18)):

B-1

FAR

= 1- Pr[TM(O):::;

el

E

= O]B, Pd = 1 -

IT Pr[TM(j)

< R 1~

= era].

(22)

j=O

which may be readily compared to the results found by maxPd/FARout-method
a rephrasing of (12) in which we took jout = 0:
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as in

FAR

:S e

= 1 - Pr[TM(O)

I~ =

0], Pd

= 1 - Pr[TM(jo)

:S e

I~ =

0"0].

(23)

By inspection of (22) and (23) one sees that the maxPdjFARout-method
provides
both a lower bound to the detection probability and false alarm rate found by the
comprehensive method. Although this may be the case, the implication is not that the
Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) found by maxPdjFARout-method
is above the one
found in the new approach, see figure 2a. By increasing both FAR and Pd from point
A (FARI, Pdl), both points B (Better ROC) and W (Worse ROC) may be reached.
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Figure 2: Receiver Operating Curves
So it cannot be concluded that the ROC found by the maxPdjFARout-method
is
an upper bound (quantifyin~ the capability of the best detector) of the ROC found by
the comprehensive method (even under the simplifying assumptions of this section).

5

A Simplifying Example

On observing the behaviour of all timing metrics in an AWGN channel, one notices
that starting from a low values, the signal rises to a peak and subsequently decreases
again. Even in case independent random complex gaussian symbols are input to the
channel and in the case of the most simple metric, dependence is introduced in the
signal {TM(j)}.
As a simplifying
model for the behaviour of {TM(j)}
we use a first
order Markov model to mimic this behaviour and add independent white noise. Define

S(j) = 0, j:S jo - C and S(j) = S(j -1) + ,0,.(j), jo - (C -1):S j:S jo and
S(j)=S(j-l)-,0,.(j),
jo+l:Sj:Sjo+C
and S(j)=O,
j::::jo+C+l.Andlet
TM(j) = S(j) + N(j), with j = 0, ... , B-l.
(24)
in which {,0,.(j)} and {N(j)} and are sequences of real positive valued i.i.d RVs. We
assume (for simplicity, this is not what the timing metrics in section 2 do) that
these sequences are exponentially distributed: fÓ(j)(x)
= u(x) e-X and fN(j)(x) =
u(x) ljO"N e=t:«,
with u(x) Heaviside's step-function. For the comprehensive method,
it is now a matter of perseverance to compute (20), the estimated start positions
for
the first threshold-crossing algorithm and FAR (15) and Pd (18). An approximation
is given when assuming independent RVs (22). For the maxPdjFARout-method
(23)
holds. However, exact computation seems only feasible for small buffer sizes. As an example we use B = ID, C = 3 and jo = 5 and an SN R = ljO"~ = 5 dB, see figure 3. The
ROC of the example is given in figure 2b. Observe that the ROC of maxPdjFARoutmethod and comprehensive method under the independence-assumption are more or
less equal. The comprehensive method ROC is in the low FAR region above both

Ia
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other ROCs (this is not so in the high FAR region though). In this simple example no
firm relation (Better or Worse) between the ROCs of the approaches were found: the
FAR-region of interest matters.
100 realisations

of buffer content

{TM{j}

Probability

Position

in buffer

j

Pr[est.

pas =

il

(size: 10)

(b) P,.{Io = j}, function
Figure 3: Simplifying example.

(a) Example realisations.

6

of j for different

(J.

Concl usions

In this paper we showed results using the maxPd/FARout-method
and discussed some
of its drawbacks. An analysis framework was proposed in which detection probability,
false alarm rate, position error distribution can be computed in an unified fashion. This
comprehensive method bears close correspondence to that what is done in a MonteCarlo simulation to compare timing metrics.
By using the simplifying assumption that the timing-metric process consisted of independent time-varying random variables, it could be shown that the maxPd/FARoutmethod provides both a lower bound to the detection probability and false alarm rate
found by the new framework. However, even under these simplifying assumptions, it
is not possible in general to relate the ROC found by the maxPd/FARout-method
to
the one of the new framework.
So, indeed, how does the ROC found by the maxPd/FARout-method
relate to the
one found using the comprehensive method?
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Abstract

The Request-to-SendjClear-to-Send
(RTSjCTS) protocol is a multiple access
scheme that reserves the channel over space and time in order to transmit a
payload (PAY). In this paper, exact expressions for the probability of correctly
receiving the RTS, CTS and PAY are derived. Unlike other approaches, the power
capture effect is considered for each packet type separately. Numerical results
reveal an inter-play of the different capture probability over time and space,
leading to an improved understanding of the scheme in the wireless network.

1

Introduction

Carrier sensing is a multiple access scheme that inhibits transmission when an ongoing
transmission is detected at the transmitter [1]. However, in some situations users are
inhibited unnecessarily [2]. This could be solved by virtual carrier-sensing in which
the source first asks the destination whether the channel is idle by a Request-to-Send
(RTS) packet, and the destination confirms this with a Clear-to-Send (CTS) packet [2]
Remote stations that recover the RTS or CTS packet are inhibited to transmit during
some specified time, hence increasing the probability of a successful transmission.
Two types of packet detection have been assumed when considering the RTS/CTS
scheme. In the collision model, a packet is correctly received if and only if there is
no other concurrent transmission (e.g. [3]). A improved model is based on the power
capture effect: a packet is correctly received (even if there are interfering signals) if
and only if the signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SINR) is greater than a capture
ratio (e.g. [4, 5]). In the literature, the RTS/CTS scheme has been modeled by
assuming that if the RTS is recovered by the destination, then the CTS, payload
(PAY) and acknowledgement (ACK) will be received correctly too. This is in fact an
approximation that violates the principle of the capture effect. As a result, the causal
effect of the RTS, CTS, PAYand ACK in time is ignored, and the spatial reservation
of the RTS and CTS cannot be highlighted. It is also not known how the scheme can
be optimized to achieve a high system throughput with capture effect.
In this paper, the capture probabilities of the various packet types are derived and
used to investigate the spatial and temporal impacts of the RTS/CTS scheme on the
network. Although the capture probability depends on many system parameters, in
particular the protocol designer can select the rate that is used to encode the packet. In
principle at least, with proper rate adaptations of the different types of packets, their
capture probabilities could be jointly optimized to achieve a high system throughput.
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Figure 1: RTSjCTS multiple access scheme.

2

Model

2.1

RTS/ CTS Scheme

The test station (STA) will be referred to simply as STA and the other STAs as
interferers. We assume that the STA uses RTSjCTS for channel access to the intended
destination which we assume to be the access point (AP). On the other hand, the
interferers use slotted ALOHA for multiple access of unit slot length.
The detailed RTSjCTS scheme considered here is shown in Fig.1.A transmission
cycle consists of an RTS packet, a CTS packet, a PAY (data) packer and an ACK
packet; for conciseness the word "packet" is subsequently omitted when referring to
the different packet types. For ease of analysis, we assume the system to be time slotted.
Each RTS, CTS and ACK uses one slot, and the PAY uses P slots. As illustrated,
If the interferers received the RTS (CTS) correctly, they are inhibited to transmit
during the CTS and ACK periods (PAY period, respectivly). In effect, the inhibition
period is kept to a minimum; this is in contrast to the practice of IEEE 802.11, where
any inhibition is carried out continuously until the cycle completes. Furthermore, we
assume:
1. No carrier sensing: In contrast to common practice in IEEE 802.11, we explicitly do not consider that carrier sensing is carried out, but only virtual carrier
sensing via the RTSjCTS mechanism. This eliminates the exposed node problem
associated with carrier sensing.
2. Only the STA is fully RTS/CTS
capable: For analytical tractability, we assume
that only the STA uses RTSjCTS for multiple access. The interferers uses slotted
ALOHA. Yet, they obey the RTSjCTS rules, that is, they temporarily refrain
from transmission after they receive any RTS or CTS correctly.
3. Slotted Data Detection: Data is (transmitted and) detected during PAY on a slot
by slot basis, independently of other slots. As a result, the ACK comprises of
multiple bits of acknowledgement, one for each slot of data. This assumption
allows the capture model to be applied for each slot independently.

2.2

Capture, Channel and Network Moeiels

The instantaneous SINR can be represented as
SINR

Po
Pt

N

Pt

=

No+ LPi
i=l
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(1)

where Po, Pi is the instantaneous signal power of the STA and the ith interferer, respectively, while No is the noise power and Pt the sum interference and noise power.
From information theory, when the interference and the data is independent Gaussian
distributed, an achievable instantaneous data rate, in bits/symbol, is given by the mutual information I(SINR ) = 10g(1 + SINR ). For a given rate R, an information outage
is said to occur if the instantaneous mutual information is smaller than R, i.e. when
SINR

<

2R

-

1.

The capture, channel and network are modeled as follows.
• Capture Effect: The capture effect is modeled by assuming that the packet is
correctly decoded if and only if there is no information outage, hence relating the
capture ratio to the rate as z(R) £ 2R - 1. This assumption is accurate to within
a few dBs of SNR (or SINR in this case) for large codeword size, see e.g. [6].
• Path Loss: All transmitters use the same power. However, each signal experiences
path loss depending on the propagation distance, a. We model the local mean
power according to the path loss law p = a-(3 where f3 = 4 is the path loss
exponent used in this paper.
• Channel: Each channel exhibits quasi-static flat Rayleigh fading during one RTS,
CTS, PAYor ACK transmission, but independent for different transmission links
and slots. Hence, the probability density function (pdf) of the power pis fp(p) =
~ exp (-~).
• Inierjerers' Positions: The x- and y-coordinates of the STA and AP are denoted
by position vectors aSTA, aAP, respectively. When the RTS/CTS scheme is not
implemented, interfering packets are transmitted according to a spatial homogenous Poisson process with intensity 9(a) = Go packets per time slot per unit
area, where 0 < Go < 00 and a is in an operating region A. The total traffic rate
is G; = JaEA 9(a)da. In this paper, we let the region A grows infinitely large.

3

Capture Probability

In this section, we give the derivation of a generic capture probability, the building block
to compute the capture probability of the data. A packet captures the destination if
and only if the instantaneous SINR is at least z(R).
Consider a source at asource
transmitting a packet of length L and rate R to a destination at adest. The traffic
intensity is 9(a). The event that the packet is received correctly, i.e., that the packet
captures the receiver, is denoted as
[cap (asource, adest, R, L, 9).
For notational convenience, the arguments of z and [cap will be dropped when there is
no ambiguity.
Our analysis exploits the concept of the vulnerability weight function, defined as
W(2R -1, lasource - ~estl, [a, - adestl)

= 1- Lfp, ((2R -1)/p)

where fpi denotes the (exponential) pdf of the power of the ith interferer and Lf(s)
the Laplace transform of function f evaluated at s. It has been shown in [7] that the
capture probability can be simplified into
exp {-

zr:_o
p

J(ai)

-Ll

J(~)

dai},

W(z, lasource - adestl, [a, - ~estl)9(ai).
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(2)

aiEA

(3)

4

Data Capture Probability

4.1

Preliminaries

Let ER, Ec, Ep and EA denote the respective capture events that a slot of the TITS, CTS,
PAY and ACK are received correctly. Note that for P > 1, Ep is the capture event of a
given slot during PAY, but is statistically the same for any slot due to the assumption
that the channel is independent for every slot. The event that the data in a slot carried
by the PAY is received successfully, Edata, occurs if all the above four capture events
occurs", Hence, the probability that the data in a PAY slot is transported from STA
to AP successfully, i.e., the data capture probability, can be expressed using the chain
rule as
Pr(Edata)

=

Pr(ER' Ec, Ep, EA)

= Pr(ER) Pr(EclER) Pr(Ep IER,Eo) Pr(EAIER' Ec, Ep).

(4)

Unlike the RTS and CTS which inhibits other users, reducing the ACK rate does not
incur any penalty on the network. Often, the ACK is transmitted at the lowest possible
rate to ensure reliable communication. To make the analysis concise, we approximate
RA as (effectively) zero and S02
(5)
Hence, to compute Pr(Edata) then only requires computing the first three factors of (4).
4.1.1

Notations

We use <l> E {R, C, P, A} to denote a generic packet type. In our subsequent discussion,
the following notations are used frequently:

• nY,
•

Z<I>

is the rate used for transmitting

<l>,

£ 2R .. - 1 is the capture mbo,

• 9<1>lda)is the spatial traffic intensity at a when <I> is transmitted
event E, and

conditioned on

• P<I>lda)is the probability that <l> captures a receiver at a conditioned on event E.
Here, a is an arbitrary position referring to the position of a source for the traffic
intensity or a destination for the capture probability. Furthermore, E refers to any or
some of {ER,Ec,Ep,EA,0},
where denotes a null set, i.e., a non-event.

°

4.1.2

Relationship of Traffic Intensity and Capture Probahility

Computing any capture probability can be carried out using (2) if the traffic intensity
is known. Hence, the problem of finding the capture probability is reduced to finding
the required traffic intensity. Based on the RTSjCTS scheme described in Sect. 2.1,
the capture probability for different packet types at an arbitrary position is

= Pr {Ecap(asTA'a, RR, 9Rld} ,
Pqda) = Pr {Ec"p(aAP ,~, Rc, Cq.o)} ,
PPlda) = Pr {Ecap(asTA'a, Rp, 9Pld} .
PRlda)

I Recall that the ACK contains acknowledgement,
bits for all PAY slots
2Although not done here, it is also possible to calculate Pr(EAIER,Ec,Ep)
same methodology to be outlined.
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(6)
(I)
(8)
exactly by following the

Figure 2: Relationship of capture probabilities and traffic intensities over time and
space in calculating Pr(EclER)'

Figure 3: Relationship of capture probabilities and traffic intensities over time and
space in calculating Pr(Epl£R, Ec).
For example, the (conditional) capture probability (6) is obtained since the RTS is
transmitted at aSTAand received at an arbitrary position a. Moreover, the rate used
is RR and the corresponding traffic intensity is 9RI£'
The individual capture probability of (4) can then be expressed concisely as special
cases of (6), (7), (8), respectively, in the following ways:
Pr(£R)
Pr(EclER)
Pr(EpIER, Ec)

4.2

PR(aAP),
Pq£R(aSTA),
PP1£R,£C
(aAP)'

(9)
(10)
(ll)

Capture Probability of RTS

We first consider the capture probability of the RTS at an arbitrary position. The
traffic intensity is 9R(a) = Go for all a since during the RTS period no inhibition
is active yet. Using (6), the exact capture probability can be expressed, after some
simplifications, in closed form as
(12)
where a is the distance between STA and the receiver. This corresponds to the results
derived for slotted ALOHA [7]. When the destination is AP, using (9) allows us to
obtain the capture probability of the RTS by AP
(13)
where as is defined as the distance between STA and AP.

4.3

Capture Probability of CTS

We first present an important property to clarify how an inhibition affects a future
traffic intensity. Mathematically, the memory of the RTSjCTS scheme within a cycle
is attributed to this inhibition property.

e

Property
1 (Inhibition) Consider a packet of type
that inhibits receivers that it
captures from transmitting in the time period when <P is active, where <P occurs latter
in time than e. From Fig. 1, if e = R, then <P E {C,A}, and if e = C, then
<P = P. Without inhibition, the traffic is a homogenous Poisson process with intensity
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Go. Due to the inhibition, the traffic conditioned
an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity

on E when <I> is transmitted

is then

(14)
where Pelda)

is the capture probability when 8 is sent conditioned

on E.

Proof 1 Note that the transmission of the uiierferers are mutually independent and
also independent of STA, AP without inhibition. Then, the property holds immediately
by thinning the original homogenous Poisson process with probability (1 - PeIE(a))!8j.
We are now ready to compute Pr(Ec!ER)' We proceed in a reverse time order. As
seen from (10) and (7), we need to first find 9qER (a). If an interferer receives the
RTS correctly, it is inhibited to transmit during the CTS, and the intensity is reduced.
From Property 1, we get
(15)
The capture probability PRIER(a), in turn, depends on the traffic intensity 9RIER(a),
via (6). This traffic intensity is conditioned on ER and hence can be interpreted as an a
posteriori traffic intensity. In contrast, when no additional information is provided, the
a priori traffic intensity is 9R(a) = Go. To complete the analysis, 9RIER(a) is provided
by (16) in Proposition 1. Proofs are omitted due to lack of space; see [9].
Proposit.iou 1 Consider a two-dimensional network with traffic modeled as a homogenous Poisson process with spatial traffic intensity Go. Given tha.t the RTS captures AP,
the traffic intensity when the RTS is sent is given by
(16)
In summary, the sequence of computations (and their relationship)
time order is illustrated from left to right in Fig. 2.

4.4

in the forward

Capture Probability of PAY

The calculation of Pr(EpIER' Ec) is conceptually similar to Pr(Ec!ER)' First, note that
if an interferer receives the CTS correctly, it is inhibited to transmit during the PAY
period. Using Property 1, the traffic intensity during this period is

(17)
Following the same arguments as before, we arrive at a sequence of computations
shown in Fig. 3. Finally, what is left is to determine 9qER,Ec(a), provided by Proposition 2.
Proposition 2 Assume the same two-dimensional
network given in Proposition
Given the events ER, Ec, the traffic intensity when the CTS is sent is given by

1.

9qER,EC(a)

(1-

W(zc,

laAP - aSTAI,la - aSTAI))9qER(a).

(18)

The proofis similar to that given for Proposition 1; see also [9]. Note that 9qER(a)
is required for the computation in (18), which is given by (15). Hence, to compute
9qER,Ec (a) further requires computing the first three spatial functions in Fig. 2.
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(a) YR(a): no spatial reservation is carried out since the
RTSjCTS scheme has not yet
been employed.

(b) ÇqfR(a):
a spatial reservation has been carried out
around STA using the RTS in
anticipation of the CTS.

Figure 4: Plot of traffic intensity where AP is at

0.8
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(c) YPlfR,fc(a):
a spatial
reservation has been carried
out around AP using the CTS
in anticipation of the PAY.
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Figure 5: Simulations and analytical results for two exemplary capture probabilities.

5

Numerical Results

The temporal and spatial effects of the RTS/CTS scheme as successive captures occur
is not immediately apparent from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. We highlight the combined spatial
and temporal effects by plotting the traffic intensities at different time, obtained by
numerical computations. Noise is neglected for all our numerical studies to emphasize
the effects of interference.
Consider an exemplary case with parameters RR = 1 = Rc = 1, as = 0.5, Go =
liJf ::::0 0.32. If no spatial reservation is carried out using the RTS, the traffic intensity
is uniform at Go; see Fig. 4(a). When the RTS is used to reserve the channel in
anticipation of the CTS, the traffic Qq£R (a) is reduced mostly in the vicinity of the
STA; see Fig. 4(b). Hence, the CTS capture probability is improved. After the RTS is
received correctly, the CTS is used to reserve the channel in anticipation of the PAY.
The traffic intensity Qpl£R,£Ç(a) is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). Similarly, the PAY capture
probability is improved. Furthermore, as suggested by Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), the
amount of inhibition can be considered appropriate since reservation is only activated
when needed and mostly over the region close to the receivers.
Simulations have also been carried out to verify the analysis. The number of po-
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tentially transmitting interferers are first generated using the Poisson distribution,
independently for different slots, before the simulation of a cycle starts. Then, the positions of the interferers within a square of length 20 is generated independently using
a uniform spatial pdf. The Rayleigh channel is also generated independently for every
slot and transmission link. If the cycle is not prematurely aborted (due to a failed
transmission), the pre-determined interferers are inhibited accordingly after captures
occurs. Otherwise, the cycle restarts.
From Fig. 5, it is observed that the simulation results (using 10,000 runs) match the
analytical results well, with the simulated probabilities Pr(EpIER, Ec), Pr(Edata) slightly
higher than the analyticalones.
From simulation trials, the gap decreases as the
network area increases, but at an increase in simulation time. Hence, the simulations
corroborate the analysis which assumes an infinitely large operation region.

6

Conclusion

An analytical description of the behavior of the RTS/CTS multiple access scheme
taking capture effect into consideration has been developed. We have derived new exact
expressions for the capture probabilities of the RTS, CTS and payload as functions of
their transmission rates. Numerical results show that the scheme makes a spatial and
temporal reservation of the channel only when required to. In subsequent research
[9], rate adaptation will be carried out to perform throughput optimization and to
illustrate the advantage of the RTS/CTS scheme.
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Abstract
An audio fingerprint is a compact yet very robust representation of the perceptually relevant parts of audio content. It can be used to identify audio, even
when of severely distorted. Audio compression changes the fingerprint slightly.
We exploit these small fingerprint differences due to compression to assess the
perceptual quality of the compressed audio file compared to the originaL For
uncorrelated signals the Bit Error Rate (BER) is approximately inversely proportional to the square root of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the signaL
In practice there is a large variance in BER for a given compression bit rate or
SNR leveL This is due to the variability in spectral shape and the non-stationary
character of music. In this pa.per we extend our models to music in the presence of additive or compression noise. By ignoring fingerprint regions which are
oversensitive to noise, we reduce the variance in BER for a given SNR leveL

1

Introduction

Identification of music on the Internet is usually done by searching in the metadata
describing the music content. Metadata like song title, artist, etc., however, is often
incoherent or misleading [8], especially on popular unmoderated Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
file-shar ing networks like KaZaA (www.kazaa.com) and eDonkey (www.edonkey.com).
A solution is to identify the music based on the content
Identification, however, is often not enough. Although audio which has been compressed at high bitrates can be transparent to the average listener, in general compression affects the perceptual quality of the content, especially at low bitrates. The
perceptual quality (fidelity) of a song compressed using MP3 at a bitrate of 32 kbps
is totally different from the perceptual quality of the CD-recording of the same song.
Therefore, a content-based indication for the perceptual quality is needed. The Music2Share project proposes to use audio fingerprints for both identification and quality
assessment of unlabeled content on a P2P network [7].
Audio fingerprints are compact representations of the perceptually relevant parts of
audio content that can be used to identify music based on the content. A fingerprinting
system consists of two parts: fingerprint extraction and a matching algorithm. The
fingerprints of a large number of songs are usually stored in a database. A song is identified by comparing its fingerprint with the fingerprints in the database. The procedure
for music identification using fingerprints is shown in Figure 1(a). Fingerprinting appli-
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SOngX~FX(n,m)
Song y ~
Fingerprints
And
Metadata

Fy(n,m)

U
djSongX;

(a)

U
Song Y)

~

d(Fx(n,m); Fy(n,m»

(b)

Figure 1: Using fingerprints for identification and quality assessment; (a) Music identification: The extracted audio fingerprint is matched against a database with precomputed fingerprints and metadata. (b) Quality assessment: Relating differences in
audio fingerprints of two versions of the same recording, X and Y, to differences in
perceptual quality of these recordings.
cations are e.g. identification of music being played on the radio, music identification
using a cell phone (e.g. Shazam [10]), and filtering for file sharing applications [6], [2].
Most audio fingerprinting systems derive their fingerprint from a time-frequency
representation, e.g. using short-term Fourier transforms. They mainly differ in their
choice of features to construct the fingerprint, e.g. spectral flatness features [1], spectral
peaks [10], Fourier coefficients [3], and energy differences between freCJllf~ncy
bands [6].
Fingerprints are robust to many kinds of processing: encoding using different coding
schemes or bit rates, subsequent Digital-to-Analog (D / A) and Analog-to-Digital (A/D)
conversions, small changes in play-out speed, etc. The fingerprints of two arbitrary
pieces of music are very different, while fingerprints of the same music, but which differ
due to a limited amount of processing or distortion, are only slightly different.
We aim to exploit the small fingerprint differences due to compression to assess the
perceptual quality of the compressed audio file. For the time being we limit. ourselves
to compression using the popular MP3 format. This setup is shown schematically in
Figure 1(b). Fx (n, m) denotes the fingerprint bits of the original, undistorted recording, X, and Fy(n, m) denotes the fingerprint bits of the compressed recording, Y. The
difference between the fingerprints d(Fx(n, m); Fy(n, m)) is related to the (perceptual)
difference between the songs dIT (Song X; Song Y).
We use the Philips audio fingerprinting system [6] because it is well documented,
highly robust against compression and differences in fingerprint can be related to parameters used in MP3 compression. Our previous work shows t.he potentialof using
fingerprint differences for a Philips fingerprinting algorithm [6] to indicate the quality
of compressed music, [4, 5]. In [4] we have outlined a theoretical model describing the
statistics of the fingerprint bits of uncorrelated signals. In [.5]we present a theoretical
model that relates the fingerprint differences for uncorrelated signals in the presence of
additive noise to the SNR. These statistics were found to be representative for music
as well. In [9] we have shown experimentally that similar relations apply to fingerprint
differences for compressed content for other algorithms as well. This paper focuses on
making the quality assessment more reliable.
Section 2 of the paper presents details of the audio fingerprinting system used for
identifying songs, Section 3 extends our previously developed model for the robustness
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F(n,O)
I'(n,l)

I'(n,31)

Figure 2: Philips audio fingerprinting extraction [6]. T indicates a unit-time delay.
of fingerprints to additive noise from uncorrelated signals to music, Section 4 draws
conclusions and outlines future work.

2

Philips audio hash

Figure 2 shows an overview of the fingerprint extraction stage of the Philips system [6].
The audio signal is first segmented into frames of 0.37 seconds with an overlap factor of
31/32, weighted by a Hanning window. The compact representation of a single frame
is called a sub-fingerprint. In this way, it extracts 32-bit sub-fingerprints for every
interval of 11.6 ms (370/32 ms). Due to the large overlap, subsequent sub-fingerprints
have a large similarity and slowly vary in time. The fingerprint of a song consists of
a sequence of sub-fingerprints, which are stored in a database. To extract a 32-bit
sub-fingerprint for every frame, 33 non-overlapping frequency bands are selected from
the estimated Power Spectral Density (PSD). These bands range from 300 Hz to 2000
Hz and are logarithmically spaced.
Haitsma and Kalker report that experiments have shown that the sign of energy
differences is a property that is very robust to many kinds of processing [6]. We
denote the energy of frequency hand m of frame n by E(n, m) . Energy differences are
computed in time and frequency:
ED(n, m)

= E(n, m) - E(n, m+1)
- (E(n-1,m)

- E(n-1,m+1)).

(1)

The bits of the sub-fingerprint are derived by
F(n,m)={~

ED(n,m)

>0

ED(n,m)

SO'

(2)

where F(n, m) denotes the mth bit of sub-fingerprint n.
Figure 3(a) shows an example of a fingerprint. White parts indicate positive energy
differences (i.e. F(n, m) = 1). The small side of the fingerprint block is the frequency
direction, consisting of the 32 bits cortesponding to the differences between the 33
frequency bands. The long side of the block corresponds to the temporal dimeneion.
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Figure 3: Fingerprints for an excerpt of 'Anarchy in the U.K.' by the Sex Pistols.
(a)-(b) Fingerprints of (a) the original and (b) of an MP3 compressed version encoded
at 128 kbps; white indicates F(n,m) = 1 (c-e) Differences between the fingerprints of
the original and an MP3 compressed version encoded at (c) 128 kbps (d) 80 kbps and
(e) 32 kbps. The black positions mark the differences. (f) Relating differences between
two fingerprints Fdiff to a quality indication.
The system is capable of identifying a segment of about 3.3 seconds of music (256
sub-fingerprints) in a large database, even if the segment is severely distorted. Let the
difference between two fingerprints, Fx(n, m) and Fy(n, m), be defined as:
Fdiff(n, m) = XOR (Fx(n, m), Fy(n, m)).

(3)

The used distance measure for fingerprints of size N x M is the Bit Error Rate (BER):

BER

=

1
MN

M-l N-l

L L Fdiff(n,m),

m=O

(4)

n=O

Two fingerprints are considered similar if the BER falls below a threshold of 0.35_

3

Robustness to additive noise and compr-essiori

When the song is subject to compression, the fingerprint changes slightly. To indicate
the effect of MP3 compression on the fingerprint extraction, Figures 3(c)-3(e) show the
difference patterns of the fingerprint of a recording at different bit-rates relative to the
fingerprint of the CD-quality recording of the same song. The black sections mark the
fingerprint differences, white sections indicate similarity between t.he fingerprints.
Section 3.1 summarizes our model describing the relation between Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) and BER for uncorrelated signals. Section 3.2 extends the model to
correlated, stationary signals. Section 3.3 uses the ideas from Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to
estimate the SNR of music distorted by additive noise. Section 3.4 discusses the case
for compressed music.
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Figure 4: SNR-BER relation for (a) three signal types: iid Gaussian (model: '- -',
exp: '6'), AR model of order 60 (model: '-', exp: '+'), Song by Eric Clapton (model:
'... ', exp: '0'); (b) additive noise on music averaged over 11 songs: SNR-BER ('6')
and SNR-BERw
('0'). The markers indicate the median. Errorbars indicate lower
and upper 10% BER values for a given SNR. The curves have been shifted slightly
horizontally in order not to overlap. The iid model is shown as a reference ('- -').

3.1

Analysis using uncorrelated

signals

In previous work [5] we have made a statistical analysis of the fingerprint BER when
both the signal, X, and the distortion, W, are assumed zero-mean, independent identically distributed (iid) Gaussian random variables, having variance al and afy, respectively. The model relates these variances to the average BER:
BER
If

al » afy,

1 arctan (
= :;

(5)

equation (5) can be approximated by:
1 arctan (' v2;;:;aw') ;:.;:;v'~
BER::::::1':
ax
1':

(6)

When the SNR is formulated as 20 10 log( a x / aw) and the BER is plotted on a logarithmic scale, the SNR vs. BER relation is a straight line, since according to equation
(6) the BER is inversely proportional to ax/aw. In practice this means that for a 20
dB increase of SNR, the BER is expected to drop by a factor la. Figure 4(a) shows
the SNR-BER relationship for model of equation (5) along with experimental results.

3.2

Analysis using correlated,

stationary

signals

The model briefiy outlined in Section 3.1 assumes that the signal is stationary, and
has (on average) a fiat spectrum. Therefore, all frequency bands have an identical
robustness to additive noise and have equal probability of bit errors. When the signal
X is not assumed iid Gaussian, but the samples are correlated in time, e.g. an autoregressive (AR) signal, the spectrum is not fiat. Then, the spectral bands having a
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relatively high average Power Spectral Density (PSD) level are more robust to additive
noise than those which have relatively low average PSD levels.
A simple extension to the model of equation (6), would be to take the average PSD
levels in the frequency bands leading to fingerprint bits FP( . ,m) into account. Let
cr3cm denote the average signal PSD level in frequency hand m.. while d'm,xm+1 denotes
the average PSD level in bands m and m + 1. Then the average BER corresponding
to the signal in band m and m + 1 can be approximated by:
2

BERm

::::0

1 arctan (

:;

2

2

cr W

= -1 arctan

)

aXm,Xm+l

(7)

(

'IT

It is easy to see that the ratio cr3c/ cr3cm effectively scales the argument according to
the local average signal power. Of course, if band m contains Nm samples, the average
power over all frequency bands, cr3c, is related to the average power in band m through
NmcrX2 / ",M
Nm
crx2 = ",M
~m.=o
~m=Q
m

The overall BER can be expressed as the average of the M frequency band BERs:
M-I

BER

= M1 '"'""
c: BER,n

(8)

m=O

Figure 4(a) shows the modeled and experimental SNR-BER curves for a 60th order AR
process. The coefficients were obtained by fitting the model onto a frame of real music.

3.3

Music in the presence

of additive

noise

Although the model in equation (8) assumes a stationary signal, it does reflect the
influence of a non-flat spectrum. In music, the spectral peaks correspond to reliable
bits and the low-energy, noise-like regions correspond to sensitive bits. For music and
additive noise we can extend the analysis by taking t.hp.non-stationarity into account.
Individual bits reflect the SNR, localized both in time and frequency.
The expected BER of a fingerprint of size N x M is related to the ratio crl / crfv by:
M-I N-I

EER =

(9)

_1_
MN~~ '"'"" '"'"" BER,. ,m
m-Q

n=D

where
BER,.
m
,

= -7r1 arctan (

(10)

Here, crL.m/crfv
represents the SNR level corresponrling to fingerprint bit F(n, m).
Equations (1) and (2) relate this bit to the energy in two frequency bands in two
frames. The energy density of the signal reflected in the BER is the maximum of
the four energies in (1). Experiments show that for most music fragments the model
in e4uaLioIl (10) fits better if the SNl{ is not solely based on these two frames, but
estimated over a larger window size of 2k + 1 frames:

cr~

=
n,rn

maxE(i,j)
1.,J

i = n - k, ... , n, ... , n
j = m,m+ 1
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+k

(11)

In our experiments we used k = 13. The predicted and experimental curves for a 3
second music segment is shown in Figure 4(a).
The spectral shape and the non-stationarity of music result in a large variance of
the BER for a given SNR, especially when averaged over different songs. If we like
to estimate the quality of a song (in this model: SNR) using the distance between its
fingerprint and a reference fingerprint in the database, this variance is a problem. It
can be reduced by ignoring the least reliable bits in computing the fingerprint distance.
This corresponds to removing statistical outliers. In other words, we would like to
ignore the bits corresponding to regions having a locally very low SNR, such that the
BER of the remaining bits reflects the SNR in the same way as a reference SNR-BER
relation, common for all songs (fragments). We choose the model in equation (5) for
an uncorrelated signal as reference. The selection of fingerprint bits for the distance
measure can be done by selecting the set of bits K that minimizes cost function L:

K = argminL,

(12)

M

where L is defined as

L [00
=

00

(10

log (BER) ~

10 log

(I~I L

BERn,m) ) 2 d(SNR)

(13)

{n,m}EM

and M denotes the set of selected fingerprint bit positions {n, m}.
between two fingerprints is then defined as:
BERw

1

= TKT

L

Fdiff(n, m).

The distance

(14)

{n,m)EIC

An algorithm to approach this minimum is to sort the spectral energy densities

cr;"".,,, in decreasing order and pick subsequent components until the minimum of L is
reached. Figure 4(b) shows the result of applying this strategy to music and additive
noise. The variance in BER for a given SNR level is clearly reduced. The irrelevant bits
can be marked in the fingerprint of the original song. Marking irrelevant bits requires
an extra symbol, leading to a larger fingerprint size. If the irrelevant bits are marked
in the fingerprints of the original songs, the database size increases significantly and
thc matching procedure has Lu oe adapted.

3.4

Compressed music

We can also apply the binary masks obtained by the algorithm described in Section
3.3 in the case of fingerprint differences due to compression. The curves are shown in
Figure 5. When plotting the SNR level as a result of compression versus the BER, the
variance clearly reduces. This is not the case when plotting the compression bitrate
versus the BER. There the variance remains approximately the same with respect to its
corresponding mean. The model in (10) assumes that the noise is additive and constant
over the entire spectral region used in the fingerprint computation. In compression,
however, a psycho acoustic model is used to put the compression noise in the inaudible
parts of the spectrum. The resulting compression noise is not constant. The assumption
of a constant noise spectrum can be loosened by assuming a constant noise level within
a critical band of the human ear instead of the entire spectrum.
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Figure 5: (a) SNR versus BER ('+') and BERw ('0') (scaled by 10-2 / shifted -20 dB
for visibility). (b) Compression bitrate versus BER ('6') and BERw ('0').

4

Conclusion

Our model derived in previous work for iid Gaussian signals in the presence of additive noise has been successfully extended to AR processes and music. The algorithm
described in Section 3.3 effectively reduces the variance in BER for a given SNR level,
When applied on the fingerprint differences due to compression, the variance in BER
drops for a given SNR level, but not for a given compression bitrate.
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Abstract
A biometrie authentication system can be partitioned into a layer that extracts common randomness out of a pair of related biometrie sequences [Maurer,
1993] and a layer that masks a key sequence with this common randomness. We
will analyze the performance of such a layered system first, and will show that
an alternative method, the XOR-technique, is not always secure.

1

Introduction

Nowadays with the introduetion of biometrie technologies in daily life the importance
of secure storage and communication of data in biometrie systems increased. In this
paper we concentrate on the security of XOR-based biometrie authentication systems.
Biometrie authentication is the process of establishing the identity of an individual
using measurements of his/her biological characteristics. The attempts to create secure
authentication scheme led to so called XOR-schemes [1]. In this work the biometrie data
is assumed to be an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence, however,
in practice, this is rarely a realistic assumption. Therefore, in this paper we analyse
the impact of using non i.i.d. biometrie sequences in XOR-schemes. Moreover, we
consider methods to build secure authentication schemes by looking at authentication
schemes as the ones partitioned into a layer that extracts common randomness out of a
pair of related biometrie sequences [2] and a layer that masks a key sequence with this
common randomness. We show that only an XOR-scheme built using above principles
will lead to an authentication scheme which is always secure.

2

The common randomness extraction

M

Figure 1: Randomness extraction.
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layer

Consider a system in which an encoder and a decoder have to extract the same
random information 5 from enrollment and authentication biometrie measurements
XN and yN, respectively. To ensure reliable communication the encoder sends helper
information M to the decoder (see Figure 1). In such a system, the communication
channel is assumed to be public. Using a random binning argument [3], we show that
a system can be constructed such that roughly no information about thc extracted
randomness 5 is given to an eavesdropper that observes M, while ensuring that the
decoder's version S of 5 is equal to 5 with probability roughly one. The amount
of common randomness that can be extracted in this way is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 1 For the common randomness
extraction
scheme, processing
i. i. d. sequences, for each 6 > 0, for all N large enough, there exists a sequence of codes
satisfying
Pr{S =I 5}
H(5)jN
1(5; M)jN
Conversely,
there
scheme if H(5)jN

exists no secure
> I(X; Y).

::::: 6,
> I(X;
< 6.

(1(5; M)jN

Y) - 6,

~ 0) and reliable

(Pr{S

=I 5} ~ 0)

Achievability:
Fix an E > O. Now Ae(X)
and Ae(X, Y) are the sets of typical
and jointly typical sequences as defined in Cover and Thomas [4], based on the joint
distribution of the XY-source.
We prove the achievability with a random binning argument. We assign to each
sequence xN a helper-label m E {I, 2,'"
, 2NRh} with probability Pr{M(xN)
= m} =
NR
2- ". We also assign to each sequence xN a randomness-label s E {1,2,··· ,2NR,}
with probability Pr{5(xN)
= s} = 2-NRs.
The helper label m(xN) is sent to the decoder by the encoder. The decoder after
having observed yN looks for a unique sequence xN with label m such that
(1)
First problem is now to determine the decoder error probability averaged over the
random binning:
Pd,e

< Pr{(XN,

< Pr{(XN,

yN)
yN)

rf. A U (uxN7'XN.(xN,yN)EAeM(xN)
= M(XN))}
rf. A} +
L
Pr{M(xN)
= M(XN)}
xN7'XN

::::: Pr{(XN,

.(xN ,yN)EA,

yN) rf. A} + l{xN : (xN, yN)
+ 2N(H(XIY)+2e) ·2-NRh

<

E

<

2E,

E

A}I. TNR"
(2)

for N large enough if Rh = H(XIY)
+ 3E.
The encoder wants xN to be reconstructible from both the helper-label m ami the
randomness-label s. It looks for the unique sequence xN with labels m and s such that
xN

E

A(X).
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(3)

Now the encoder error probability
satisfies
Pe"

< Pr{XN
< Pr{XN

averaged over the ensemble of random binnings

rt A U (UxN#XN:xNEAM(XN)
rt A} +
2..: Pr{M(xN)

:::; Pr{XN rt A,} + l{xN : xN
< e + 2N(H(X)+,) ·2-N(Rh+Rs)

E

AJI·

= M(XN) 1\ S(xN) = S(XN))}
= M(XN), S(xN) = S(XN)}

TN(Rh+Rs)

< 2é,

(4)

for N large enough if R; = 1(X; Y) - e (and Rh = H(XIY)
+ 3é).
Since Pd" + Pe,t :::;4é for N large enough, this implies that for N large enough there
exist two random binnings such that Pd" + Pe" :::;4é. Now we focus on these codes for
the rest of the proof.
Note that H(M)
< log22NRh = NRh = N(H(XIY)
+ 3é) and that H(S) <
log22NRs = NRs = N(I(X;
Y) - E). Now, using Fano's inequality in the last step
where x~ is the encoder's estimate of xN, we find that
H(XN)

H(XN,S,M)

< H(S) + H(M)
H(S)

+ H(M)

< H(S) + H(M)

+ H(XNIS,
+ H(XNIS,
+ 1 + N Pe

M)

,€

M, X!')
log2lXI.

(5)

Hence the entropy of the common randomness
H(S)

> H(XN)
~
~

NH(X)
N(I(X;

- H(M) - 1- NPe"log2IXI
- N(H(XIY)
+ 3é) - 1- NPe"log2IXI
Y) - 3é - 4é log2lXI) - l.

From this we may conclude that for all N large enough H(S)/N
properly chosen e. Next we study the mutual information
1(S; M)

H(S)

H(S)
H(S)

< H(S)
< N(2é

(6)

~ 1(X; Y) - b for

+ H(M) - H(S, M)
+ H(M) - H(S, M, XN) + H(XN IS, M)
+ H(M) - H(XN) + H(XNIS, M, X:')
+ H(M) - N H(X) + 1 + N Pe" log21XI
+ 410 log2 lXI) + l.

(7)

Now we may conclude that 1(M; S)/ N :::;b for all N large enough for properly chosen
i= S} :::;Pd". 0
Remark: When the source is jointly stationary ergodie a similar proof can be formulated. The difference is that now the typical sets are defined as in Cover [5].
Converse: We denote by S the decoder's estimate of the common randomness S
generated by the encoder. Then Fano's inequality yields
e. Note that also Pd,t :::;b can be achieved in this way and that Pr{S

H(SlyN,

M)

< H(SlyN, M, S)
< H(SIS)
< 1 + PS,t log2 ISI,
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(8)

where P.,E = Pr{S i= 5} and 5 assumes values from S. Note that ISI
the encoder is deterministic. Next we consider
H(5)

< IXIN since

+ H(5IyN, M)
< 1(5; yN, M) + P.,E log? ISI + 1
< 1(5; M) + 1(5; yNIM) + N P.,E log21XI + 1
< 1(5; M) + H(yN) - H(yNIM, 5, XN) + N P.,E log21XI + 1
1(5; M) + H(yN) - H(yNIXN) + N P.,E log21XI + 1
1(5; M) + NI(X; Y) + N P.,E log21XI + 1.
1(5; yN, M)

(9)

For all large enough N and for P.,E 1 0 we obtain the desired upper bound on the
entropy of the common randomness per source symbol pair.
IZI
Remark: The converse result can also be reformulated for biometrie sequences that
are generated by a jointly stationary ergodie source.

3

The masking layer

Figure 2: Masking layer.
In the previous section we described a procedure for secure randomness extraction
from biometrie data. However, to avoid cross-matching in the databases, to cancel
compromised keys, a possibility to use different keys associated with the same biometrie
data XN for authentication is required. That is why, the masking layer as in [6] (see
Figure 3), which is based on the one-time pad principle, is introduced. In the masking
layer, a uniform binary secret key K is generated for a biometrie sequence X N. The
encoder transmits extra side information, which is the secret key K added modulo 2
to the common randomness 5, to the decoder. Note that here we assume that the
common randomness is a binary sequence. To perform the authentication procedure,
the decoder adds modulo 2 the estimated common randomness S extracted from yN
to the obtained side information and uses the resulting secret key K for authorization
purposes.
Theorem 2 If we use a masking procedure, based on a uniform
the system preserves its properts] of being secure, i. e.
I(K;M,Kffi5)jN
if H(K)jN

binary key sequence,

~ 0

~ I(X; Y).

Proof: The proof corresponds to a masking layer added to the randomness extraction
layer described in the achievability proof. Therefore the length of the key sequence is
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NRs and H(K) = NRs = N(I(X;
Y) - c). Note that I(K; M, K EBS)
S) - H(M, K EBSIK). We first consider
H(M,

K EBS)

+ H(K EBSIM)
+H(K)
+ NRs.

H(M)

< H(M)
< H(M)

= H(M, K EB

(10)

For the second term we find
H(M,

K EBSIK)

H(MIK)
H(M)
H(M)
H(M)

+ H(K
+ H(SIM,
+ H(SIM)
+ H(S) -

EBSIM, K)
K)
(11)

I(S; M).

Now we combine the two terms and obtain
I(K; M, K EBS)

< NRs - H(S) + I(S; M)
< N(I(X; Y) - E)
-N(I(X;
Y) - 3c - 4clog2lXI)
+N(2c + 4c log2lXI) + 1
N(4c + 8c log21XIl + 2.

Dividing both parts of the derived inequality

4

+1
(12)

by N finalizes the proof.

The XOR-scheme

Figure 3: The XOR-scheme.
Now we consider a system (proposed in [1]) as in Figure 3. At the encoding side,
a binary secret key K for biometrie data XN is uniformly chosen. This secret key is
encoded into a binary codeword C'", from the selected error-correcting code. The offset
ZN, defined as ZN = er EBX N, is released to the decoder for the authentication.
In the authentication
phase, the offset ZN is added modulo 2 to the biometrie
sequence yN, observed by the decoder êN = ZN EByN = eN EBX N EBC'", The closest
codeword in the corresponding error-correcting code is determined and this codeword
is decoded to the secret key K. If K = K, the authentication decision is positive.
In the described XOR-scheme a binary error-correcting code of rate R; is used and
we assume that the code is one-to one. Since the secret key sequence K is encoded
into a binary codeword c«, this implies that H (K) = H (eN) = N Rc, where R; is the
rate of the code.
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Assume that the biometrie sequence XN is a stationary binary sequence with entropy
H(X)(X) = lim H(XI, X2,···
, XN)/N
= lim H(XNlxi"-I).
(13)
N~oo

N~oo

The binary entropy function h(-) is defined as h(p) = -P log2(p) - (1- p) log2(1- p)
for 0 ::; p ::; 1. For 0 ::; a ::; 1 we define the inverse of the binary entropy function
h-l(a)
= q if 0 ::; q ::; 1/2 and h(q) = a. Moreover for 0 ::; PI,P2 ::; 1 let PI * P2 =
PI(1- P2) + (1 - PdP2.
Theorem 3 For the random binary independent
stationary,
the following statement
holds:

sequences

X Nand

CN,

if X N is

where zi" = Zl,·· . , ZN = Xl EBCl,·· . , XN EBCN· This is an adapted version
binary analog to the entropy-power
inequality (Shamai and Wyner ('i)).
Proof: For n
we obtain

of the

= 1,2,·· . , N, from Shamai and Wyner ([7], last but one equation),

H(ZnIZ~-I)

~
~

since Hoo(X) S H(XnIX~-I),
U-convexity of h((3 * h-I(U))

h[h-I(H(XnIX~-I))
* h-I(H(CnIC~-l))l
h[h-I(H(X)(X))
* h-1(H(CnICi,-I))],

(14)

and where e.g. Xn-1 = Xl,··· ,Xn-l.
Next we use the
in u (in the second inequality) and find that:
N

~ LH(ZnIZ~-l)

~H(Zi")

n=1
N

>

~ L

h[h-1(Hoo(X))

* h-I(H(CnIC~-I))l

11=1
N

> h[h-I(Hoo(X))

* h-l(

~

L

H(CnIC~-I))l

n=l

(15)
This finalizes the proof.
181.
Based on this result we would like to analyse the XOR-scheme for biometrie binary
stationary sequences XN that rio not have full entropy. The side information ZN
is publicly communicated to the decoder, and we are interested in the amount of
information that can be obtained by an eavesdropper from ZN about the secret key K.
Therefore, to characterize information leakage, we would like to evaluate the mutual
information 1(K; ZN)/N.
The mutual information can now be rewritten as
H(ZN) - H(ZNIK)
H(CN CD XN) - II(CN
H(XN EB CN) - H(XN).

efj

XNIJ()
(16)

where the last equality holds since CN is determined by K and XN and K are independent.
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Theorem 4 Information
leakage is unavoidable,
Hoo(X) < 1 and for N asymptotically
large.

i.e.

I(K;

CN EBXN)/

> 0 for

N

Proof: From our version of the binary analog to the entropy-power inequality
111
lim NI(K;
ZN)
lim NH(CN
EBXN) - lim NH(XN)
N~oo

N~oo

N~oo

> h[h-1(Hoo(X))

* h-1(Re)]

- Hoo(X).

(17)

Inspection shows that equality can only occur if Hoo(X) = 1. Thus, we conclude
that a security preserving XOR-scheme is only established if XN is independent and
uniformly distributed.
[;gI.
Another, even better, lower bound follows if we use a simple binary linear code
where the first N Re information symbols are followed by N - N R; parity symbols,
i.e, H(CnICf-1)
= 1 for n::; NRe and H(CnIC~-l)
= 0 for n > NRe, where we also
assume that NRe is integer. Therefore, from (14),
N

~L H(ZnIZf-1)
n=l
1 NRc

>

N

L h[h-1(Hoo(X))

* h-1(1)]

1

+N

n=l
1

N [N Re

N

L

h[h-1(Hoo(X))

* h-1(0)]

n=NRc+1

+ (N

- N Re)Hoo(X)]

Re + (1 - Re)Hoo(X)
Hoo(X) + Re(1 - Hoo(X)).

(18)

Now we obtain
lim J:_I(K;
N~oo N

ZN)

> Hoo(X) + Re(1-

Hoo(X))

- Hoo(X)

(19)
Using the same reasoning as before, we again conclude that a security preserving XORscheme is only established if Hoo = 1.
Example: Let us consider an example of a biometrie XOR system with the following parameters: Hoo(X) = 0.500 and, therefore, h-1(Hoo(X))
= 0.110, and Re =
I(X; Y)/N
= 0.100 and h-1(Re) = 0.013. Then h(0.110 * 0.013) = h(0.120) = 0.530.
Therefore, I(K; ZN)/N
2: 0.530-0.500 = 0.030, which is 30% ofthe information about
the secret key K. If we assume that the code is linear, information digits first, we obtain the lower bound I(K; ZN)/N
2: 0.1· 0.5 = 0.050, which is 50% of the information
about the secret key K.
From these results, it is clear that this system is insecure. Note that we considered
the asymptotic case, but it will be clear that for finite values of N there can be a security
problem. Using the same reasonings, it can also be shown that side information ZN in
the XOR-scheme leaks information about biometrie data.

5

Conclusions

We investigated the security properties of the XOR system (some of the provided proofs
overlap with those, for example, in [6], [8]). We could conclude that full security can
only be obtained for biometrie sequences with entropy one. It is therefore better to
use a scheme based on a randomness-extraction
layer followed by a masking layer. We
have analyzed such schemes and they turn out to be optimal.
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Abstract
In this paper, we extend the results for optimal transmission of the Gaussian
channel state via the state-dependent channels to the communications of the
Laplacian data. We derive a minimum mean square estimate (MMSE) of the
stationary independent identically (i.i.d.) distributed Laplacian channel state
corrupted by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and demonstrate that
estimation accuracy is the same in both cases and does not depend on the channel
state pdf. For transmission performance improvement we propose to decompose
the Laplacian data using the paradygm of parallel source splitting. We show
that for the case of infinite Gaussian mixture approximation of Laplacian source
it is possible to significantly improve the performance of the considered communication protocol.

1

Introduction

The problem of information transmission via state-dependent channels has attracted
significant attention in recent years. The main part of existing research has been
focused on the inforrnation-theoretic analysis of fundamental performance limits of such
protocols where the highest possible rate of reliable transmission was investigated. This
problem has been studied by Gel'fand and Pinsker [1] for the general case of discrete
memoryless channels and by Costa for a particular case of the Gaussian memoryless
channels [2] and it was demonstrated that in the latter case it is possible to achieve
the rate of transmission equivalent to the capacity of the ideal AWGN channel when a
random binning strategy is used for codebook design.
Another important research issue concerns optimal communications through the
state-dependent channels (or estimation from the channel output) of the conveyed
state information. In addition to the data-hiding, where besides mentioned capacity
demands channel state recovery also can be required in some particular applications [3],
this aspect is getting more importance due to the necessity of upgrading and rehauling analog communications systems with digital transmission systems in broadcasting
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of audio, images and video [4, 5, 6]. Moreover, recently some results have been reported demonstrating the efficiency of this paradigm in the application of the quality
enhancement of printed/scanned documents using side information [7].
Theoretical fundamentals of the optimal design of the protocols targeting the hi~hest accuracy of channel state estimation was recently considered by Sutivong et al. [8].
Their analysis was restricted to the Gaussian memoryless set-up and it was demonstrated that simple uncoded transmission leads to the optimal system performance in
terms of channel state estimate distortions contrarily to the Costa information transmission optimized set-up [2]. Finally, it was shown that power sharing technique can
be used in the general case when both message communication with some rate that is
below the channel capacity and enhanced state communication are required.
Bounding the performance of any practical channel state communications system,
the result in [8] should be revised for each particular case (meaning, for different state
statistics) in order to evaluate the actual performance. Moreover, being fundamental,
the i.i.d. stationary Gaussian assumption has restricted application in practice. For instance, it was multiply reported that statistical properties of real images independently
on the considered domain have higly non-Gaussian character (see, for example, [9]).
Thus we can formulate the main goal of this paper to answer to the following
question: what is the real channel state transmission system performance for the case
when the channel state has some non-Gaussian distribution?
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 problem formulation of the channel
state revealing at the decoder will be presented. Section 3 contains the distortion analysis of i.i.d. Laplacian channel state communications via the state-dependent channels.
Some aspects of image modeling are considered in Section 4. The analysis of the nonstationary transmission of the i.i.d. Laplacian data is performed in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
Notations
We use capital letters to denote scalar random variables X and small
letters x to designate their realizations. Vector random variables and their realizations
are denoted as XN and z", respectively, where the superscript N is used to designate
length-N vectors xN = [x[l], x[2], ... , x[NW with kth element x[k]. We use X '" px(x)
or simply X '" p(x) to indicate that a random variable X is distributed according to
px(x). The mathematical expectation of a random variable X'" px(x) is denoted by
Epx [X] or simply by E[X].
Calligraphic fonts X denote sets X E X and lXI denotes
the cardinality of set X. IN denotes the N x N identity matrix.
,,2
For performance evaluation purpose we also define the SIR as SIR = 10 10glO-=lf
Cf
X

and the SN R as SN R = 10 10glO~ where aJ, a~, a~ represent the variances of the
CfZ
channel state, encoder output and noise, respectively.

2

Problem formulation

The generalized problem of joint information and channel state communications across
state-dependent channels (Figure 1) can be formulated in the following way. A message
m that is uniformly distributed over M ={l, 2, ... , M}, M = 2NR, is encoded with rate
R =
log2 M using side information XN E XN about the channel state. The output
has the following distribution:

11

m

The decoder, given the channel output yN is attempting at both estimating
that
was sent and recovering X N with bounded average distortion. The rate-distortion pair
(R, D) is said to be achievable if there exists such a (2NR, N) code defined by the
following encoder mapping WN : {I, 2, ... , 2NR} X XN ----> WH and decoder mappings
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iii : v"

------7

{I, 2, ..., 2NR} and XN : yN

Oas N

------7

00

and E [dN(XN,XN)]

d(Xi, Xi) : X x y

------7

------7

XN

[M i- ilM = i]

that ~B;':;Pr

:::::D, where dN(XN,XN)

= *B~ld(Xi,Xi)

------7

and

IR+

,-

_

___r-~

M(yN)
iN ( yN)

l~m",~ Ili

N
-

x"

11':s; D

Figure 1: Generalized communications framework via the state-dependent

channel.

The detailed analysis of the Gaussian formulation of this set-up can be found in [8J.

2.1

Channel state
channels

estimation

for state-dependent

Gaussian

Basic set-up for the analysis of the particular case of the above formulated generalized
problem when R = 0 and all data are assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian is presented in
Figure 2.

iN( yN)
N

;~~ ~ IIP- xNII':<;

L E[J¥;']:<;NP

D

i ...

Figure 2: Channel state estimation in the state-dependent

Gaussian channel.

This set-up was analysed in [8J and it was demonstrated that the highest quality
estimate of the channel state X N can be obtained using uncoded transmission principle,
meaning WN = a.XN, where a. = fl.!;, and decoder, given yN = WN + XN + ZN,

V

a~

performs the MMSE estimation of interference in the following form:
(1)
with the average distortion D given by:

(2)
The corresponding performance of the Gaussian channel state estimation at the
output of the Gaussian state-dependent channel can be found in Figure 3.

3

Channel state estimation for state-dependent
channels: Laplacian case

As it was already pointed out in Section 1, the considered Gaussian set-up has restricted
practical application due to the stochastic properties of real-world data and necessity
to adopt the decoder (the MMSE estimator) to the particular channel state statistics.
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The main goal of this section is to evaluate the optimal channel state communications system performance designed according to the set-up presented in Figure 2 when
XN is i.i.d. Laplacian:

(3)
where À is the distribution parameter. As the motivation for this partienlar model
selection we used its simplicity and accuracy for approximation of global statistics
of the coefficients in wavelet and discrete cosine transform subbands [10] that was
successfully exploited in lossy image compression [l l] as well as for the denoising of
images corrupted by the AWGN [12].
Assuming that WN is obtained as a scaled version of the realization of the channel
state X N, W N = aX N, a = V
one can obtain the following MMSE estimate 5( N

rz:;.,
(T}

based on the channel output
5(N

=

= XN + WN + ZN:

((1_ 12 f (YN+~))
er

2

1 _ lerf
(2
2

(YN+~)))-(l
(TzV2

(12 + 21er f

(YN_~))
(TzV2

where a

yN

(YNa _~) a2
>.(T~)
+ (yN-;:;-+~

= 1+ a = 1+

2 (X
(2)
,fii Jo exp -t

+~)2a2 + exp

(>.yNa

(_>'YN +~)
2a2
(>.yN + ~>.2(T2) (12 exp

2er f

exp

(TzV2

I!f

(_>.yNa
exp

a

-a

and erf(x)

+~)2a2

X

X

1

(YN+~)))
O"zV2

denotes the error function, erf (.7:)

'
=

dt.

The average distortions can be obtained by the following expectation:

D;:x,;~c~= Jx

Jz (x - £)2 fx(x)fz(z)dzdx,

(4)

where fx(x) is the Laplacian pdf of the channel state (3) and fz(z) is the pdf of the
channel that is assumed to be i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian with the variance a~.
The expression for
does not exist in the closed analytic form and (4) was
evaluated using numerical integration. The obtained results are presented in Figure 3
versus performance of the state-dependent Gaussian channels for two different variances

Dt:Xd~c~

ofXN
····Gaussiane (-16 dB)
- Laplace (-16 dB)
-- Gaussiane (-6 dB)
.... Laplace (-6 dB)

...........................
~~5---~10,-~-5~~O~~--~10~~15
SNR, [dB]

Figure 3: Estimation accuracy in terms of average distortion of the Gaussian and
Laplacian channel states at the output of the state-dependent channel for two different
SIRs.
These results allow to conclude that estimation of the Laplacian channel state, especially for the case of its smaller variance and at high SN R, is performed asymptotically
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with the same accuracy as in case of the Gaussian set-up. Thus, the goal of the following sections is to find the answer to the following question: is it possible to enhance
i.i.d. Laplacian state estimation performance from the output of the state-dependent
channel?

4

Parallel splitting of Laplacian source

As it was already mentioned in the previous Section, Laplacian model was successfully
exploited in both image compression and denoising, even more gain can be obtained
from the local rather than global consideration of the data in wavelet subbands [13J.
The corresponding procedure of local data samples classification based on their statistical properties is known as a source splitting [14J and establishes the mathematical
relationship between local and global stochastic models using the infinite Gaussian
mixture model. According to this model, the global zero mean Laplacian pdf (3) can
be equivalently represented as a weighted mixture of zero-mean Gaussian pdfs with
non-stationary variance that capture local data statistics:
(5)

-=x2

and p 2: 2 (0"2)x = 0.5À2e-O.5A "x.
x
Therefore, this data can be simultaneously considered to be locally zero-mean Gaussian with the variance distributed according to the exponential pdf and at the same
time having the Laplacian global statistics (Figure 4).
It is important to note that the state-of-the-art image compression algorithm known
as estimation-quantization
[15J is based on this model. In fact, omitting the practical
details of communications of the local variances to the decoder, Hjorungnes, Lervik
and Ramstad [14J were the first who theoretically demonstrated that the rate gain
between Laplacian and Mixture Gaussian models can be as much as 0.312 bits/sample
for high-rate compression regime.
where p XI2: 2 (X10"2 X )
x

= _l_e
~

,2

2

20X

A

Source X

I"

(x) -

NCO.".U

_I\~(X)-N(O,,,;,)

J

cr ~

Figure 4: Source splitting as V parallel Gaussian channels.
Assuming the Ramstad set-up (availability of local variances at the decoder) in
the application of the i.i.d. Laplacian host communications across the state-dependent
Gaussian channels, we would like to investigate the influence of this side information
on the accuracy of estimation.
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5

N on-stationary transmission of the stationary
Laplacian source via state-dependent channels

Problem formulation of communications of the i.i.d. Laplacian host XN that is perfectly available at the encoder via the state-dependent channels when the information
about local variances ~~ is available at the decoder is presented in Figure 5.

N

LE[w,']:5NP
,~

Figure 5: Non-stationary Laplacian host communications via the state-dependent channels.
According to the non-stationary Gaussian assumption that is equivalent to the globally stationary Laplacian data consideration, the optimal per-sample transmission of
the host data can be performed using the uncoded transmission in the state-dependent
Gaussian channels (Figure 2). The optimality of this protocol can be proved using
Theorem 1 from [8]. Thus, to bound the average distortions, the following Lemma can
be formulated.
Lemma l. Considerastatedependentchannel
yN = WN(XN)+XN+ZN
with nonN
causal side information X globally distributed according to i.i.d. Laplacian distribution with parameter À available at the encoder, independent noise ZN, Z, ~ N(O, O"~),
the encoder power constraint
~~l
E [W?] ::; P and side information (local variances,

*

~3t' = [O"~l' 0"~2' ... , O"~Nr, T denotes matrix transposition operation) perfectly available at the decoder. The MMSE error of the state XN at the decoder is giVPllby the
following expectation:
(6)
Proof. The proof is based on the same arguments exploited in [8] for per-symbol transmission and the final result is obtained by the expectation with respect to the given
prior local variance distribution.
To validate the performance of the proposed non-stationary Laplacian host communications across the state-dependent channel with stationary i.i.d. Gaussian noise
we performed a number of experiments summarized in Figure 6 where the estimation
accuracy of the non-stationary set-up is given versus the results of Section 3.
They demonstrate that significant performance improvement of the classical system
can be obtained when it is adopted to the non-stationary local behavior of globally
stationary Laplacian data especially at SN R below 0 dB. For quantitative comparison
purpose, we selected performance of both systems in terms of distortions for the SN R =
-5 dB. The correspondent values of D are: stationary case, SIR = -16 dB: D = 41,
SIR = -6 dB: D = 36.5; stationary case, SIR = -16 dB: D = 33.6, SIR = -6 dB:
D = 33 that proves the advantages of t.llP.proposed transmission paradigm.
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Figure 6: Adaptive Laplacian host communications via the state-dependent

6

channels.

Conclusions

In this paper we considered the problem of i.i.d. Laplacian host communications via
the state-dependent channel. We derived the decoder structure (the MMSE) estimate
when the transition channel pdf is stationary zero-mean Gaussian with known variance
and demonstrated that estimation of stationary i.i.d. Laplacian and Gaussian data is
performed with similar accuracy. To enhance the accuracy of Laplacian host estimation we proposed side-information aided set-up that is based on the parallel Gaussian
splitting of Laplacian source. In this set-up we assumed the realization of the host
data to be perfectly available at the encoder and local variance of local Gaussian pdfs
approximating the actual Laplacian to be available at the decoder. We derived the
estimate for the best achievable estimation performance and performed a number of
simulations that allowed us to conclude about significant performance improvement of
the proposed system versus the classicalone.
Despite high efficiency of Laplacian host non-stationary communications system,
auxiliary channel for side information transmission should be used. In order to relax
the requirements to this channel information-theoretic characteristics, we wouldlike to
extend the considered in this paper set-up to the case when non-perfect side information
is available at the decoder [16].
Another possible research line consists in the current setup extension to the case
when the local varianees are available at both encoder and decoder and encoder optimization to extra auxiliary information available.
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Abstract
The method and theory of jumping was introduced for binary linear finite
state machines in [1,4] as an efficientway of clock control satisfying side-channel
resistance and performance requirements. Jumping was extended to LFSMs over
GF(q) in [3]. In this paper we focus on jumping over GF(2n), i.e. binary extension
fields and more in particular composite fields. It is shown that LFSMs defined
over such fields can be viewed as parallel versions of corresponding machines over
GF(2) which are similar from a transition matrix point of view. These parallel
versions have much higher performance and exhibit properties that their GF(2)
counterparts lack.
Keywords: Finite state machine, sequence generation, clock-control, irreducible polynomial, transition matrix, jump index, composite field.

1

Introduction

In [1, 2, 4] a new way of multiple clocking binary Linear Finite State Machines (LFSMs)
is introduced, which makes use of a property of the associated characteristic polynomial
called the Jump Index. Also, an involution operation on polynomials was introduced,
which characterizes the natural multiple clocking (or jumping) behaviour of LFSMs.
In [3] the theory of jumping LFSMs is generalized from GF(2) to general Calois fields
GF( q), focussing on the cardinality of the polynomial sets obtained by application of the
duality and reciprocal operators on irreducible polynomials. An important conclusion
from that paper is the existence of q - 1 duality operators, giving rise to different jump
indices.
In this paper we focus on jumping LFSMs over GF(2n), where the characteristic
polynomial is a degree L irreducible with coefficients from the finite field GF(2n). It
is shown that such LFSMs can be viewed as binary LFSMs of degree nL over GF(2),
where a structured similarity transformation exists between the transition matrices of
both representations. The importance to stream cipher design is that in the opposite
direction it points the way to parallel implementation of jump registers, i.e. an LFSM
1
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with degree n1n2 characteristic polynomial over GF(2) can be regarded as an LFSM
of degree n1 over GF(2n2) or degree n2 over GF(2"1). The performance of the stream
cipher may be dramatically increased in this way. Moreover will it be shown how to
exploit the availability of multiple duality operators to obtain various jump indices for
one and the same characteristic polynomial. As an example, the consequences for the
recently introduced ECRYPT eSTREAM proposal Pomaranch [5] will be illustrated.
In Section 2 some results relating characteristic polynomials of LFSMs over GF(2) and
binary extension fields are presented. Section 3 discusses jumping in extension fields
and the use of multiple jump indices. We conclude in Section 4.

2

LFSMs over Binary Extension Fields

Let F be a subfield of GF(2n), with ti composite, and let V be a vector field, V = FN,
where N is the index of F in GF(2n).
So GF(2n) is considered as a vector space
of dimension N over F. Let p be a function from GF(2") into the space of linear
transformations of V and let B be a function from GF(2n) into V, such that B(a(3) =
B(a)p((3), 0!,(3 E GF(2").
The pair (p,B) is a so called representation of GF(2") in
V, its dimension is the dimension of V. Each element of GF(2n) is mapped to its
coefficients with respect to some chosen basis by B. Also, p maps each element of
GF(2n) to the matrix of right multiplication of dimension (n/N) x (n/N).
Consider a LFSM over F with states of dimension L and a transition matrix
T. Let (aj) denote a sequence of L- component states, i.e. aj+1 = ajT, and aj =
(a], aI, ... ,af)· By applying B to each of the state components, this sequence is represented by another sequence (Tj) = (TJ, ... , TI) = (B(a]), ... , B(af))·
The transition matrix T is transformed into another matrix TI by replacing each
entry of T by its p-representation:

Tj"+l

B(a]+l) = B((fJjT)k)
L

2:B(ajTik)
i=l

L

=

2:B(a;)p(Tik)
i=l

As an example consider a linear feedback shift register of length 2 over GF( 4) with
the primitive characteristic polynomial x2 + x + a, where a is a primitive element of
GF( 4) satisfying a2 + a + 1 = O. lts transition matrix T is the companion matrix
of the characteristic polynomial. The LFSR can be viewed as an LFSM over GF(2)
because for every element of GF( 4) a length two vector of GF(2) elements can be used.
Consequently, there exists a 4 x 4 transition matrix with entries from GF(2). This
transition matrix is exactly TI obtained from T by replacing ç E GF(4) by p(Ç). The
latter is a 2 x 2 matrix, that is the companion matrix of the primitive polynomial
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x2

+ X + 1, where

1 and

X

form the basis for both CF(2) and CF(4).

T=(~ ~)
The LFSR viewed over CF(2) has a characteristic polynomial of degree 4, namely
x4 + x + 1, which is also primitive. Therefore, the originallength two LFSR over CF( 4)
is similar to a length four LFSR over CF(2) and vice versa, using an appropriate
coordinate transformation.
The above example illustrates how sequence generators based on LFSMs over
CF(2n) can be regarded as binary LFSMs. The interesting question is how the characteristic polynomials of both LFSMs are related. Let the characteristic polynomial of
T be GT(x) = aLxL + ... + a1x + ao, then the corresponding characteristic polynomial
of T' is given by
(1)
This determinant is precisely the norm defined on CF(2n) as a field extension of F,
see [?]. Let C denote the Calais group of CF(2n) over F, then the norm and trace are
given by
N(a) =
B(a)
T(a) =
B(a)

IT

L

~G

~G

The norm and trace correspond to matrix determinant and trace respectively. This
implies that GT,(x) can also be obtained by taking the appropriate norm of GT(x):
N(GT(x))

=

IT (B(adxL

LIGI

+ ... + B(ao)) =

BEG

IGI-1

L L IT

,:=0 iEPk

q?(aiJxh

(2)

j=O

Here, Pk denotes the set of all partitions of k into ICI elements and qy is the Frobenius
transformation of Fan CF(2n), generating C, i.e. qy(f3) = f3N, with f3 E CF(2n) and
N = IFI.
In general the coefficients in (2) can be written as sums of traces. If, however,
the extension degree as well as the field characteristic are equal to two, equation (2)
simplifies drastically. We suffice by giving the result here.
Let GT(x) = aLxL+ .. ·+a1x+aO
and CT' (x) = b2LX2L+···+bLXL+
.. ·+bo. The
coefficients b, are obtained from aj as follows:
Lj~~)-1
bi

=

N(aj

LY::'01)/2 N(aj
L)~:~L1 N(aj
",(i-1)/2

L-j=i-L

N( aj

+ ai-j) + N(ai/2)
+ ai-j)

o :S i :S
o :S i :S

+ ai-j) + N(ai/2)
+ ai-j )

L :S i :S 2L, i even

L, i even
L, i odd

(3)

L :S i :S 2L, i odd

The norms in (3)can be calculated efficiently from the matrix representation of the
coefficients of GT(x) using p without the need for exponentiations in the Calais group.
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We will call polynomials related by similar LFSM transition matrices like CT and CT'
similar polynomials.
Note that because of the norms and traces involved, in general there exist n polynomials of degree Lover GF(2n) that are all similar to one polynomial of degree nL
over GF(2). The coefficients of these polynomials are the SljllATP.S of the coefficients of
some other polynomial in the set of similar polynomials.
The conclusion of this section is that LFSMs defined over GF(2n) of length L
can be viewed as LFSMs over GF(2) of length nL. The coefficients of characteristic
polynomial of the binary LFSM can be calculated from the coefficients of the extension
field LFSM's characteristic polynomial in a straightforward manner.
Under the appropriate conditions such as irreducible characteristic polynomials and
non-derogatory transition matrices, the opposite direction is also possible. In this case,
an LFSM with characteristic polynomial of degree L, where L = L1L2 is composite, can
be implemented as an LFSM defined over GF(2Li) of length Lj, where (i,j) = (1,2)
or (i,j) = (2,1). These LFSMs are similar in that their transition matrices viewed
over GF(2) are similar. Consequently, they have similar properties, in particular their
characteristic polynomials are similar. Their state sequences are related by a similarity
transform, which may be determined e.g. as in [6].
As an example, the length 14 binary LFSR with characteristic polynomial X14+X13+
X12+Xll+X9+X7
+x5+x4+x2+x+1
used in Pomaranch version 2 [5]can be implemented
as a length two LFSR over GF(27) with characteristic polynomial ;£.2 +O'e1 x+o:eo, where
0' is a primitive element of GF(27) satisfying 0:7 + 0' + 1 = 0, and the pair of exponents
(el,eO) E {(21,37), (74,82),(82,84), (37,41), (42,74),(41,42),(84,2 I)}.

3

Jumping in Extension Fields

The method and theory of jumping was introduced for binary linear finite state machines in [1, 2, 4] as an efficient and secure way of clock control. In [3] the basic
theory of jumping LFSMs is generalized from GF(2) to general Galois fields GF(q).
An important conclusion from that paper is the existence of q - 1 duality operators,
giving rise to several different jump indices. Focussing our attention on finite fields of
characteristic 2, i.e. q = 2n, then we have the following definition.
Definition 1 Let f(x) be a polynomial over GF(2n).
If xJo == X + 0' mod f(x), for
some integer Ja and 0' E GF(2n), then Ja is called the Jump Index to the base 0' of f.
Jumping in binary extension fields is achieved analogously as defined for binary jumping, namely by addition of 0' to the main diagonal entries of the transition matrix. Let
C..Lo (x) denote the characteristic polynomial of the modified transition matrix T, then
it follows that

C..Lo(x) = det(xI

+ (0'1 + T)) =

det((x

+ 0')1 + T) = C(x + 0')

The following definition is given for polynomials, modified by
Definition 2 Let f(x) be a polynomial over GF(2n)
f(x), denoted by t+: (x) is defined as f(x + 0').
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and 0'

E

_la

(4)

as shown above.

GF(2n).

The a-dual of

GF(2)

f(x)

period

J

f(x)

period

JI

10011
11001
11111

15
15
5

4

11 a
1 a2a2
1 a2 1

15
15
5

4

12
-

12

Ja
2
3

-

-

GF(4)
Ja2
f(x)
11 aL
8
4
1a a
4

lal

period

JI

15
15
5

4

12

4

Ja2
2
3

-

4

-

Ja
8

Table 1: GF(2) and GF(4) related irreducible polynomials.
We call fl.a(x) the a-dual of f(x) because (fl.a)l.a = f(x), which is an involution
transformation on polynomials. Moreover, if f(x) has jump index Ja then the sums of
( and (Ja for all roots ( of f lie in the base field and are equal to a.
As usual the duality operator preserves the degree of the polynomial, but the period
(order) of f is not necessarily preserved. The a-dual of a polynomial always exists and
is irreducible, if the original polynomial is. However, for a given polynomial, a jump
index to some base mayor may not exist. The maximurn number of jump indices
clearly equals 2n - 1 and is achieved for primitive polynomials. Theorems relating the
jump indices of a polynomial to jump indices of the reciprocal and a-dual polynomials
are given in [3].
Another important observation is that a polynomial and its I-dual, both defined
over a binary extension field, are similar to some polynomial and its dual, defined over
GF(2). In particular, the binary and extension field polynomials have identical periods
and jump indices. These properties lead to partitions of the set of all irreducible
polynomials over an extension field into S6, S3, S2 and SI sets of similar polynomials.
As an example consider the S3 set of all irreducible polynomials of degree 4, {x4 +
X + 1, x4 +x3 + 1, x4 +x3 +x3 +x2 +x+ I} defined over GF(2). There are six irreducible
polynomials of degree two over GF( 4), which form two S3 sets for duality constant 1.
The two S3 sets are {X2 + x + a,x2 + a2x + a2,x2 + a2x + I} and {X2 + x + a2,x2 +
ax + a, x2 + ax + I}, with a an element of GF(4), satisfying a2 + a + 1 = O. By taking
the duals to the base a we obtain a set SI containing x2 + ax + 1 and a set S5 with
the remaining five irreducible polynomials. The relations of the polynomials are listed
in Table 1, where polynomials-given by their coefficients-in the same row are similar.
Note that the SI polynomial has a jump index Ja = 4, although this is a nonprimitive, self-reciprocal polynomial of period 5. Also, the polynomial x2 + a2x + a2
is a self-a-dual and x2 + ax + a is a self-c+-dual, implying that their periods remain
unchanged under the respective jumping operators. In contrast, the jump index to the
base 1 of both polynomials equals 12 resulting in a decimation of the period of the
dual polynomial with a factor of 3. This phenomenon of jump indices to a base other
than 1 which are relatively prime to the period of the polynomial, holds for many
extension field irreducible polynomials. In particular, for higher degree extensions
where polynomials exhibit a large number of distinct jump indices to the 2n -1 different
bases suitable jump indices are abundant.
The conclusion of this section is that jumping in extension fields is not only possible, but offers much more flexibility for the designer of sequence generators based
on jumping LFSMs. One can choose from many jumping bases and find a similarity
transform relating binary LFSMs to their counterparts in some binary extension field.
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4

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that Linear Finite State Machines with irreducible characteristic polynomials of composite degree, defined over GF(2), can be viewed as LFSMs
with lower degree irreducible characteristic polynomials over en extension field GF(2")
and vice versa. The two LFSM representations are related by a similarity transform
and therefore have similar properties. A method was presented to calculate the binary
polynomial from the coefficients of the extension field polynomial.
It was also shown that jumping in extension fields is not only possible, but offers
many more degrees of freedom in the choice of jumping bases and choice of similar
characteristic polynomials.
The methods discussed in this paper are relevant to obtain highly efficient parallel
implementa.tions of bina.ry sequence generators based on jumping LFSMs. For example
the length 14 binary LFSRs used in Pomaranch can be implemented as length 7 LFSRs
(or other LFSMs) over GF(4), or as length 2 LFSMs over GF(27).
The author wishes to thank Mr. B. Frenk for his contribution to Section 2
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Erratum
Equation (5) given in [3], pg. 281, for the total number of steps of the second LFSR in
a cascade of two has an error in it. The correct equation is given below.
Ns

= Nq

-

1 + Nq

L

Ja

aEGF*(q)

= PI + Nq

L

(Ja

-

1)

aEGF' (q)

For the conditions stated in Section 3 of that paper, this error has no consequences for
the further results.
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Abstract
In this paper we consider primitive polynomials over GF(2) the duals of which
are also primitive and prove some estimates on the number of such polynomials
of an arbitrary prime degree p and of degree pg for different prime numbers p
and g.

1

Introduction

A new way of constructing binary cascade clock-controlled LFSR sequence generators
as building blocks for stream ciphers - the so called jump-controlled sequence generators
have been presented in [3, 4]. The motivation behind this construction is that previously
known ways of cascading clock-controlled FSRs suffer a worse efficiency of multiple
clocking (i.e., FSRs step through their state space one or more times before using
the corresponding output bit), which generally results in a decreased rate of sequence
generation, rendering it less attractive for high speed implementation. In the proposed
design this shortcoming is avoided by finding an efficient way to let an autonomous
LFSM (Linear Finite State Machine) make one big step, i.e. moving to a state more
than one step further without having to traverse consecutive intermediate states. This
construction has also a nice mathematical background - a special property of irreducible
polynomials over GF(2), the so called Jump Index.
By changing the transition matrix of an autonomous LFSM from A into A + I,
(I is the identity matrix) effectively J steps are made through the state space of the
original LFSM regardless of the starting non-zero state. This gives rise to the following
definition.
Definition 1 [4} Let f(x)
mod f (x) for some positive

be an irreducible polynomial
over GF(2).
If xJ
integer J then J is called the jump index of t

==

X

+

1

J

The jump index does not exist for every irreducible polynomial as this depends
on the condition xJ == x + 1 mod f (x) for some J. This can be formulated also in
terms of roots of f(x), i.e. if a is a root of f(x) with jump index J then the equation
aJ = a + 1 holds in the splitting field GF(2n) of f(x).
Note also that for primitive polynomials (i.e. irreducible polynomials of maximal
order) the jump index always exists since their roots are primitive elements of GF(2n),
n = degf.
Let f.L (x) denotes the characteristic polynomial of the modified transition matrix.
It follows that
f.L(x)

= det(xl + A + I) = det((x + 1)1 + A) = f(x + 1)

and leads to the following definition.
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Definition 2 (4) The dual of an irreducible polynomial
fJ_(x) is defined as f(x + 1).

f(x)

over GF(2),

denoted by

It is easy to see that f(x) is an irreducible polynomial if and only if its dual fJ_(x) is
irreducible. However the duality operator does not necessarily preserve being primitive.
The jump index of fJ_(x) does not always exist too. Order of f(x), denoted by ord(f),
is the minimum integer m, such that fl (xm + 1). (Often order is also called period.)
According to Theorem 2 from [4] the jump index JJ_ of fJ_(x) only exists if the jump
index J of the original polynomial f (x) is relatively prime with the order of f (x). In
this case JJ_ = J-10rd(f).
An irreducible polynomial f is called self-dual if and only if i+ = f. Dodunekov has
given in [2] a very elegant proof of the existence of self-dual polynomials over GF(q),
q - prime number, for some infinite series. Note also that any self-dual polynomial
over GF(2) possesses a jump index. For more details about properties of self-dual
polynomials we refer to [4].
The recently proposed stream ciphers Pomaranch [5] Mickey and Mickey-128 [6,7]
based on jumping FSRs suggest using primitive polynomials such that their duals
are also primitive. In fact, this is necessary in order to provide maximal period and
sufficient to ensure large linear complexity of the generated keystream sequence. In
this paper we investigate when such polynomials exist. In particular, we prove the
existence of such polynomials of prime degrees and of degrees which are product of two
different prime numbers.

2

Conditions for Existence of Primitive Polynomials of degree n, the Duals of which are also Primitive

Before we prove the first proposition, we recall some facts about irreducible polynomials
(see e.g. [1]). The number of irreducible polynomials over GF(2) of degree n is given
by
1,", d
n
(1)
1/J2(n) = ; L 2 p,( d)'
din

where p, is the well known Möbius function. While the number of primitive polynomials
of degree n is given by

(2)
where <]> is the Euler function (i.e. <I>(N) is the number of positive integers smaller
than N and relatively prime with N). Since every primitive polynomial is irreducible
clearly we have that À2(n) ::; 1/J2(n). We also make use of the following upper bound
1/J2(n) ::; (2" - 2)/n, which is tight when n is a prime number.
Proposition 3 If À2(n) > ~1/J2(n) then there exist at least 2À2(n)
polynomials of degree n such that their duals are primitive too.

- 1/J2(n) primitive

Proof. Let A be the set of primitive polynomials of degree nand B is the set of
irreducible polynomials, which are obtained by the substitution x ,__..x + 1 in some
polynomial from A. Since when f and 9 are different polynomials from A their duals
f J_ and gJ_ are also different, the set A has the same cardinality as the set B. By the
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equation IA n BI = lAl + IBI - IA U BI and because IA U BI is a subset of the set of
irreducible polynomials of degree n, it follows that IA n BI 2': 2À2(n) - 'l/J2(n) > O. This
completes the proof.

o
According to the table with the values of À2 and 'ljJ2 for n = 2 ... 24 in [1, pAO],
the only values of n for which the assumptions of Proposition 3 are not satisfied are
n = 12 and n = 20. By computer simulations we obtained the following results given
in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Values of

()2, À2'

n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

()2

À2

'ljJ2

1
2
1
6
3
18

1
2
3
6

9

42
35
166
55
630
486
1486
1011

1
2
2
6
6
18
16
48
60
176
144
630
756
1800
2048

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

9

'ljJ2

9

18
30
56
99

186
335
630
1161
2182
4080

In this table ()2(n) denotes the number of primitive polynomials of degree n the
duals of which are primitive too. Note that when Mp = 2P - 1 is Mersenne prime
number any irreducible polynomial of degree p is primitive and this is the reason why
()2(P) = À2(p) for p = 2,3,5,7 and 13.

3

Conditions for Existence of Primitive Polynomials of degree pand pq, the Duals of which are also
Primitive

In this section we will show that the assumptions of Proposition 3 are satisfied for all
n = pand n = 2p, where p is an arbitrary prime integer. We will also consider the
case n = pq, where pand g are odd prime numbers.
We make use of the following auxiliary result which can be found for example in [8,
Ch.6, exc.I].
Lemma 4 Let p be an odd prime number and a be an integer, a > 1. Then
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are of the form 2pk

+

I,

or are of the form 2pk

+

I,

(a) All odd prime divisors of aP - 1 either divide a-10r
where k is a positive integer;
(b) All odd prime divisors of aP + 1 either divide a
where k is a positive integer.

+1

5 For any prune p :2: Po, we have:

Proposition

(3)
where E(n)
rithms.

= e-2Iog2(2n+1)

for a positive integer nand

E(po)(2P - 2).
q1, Q2,···,

P

=

Proof. By using (1) we have 1/J2(P)

(2

;2).

e is the base of natural loga-

Therefore (3) is equivalent to <I>(2P

= 2P - 1. We will prove that

Denote by Mp

n:=l

=

ïl» be the different prime factors of Mp, i.e., Mp

1)

-

P

Qfi

1,2, ... , s. Using a well known fact from Number Theory and Lemma 1 (when a
we obtain:
<I>(Mp)
Mp

=

IT(1-~)

i=l

>

> E(Pa). Let
and ai ?: 1, i =

q,~p)

=

2)

> (1- _1_)8
2p

Qi

+1

n:=l

Denote by to = log2 (2po + 1). We will show that s < f;;. Indeed, 2P > Mp =
Qfi >
(2p + 1)'-"1+<>2+"'+'-'" ?: (2p + l)S > (21og2 (2Po+1)S = 2tos and therefore s < pita. So,
<I>(Mp)
M;

--

1.E_

> (1- __
2p

+1

1

)<0 = (1- __
2p

+1

+ ~)n}

It is well known that the sequence {(I
creasing, its limit (lower bound particularly)
natural logarithms.

~

1

)2<0 = [

_j__

+ -fp)2p

(1

p<o = a

p

is increasing and thus {ap}

is E(po)

is de-

l

= e-

o,

2t.

where e is the base of

o
Corollary 6 For any prime number p there exists a primitive
such that its dual is primitive too.
The proof follows from the inequalities E(2) >

e-i- > ~ and

polynomial

of degree p

Proposition 3.

Remark 7 Since limpo.....
oo E(po) = 1 it follows
that almost all irreducible polynomials
of sufficient large prime degree are primitive.
Now consider the case of n = 2p, where p is an arbitrary
than 2. Let p > Po. We will show that
2p

<I>(2

22p

-

-

1) > ~E2(
)
1
3
Po,

where E(po) is defined in Proposition .5.
In the proof of Proposition 5 we have already shown that
2p
<I>(2 -1)
22p - 1

prime number greater

q,~;P_-/)

> E(po). So,

= <I>(2P - 1) <I>(2P + 1) > E(p )<I>(2P + 1)
2p - 1

2P
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+1

0

---'-2-P-+-1--'--'

Let 3, q2, ... ,qs+I be the different prime factors of 2P + 1, i.e., 2P + 1 = 3/31.
qg2... q~~i', (3i 2: 1,i = 1,2,... ,S + 1. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 5 and
using part (b) of Lemma 4, we obtain
P

<P(2 + 1) = (1-~) IT(1-~)
2P + 1
3 i=2
qi
h
were

.. IS easy to see th at
It

<

S

log2

(2po+I)--

1'..

to'

> ~(1- _1_)',
3

2p

Tl rererore
C

+1

4>(2P+I)

__ 2p+I
I_)f-0 >
2P+l > £(1
3

~E(po) and finally 4>;;:P_-/) > ~E2(pO).
Thus the inequality À2(2p) > ~E2(pO)1/;2(2p)
holds. To prove that À2(2p) > ~1/;2(2p) we use the fact that ~E2(8) > ~ and the cases
when p = 2,3,5 and 7 are considered separately. Therefore the following statement
holds: For any prime p there exists primitive polynomial of degree 2p the dual of which
is also primitive.
Finally, we will consider the case n = pq, where pand q are odd prime numbers.
By Lemma 4 all prime factors of Mpq = 2pq - 1 are either of the form 2pk + 1 or of the
form 2qk + 1, where k and l are positive integers. Let d = 2pk + 1 is a prime factor
of Mpq such that GCD(k, q) = 1. We will show that d divides Mp. Indeed, we have
p = GCD(pq, d - 1). So, there exist positive integers u and v: p = upq - v(d - 1) and
hence: 2P == 2p+v(d-I) = 2upq = (2pq)U == 1( mod d) i.e. d divides Mp. The first equality
above follows from the little Fermat's theorem. Thus we have:

IT (1 -

~)

dlM

p

IT (1 -~)
diM.

IT

(1 - ~)

d=2pqk+I

2: (1 - 2p ~ 1) (1 - 2q ~ 1)".(1 - 2pq
Sp

1

+1)

Sp. ,

where sp and Sq are the numbers of prime divisors d of Mp and Mq respectively, and
Spq is the number of the remaining prime divisors d of Mpq (which divide neither Mp
nor Mq) and are obligatory of the form 2pqk + 1.
Let p 2: Po and q 2: qo where Po and qo are some constants. It is easy to see that
sp < log2 (2po+I)'Sq < log2 (2qo+I)and spq < log2 (2poqo+I) and therefore we have:
<p(M )
M pq > E(Po)E(qo)E(Poqo)
pq

4

2: E(3)E(5)E(15)

>

1

e-'i

1

> -.

2

Conclusions

In this paper we consider primitive polynomials over GF(2) the duals of which are also
primitive and prove some lower bounds on number of such polynomials of degree pand
of degree pq for two different prime numbers pand q. Our investigations show that in
some sense the set of irreducible polynomials of sufficiently large prime degrees is one
of the richest set containing such type of polynomials.
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Abstract

In an OFDM system, knowledge of the maximum delay spread of a channel can help
in obtaining better channel estimates, especially in time varying environments. In this
paper, a new method of estimating the maximum delay spread of a channel in an OFDM
system is explained. The method differs from other approaches because it uses all active
OFDM subcaniers (pilot and data) and therefore avoids the aliasing problem arising
from the exclusive usage of pilot subcarriers. The method considers the transmitted data
as a random probe signal for obtaining characteristics of a channel. Although the data
content is not known at the receiver, it turns out that useful second order statistics can
be extracted, from which the maximum delay spread is estimated. The method is shown
to be robust to noise and Doppler spread.

1

Introduetion

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [1] is a multi-carrier modulation
scheme widely used in modern comrnunication and broadcast systems such as the IEEE
802.IIa/gin WLAN systems or the European Terrestrial Digital Video Broadcast system
(DVB-T) [2]. OFDM is known to offer a favorable transmission capability in the presence
of frequency-selective fading, at reasonable costs of signal processing. On the other hand,
OFDM is known to be vulnerable to Doppler spread if transmitters and/or receivers are moving.
In the case of mobile reception of 8k DVB-T, such Doppler spread leads to Inter-Carrier
Interference (ICI) between OFDM subcarriers and to bad channel estimation, which may
seriously hamper reliable reception [3]. It turns out that there exist algorithms that can mitigate the effects of ICI and bad channel estimation due to Doppler spread [4, 5]. However,
for these algorithms to be most effective, at least the length of the impulse response of the
channel should be known.
From a more general perspective, it is known that we can efficiently transmit data through
a channel if the channel is "underspread", i.e., if Tm· Bd < 1, where Tm is the multipath
spread and Bd is the Doppler spread of the channel [6]. It turns out that also in the case
of mobile reception of DVB-T we have such an exchange between frequency selectivity
(determined by the delay spread of the channel) and the Doppler spread that we can tolerate.
In the case of DVB-T such an exchange is also related to channel estimation, which we
explain next.
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In order to be able to demodulate the received signal at the receiver, we need to know the
channel frequency response H as a function of frequency and time. In most OFDM-based
systems, so-called pilot subcarriers are inserted into the transmitted signal from which the
receiver can estimate H at the corresponding discrete points in the time-frequency plane (see
Fig. 1 for the allocation of pilot subcarriers in DVB- T).
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Figure 1: The locations of scattered pilot and data subcarriers (denoted by • and
tively) in several consecutive OFDM symbols, as defined in DVB-T standard.

0,

respec-

Using a two-dimensional correlation function cfJc(6.f; 6.t) of the channel [6], we can in
principle design filters that estimate H at all time-frequency points using the pilots [7]. The
obtainable quality of the estimate of H is strongly influenced by how good we are able to
pick a correct cfJc(6.f; 6.t) and the corresponding filter.
Current implementations of OFDM receivers usually use rather crude assumptions about
cfJc(6.f; 6.t) for picking a filter. For instance, it is assumed that LH, the maximum delay
spread of the channel is at most equal to Le, the length of the guard interval containing the
cyclic prefix, henceforth measured in samples. The cyclic prefix is inserted at the broadcast
transmitter and Le is easily found by the receiver. Le is designed to cover the worst case LH
to be perceived somewhere in the coverage area. In most cases, LH will actually be much
shorter than Le.
Generally speaking we may benefit from short channels because a short channel implies
a broad correlation function cfJc(6..f) in the frequency domain. In such cases we may use
a filter for estimating H that does a lot of noise averaging in the frequency domain. 'Such
a filter may require less averaging in the time domain for obtaining a certain quality of H
and therefore can better track temporal variations, i.e., effects due to Doppler. This paper
explains a method for estimating LH using the received signal.
A known approach obtains the spread of the channel by measuring the length of the channel impulse response obtained from the IDFT of the channel frequency response at the pilot
subcarriers [8]. Such an approach can only deal with relatively short channels, especially
if the channel is time-varying, because the frequency spacing of the pilot subcarriers would
introduce aliasing in the time domain otherwise.
Our approach differs from other approaches because we use all active OFDM subcarriers
(both pilot and data) for finding LH. Besides being robust to noise, the estimation method
avoids the aliasing problem arising if only the pilot subcarriers would be used. Basically, our
method considers the data itself as a random probe signal for obtaining characteristics of H.
Although the data content is not known at the receiver, it turns out that we are still able to
extract useful second order statistics.
In Section 2, we describe the considered system in more detail. In Section 3, we first recall some well-known facts behind the proposed maximum delay spread estimation method,
followed by the description of the estimation method for general OFDM systems and finally,
some further improvements of the method for a DVB- T system. In Section 4, we give a
numerical study and finally in Section 5, we present our conclusion.
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2
2.1

System description
OFDM system

We consideran OFDM system in which N complex data symbols denoted as s = [so, ... , SN-It,
are modulated onto N orthogonal subcarriers. By means of an N -point IFFf, s is converted
to the corresponding time domain OFDM symbol x and extended with a guard interval containing a cyclic prefix of length Le and subsequently transmitted [1]. The transmitted signal
goes through a multipath channel with channel impulse response
M-I

h(t; T)

=

L hm(t)8(T

- Tm)

m=O

consisting of M uncorrelated paths, of which path m has a time-varying complex attenuation
hm(t) and a delay Tm. Note that TM-I equals LH . T where T is the sampling time. We
assume that Tm does not vary in time and that the maximum delay spread is not longer than
the duration of the guard interval so that the received signal is not affected by inter-symbol
interference. The channel frequency response of subcarrier n at time t equals

m

where is = l/(NT) is the subcarrier spacing. Denoting v(t) as AWGN having a two-sided
spectral density of No/2, at the receiver side, the baseband received signal in the time domain
N-]

r(t) =

L Hn(t)ei27rnfstSn

+ v(t),

-LeT:::;

t :::;NT,

n=O

is sampled at rate liT and the cyclic prefix is removed. An N -point FFf is further used to
simultaneously demodulate all subcarriers of the composite signal. The complex received
symbol of the OFDM symbol at the k-th subcarrier can be expressed as [4]
(1)

where Hi; = Hk( ~T), Uk is the ICI affecting the k-th subcarrier due to the channel variations,
and Vk is the k-th noise sample after the FFf.

2.2

DVB-T system

In the actual DVB- T system there are further provisions for facilitating filtering and channel
estimation, which may influence the estimation of LH. In each OFDM symbol there are the
so-called empty subcarriers serving as a transition band for mitigating eo-channel interference. In case of an 8k DVB- T system, there are 688 and 687 subcarriers on the left and
right side of the spectrum respectively. The remaining 6817 active subcarriers are divided
into data subcarriers and pilot subcarriers as shown in Fig. 1. All data subcarriers have equal
average power. The same holds for the pilot subcarriers, but the average power is boosted
relative to the data subcarriers. Both the empty subcarriers and the boosted pilot subcarriers
result in the transmitted DVB-T signal to be a speetrally non-flat signal, for which we have
to account for as will be explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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3
3.1

Maximum delay spread estimation
Maximum delay spread estimation in an OFDM system

In order to explain our method, we first recapitulate some well-known facts in random processes. When a wide sense stationary (WSS) process Xn having a correlation function Rxx (n)
is applied to a linear time invariant (LT!) system with impulse response hn, the output process, rn = b-. * Xn, has a correlation function R,-r(n) which equals [9]:
R,An)

= p(n) * Rxx(n),

(2)

where p(n) = h:"n * hno If Xn is a white process, i.e., Rxx(n) = a;c5(n) where a; is the
second moment of the process, R,.r (n) = a;p( n). In this case, the length LH of the impulse
response h equals half the support of Hr,·.
Applying a Fourier Transform to (2) and invoking the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, we
have the following relationship in the frequency domain:
(3)

where PSD stands for a power spectral density, and H equals the Fourier transform of h.
Applying (3) to an OFDM-based system, where the LT! system is the multipath channel
(cf. Section 2. I), we may obtain IHI2, an estimate of IHI2, by requiring all subcarriers
to have the same average power, i.e., a speetrally white signal, and setting IHI2 equal to
Iv12, the absolute square of the demodulated received signal at each subcarrier. By Fourier
transforming IHI2 we obtain p, an estimate of p. Note that p can be very noisy because of
the random amplitude of the data. We distinguish the components of P from the noise by
applying a threshold Pt to p. The maximum delay spread (in unit of samples) is estimated as
follows:
(4)
LH = max{n E [0, Lmax - 1]
Ip(n)1 2': pd,
where Lmax is the maximum delay spread the system expects the channel to have, for instance, Lmax = Le.
In order to illustrate the foregoing, assume that we have a DYB-like signal s consisting of
8192 subcarriers, all of which are modulated using randomly generated 16-QAM symbols,
(i.e., no empty subcarriers and no pilot subcarriers). Note that this is a speetrally flat random
signal. The corresponding time-domain OFDM signal x after a cyclic prefix extension is
transmitted through a static two-path channel h with a separation of 512 samples. In the
receiver, after the removal of the cyclic prefix, we apply an FFT to the received signal rand
compute Ivl2 for all subcarriers. Next, we set IHI2 = Ivl2 and apply an IFFT to IHI2 to
obtain p. The absolute value of p is shown in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, we observe three distinctive peaks at position -512, 0, and 512, which
correspond to the correlation function P of the channel h. The noise-like "grass" at the other
positions result from the random amplitude of the 16-QAM symbols used for modulating
the subcarriers (note that there would not be any grass if we would use random Q-PSK
modulation on each subcarrier).

3.2

Threshold calculation

A useful way
p, is to set Pt
computing Pt,
corresponding

for obtaining a threshold Pt to distinguish the grass from the components of
equal to a multiple c of the average of a statistic of the grass. One way of
which is used in the remaining of this paper, is by taking the average of Ipl
to the grass, as follows:
Pt

=

c

!:!_ _
2

1
L

N/2-1

L

1TtaX
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n=Lma:r:

Ip(n)l·

(5)
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Figure 2: The absolute value of the estimated correlation function Ipl of a two-path channel
versus the correlation lag in units of samples. LH is the maximum delay spread and pc is the
threshold used for estimating LH.
Note that the range of the summation in (5) is expected to contain only grass since Lma.x >
LH. We choose c to balance the probability of erroneously detecting grass and missing a
component of p.

3.3

Deboosting the pilot sub carriers

In reality, the power of the pilot subcarriers in a DVB- T system is a factor 16/9 larger than
the average power of the data subcarriers. Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of such boosted pilot
subcarriers on p. Due to the periodicity of the boosted scattered pilots, we observe some
small periodic peaks whose levels are higher than the levels of the grass. Such peaks can
possibly be mistaken as components of p.
It turns out that these small peaks can be eliminated by post-whitening the pilot subcarriers at the receiver side. This is done by multiplying lyl2 at the pilot subcarriers by 9/16
before assigning lyl2 to lily The result of the post-whitening is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
proposed operation whitens the useful signal, but colours the additive disturbances, i.e. the
noise and the ICI. However, since the noise and ICI levels in most cases are significantly
lower than the useful signal, the effect will only be apparent on the useful signal.

3.4

Averaging and windowing

The maximum delay spread is considered as correctly estimated when

LH

E .cc, where

L99% is the realized delay spread including 99% of the energy of the channel. We use .cc as a
criterion because in a lot of cases, weak paths as wel! as 5% overestimation of the maximum
spread do not have significant impact on the system performance.
When the last path is very weak such that P(L99%) < Pt, the maximum delay spread may
be underestimated, i.e., LH < L99%' To distinguish a weak path from the grass, the level
of the grass can be reduced by averaging IHI2 over multiple OFDM symbols, since the data
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Figure 3: The absolute value of the estimated correlation function,
versus the correlation lags in the unit of samples

Ipl, of a two-path

channel

realizations are different in every OFDM symbol. This allows us to reduce the level of Pt
without increasing the probability of detecting grass.
If the level of the grass is very low, we may run into another problem related to the
empty subcarriers. The presence of empty subcarriers can be seen as the result of applying
a rectangular window of a width equal to the number of active subcarriers to the received
symbols. In the time domain, the application of the rectangular window is equivalent to a
convolution of p with a sine function, which, in DYB-T system, has a first null at 1.2 samples
away from the origin (determined by the ratio of N and the number of active subcarriers).
The resulting broadening of P may lead to an overestimation of LH, because the application
of (4) detects one of the side lobes of the last component of P as LH.
One possible way of mitigating this problem is the application of a window function, for
instance, the triangular (Bartiett) window to IHï such that the side lobe levels in the time
domain decrease much faster than those of a rectangular window [10].

4

Numerical study

In this section we discuss the performance of the algorithm on the 8k mode DYB-T system
with 16-QAM subcarrier modulation (with an average power of 1) and a cyclic prefix ratio
of 1/8. We assume perfect frequency and timing acquisition at the receiver. We consider
two scenarios, one in which the maximum delay spread estimation uses a single OFDM
symbol, while the other uses the average of IHI over 4 consecutive OFDM symbols with
the application of triangular window (see subsection 3.4). The processing includes the pilot
subcarrier deboosting. The threshold multiplicative factor c is set to 4 as it appears to give
the best performance for all considered cases. The performance is evaluated in terms of
probability of correct estimation, i.e., Pr{LH E .cc}. The probability of correct estimation
is obtained from 1000 independent channel and data realizations.
We consider three test channel profiles, namely an equally strong two-path channel,
where the second path is positioned in the middle of the guard interval, a Typical Urban
(TU) channel with six paths as defined in the European project COST [11], and an equal
strength two- TU6 channel (echo- TU6) [13], where the first path of the second TU6 cluster
is positioned in the middle of the guard interval. The path attenuation hm(t) of each chan232
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Figure 4: Probability of correct estimation
nel is a zero-mean complex circular Gaussian random variable and has a classical Doppler
spectrum [12] with the maximum Doppler frequency id as a parameter.
Fig. 4(a) shows the performance of the estimation algorithm for various Signal-to-NoiseRatios (SNR) in the static case (two-path channel, indicated by "Two-path") and low mobility
case (TU6 and echo-TU6, h = 10 Hz). We considered three SNR cases: the noise free case
having infinite SNR, a very low SNR (for l6-QAM) of 10 dB, and a high SNR of20 dB. We
observe that the probability of correct estimation depends on the channel profiles, but hardly
on the SNR. This suggests that the considered noise levels are insignificant in comparison
with the level of the grass. In the case of two-path channels, the maximum delay spread is
always estimated correctly, while in the case of echo- TU6 channels with the estimation using
a single OFDM symbol, the probability of estimating correctly is around 0.8. Although the
maximum delay spread is quite large, the channel energy of an equally strong two-path
channel is on average concentrated equally only on the two paths. As a result, the non-zero
values of P are large, and hence the maximum delay spread can be estimated correctly. On
the other hand, the energy of the echo- TU6 channels is spread across 12 paths. The last
paths of each TU6 cluster are particularly weak. Therefore there are realizations where the
delay spread is underestimated because the function l,o(n) I is less than the threshold PL for
ti 2: L99%'
The correct estimation probability improves to 0.95 when the estimation uses
4 OFDM symbols with the application of a triangular window (indicated in Fig. 4(a) by
"TU6 ave&win" and "echo-TU6 ave&win", respectively). This improvement is due to the
reduction of the grass level resulting in the previously undetected components of Ipi being
higher than the reduced PL'
Fig. 4(b) shows the influence of the Doppler spread to the performance of the estimation
algorithm for TU6 and echo-TU6 channels with SNR = 20 dB. We observe that the probability of correct estimation in the case of the estimation using a single OFDM symbol is
hardly influenced by the Doppler spread for both channel profiles. The probability of correct
estimation improves when the estimation over 4 consecutive OFDM symbols with triangular
window is applied. However, due to the channel variations in the OFDM symbols, in the
case of id = 90 Hz, we observe that the probability of correct estimation is slightly lower in
comparison with the id = 10 Hz case, but itis still higher than in the case of the estimation
using a single OFDM symbol.
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5

Conclusion

A blind maximum delay spread estimation method for OFDM systems has been presented.
The estimation method uses the transmitted data as a random probe signal to obtain an estimate of the maximum delay spread. The estimation method is based on the second order
statistics and does not require knowledge of the transmitted symbols. Because it uses all active subcarriers, the method avoids the aliasing problem. The simulation results show that the
performance is robust against noise and Doppler spread, but depends on the channel profiles.
It is further shown that the performance can be improved by performing the estimation over
multiple OFDM symbols in combination with a triangular window, although the channel
variations in the symbols may limit the improvement.
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Abstract
Interleaved coding-modulation (lCM) is a recently proposed method for ultrawideband impulse radio (UWB-IR) systems. lCM exploits the concept of chip
interleaving, allowing to alleviate the problem of inter-symbol and inter-pulse
interference commonly present in high data rate UWB-IR systems. In this paper, we extend previous work on lCM to scarcely populated multi-user scenarios.
We propose a design of a deterministic chip interleaver based on hyperbolic congruence sequences. We also review the main parameters of the random and
hyperbolic interleavers. Our results indicate that the proposed type of interleaver yields similar performance to random interleavers but with the advantage
of simpler implementation.

1

Introduction

One of the most promising candidates for future Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
and Personal Area Networks (PANs) is Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology. A UWB
system is defined as any communication system operating on a continuous frequency
bandwidth larger than or equal to 500 MHz [1]. UWB is characterized by distinctive
properties that stem mainly from the utilization of the extremely wide bandwidth, i.e,
support for a high date rate (>100 Mbps) transmission, immunity to multipath, and
fine spatial and time resolution.
Since UWB communication systems are primarily designed for indoor applications,
it is important to assure the coexistence of a number of transmitters in the covered
area. In existing studies on multi-user interference (MUI) in UWB-IR systems, a
Gaussian approximation (GA) is often used to model the interference stemming from
the concurrent transmitters as an additive Gaussian process having uniform power
spectrum over the bandwidth of interest [2], [3]. However, to be valid, the GA requires
a large number of mutually independent random variables when no single variable or
a group of variables can dominate. As a result, it gives inaccurate results in scarcely
populated systems, in systems with a dominant interferer, and in systems operating on
multipath fading channels [4]. For such cases the GA returns very optimistic results.
Existing work on the modelling of the bit error rate (BER) performance assuming
a non-Gaussian approach include the Quadrature rule approximation [5], characteristic function technique [6], [7] and Poisson distribution modelling [8]. In most of the
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papers, simple additive white Gaussian channels, perfect power control, and bipolar
pulse amplitude or pulse position modulation are considered. Another approach is
taken in [9], where a method is provided to compute the conditional BER given some
realizations of the channels. Although this technique is much simpler than the others,
it is assumed that no inter-symbol interference (ISI) nor inter-pulse interference (IPI)
is present.
In this paper, we characterize the BER performance of scarcely populated high
data rate coded UWB-IR systems operating on the IEEE 802.15.3a multipath fading
channels using Monte Carlo simulations. Effects of both types of interference, namely
ISI and IPI, are considered. Furthermore, we investigate the performance of previously
proposed interleaved coding-modulation [10] applied in combination with superorthogonal convolutional (SOC) coding or frame repetition (FR). Tests are conducted in a
multi-user scenario focusing on the design of time-hopping (TH)-like sequences that are
used for chip interleaving. Our results indicate that a deterministic interleaver based
on hyperbolic congruence sequences may perform similarly to the random interleavers
with the advantage of simple implementation. In our system model, the considered
modulation is differential autocorrelation signalling with a single delay branch allowing for a simplified receiver architecture.

2
2.1

Syst.ern Model
UWB-IR Transmitter

Generation of the transmitted signal waveform for one data packet is performed in
the following way. A sequence of Nu information bits u = (ua, U1, ... , UN,,-1) is encoded according to the selected encoding function sp resulting in a code bit sequence
d = cp(u) = (do, dl, ... , dNr1),
where Nd denotes the number of code bits/modulation
symbols in a packet. The considered modulation is of order one. A bijeetion sp transforms a block of k bits into a block of ti bits. In general, cp(x) is a sequence obtained by partitioning the sequence x into subsequences of length k and applying cp
on every subsequence. For a special case, when k = n(= 1), cp(x) = x and hence
there is no channel coding. Code bits di are fed into a differential autocorrelator
bi = bi-1(12di), Vi E {O,l, ... ,Nd - I} which delivers a sequence of modulated
symbols b = (ba, bl, ..., bNd-l),
where Nd can be calculated as Nd = ~Nu' The next
operation is pulse grouping that results in a sequence is = (SO,S1' ... , SN-1), where
Sl = bi, if iNjNp
:S I :S iNjNp + Nj - 1, Vi E {O, 1, ..., Ns - I}, and Sl = 0 otherwise. The number of frames per modulation symbol is N], whereas the number of
chips per frame is denoted by Np. The pulse grouping operation boils down to placing pulses at the beginning of every modulation symbol bi. This insures orthogonality
of the users' signals before passing them through the channel since chip interleaving
will be operating on the same initial conditions for every user. The following step
is chip interleaving IIp : x ---7 IIp(x), where the size of the interleaver is denoted by
Lp. The mapping IIp is user-dependent. In general, a sequence IIp(x) is obtained by
partitioning sequence x into subsequences of length Lp and applying IIp on every subsequence. Here, IIp is applied on the sequence is yielding a sequence of interleaved chips
v = IIp(iS) = (vo, Vl, ... , VN-1). As compared with [10], polarity randomization is not
considered here. The transmitted signal waveform for one data packet from user K is
thus given by
N-1

s~"')(t)

=

L v}"'Jw(t

- iTw),

i=O

where w(t) denotes the transmitted

pulse of duration Tw.
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(1)

2.2

UWB-IR Receiver

The received signalover a multipath fading channel in an U multi-user system can be
expressed as

+ I(t) + n(t),

r"(t) = r"(l)(t)

(2)

where r"(1)(t) is the useful signal given by

* g(1)(t) * h(l)(t)

r"(1)(t) = Als?)(t)

(3)

and I(t) is the multi-user interference term expressed as
u

I(t)

=

* g(I<)(t) * h(K)(t),

LA"s~")(t)

(4)

1<=2

and n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise. The channel impulse response of user", is
denoted by h(I<)(t). In our system model, we assume perfect power control, i.e., the
signal amplitudes satisfy Al = A2 = ... = AI< = ... = Au. Furthermore, we assume
that the impulse responses of the front-ends of every user's transceiver are the same,
i.e., g(1)(t) = g(2)(t) = ... = g(K)(t) = ... = g(U)(t).
The received sequence for one data packet may be expressed as ril = (r~, r~, ... , r'!v~ 1)'
where r;' is the waveform r"(t) on the interval [iTw, (i+ I)Twl. The first operation upon
receiving the signal is chip deinterleaving, rr;l(r") yielding a sequence z = rr;l(r")
= (zo, Zl, ... , ZN~l).
Next, pulse de-grouping and time-filtering operations are performed resulting in the sequence
= (.la, Zl, ... , ZN~l), where Zl = ZiNjNp+mOm,cj'
V 0 :::;I :::; N - 1, V 0 :::;i :::;
Nd - 1, and V 0 :::;m :::;Np - 1, where Oi,j = 1 if i = j,
and Oi,j = 0 if i =I j. The pseudorandom assignment code used to distinguish the users
and known at the receiver is c = (Co, Cl, ... , CNrl) with values c; E {O,1, ..., Np -I}, Vi.
It is important to notice that the time-filtering operation boils down to selecting these
chips from the sequence z that originally carried pulses at the transmitter side. The
rest of the chips in the sequence z are zero padded. The result of deinterleaving is fed
to the demodulator that correlates the signal with its symbol-delayed version as

z

Yi

=

r:
er,

i(t)i(t

- Ts)dt,

(5)

z

where i is the symbol index and i is a subsequence of with length Ni Np corresponding
to one symbol of duration Ts. In our system setup, for the case of FR, a resulting
sequence of real values written as Y = (f)o, Yl, ... , YNd~l) is passed through a threshold
detector yielding a sequence of binary values Yb = [-1· y], where [xl is equal to 1 for
x > 0 and 0 for x :::;O. For the case of SOC coding, the sequence of real values Y is fed
directly to the soft-input Viterbi decoder. In general, the sequence Yb is decoded with
a decoding function 'I/J(Yb) yielding a decoded bit sequence û = (ûo, Ûl, ... , ÛNu~l)'

2.3

sac

Coding and FR

Two particular cases of the lCM scheme are investigated, one further referred to as
a UWB-IR system with SOC coding, for which k = 1, n > 1, and Ni = 1, and
the second, further referred to as a UWB-IR system with frame repetition, in which
there is no coding scheme applied, i.e., k = ti = 1 and Ni > l. The dimension and
the length of the code are denoted by k and ti, respectively. In order to allowafair
comparison between the two schemes, we ensure an equal number of transmitted pulses
per information bit by setting the length of the SOC code, n, equal to the number of
frames per symbol of the FR scheme, Ni'
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2.4

UWB Channel Model

The considered IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model is a modified Saleh-Velenzuela
(S-V) model. In this paper, we refer to the channel scenario CM3 that represents a
non-line-of-sight transmission with distances between the transmitter and the receiver
ranging from 4 to 10 m. For information on the channel description, the reader is
requested to study [l l].

2.5

Interleaver Sequence Design

Orthogonal sequencing is employed in the design of the chip interleaver whose purpose
is to intersperse the pulses corresponding to all users for all the symbols transmitted.
A unique sequence indicating the reordering mapping of the chips periodically repeated
for the whole data packet is assigned to each user. However, unlike in conventional
time-hopping applications, pulses dispersed through interleaving are generally not in
time consecutive order. This introduces time diversity allowing for spreading of bursty
errors caused by fading over several code words. Both time and frequency hopping
codes may be used for this application, provided that they adhere to the following
constraints:
• Each sequence consists of unique values required for the interleaver's one-to-one
mapping operation .
• High level of orthogonality between the sequences is ensured to avoid catastrophic
collisions and minimize the multi-access interference.
For the purpose of our analysis, we have chosen hyperbolic congruence and random sequences. The former are known to have very good auto- and cross-correlation properties
[12] and a defined structure that can be easily implemented in the system. Interleavers
based on the latter, however, provide good BER performance but lack of compact
representation.
Hyperbolic congruence sequences
The placement operator is defined as [13]
.

T(z)

a

= -:-(mod

z

pi),

1::; a,i ::;pi - 1,

(6)

where pi is a prime number, a is the sequence index, and i is the sequence element
index. The cardinality of the set of sequences equals pi - l. I/i is the unique inverse
of i in the Galois field GF(p') and can be calculated as [14]

~=

iP'-2

(mod pi).

t

3

(7)

Interleaver Properties

In the following we review the main interleaver parameters. Since in this paper, the
spread S of both considered types of interleavers equals one, we do not focus ext.ensively
on this parameter.
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Table 1: Example of Operatien of an Interleaver

rr(i)
~(i)

3.1

1112131415161
... 14001
5 1 8 10 3 2 ... 100
-4 1 -5 -6 2 4 ... 300

Delays and Latency

The delay function of an interleaver, ~(i),
~(i)

= i - II(i),

The interleaver operation canthus

is defined as

Vi E Z, Z

= {I, 2, ... , Lp}.

(8)

be described as
y(i)

(9)

x(i - ~(i)).

=

An example of operation of an interleaver is shown in Table 1. The minimum delay is
defined as
~min
= inf ~(i),
(10)
iEZ

whereas the maximum delay is
~max

= sup

(11)

~(i).

iEZ

The characteristic

delay is given by

(12)
3.2

Dispersion

The randomness of an interleaver can be measured by the dispersion parameter.
normalized dispersion is given by [15]
'Y

= I{(~x, ~y)l~x

=

J -

1:::; i < j

Z, ~y

The

= II(j) - II(i),

:::;Lp}I(Lp(Lp

- 1)/2),

(13)

where the cardinality of a set is denoted by 1 . I. A low value of dispersion means
that the interleaver is very regular. The smallest value of the dispersion is achieved
by the identity permutation. The maximum dispersion value of 'Y = 1 is achieved by
interleavers based on Costas arrays [15].

3.3

Input-Output

Separation

Spectrum

Fig. land 2 present the input-output separation spectra (lOSS) of a random and hyperbolic interleaver, respectively. These graphs represent two-dimensional histograms
with the axes being the separation for all possible element-pairs at the input and output of the interleaver. The lOSS indicates the level of randomness of an interleaver
since the fewer the possible combinations of the element-pairs, the more structured the
interleaver is. As can be observed from Fig. land 2, the lOSS of the two considered
interleavers look similar, however, with slight superiority with respect to the randomness level of the random interleaver. The parameters of interleavers under examination
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(a) Fig. 1. The input-output separation spectrum
of a random interleaver. The input separation is
li - jl, whereas the output separation is III('i) II(j)l.
For clarity of the figure, the length of the
interleaver equals Lp = 100.

(b) Fig. 2. The input-output separation spectrum
of a hyperbolic interleaver with p' = 101, a = 1,
and Lp = 100. A random circular shift is applied.

Table 2: Interleaver Parameters
Interleaver

I Lp

I

fJ.min

I fJ.

max

I

Zi

I ti I

1

Random

400

-372.4

384.6

757

1

0.81

Hyperbolic

400

-367.8

382.8

750.6

1

0.65

averaged over five realizations are gathered in Table 2. We observe small differences
in values of the delay functions. Furthermore, the value of the dispersion of a random
interleaver is larger indicating the higher level of randomness of this type of interleaver.
This fact is also visible when comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2. The spread of the two
considered types of interleavers equals one.

4

Performance Evaluation and Discussion

The performance of scarcely populated high data rate (125Mbps) UWB-IR systems is
evaluated through Monte Carlo simulations with 40 independent channel realizations
and 2000 information bits in every packet. Our assumption is that the channel is
stationary during transmission of one data packet. For every channel realization a
unique sequence is assigned to the intended user in order to eliminate performance
dependence on the selected sequences and average the results. For interferers, the value
of a determining the sequence is pseudorandomly chosen from the set {I, 2, ..., U-I}. In
order to model a situation that takes place often in practice that none of the users starts
its transmission at the same time as the others, a random circular shift is added to the
sequences. Perfect power control is assumed, i.e., powers of the signals corresponding
to every active user are equal. The data rates of the considered synchronous UWB-IR
systems are identical and the bandwidth expansions introduced by sac coding and
FR are equal.
Fig. 3 and 4 show the BER performance of scarcely populated UWB-IR systems
with and without the lCM technique when the total number of users U = I, 2, 3,
or 4. As can be seen from both figures, the best BER performance is achieved when
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(c) Fig. 3. The bit error rate of UWE-IR systems
with SOC coding and with or without lCM. Two
types of length Lp = 400 sequences considered,
namely hyperbolic and random.

(d) Fig. 4. The bit error rate of UWE-IR systems
with FR and with or without lCM. Two types of
length Lp = 400 sequences considered, namely hyperbolic and random.

there is only one active user in the system. Increasing the number of active users
worsens the BER. For U > 1, when Ebi No values are high, Fig. 3 and 4 reveal an
error fioor indicating that the performance is determined by the MUI, ISI, and IPI
types of interference rather than the noise. The only exception is an U = 2 multi-user
UWB-IR system with lCM and SOC coding applied, for which, for the BER range as
in the figures, we do not observe the error fioor. For the parameter setting as in our
system model, i.e., the number of chips per frame, Np = 6, the length of the SOC code,
n = 8, and the number of frames per symbol, NJ = 8, the maximal number of users is
6. However, when considering target BER values lower than 10-2, we notice that the
maximal number of users served by the UWB-IR system with the lCM technique and
SOC coding or FR applied is 3 or 2, respectively. This observation may suggest that
for multi-user scenarios with high data rate transmissions (>100Mbps) over multipath
fading channels, channel codes much stronger than SOC are required, especially for
UWB-IR systems based on a single delay branch differential autocorrelation receiver.
As illustrated in both figures, for a single user scenario, the coding gain introduced
by the lCM technique is about 1 dB at the 10-4 BER level and increases significantly
with the number of users, however, with the price of the higher BEK The time-filtering
operation performed at the receiver introduces a significant improvement in the BER
performance that may be visible when comparing Fig. 3 and 4 with Fig. 4 in [10].
For both methods of proteetion against errors, i.e., SOC coding and FR, hyperbolic
and random chip interleaving yield similar BER performance. This phenomena has its
roots in similar values of interleaver parameters. Moreover, for both interleaver types,
the most important parameter, i.e., spread equals S = 1. It is imperative to point out
here that interleavers based on hyperbolic congruence sequences do not have major
drawbacks of random interleavers, i.e., lack of compact representation that could lead
to simple implementation and lack of adequate analysis.

5

Closing Comments

In this paper, we have evaluated the BER performance of scarcely populated high
data rate coded UWB-IR systems operating on multipath fading channels. We have
proposed a design of a deterministic chip interleaver for the lCM technique based
on hyperbolic congruence sequences. We have also reviewed the main parameters of
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the random and hyperbolic interleavers. Our results indicate that the proposed type
of the interleaver yields similar performance to the random interleavers but with the
advantage of simpler implementation. We have also found that high data rate UWBIR systems based on a single delay branch differential autocorrelation receiver perform
poor in multipath fading channels, allowing, for the target BER levels lower than 10-2,
to serve up to 3 or 2 active users for SOC coding or FR, respectively.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the design of an air interface based on Offset Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (OQPSK) modulation scheme combined with Frequency Domain Equalization
(FDE). We evaluate the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance in an indoor multipath environment at a carrier frequency of 60 GHz.

1

Introduetion

Nomadic multimedia communications are gaining a lot of attention to support the various enduser applications. Examples are the fast wireless download of multimedia and High-Definition
TV streaming. However, these applications require a throughput higher than 500 Mbps, and
current wireless communication systems are unable to provide this speed. Therefore, new wireless technologies are needed. In this context, the IEEE 802.ls.3c standardization group started in
Jul y 2003 to investigate the use of the 60 GHz band for wireless short range applications [1]. The
large amount of unlicensed bandwidth in the 60 GHz band (more than 3 GHz) can be exploited
to establish a short-range wireless connectivity at 1 Gbps [2]. However, the power consumption
of end-user components is still a problem knowing that they are battery-powered. Considering
the power breakdown in a 60 GHz broadband digital wireless system, the very consuming blocks
are in the analog Front-End (FE). The very important ones are the Power Amplifier (PA) and the
two digital-analog interfaces (with at least 1 Gsample/s sampling clock) [3]. The cost and power
consumption of a PA are reduced by relaxing its linearity requirement. For the Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) and the Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), once the clock sampling rate is
fixed, the cost and the power consumption are reduced by lowering its resolution in terms of bits.
Therefore, following decisions can be made about the air interface:
• Firstly, low Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) signals should be transmitted. Therefore,
we prefer the Single Carrier (SC) transmission scheme to the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme proposed in [4], [5]. Moreover, we combine SC with
Offset-QPSK modulation which presents a low PAPR compared to QPSK or Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) in band-limited channels .
• Secondly, the multipath channel should be equalized at a low complexity. Therefore, we
add redundancy at the transmitter to make the signal cyclic and be able to equalize the
channel in the frequency domain [6].
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In this paper, we analyze the performance of SC-OQPSK with Frequency Domain Equalizer
(FDE). Assuming a perfect analog FE as a first step, the performance is evaluated based on a
channel model characterizing the indoor multipath environment at 60 GHz. Two sampling rates
at the receiver are compared namely Non-Fractional Sampling (NFS) and Fractional Sampling
(FS) [7]. The latter consists in sampling the received signal every T/2, thus the information contained in the offset of half-period between the I and Q branches can be processed. Furthermore,
we have also compared two types of receiver equalizers: Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean
Square Error (MMSE).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we first model a block transmitter based
on OQPSK modulation scheme. Afterwards, we design analytically a receiver operating in a
multipath environment The propagation channel at 60 GHz and its modeling are discussed in
section 3. The simulation results are presented in section 4

2
2.1

Offset-QPSK with FDE Transceiver design
Block Transmission model

Let us consider the block transmitter model represented in Figure J. The in-phase comfonent
of the digital OQPSK signal is noted u] [kl and the quadrature-phase part noted uQ[k. The
two streams are first serial-to-parallel converted to form blocks 1ü[k] := [U] [kB], udkB +
1], ... )u][kB + B - lW and 1±Q[k] := [uQ[kB], uQ[kB + 1], ... )uQ[kB + B - lW with B
being the block size. Then, a cyclic prefix of length Nep is inserted at the beginning of each
block to get cyclic blocks ;r][k] and ;rQ[k]. The cyclic prefix insertion is done using the matrix
Tep. The cyclic blocks are afterwards converted back to serial and the resulting streams x] [kl and
xQ[k] are filtered by square root raised cosine filters gT(t) and g~(t) respectively. The inherent
offset between I and Q branches that differentiates the OQPSK signaling with the normal QPSK
is modeled through the pulse shaping filters such that g~(t) = g1(t - T /2), with T representing
the OQPSK symbol period. The two pulse shaped signals are then summed together to constitute
the equivalent complex low-pass transmitted signal 8(t).

Figure J: Offset QPSK Block transmission

2.2
2.2.1

Receiver design
Analytical description of the received signal

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the receiver. The received signal Tin(t) results from the
transmitted signal s(t) which is corrupted by the wireless multipath channel. The propagation
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channel is discussed in section 3. In this section, we model the channel by its equivalent low-pass
channel impulse response c(t). The received signal is also corrupted by the noise generated by
analog Radio Front-End (RFE) components. This noise is modeled as an additive white Gaussian
noise represented analytically by its equivalent low-pass signal n(t). The noisy received signal
is first low-pass filtered by an anti-aliasing filter before the sampling operation. The anti-aliasing
filter is assumed to be an ideal filter. Two sampling rates are considered namely:
• Non-Fractional Sampling (NFS): The signal is sampled every T. The corresponding antialiasing filter gJJFS(t) eliminates all the frequencies above O.5IT .
• Fractional Sampling (FS): The sampling period is T 12, and the cut-frequency of the antialiasing filter g{Js(t) is set to liT.

Joint

T

FOE

~-ÛI[m]

and
symbols

ûQ[m]

~-

detection

Joint
FOE
and
symbols
detection

Figure 2: Receiver
In the following, we focus on the FS case. The NFS can be seen as a special case of FS.
The cascade: transmit pulse shaping filter-channel-anti-aliasing receive filter is characterized
analytically by the equivalent low-pass impulse responses hI(t) := gJ(t) * c(t) * g{Js(t) and
hQ(t) := j * g~(t) *C(t) * gfJs(t) respectively to I and Q signals. The fractionally sampled signal
r[m] is first separated in polyphase components according to [7]. Therefore, we define

+ p]
vP[m] d;j v[2m + p]

(I)

+ p]
h~[m] d;j hd2m + p]

(3)

rP[m] d;j r[2m

hj[m] d;j hl [2m

(2)

(4)

where p is 0 for the polyphase component 0 ( odd indexed samples) or I for the polyphase
component I (even indexed samples). vlm] is the filtered noise at the output of g{Js(t) sampled
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every T 12, hj[m] and hQ[m] representing the discrete-time version of respectively hj(t) and
hQ(t) sampled every T 12. The sampled channels hj[m] and hQ[m] have finite impulse responses
that extend respectively over L[ and LQ symbol periods. These time-dispersions are responsible
of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) between consecutive symbols, which, if not mitigated would
degrade the performance of the system. Next to the separation in polyphase components, one
separates the real and imaginary parts of different polyphased signals. We use the upper index
c = {r, i} to identify the realor imaginary component. The four real-valued sequences are
serial to parallel converted to obtain the [PC[m] blocks, which after discarding the cyclic prefix
become uPC[m]. The cyclic removal operation is realized using the matrix Rep. If the length of the
cyclic prefix is chosen correctly, which means that Ncp is greater than max{L],
LQ}), then the
Inter-Block Interterenee (IEl) between consecutive blocks is completely eliminated. Therefore,
according to [8], the discrete-time block input-output relationship taking into account the CP
insertion and removal operations is
(5)

1JLPC[m] represents the complex filtered noise block :!!_PC[m] with its first Nep samples discarded.
HjC and
are circulant matrices whose matrix form is:

H8'

hPC(O)

0

0

hPC(l)

hPC(L)
0

0
äpc

=

0

hPC(L)

0

0

hPC(L)
U

(6)

0
0
0

0

0

hPC(L)

0
hPC(O)

To summarize, the complete input-output matrix relationship in the FS case is given by

(7)

y and 1JLare vectors of 4B symbols, H is a matrix of size 4B x 2B and 1!< a vector of 2B symbols.
Notice that all these vectors and matrices are real-valued. Interestingly, the NFS case can be
obtained from the FS by following adaptations:
- Firstly, one has to change the analog anti-aliasing filter at the receiver. In fact, the cut-off
frequency of the NFS filter is O.5IT while it is liT for the FS filter.
- Secondly, one keeps only the polyphase component with superscript index"O" in (7)
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2.2.2

Joint channel compensation and symbol detection

The CP insertion and removal operations eliminate the interference between consecutive blocks,
hence the blocks can be processed independently. However, the ISI between symbols within each
block is still uncompensated. In this section, we design an equalizer that jointly compensates the
distortion caused by the mu1tipath channel in each block and detects the transmitted symbols.
According to [9], the expression of a linear detector Z that produces an estimate ofthe transmitted
symbols from the received signal with a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) is given by
(8)

The superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose and R represents the autocorrelation of a
random signal. As both 1? and "IQ are white signals, their autocorre1ations are given by

Ruu

a;

I

(9)

Ruw = a~ I
Therefore, by replacing (9) and (10) in (8), one gets

(10)

=

2
ZMMSE

I + RH Rrl RH

= (~

(11)

(J!!_

Since H is a matrix of circu1ant sub-matrices, it can be transformed in a matrix of diagonal
sub-matrices A by the discrete block Fourier Transform matrices :Fm and :F/!.

R = :F~I A:Fm
Fm
:F/!

de!

(12)

=

F 0Im

(13)

d~

FH

(14)

0 In

where F is the discrete Fourier Transform matrix of size B x B, 0 the Kronecker product, ] the
identity matrix. For the FS case, m = 4 and ti = 2 while in the NFS case m = ti = 2. The
different diagonal matrices are noted Ape, and their diagonals are calculated by
(15)
In order to simplify the computation of the MMSE expression, a permutation is performed between columns and lines of A. The permutation is realized such that A. is transformed in a
diagonal matrix Ill, in which the ith block contains the ith sub-carrier frequency responses of the
different hje and h~echannels (Figure 3):
A = pH III P

(16)

Replacing (12) and (16) in (11), the expression of the joint MMSE detector becomes
ZMMSE

= F/!

172
p-l[

~I

+ IlIHIlIr1lllH

P:Fm

(17)

IJ),!

The expression of a joint ZF detector can be easily obtained from (17) by assuming a very high

:! becomes
2

signal to noise ratio, whereby the term

negligible:
(18)
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3

Channel model

In the context of broadband wireless communication, the transmission of wireless signals in the
60 GHz band is very attractive thanks to the large amount of unlicensed spectrum available in this
band [1]. With a bandwidth of few GHz, wireless systems can provide a bit rate in the range of
Gbps. We focus on indoor short-range communications. The indoor wireless channel at 60 GHz
has been extensively explored in the literature [10],[11],[5]. In this study, we model the indoor
channel at 60 GHz using the Saleh Valenzuela model [12], which assumes that the received
signals arrive in clusters. The main parameters ofthe Saleh-Valenzuela model are: cluster arrival
rate A, ray arrival rate within one cluster À, cluster decay factor r and ray decay factor "(".
We consider the same scenario as that defined in [13]. The corresponding Saleh-Valenzuela
parameters are presented in Table 1.
I/A

r
I/À
"(

75 nsec
20 nsec
5 nsec
9 nsec

Table 1: Saleh Valenzuela Channel parameters at 60 GHz

4

Simulation of the BER performance

The performance of our system is evaluated based on the previous channel model. We have
generated 1000 statistical channel realizations. Assuming a bandwidth of 1 GHz, a digital oversampling factor of 2, a cyclic prefix of 64 symbols and a block size of 256 symbols, the resulting uncoded bit rate of our system is approximatively 800 Mbps. We have compared the
EER performance of the ZF and MMSE equalizer for both fractional and non-fractional sampling. Simulation results are represented in Figure 4. One notices that the performances of FS
receiver (solid line) are always better than that of NFS receivers (dashed line). In fact, in the
NFS case, the frequency components of the transmitted signal above O.5/T are filtered out by
the anti-aliasing receive filter, thus the received signal does not contains all the information from
the transmitted message. On the contrary, in the FS case, the anti-aliasing filter has a larger
bandwidth than the transmitted signal, thus all the inforuration from the transrnitted is available
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Figure 4: BER performances of OQPSK with FDE scheme in indoor multipath channel at 60
GHz
in the received sampled signal. Simulations show that the performance gain of FS over NFS
receiver at a BER of 10-4 is 2 dB with a ZF equalizer and only 0.5 dB with a MMSE equalizer. The additional gain of FS over NFS in the ZF case is justified by the diversity given by the
polyphase components, In fact, ZF are known to be very sensitive to nuls. However, by creating polyphase components, the probability to have nuls on both components in the same time
is reduced compared with the probability that one of the components fades. On the other hand,
ZF equalizers have an implementation loss of 5 to 7 dB at a BER of 10-3 relatively to MMSE
equalizer performance. However, even if FS receivers yield better performances, they require an
ADC with a sampling clock twice faster than that needed by NFS receiver. Moreover, the digital
receiver is twice complex than that of NFS receivers. Therefore, by trading-off complexity, cost
and BER performance, the combination of NFS with MMSE is more appropriate for low-cost
low-consumption devices. Notice that by comparing with the Rayleigh bound (solid diamond),
it can also be verified that the SC modulation scheme with FDE inherently provides frequency
diversity [6].

5

Conclusion

This paper discussed the design of a baseband block transmission scheme using Offset-QPSK
modulation with FDE. We have evaluated the performances of this system in indoor multipath
channel at 60 GHz. A comparison between the BER performance of NFS and FS receivers and
also between ZF and MMSE equalizers has been done. It has been shown that the combination
NFS-MMSE leads to a good compromise between BER performance and receiver complexity.
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Optimal energy balancing protocols for wireless
sensor networks
Janos Levendovszky ", Csego Orosz", Andras Olah t, Edward C. van der Meulent

Abstract
The paper develops new energy balancing protocols for wireless sensor networks (WSN) to
maximize the life-span of the system. When developing these new protocols, the statistical
traffic characteristics
of the sensed quantities are taken into account and an optimal packet
forwarding mechanism from the nodes to the base station (BS) is proposed, which minimizes
the energy consumption of WSN. The tail distribution of the energy consumption is estimated
by the tools of large deviation theory and the concept of generalized statistical bandwidth has
been introduced to evaluate the energy need of the network. Based on the new concept, one can
optimize a class of random protocols in which sensor nodes do not always send packets their
nearest neighbours (having a "chain" type forwarding mechanism to the BS) but randomly
decide to send either to the nearest neighbour or directly to the BS. In this way, the nodes
located far from the BS may consume more energy (by being engaged with long-distance
packet transmissions directly to BS), but the nodes being close to the BS are relieved from retransmitting the packets handed down by the chain. As result, energy consumption
gets
smoothly distributed along the nodes which may increase the lifetime of the bottleneck node.
The optimal probability distribution of choosing the target node for packet transmission has
been found by using a modified form of the Chernoff bound and some combinatorial
optimization tools. By the new results, the life span of WSN can be increased with at least one
magnitude.

1. Introduetion
Due to the recent advances electronics and wireless communication, the development of
low-cost, low power, multifunctional sensors have received increasing attention [1]. These
sensors are compact in size and besides sensing they also have limited signal processing
and communication capabilities. However, the limitation in size and energy makes WSNs
different from other wireless and ad hoc networks [2]. As a result, new protocols must be
developed with special focus on energy balancing in order to increase the lifetime of the
network which is crucial in case applications (e.g. military field observations [3], living
habitat monitoring [4] ... etc.), where recharging ofthe nodes is out ofreach [5].
The paper addresses energy balancing in WSN and develops novel packet forwarding
mechanism to increase the lifetime of the system. A random class of protocols will be
investigated, where the sensor nodes randomly select other nodes for packet forwarding,
subject to a probability distribution. For example, node i can choose to forward the
neighbouring node closer to the base station (labelled as i-I) with probability ai' or directly
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send the packet to the BS with probability

1- ai'

In the former case, node i spares its

energy due to a short range transmission, however the packet must traverse down on the
chain consuming the energies of the other nodes. While, in the latter case node i, will
consume more energy by being engaged with a long distance transmission to the BS,
however, the transmitted packet will not consume the energies of other nodes.
In the paper, the optimal p.d.f.

is found which maximizes the tail of life-time

ai,i = 1,... ,N

distribution, based on large deviation theory. In this way, the new protocol can ensure
longer WSN Iifespan than the traditional packet forwarding mechanisms.

2. The model
After the routing protocol (e.g. LEACH [6] or PEDAP [7]) has found the path to the base
station the subsequent nodes participating in the packet transfer can be regarded as a one
dimensional chain labelled by i = I,...,N and depicted by the next figure:
gt-f.k)

«».

N

N-l'

giek)

..

i+ 1

i

Base
Station

Sensor nodes

~
i-I

2

1

o--o-------o--o---o-----------~

Figure 1. One dimensional chain topology of WSN packetforwarding

The topology is uniquely defined by a distance vector d

= (dJ>..., d

N ),

where di,Î

= 1,..., N

denotes the distance between node i and i-I, respectively.
_ daeà~
given as g - -1-- + gElee
- np,.
dictated by the Rayleigh model, where d is the distance, a depends on the propagation
type, P,. is the reliability of correct reception, e is the signal-ty-noise ratio, while gElee
represents the power consumption of the electronics.

The energy needed

to transmit packet over distance d

IS

The initial battery power on node i is denoted by c., i = I,...,N .
We assume that each sensor generates packets subject to an On/Off model. i.e. packet
generation occurs with probability P (Yi = 1) = Pi' whereas the node does not generate
packet with probability

P (Yi

= 0) = I- Pi' The traffic state of the network is represented by

an N dimensional binary vector yE

{O, I}N

and the corresponding the probability of a traffic

N

state is given as

P

(v) = IT pi' (1- Pi y-y, assuming independenee

about the sensed

;=1

quantities.
As a result, a WSN is fully characterized by vectors g, p, and c respectively.
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When analyzing the lifespan of the network, the following packet forwarding mechanisms
are taken into account:
I.

Chain protocol: Each node transmits packet to its neighbour lying closer to the BS. In
this way, each node consumes minimal energy by being engaged with short range
energy transmission. However, each packet are traversing toward the BS hop-by-hop,
thus a packet consumes energy on each node along its path.

2.

Random

shortcut protocol: Node i can choose to forward the packet to its neighbouring
node closer to the base station (labeled as i-I) with probability ai' or directly send the

packet to the BS with probability 1- ai. In this case node i, will consume more energy
by being engaged with a long distance transmission to the BS, however, the transmitted
packet will not consume the energies on the other nodes.
The paper is concerned to evaluate the lifetime in the case ofchain forwarding (case I) and
when shortcut to the BS is possible (case 2). Furthermore, our aim is to optimize vector
a = (al' ..., aN) to minimize energy consumption and thus maximizing the lifespan.

3. Lifespan estimation by large deviation theory
Let assume that the chain protocol is in effect. The energy consumed by sending a packet
generated on node i to the BS is given as
;

(1)

Gi:=Lgi'
j~1

and the average energy consumption by up to times instant K is given as
KIN

L - LYi(k)Gi
k~1 N i~1

(2)

.

The lifespan of node with reliability parameter a is given as time K for which the
probability of the average energy consumption exceeding the available battery power C,
will equal to the given reliability threshold, yielding
Kl
P( ~

where e-a is close to one and C

N

)

I
=-

N

a

> C =e-

N~YJk)Gi

(3)

,

Lc
N

i •

i~1

This casts life time evaluation as a tail estimation problem, where bounds like the Chernoff
inequality can be used as follows:
Kl

P

(

N

)

L - Ly;(k)G;
k~1 N ;~I

>C

K±~/(S.G/)-N.'C

se

(4)

l
.'

,

N

where Ili (s, G;):= log( E (eSY;G,))

=

log(]- Pi + p;eSYIGI) and oS: min KL
.s

As a result, the lifespan in a chain topology is given as
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Ili (s, G;) - NsC .
;==1

N

_

1 N

(K

K :P L - Ly;Ck)Gi
N
k=1

>C

)

= e-a

KL~J(S,GJ)-NsC

~

e ,.,

= e-a

(5)

,

i=1

yielding

K=

N:SC-a
N

(6)

Lfli(S,Gi)
;=1

If the random shortcut protocol is in effect then, then the packet generated by node i will
travel in the chain up to the fits shortcut to BS. Let the node in which the shortcut takes
place be denoted by lei' The distribution of lei is given as

i

p(le

n

= li) = (l-ai_/J

«:

(7)

}=i-I;+I

In this case the packet consumes

i

v.:=

L gi +Yi-I, energy,

where

Yi-I, is

the shortcut

j=i-I/+l

energy from node i -I, (i.e. the energy required to transmit the packet from node i-li
directly the 8S). As a result, the average energy consumption is given as
(8)
Thus the lifespan is defined as follows:
(9)
The probability in equation (9) can be rewritten as

= L"'L/t,P'(SY,)-SNCÓ((I-ai_/JtI
"

=

IN

/-1

a

L ...L/t~I;(,.v')-$NLÓ((l-ai_/JtI
"

where

'N

I-I

)

j

=

)_I-/j+1

e-sNcL"'LÓ
"

'N

e~'(s.v,)(( l-ai-lJ[r
I-I

a 'J = e-SNCÓLl' eP,(s.v,)lr (I-ai-I,)[r
I-I

Ili (s, V.) := log ( E (e'Y'v,) ) = log (1- Pi + PieSY"',).
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Ij

j

)-1

)

j

a

j

)-1-1,+1

a
1;+1

J-I

1;+1

'JJ' ,

=

Introducing the extended logarithmic moment generation function as
(10)
one can write
(11 )

This finally yields the life span as
(12)
N

where s:minL~;(s,Gi'K)-sNC,
S

and the life span is the solution of the following

i=l

equation
N

k: L~;(s,G;,K)

=sNC-a.

(13)

Î=I

As one can see, the equation above determines the lifespan as a function of vector a, the
components of which contains probabilities of shortcut on a given node. This relationship is
denoted by k = '¥ (a). Using equations (10) and (13) to evaluate 'P (a) for different a
vectors, protocol optimization can take place by searching in the space of a-vectors to find
the optimal shortcut probabilities. This can be done by gradient descent type of
optimization given as follows:
'¥ (a(n)) - '¥ (a(n
a;Cn)-a;(n-l)

a,(n+l)=a;(n)-ósgn

{

-I))}

,

(14)

where i = 1,..., N . As a result, protocol optimization has been carried out in the following
steps:
Given:

Step 1.

N - number of nodes,
p - packet generate probability vector,
g - energy vector,
c - initial battery power vector;
select an initial a(O) shortcut probability vector;

Step 2.

evaluate the value of k

=

'¥ (a) by solving the

N

equation k:L~;(S,Gi'K)=NsC-a;
;=1

Step 3.

Perform the gradient search
{'¥ (a(n))- '¥ (a(n a.(n+l)=a.(n)-ósgn
a;(n)-a;(n-l)
t
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I))}

,

where i = I, ...,N;
Check
the
stopping
criterion
(i.e.
Ila(n + 1) - a(n)11 ~ s ) and go back to Step 2. if it is
not met.

4. Performance analysis and numerical results
In this section a detailed performance analysis is given using the chain and the shortcut
protocol methods. The aim is to evaluate the lifespan of a sensor network containing N
number of sensors placed in an equidistant line. The parameters to run the simulations were
chosen based on the MOTE-KIT5040 hardware package containing
•

4 MICA2 Processor/Radio

Boards

•

4 MICA2DOT Quarter-Sized Processor/Radio

•

3 MTS3IO Sensor Boards (Acceleration,
and Sounder)

•

2 MTS51 0 Sensor Boards (Acceleration, Light, Acoustic)

•

2 MDA500 Prototype and Data Acquisition Boards

•

1 Mill5l0

Boards

Magnetic, Light, Temperature, Acoustic,

Programming and Serial Interface Board

The following figure shows how the Iifespan changes as the function of the number of
nodes (N), in the case of chain and shortcut protocols. The distance between the base station
and the farthest node was IOmeters. In every step a new node was inserted, resulting an
equidistant sensor-chain .

..1200
c;

a.
11)

1000

~
....

%~--~--~~--~1~5--~2~0--~2~5--~3~0--~~--~--~4~5--~50·

Number of sensors

Figure 2. Lifespan as the function of the number of sensors
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As one can see, there is a maximum lifespan in both cases, where the optimal number of
nodes can be given. Figure 3 demonstrates that when the nodes are sparsely distributed,
both methods result almost the same lifespan. While increasing the number of nodes
(exceeding the optimal numbers being N Chain = 13 and NS/lOrlcul = 20), the shortcut model
definitely gives a much higher relative lifespan to the lifespan of the chain protocol.
mChain method
... C]Shortcut method

241.11%

Figure 3. Lifespan of WSN in case of different sensor numbers
The aim was to optirmze the shortcut probability vector of the shortcut model. The
following figure shows this optimization procedure in the case of the optimal number of
nodes (N=20). The found optimal shortcut probability vector is
aop,

= (1,0.12,0.13,0.26,0.27,0.29,0.35,0.38,0.42,0.61,0.73,0.75,0.66,0.62,0.56,0.43,0.21,0.20,0.13,0.11)

1OOOO~--O:2~O
-----:4~O ----;}60;O---~80!:;---:-!1 O~O----;:12~O-----;-14~O-----;-;16~O----:-!18~O-~200

number of steps of the optimiyation

algorithm

Figure 4. Optimization ofthe shortcut probability vector
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Starting the algorithm (given in the previous section) from a randomly initialized
probability vector a(O), the optimization stops in the 148th step, where it reaches the
optimal shortcut probability vector 0 and the maximum lifespan (LS= 1915). This algorithm
has a long running time, but since this is an off-line optimization, with enough
computational capacities the method can be done.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, energy balancing ofWSN has been studied by large deviation theory. A novel
"random shortcut" protocol has been introduced and the optimal probability distribution for
selecting destination for packet forwarding has been found. By this new protocol, the
Iifespan of WSN cab considerably increased.
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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the problem of pure information transmission and channel state estimation via state dependent channels. We show that the knowledge
of auxiliary random variable, used in the codebook construction of random binning techniques, is sufficientto perform the optimal channel state estimation. We
compare the obtained results with optimal rate-distortion region obtained using
more involved coding strategies based on hybrid random binning and uncoded
transmission. This analysis is performed for the generalized Cel'fand-Pinsker
formulation and Gaussian Costa setup.

1

Introduction

We consider the problem of pure information transmission and channel state estimation
via state dependent channels shown in Fig. 1. This problem has numerous practical
applications including digital data-hiding, authentication, wireless communications etc.
[1], [2], [3]. In the information-theoretic setup, this problem is dedicated to the trade-off
analysis between the amount of reliably cornmunicated independent information given
by the message M and the accuracy of channel or host XN state estimation.

M

Decoder
lim
N~oo
J~oo~E[llxN
Pe(N)

->

0

- _xNI1

2
] ~

D

Figure 1: Pure inforrnation and channel state transmission over state dependent channels
Notations
We use capital letters to denote scalar random variables X, XN to
denote vector random variables, corresponding small letters x and xN to denote the
realizations of scalar and vector random variables, respectively. The superscript N is
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used to designate length-N vectors xN = [x[l], x[2], ... , x[NW with kth element x[k].
We use X rv px(x) or simply X rv p(x) to indicate that a random variable X is
distributed according to px(x).
The mathematical expectation of a random variable
X rv px(x) is denoted by Epx [X] or simply by E[X] and Var [X] denotes the variance
of X. Calligraphic fonts X denote sets X E X and 1..1'1 denotes the cardinality of set X.
IN denotes the N x N identity matrix. We also define the WIR as WIR=10l0g1o ~

"x

and

the WNR as WNR= lOlagIo ~, where oJ, o~, o~ represent the variances of channel
z
interference, input to the channel and noise, respectively. We use the definition of the
so-called strongly typical set [4] p. 358 A;(NJ(X) with respect to px(.) that is the set
of N-tuples xN satisfying:

(1)

where N(alxN) is the number of a occurrences in the sequence xN and 0 is an arbitrary
small positive constant.
The strongly jointly typical sequences (xN, yN) with respect to the joint distribution
PXy(.) on X x Y satisfy:
for all a E X,b E y,

(XN,yN):
A~(N)(X,Y)=

N(a,blxN,yN)=O,
ifpxy(a,b)=O,
{
N
ht·N(a, blx , yN) - pXy(a, b) I <

(2)

,xf,y"

where N(a, blxN, yN) is the number of the pair (a, b) occurrences in the pair of sequences
(XN,yN).

2

Problem Formulation

The encoder in order to send a message M E M, M = {I, 2, ... , 2NR}, where R
denotes the rate of communications and N stands for the length of communicated
sequences, generates WN (M, XN) and transmits it over the state dependent channel
N
'
pVNlwN,XN = fL=lPvlw,x(vilwi,xi)'
The decoder decodes the send message M as well
as estimates the channel state X N .
Code construction:
Introduce an auxiliary random variable U with an alphabet
U viapUIX(')' Generate IJIIMI
codewords uN(m,j), m E M, j = {I, 2,'" ,IJl} with
IJl = 2NR' independently at random according to the marginal distribution pu(.) and
distribute them into corresponding bins with IJl in each bin.
Definition 1: (Channel code): A (2NR, N) code for this channel consists of an
input message index set M, encoder mapping:
(3)

and decoding mappings:
-+

{1,2,

-+

X'N .
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... ,2NR},

(4)

Definition 2: (Performance measures): The performance is measured by the average probability of error:
(5)

and by the minimum mean squarred error (MMSE) of estimation:
(6)
where dN(XN,yN) = 1:J L::ld(Xi,Yi)
and d(Xi,Yi) : X x Y -; R+ and expectation
with respect to the joint probability density function (pdf) PXN,yN (XN, yN).

is

Definition 3: (Rate-distortion pair):
A rate-distortion pair (R, D) is said to be achievable if, and only if, N) -; 0 and
E[dN(XN,XN(VN))]
::; D for N -; 00.
For the additive Gaussian channel VN = WN + XN + ZN with noise ZN ~
N(O, 0"1IN) and input WN ~ N(O, O"tvIN) and the MMSE distortion measure (6) Sutivong et al [1] showed that the optimal (R, D) trade-off is a closure of the convex hull
of (R, D) pair satisfying:

p1

R

< ~ log2
2

(1 + l'0"2o"ztv),

r

(7)

O"~ bO"tv + 0"1)
D~ --------~~~~~~-------(O"x

+ )(1 - l'ktv

(8)

+ l'O"tv + 0"1'

where 0 ::; 'I' ::; 1 is a power sharing factor.
Decoding of the sent message is performed using jointly typical principle, while the
best in the MMSE sense host estimate is obtained in the following form: X N (V N) =
a~+v(1-,)a?",a~
VN· With tthee estimation
esti
.
2 .
) +,afv+a~

diistortion
. given
.
bv
y the
t e ri
ng ht part

0

f

( ~+V(l--I)a?",

(8). The way in which the host-related information is transmitted is known as uncoded
transmission that consists of host scaling at the encoder to increase the host energy
and corresponding MMSE estimator at the decoder.
Evidently, varying '1', it is possible to compromise the rate of pure inforrnatiou
transmission and channel state estimation accuracy. In particular, two limiting cases
where analyzed in [1]. The first one b = 1) corresponds to the pure information
transmission similarly to the Costa setup, while in the second one b = 0) all the
available power O"tv is spent for the uncoded channel state communications via state
dependent channels.
The rate distortion pairs for these setups are obtained from (7) and (8) for the
corresponding values of T
.

'I' = 1 . (R, D) =

'I'

( -log2
1
( 1 + -2
O"tv ) ' O"~(O"tv
+ 0"1)2')
2
2
2
o"z
O"x + O"w + o"z

= 0 : (R, D)

=

0"~0"1
)
( 0, ( O"x+O"w )2 +O"z2·

(9)

(10)

It is important to note that for 'I' = 1 (Costa setup), the estimation of the host
signal XN is just the MMSE estimation solely based on the received signal VNo No
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side information from the results of message decoding and particularly from UN, which
might be known at the decoder as well as at the encoder, is used to assist estimation. It
should be also pointed out that optimal a = aapt was explicitly used in the derivations.
Therefore, it is interesting to establish the impact of this side information on the
estimation accuracy for the general case of any a.
Contrarily to the previous work, we analyse a coding setup where the encoder
is optimized for pure information transmission similar to Gel'fand-Pinsker setup [5],
while the channel estimation is considered as a granted option, i.e., as a side product
of message communications.

3

Main Results

We consider the codebook construction based on random binning principle. The codebook consists of 2N(R+R') auxiliary codewords UN E UN generated via PUNlxN, with
2N R' codewords in each bin.
In this paper, we want to demonstrate the possibility of using the sequence UN
at the decoder to assist better channel state estimation. We will show that since the
codeword UN selected at the encoder based on the host state xN in the bin of the
communicated message m can be also recovered at the decoder under the condition
of reliable pure information communications, this knowledge can be used to assist j(N
estimation according to:
(11)
In the analysis of Gel'fand-Pinsker setup, it is assumed that conditions of reliable
message communications are satisfied and rh = m with p}N) ---> 0 as N ---> (X). This
implies that given the distorted data vN, the decoder can uniquely find a jointly typical
pair (uN(m,j),vN)
E A;(N) (U, V), and, thus, it can declare that rh = m and ûN =
uN(m,j),
where ûN corresponds to the estimate of uN(m,j)
used at the encoder. It
is possible to show that that upper bound for the reliable message decoding PeDec and
the corresponding bound for the reliable finding UN, i.e., Peu, coincide thus confirming
the possibility of reliable estimate of ÛN under perfect recovery of message m. In
particular, pfec is upper bounded by:
PeDec

<
<

(2NR _ 1)2NR'TN[I(U;V)-SI,

(12)

2N[R I R'12-N[I(U;V)-sl.

(13)

Thus, we require that b is small, N is large and R + R' < I(U; V) to have PeDec ---> o.
The probability of error at the decoder in finding UN used at the encoder can be
upper bounded by:

P;'

<
<

(2N[R+R'1 _ l)TN[I(U;V)-SI,

(14)

2N[R+R'ITN[I(U;V)-sl.

(15)

Thus, one can assume without loss of generality that the above bound coincides with
the upper bound (12). Consequentially, if one selects such R + R' that these bounds
asymptotically go to zero, it would be sufficient to consider only generalized case when
ûN = UN.
Once the estimate ÛN is found, one can derive the estimate of j(N according to
(11).
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For the Gaussian assumptions, i.e., XN '" N(O, akIN),
WN
ZN '" N(O, aPN), we have obtained the following estimate jeN:

'" N(O, af,yIN)

and

(16)

2

is found to be optimum aopt = ~+w
Uw
Uz
The variance of this estimator is:

.

Therefore, the achievable rate-distortion pair (R( a), DT (a)) is:
(19)
It is important to note that when a = aopt, the rate distortion pair (19) coincides
with (9) for'Y = 1 that supports the results obtained in [1]. However, in the specific
cases when a =I aopt, one can obtain quite interesting for practice results.
If a = 0, that corresponds for example to the so-called spread spectrum data-hiding
or communications, (19) reduces to the (R(a), D"(a)) pair:
(R(a

= 0), DT(a = 0)) = (-2110g2 (1 + 2 a~ 2)'
aw+ax

~ka~ 2)'

IJx +IJz

If a = 1, that corresponds by analogy to the so-called quantization
tion, (19) is:

(R( u = 1) , D"!\a = r')) =

(20)

index modula-

1
2 ( 2 + 2 I
2)
2 -~
)
-1
awaw
ax
IJz
IJXOw
2
(
2
+
2)
,
2
+
2
'
( 2 og2
IJz aw
ax
IJx
IJw

(21 )

where the achieved rate is higher in comparison to (20) but the distortion depends
on the variance of the channel input a~ and is not asymptotically decreasing with
a~ --> O.

4

Results of computer modeling and conclusions

To confirm the theoretical findings, we have performed the experimental validation
of different message communication and channel state estimation scenarios for the
Gaussian setup. Figure 2 summarizes the known results for the achievable rates of the
Costa setup (17) with different values of optimization parameter a for the WIR equals
to -6 dB and -16 dB. In particular, for two asymptotic cases, when a = 0 one obtains
the performance of spread spectrum communications and when a = 1 it corresponds
to the quantization index modulation. These results are demonstrated to underline
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the critical dependence of the achieved rates on the selection of a. Obviously, the
capacity of the AWGN channel is achieved for a = aopt that provides interference-free
communications. It should be again pointed out here that the Costa design of aopt
aims at maximizing the achievable rate and does not assume any constraints on the
channel state estimation accuracy.
In the above analysis we have referred to the generic selection of parameter a.
However, actually it depends on the channel input constraint awl the noise. Normally
in the practice of the wireless communications and data hiding, the actual value of the
noise variance is rarely known in advance at the encoder. Thus, a is selected keeping
in mind some critical, the least favorable, or average conditions of system applications.
This definitely provides the mismatch between the optimal parameter and the actual
one that leads to some decrease in the system performance in terms of maximum
achievable rate that will be shown by the results of our simulation.
Nevertheless, it was interesting to investigate the hypothetical system performance
in terms of channel state estimation accuracy, if one assumes the perfect knowledge
of the operational scenario at the encoder that makes possible to choose the optimal
parameter according to the Costa result.
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Figure 2: Achievable rate: (a) WIR=-6 dB and (b) WIR=-16 dB.

To investigate the impact of a on the channel state estimation accuracy, we have
performed a number of simulations for different assumptions. First, we have applied the
direct MMSE estimation without taking into account knowledge of UN at the decoder.
It is interesting to point out that, the variance of this estimate D'MMSE equals to the
variance DT(a = aopl) of the corresponding estimate obtained with the knowledge of
UN that is plotted in Figure 3 for both Wl Hs. Secondly, assumiug the knowledge of
UN, we have computed the variance of the channel state estimation D1'(a) according
to (18) for the above asymptotic values of a (Figure 3).
The obtained results confirm the non-optimality of the optimal Costa a = aopl
selection for channel state estimation. This behavior is justified by the fact that for
a = 0 (spread spectrum communications) UN = WN and it represents additional
2
2
interference souroe for channel state estimation. Therefore, DT(a = 0) = ~x+(7Z2 and
x

U

Uz

asymptotically perfect host or channel state recovery at high WNRs (01 ---7 0) is
2
2
possible that is shown in Figure 3. Contrarily, for a = 1, the result is equal to U~x+(7"'2
Uw
x

that is independent from u~. The result for a =
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Figure 3: Distortion: (a) WIR=-6 dB and (b) WIR=-16 dB.

as WIR--> 00.
Finally, we computed the corresponding achievable rate-distortion pairs in the
Costa setup and compared it with the optimal results (7) and (8) when power and
time(space)-sharing are used. The obtained results are presented in Figure 4. These
results demonstrate that depending on maximization of the communication rate or of
the estimation distortion is more important in certain application, different scenarios
are possible. Evidently, the maximum rate of reliable communications for the whole
range of WNRs might be achieved only when a = aopt. Oppositely, when more accurate channel state estimation is necessary for the fixed communication rate, deviation
from the rate maximization conditions are required.
It is interesting to note that the optimal rate-distortion pair (R, D) obtained using
power-sharing can be asymptotically achieved based on the considered Costa scheme
with UN estimate as WIR--> 00. This result also outperforms the time-sharing setup
under considered conditioris. Therefore, the knowledge of UN at the estimator of XN
can help reduce the estimation variance contrarily to a particular case considered in
[1] when the case a = aopt was only analyzed using only random binning coding.
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Abstract
We propose the Binary Minutiae Wrap algorithm that allows us to convert fingerprints to digital format and use binary codes for solving the authentication and
the identification problem. The solution is based on the encoding the original
fingerprints belonging to some training set. As a result, each of these fingerprints
receives an index of the associated codeword. This index is stored in a database
under the corresponding name. Given another fingerprint, a verification scheme
(a) in the authentication setup, computes the value of the distortion between its
digital representation and the codeword corresponding to the fingerprint of the
claimed person; (b) in the identification setup, forms the list of codewords such
that the distortion between the digital representation and the entries of the list
does not exceed a threshold. The obtained results are used as a basis for making
the decision. The probabilistic model for the experiment and estimates of the
performance are presented.

1

Introduction

Processing fingerprints is usually understood as concatenation of a minutiae extraction algorithm and a minutiae matching algorithm (we follow the lines of [1] and
similar papers). The task of the minutiae extraction is representation of data contained
in fingerprints as a collection of parameters characterizing each minutiae point. Parameters include the (x, y) coordinate of the point, the number of the associated ridge,
and the orientation. In a simplified version, they include only the (x, y) coordinate,
and data are transformed to a binary vector that can be constructed by the following
procedure: 1) put a grid on the plane; 2) if there is a minutiae point located in a
certain cell, then record 1; otherwise, record O. Another assumption, which is essential
for a simplification of matching algorithms, is the requirement that each fingerprint is
mapped to a binary vector having fixed Hamming weight; this requirement is reached
by recording 1's at a fixed number of places where the presence of a minutiae point has
the maximum confidence. We will denote the total number of cells by n, the vector
constructed by the algorithm above by x E {O,I}", and the Hamming weight of the
vector x bya = wt(x).
Data extracted from fingerprints are widely used for solving the authentication and
the identification problems. In both cases, there is a database containing data extracted
from fingerprints of certain people and corresponding names. The authentication procedure assumes that a person presents his fingerprint and the name. The program
checks the database to answer the question whether the claimed identity is true or not.
lThis work was partially

supported

by the DFG.
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The identification procedure assumes that a person presents only his fingerprint, and
the program has to find the minimum number of names of people that have a similar
fingerprint.
We develop an approach that can be summarized as estimating the closeness of
binary vectors obtained from fingerprints through indirect observations. Namely, we
introduce a binary code of length n for M messages and store the index of the codeword located at the minimum Hamming distance from the input binary vector in the
database under the name of corresponding person. Notice that the same index can be
stored under several names. Having received another binary vector, we compute the
Hamming distance between this vector and the codeword associated with the claimed
name in the authentication algorithm and the distances between this vector and all
codewords in the identification algorithm. The obtained values give reasons for acceptance or rejection the identity. We will present specific descriptions of the procedures.
In general, an introduetion of a binary code in biometrics leads to the following
effects: 1) data compression, since M can be much smaller than the total number
of possible input vectors; 2) essential decrease of computational complexity, since decoding of the presented data in a known code having a certain structure replaces an
exhaustive search; 3) possibility of classification of fingerprints; 4) cryptography issues,
since changing the code creates difficulties to an impostor; 5) possibility of finding
matches of data obtained from fingerprints and the same codeword to get information
about matches of fingerprints. Notice also that we do not specify probability distribution on binary vectors obtained from fingerprints in our considerations. All the
randomness of the statements related to statistical performance of the algorithms is
created by random selection of codewords.
The correspondence is organized as follows. We introduce basic notation in Section 2. The probability distributiou of the distortion at the output of the encoder when
the original fingerprints are processed to form the database is investigated in Section 3.
The probability distribution of the distortion at the output of the verification scheme
when some input fingerprint is processed for a given code and the database are studied in Section 4. Properties of these distributions are used in the authentication and
identification procedures given in Section 5.

2

Encoding the source vectors by a code consisting
of codewords with the fixed Hamming weight

Let X denote the indicator function: X{ S} = 1 if statement S is true and X{ S}
otherwise. Let d(x,c) = X{x f c} for all x,c E {O,I} and
d(x, c) ~

t d(xj,

=0

Cj).

j=l

Thus, d(x, c) is the Hamming distance between x and c. It will be considered as the
value of the distortion between x and c.
Suppose that x is the input vector. Let this vector be encoded by a block code
(Cl, ... , CM) under the distortion function d. Then
m(xICl' ... ' CM) ~ arg min d(x, cm)
ISmSM

(1)

is the index of the codeword associated with the vector x.
Let

w = (w(c) ~ (:)

-IX{ wt(c)
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= a},

cE {O, l}n)

(2)

denote a uniform probability distribution
Hamming weight a. Notice that

over the set of binary vectors having the

W( C) = w(1r(c)),

for all

-tt

E

ITn,

(3)

where ITn is the set consisting of n! possible permutations 1r = (7rI,""
7r n) of components of the vector (1, ... , n) and 1r(c) = (C7Tt> ... , enJ. Introduce a code ensemble
where each codeword is a random binary vector independently chosen according to the
probability distribution w. Then W(CI)"
.W(CM) is the probability that the particular
code (Cl, ... ,CM) will be chosen and, for any vector x and integer b E {O, ... ,n},

(4)
is the probability of selecting a code with the value of the distortion between the input
vector x and the closest codeword equal to b. Furthermore, for any pair of vectors
(X',X) and integer bi E {O, ... ,n},
AM (b'lx', x) ~

L

W(CI)"

.W(CM)X{

d(x',Cm(xICJ, .. ,cM))

= bi}

(5)

Cl,···,C/'vI

is the probability of selecting a code with the value of the distortion between a vector
x' and the closest codeword associated with the vector x equal to b', One can easily
see that AM(blx) = AM(blx,x),
and (4) is a special case of (5) in this sense. Nevertheless, we distinguish between these probabilities since AM(blx) describes the statistical
performance of value of the distortion at the output of the encoder, while AM (bilxi, x)
serves for similar purposes to describe the output of a verification scheme. Denote also

(6)
A*(b')

c:

LW(X')X{

= bi},

d(x',xa)

(7)

x'

and introduce the probability distributions
(8)
~

11.* ~

( A(ó)
M (bi) ~
- A M (bil X.óla ,X.a) , bi E {O , ... ,n } ) ,

(A*(b'),

bi

E

{O, ...

,nn,

(9)
(10)

where

3

Probability distribution of the value of the distortion at the output of the encoder
Proposition 1.
1. If (3) holds, then
and the Hamming

the probability AM(blx)
defined in (4) depends
weight of the vector x. Therefore,
wt(x)

where AM(b)

is defined

=a

=?

in (8).
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AM(blx)

= AM(b),

only on M, b,

« {a, ...

2. For all M:::: 1 and b
by

,n}, the probability AM(b) can be recurrently found
(11)

and
AM(b)

= n(blu) L AM-l(b') + [L
b'>b

n(b'la) ]AM-l(b),

if M>

1,

(12)

b'~b

where
D(bla) ~

Lw(ch{

d(xa,c)

=

b}.

(13)

c

3. ForallwE

{a, ... ,n},
L

AM(b)

< exp{ -M L n(bla) },

b>w

(14)

b~w

where the sum at the left-hand side is the probability that the value of the distortion between the input vector x" and the closest codeword of a random code of
cardinality M is not less than w.
Proof: Let x be an arbitrary vector of weight a. Fix a permutation
a way that 7r(x) = x". Then
d(x,cm,) = d(7r(x),7r(cm))

-tt

E ITn

in such

= d(xa,7r(cm))

and, by (3),
AM(blx)

,

L

,

w(c~) ... w(c~)X{

min d(xa,c~)=b}

l"::::.:'!I~"::::.JvJ

Cl ~... )Cl\tI

Alv/(b).
Equality (11) directly follows from (4). Suppose that M > 1. Then
min d(x, cm)
l~m~M

= min{d(x, CM),

min d(x, cm) },
l~m~M-l

and the expression at the left-hand side is equal to b if and only if at least one of
two entries at the right-hand side is equal to b. The first term in (12) corresponds
to the case d(x, CM) < minl~m91-l d(x, Cm), and the second term corresponds to the
opposite case.
To prove (14), write
M

L

W(Cd ... W(CM)l1X{d(xa,cm»w}
m=l

Cl,···,CM

[LW(C)X{

d(xa,c)

[1 - Lw(ch{

> w}

d(xa,c)

r

:::;w }

c

< exp{ -MLW(C)X{
c
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d(xa,c)

r

< w} },

Table 1: Entries of the probability
greater than lO-a

AM for (n, a)

distribution

(256,32) that are

b
M
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192

34

36

.001

.001
.003
.005
.010

38
.003
.005
.010
.020
.040
.078

40
.017
.034
.066
.126
.230
.386

42
.089
.167
.293
.455
.567
.500

44
.318
.465
.522
.385
.157
.025

where the inequality follows from In(l - z) :S -z for all z

46
.467
.317
.107
.012

E

48
.105
.011

(0,1).

The probability distribution AM can be easily found using the recurrent formulas
(11), (12) for all b = 0, ... ,no Some numerical results are given in Table 1. The sum
of the three largest numbers of each line are equal to 0.88, 0.94, 0.92, 0.95, 0.96, which
means that only few values of the distortion between the input vector and the closest
codeword of a random code are generated with very high probability. This fact allows
one to hope that the value of the distortion brings an efficient statistical test to control
whether the fixed codeword corresponds to the input vector or not. This possibility
is studied in the next section where we generalize considerations to the case when the
input vector is obtained as a noisy version of the vector that was used to find the index
of a codeword.

4

Probability distribution of the value of the distortion at the output of the verification scheme
Proposition 2.
1. For all x, the pmbability A;v,Wlx) defined in (6) depends only on bi and can be
expressed as
(15)
A~(b'lx) = 1\*(b'),
where A*(b') is defined in (7). Furthermore,
1\*(b')

=

(nbi-/2a) ( bia/2 ) (n)-l
a

(16)

2. If (3) holds, then the pmbability AM(bllx', x) defined in (5) depends only on M, bi,
d(x/,x), and the Hamming weights of the vectors x' and x. Therefore,
wt(X/)

= wt(x) = a }
d(X/,X)=O

where A~~)(bl) is defined in (9).
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=?-

1\ (bil
!vI

I

)

X,X=

A(6) (

!vlb,

I)

3. For all M 2: 1 and 0, bi

E

{O, ... , n},

= taa(Ó)(b',b)AM(b)

A~?(b')

A <;) (bi) can be computed

the probability
(n / a)
b2

-j (b;2)-j

where
a(Ó)(b', b) ~ L

(n - a -

and the sum is taken

(a - 0/2),

WOl

Wll

over all quadruples

WlQ

(woo, WOl, WlQ,

WOO,WOl,WlQ,Wll

wu) such that

E

+ WOl + WlQ + Wll
Woo + WOl + 0/2 - WlQ + a - Ij /2 - Wll
Woo + n - a - WOl + WlQ + a - 0/2 - Wll
Proof: One can easily see that, for all vectors

C

{O, ...

,n},

a,

Woo

LW(X/)X{

(17)

0/2) (0/2) (0/2)

Woo

as

b,
bi.

with wt( c)

= a,

= bi} = A*(b'),

d(x/,c)

x'

where A*(b') is defined in (7). Therefore
L
Cl,

w(Cj) ... W(CM) LW(X/)X{

d(x/,cm,(xlcj"CNil)

- bi}

x'

... ,C/I;f

CI.···,C,1'1

A*(b').
The proof of (16) is based on the following observations: if there are Wo indices j such
that (xj, Cj) = (0,1) and Wj indices j such that (xj, Cj) = (1,0), then Wo + a - Wj = a
and Wo + Wl = bi; thus, Wo = Wl = bi /2.
Like in the proof of Proposition 1, let us fix a permutation rr E ITn in such a way
that
7r(X/) = xÓ1a, 7r(x) = x"
for a given pair (x", x) with wt(X/)
(X/,X,Cj,

... ,CM)

= wt(x) = a and d(X/, x) = 0. Then the substitution
->

(7r(x/),7r(x),7r(Cj),

... ,7r(CM))

at the right-hand side of (5) and the equality

m(xlcj, ... , CM) = m(7r(x)I7r(Cj),

... , 7r(CM))

bring
For all c

E

{O, 1}n, let
QM(C) ~

L

w(Cj) ... W(CM)x{

Cl,···,CJ\,1

and
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C

=

cm(x"lq,

"'CM)}

Table 2: Entries of the probability distribution A~), NI = 8192, and A* for (n,a)
(256,32) that are greater than 10-2
bi
cl
0
2
4
8
16
32
64

36
.01
.01

38
.08
.07
.06
.04
.02

40
.39
.29
.23
.14
.06

42
.50
.45
.39
.29
.14
.03

44
.03

46

48

50

52

.05
.17
.26
.13

.04
.18
.20

.08
.22
.01

.02
.18
.04

.05

.11

54

56

58

.11

.04
.18
.22

.25
.21

60

62

64

.24
.14

.14
.06

.04
.01

.17

.25
.31
.24
.07

.01

*

.02

.10
.18

.01

Using the same arguments as in the proof of (16), we obtain

and, by the symmetry argument,

Thus,
A<:}(b')

=

f L QM(C)x{
b=O

c

c

S(b')(xó1a)

nS(b)(xa)

}

C

and (17) follows.
Some numerical results are presented in Table 2. These data confirm the point that,
for clsufficiently small, the distribution A<:}is highly concentrated on very few integers
b where A~?(b) is large enough. In our example, the value of the distortion at the output
of a scheme, receiving an input vector and a codeword, belongs to the set {40, 42, 44}
with probability at least 0.81, if cl:::;4 and the input vector is obtained as a cl-corrupted
version of the vector x that was used to form the stored index of the codeword. On the
other hand, the probability distribution A*, which is used to compute the value of the
distortion in the case when the input vector is created independently of the vector x is
essentially different. This phenomenon leads to a possibility of testing the hypotheses
on the basis of the value of the distortion.

5

Variants of the authentication and identification
procedures

Let us run the following procedure: 1) fix awE
{O, ... , n} and denote
Lb:O;wA*(b); 2) find the smallest NI such that Lbw AM(blxa) < r.;
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Pw ~

Table 3: Some values of M when probability of false acceptance and probability of false
rejection of the verification scheme computed over the random code ensemble coincide.
(n,a) = (256,32).
bi
Pw

=

M=
lIogMl =

40
7.8. 10 5
119970
17

42
4.6.10
17032
15

4

44
2.2 . 10
2817
12

3

46
8.8.10
540
10

3

48
2.9.10
119
7

2

50
8.2.10
30
5

2

One can see that the value of w can serve as a threshold in the authentication
procedure. Namely, having received an input vector and the claim that the vector
is a wrapped binary version of the fingerprint of a particular person, the verification
scheme computes the corresponding value of the distortion and accepts the claim only
if this value is less than w. Some numerical results are given in Table 3. Notice that
the value of 1I0gMl is the number of bits that are necessary to store references to the
codewords. The obtained value is much smaller than n, which leads to essential data
compression.
The results above are also of interest for the identification procedure. In this case,
the verification scheme forms a list of codewords with the value of the distortion less
than w. All persons whose fingerprint is associated with codewords belonging to this
list are considered as candidates for the identity. We assume that there are some other
tools that allow to distinguish between them and notice that the expected cardinality
of the list is at most M Pw, where the parameter Pw is defined in the procedure above.

6

Concl usiun

We consider coding as a powerful tool that can be effectively used in biometrics.
Notice that one of applications where the presented approach can be used is essential
reduction of possible list of candidates both in the authentication and the identification
problem. This list can be further decreased if several codes are simultaneously used
and the input data should successfully pass through tests imposed byeach of these
codes.
The statistical conclusions derived in the present correspondence are completely
based on the properties of "a hand-made" code ensemble and do not depend on a
particular distribution on input vectors, which is usually unknown.
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Abstract
We consider a scenario for private matching of noisy data where a set of private inputs of user A are matched by a honest-but-curious user B. Our protocol is based on a
multi-party computation protocol and the security of the matching relies on the .;p-hiding
assumption, which is extended to hide multiple primes. The proposed protocol is secure
for honest-but-curious users, only using one round of communication.
Keywords: Extended .;p-Hiding Assumption,
ing, Secure Computing.

1

Multi-party

computation,

Private Match-

Introduetion

The problem of private matching of noisy data is one of the challenges of secure computing.
Suppose, user A privately enters his personal sample P into a trusted device, which encrypts
the data and the result E(P) is stored on a public database. This is the enrollment phase.
Next, in the transaction phase, user A gives another sample pi using a trusted device. This
sample is also encrypted and the result E(PI) is sent to user B who tries to match the new
sample with the stored sample, while only obtaining minimal information about the data.
During this matching phase user B should only learn if P ;:::;pi without knowing P or Pi.
We assume that user B follows the protocol correctly, but he is interested in the content that
he is processing i.e. honest-but-curious behavior. Because user B is a threat, he should be
prevented to repeatedly match fabricated samples with the original sample, with the goal of
gaining knowledge about the data without decrypting it (replay-attack).

2

Problem Statement

Our Objective is to demonstrate that an untrustworthy user B can determine if two messages
from user A are equal within some pre-defined error margin, without revealing those messages i.e. we want user B to match two data samples while maintaining privacy.
The main problem is how to match two noisy samples with each other. The first sample
is retrieved during the enrollment phase and the second during the transaction phase. The
samples retrieved during enrollment are used as reference data for the matching device and
are stored in a public database DB. Samples that are retrieved during the transaction phase
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are compared during the matching phase with the reference samples from the database, but
they are not stored and therefore discarded after matching. The user of the system (user A)
is trusted not to tamper with the protocol i.e. honest or trustworthy. Because the data must
remain private, user A will also provide a key k which remains secret using e.g. PIN code or
personal card.
User B controls the matching process and is considered to be honest-but-curious, which
implies that he will execute the protocol correctly but he is interested in the private data F.
This passive untrustworthy user, should only learn from the matching process that F ~ F'
but not F or F'. For that reason, he should also not be able to cross-reference data from
other users or samples manufactured by himself. Finally, eavesdroppers should not learn any
information from the data sent over public channels.

Related work
The concept of secure computing has been discussed in various papers over the last decade.
Sander and Tschudin [8, 9] were one of the first to write about computations on untrustworthy hosts. They claim that there is no reason why programs must be executed in cleartext
form. In Algesheimer et al [1] it is stated that a software only solution for secure mobile
computation schemes does not exist and if the host learns information that depends on the
agent's code it cannot be secure. They suggest to use at least one trusted element. In our
case the untrustworthy host is user B and the programs (agents) are the data samples sent by
user A. When completing our protocol user B will only learn one bit of information: Is the
reference sample approximately equal to the new sample? Even if our protocolleaks one bit
of information user A still has con trol over the amount of samples that can be matched by
user B. The samples are provided only by user A and user B is not able to compare other
samples. For that reason user B only learns the relationship between samples but he does not
learn anything about the content.
A minimal model for secure computation by Feig, Kilianh and Naor [5] presents a similar scenario as ours: two parties have private inputs x and y and a shared random string. A
single message is sent to a third party which learns f(x, y) but not more. Our case is similar, only that the private inputs are given by one party at a different time (during enrollment
and transaction) instead of using two parties that share a random string. Because our protocol only deals with the Greater Than (GT) function we are able to reduce the rounds of
communications to one round while Feir et al needs a few rounds of communications.

3

Extended

<I>HA

The private bidding protocol introduced by Cachin [2] is based on the <I>-hidingassumption
(<I>HA)[3], which states the difficulty of deciding whether a small prime divides </J( m), where
m is a composite integer of unknown factorization. The original protocol can only hide one
prime, next we will discuss that it can be extended to hide multiple primes.
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In the extended

1JHA, let
(1)

where n is the amount of primes we want to hide, qb is a safe prime of the form 2qo + 1
and q~ are quasi-safe primes of the form 2piqi + L The primes Pi, qi are odd primes and
should satisfy Pi i- qi for all i. The modulus mn will only hide the primes PI) ... ) Pn if
Pi divides <jJ(mn). Using equation (1) the totient function will always have the form
<jJ(mn) = 2n+lqo
piq, when we are hiding multiple primes.
Given a set of primes P = {PI) ... )
where TI ::::: n, a modulus mn that hides the
primes
Pi, and a value g E Zmn' Then the 1JHA can be used to determine if P contains a
Pi-th root modulo m.; using the factorization of mn. To perform this check one
computes

TI~=1

TI:I

P,J

TI;~1
TI:I

_
a -

<jJ(mn)

rr'7

.

TIn
PJ
i=I Pi j=1

1 mod m.; then the set P hides TI;'~1Pi else it does not. The set P will only hide
Pi if it divides TIi=j Pj for TI :::::n. It is important that the starting value g E Zmn should
not be a TIZ~1
Peth residue modulo tru; i.e. there exists no p such that pO:';", Pi == g mod mn.

if

f3 ==

TI:

I

The advantage of using the Extended 1JHA with multiple GT functions
security of the private matching protocol will be discussed in section 5.

4

related

to the

Protocol

We will describe the protocol using the extended 1JHA and for simplicity we will only compute two Greater Than (GT) functions (n = 2) i.e. only comparing one input sample with
another one from the same user. In section 5 we will discuss the security and explain the
advantages of using the extended 1JHA when multiple GT functions have to be computed.
User A provides the input data and defines the error-margin
E. This will result in a l'-bit
input sample F which must be divided into

a= F-E
b= F+E
where a is the l"-bit lower bound and b is the I-bit upper bound of F. The lower and upper
bound are used for comparison of F with another sample during matching. The samples F, a
are zero padded at the most significant bits, if I > I' :::::I". We denote aj as the lh-bit of a and
bj as the ph-bit of b, where j = I - 1, ... ,0. During enrollment the protocol will compare
each lh-bit of aj with bj.
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Initialization User A chooses randomly a k'-bit prime PI = À(Ta) where Ta E {O, 1}k'. Let
À(x) be a mapping of value X to a k'-bit prime. The same is done for P2 = À(n) where
n E {O,I}k'. A facile way to map the À(x) function is to find the smallest prime
greater than x.
User A uses the extended <I>HAto hide the randomly chosen primes PI and P2. He
selects three primes at random, qo, qi, qz and computes m = qbq~q~ where qb = 2qo +
I, q~ = 2plql + 1 and q~ = 2p2q2 + 1. Denote that we must satisfy that m is greater
than I-bits. Let cfJ(m) be the totient function ofm and user A computes
(2)

and h is sent to user B.
Next, user A selects random and independent values Xi, Yi E Zm for 0 ::; i ::;I and
Si E Zm for 0 ::; i ::;
I - 1. He also chooses another set of random values ti E Zm for
o ::; i ::;I - 1, which will be used to bind the samples. The values Xi, Yi are used for
comparison of the bits during enrollment. Because Xi, Yi, Si, ti are also needed during
the matching phase, they should remain private.
Before starting the enrollment user A should make sure he has access to the public
encryption key Epk of user B which is used to transmit the data securely over the
untrustworthy channel.
Enrollment User A uses a trusted device to encrypt the lower bound a. For each bit of a
denoted by aj, for j = I - I, ... ,0 user A computes
if

aj

if

aj

=
=

U
1

Then, the upper bound b is encrypted as follows

=0
if bj = 1

if b,

Finally, the encrypted upper- and lower bound

are sent to the database and stored as a reference sample to be used during the matching
phase.
Transaction User A provides an I-bIt data sample F' = c which is approximately equal to
F if it satisfies c > a and b > c. Let Cj be the lh-bit of C where j = I - I, ... ,0. He
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chooses random values Ti E Z for 0 :S i :S l - 1 and defines that TL = O. By using his
private values Sj, tj the sample Cj can be encrypted for j = l - 1, ... ,0 as follows
if

Cj

=0

if

Cj

=

1

He also needs to compute

+ Tj - Sj)
+ Tj + Sj)

Oa,j = H(xj
Ob,j = H(Yj

where

H

EB

Ta

EB t;

is a one-way function and which together with

Ze,l-l,'"

,ze,O

is send to user

B.

Matching User B must merge the reference samples
j = l - 1, ... ,0 as follows

=
=

Zae,j
Zbe,j

Za,j

Za,j,

Zb,j

with the fresh sample

Ze,j

. Ze,j

Zb,j . Ze,j

for

(3)

(4)

before starting the matching process. Computing (3) and (4) will result in the addition
of the encrypted samples of aj, bj, Cj because we are using an additive homomorphic
cryptosystem e.g. Paillier [6, 7].
Let dl = Xl, el = Yl and choose gl E QRn,. The following steps must be repeated to
compute the comparison of the lower and upper bound for j = l - 1, ... ,0

+ Dsk(zae,j)
+ Dsk(Zbe,j)

1.

dj

= dj+1

2.

ej

=

3.
4.
5.

qae,j

= >'(H(dj)

qbc,j

=

gj

=

ej+l

>'(H(ej)

EB Oa,j)
EB Ob,j)

(gj+dqac.jqbc.j

To acquire the result of the comparison user B needs equation (2) to check whether
(gO)h

==

1 mod m

(5)

succeeds. If equation (5) is equal to 1 user B can conclude that the input sample F'
provided by user A is approximately equal to the reference sample F i.e. F' ~ F. If
the output is 0 then D(F', F) > c,
With only one round of communication user B was able to compare the data samples of
user A only learning the relationship between the samples but nothing more.
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5

Security

This section will give a security analysis of the various parties involved in the above protocol
during various situations.
Honest users: If user B follows the protocol correctly then he will only learn that the
samples of user A are equal, compared to the new samples, within a predefined threshold e.
Communication
Channel: The information sent between the users and the various devices goes through an untrustworthy channel, where eavesdroppers can monitor all communications. Also, considering our private matching protocol we are looking for a cryptosystem
with additive homomorphic properties. Consequently, Paillier public-key cryptosystem is
considered as a good candidate. According to [4] Paillier is currently considered as the best
candidate because of its efficiency, the semantic security is proven under the decisional composite residuosity assumption and so far no adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack to recover the
secret key is known.
Extended <I>HA:After the samples of user A are transferred to the matching device, an
untrustworthy user B will attempt to manipulate the matching protocol with the intention of
retrieving user's A private information. User B is able to decrypt the transmitted messages
because he is in possession of the private key; the encryption was only intended to have a
secure communication. A cheating user B has the possibility to modify the iterative steps
during the matching phase. Considering two GT function (n = 2), the extended <I>HAwill
hide two primes Pl,P2. Knowing h, m and choosing a random gE QRm. user B can individually compare all primes qac,j, qbc,j by raising them to the power of s" mod m. Because two
primes were hidden, user B needs to compare a minimum of two primes per run. By creating
the following set for j = I - 1, ... ,0
S

= {(qac,l-l . qbc,l-l), (qac,l-l'

he is able to find the hidden primes with prob[lll1

qbc,I-2),""
where

(qac,O' qbc,O)}

ISI =

l2. Which will only hold if

i.e. if it satisfies equation (5); otherwise user B does not learn anything. Generally, let ri be
the number of GT functions, then the total amount of primes user B will compute is ri-L when
using the À function. Also the set S will grow to ISI = l" because all computed primes have
to be compared with each other. For that reason the probability of finding the hidden primes
is

(6)
where P = {pi hidden primes P from the <I>
HA} and TI :2: n. From equation (6) we can
conclude that the cost of finding the hidden primes without any additional knowledge grows
exponentially with the number of GT functions. On the other hand, the cost of computing all
primes and therefore comparing two data samples only grows linearly.
Hidden primes: Assuming that the cheating user B is able to retrieve the hidden primes
P, then the protocol will only give away a minimum amount of information about the relationship between the two input messages F, F'. The GT function compares two bit-strings
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starting with the most significant bits. If the OT criteria (e.g. c > a or b > c) is met, the
protocol will generate the hidden prime; in all other cases the protocol generates a random
prime. The consequence is: First user B will learn the bit location where the two bit strings
differ for the first time and secondly he will also know those actual bits. Finally he can conclude that the bits prior to the first difference must be equal, but he does not know their value.
For example, with bit-string a = llll and bit-string b = llOO it is evident that a > b. We
also see that the two most significant bits are the same. The first difference occurs at the third
bit from the left, which will be known to user B. When enough samples are matched user B
would be able to derive the reference sample F. Therefore, in a practical situation F must be
renewed regularly.
Reconstruction: Even if user B is able to recover some bits of the original samples, he is
unable to reuse this information to compare it with other samples. Because Sj can be seen
as the private key of user A, nobody else is able to construct messages that belong to user A.
This also protects the samples against replay attacks. By adding the random string rj to the
message and the one-way function, during the authentication phase, no user is able to crossreference various samples of the same user. Finally tj is added to bind the stored sample with
the new sample, which prevents cross-referencing with other users samples.
Untrustworthy Environments: We have already assumed that user Bis honest-but-curious
and that it controls the matching process. For that reason it is treated in the same way as user B
is. A cheating matching environment will not learn more that a cheating user B. The database
DB could be accessible to many users and it should be seen as a malicious environment. The
data stored on the DB is encrypted using the Paillier scheme, hence the confidentiality of
the data depends on the strength of the cryptosystem and on the policies of user B about the
distribution and usage of the private key. The initialization of the protocol and the translation
of the data into an encrypted digital form depends on user A located at a trusted environment.
Tampering with these environments or replacing it with malicious environments would be
devastating for our protocol.
Malicious users: If user X tries to match random data samples using the verifier he would
not be able to produce verifiable encrypted samples because he does not have Sj, Xj which
function as a private key or string.
Efficiency: Our protocol, when using n OT functions, is as efficient as using n times
the private bidding protocol, because no additional communications are added. Also, the
computational costs do not grow exponentially with the number of OT functions because the
modulus m is dependent on 1 and not on n.

6

Concluding remarks

Our protocol is secure for honest-but-curious verifiers using only one round of communication. But, when the verifier is malicious the protocol will leak some information about the
relationship of the input samples. Depending on the amount of samples provided by an individual, the malicious verifier is able to recover the secret samples. Private matching of noisy
using a malicious verifier still remains an open problem.
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The security of the protocol lies in the use of multiple greater than (GT) functions instead
of using one GT function as was proposed in the private bidding protocol.
Finally, the protocol proposed in this paper can be used within different applications e.g.
biometrics, comparing databases) or even in mobile software agent applications where it is
necessary to compute multiple GT functions on locations that are not completely trustworthy.
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Abstract
We present a protocol issue that arises with the use of oblivious transfer in the malicious
case of several two-party computation protocols based on Yao's garbled circuit. We
describe this issue for a protocol by Pinkas (Eurocrypt 2003) and for the Fairplay protocol, and we discuss why this issue still persists for a recently suggested modification
of the Fairplay protocol. We propose a solution using committed oblivious transfer instead of (plain) oblivious transfer. We also introduce the notion of committing oblivious
transfer, which leads to an alternative, potentially more efficient solution.

1

Introduction

The concept of general secure two-party computation was introduced by Yao together with
a solution in terms of so-called garbled circuits [10, l I]. Such a garbled circuit is an encrypted form of a function f(x,y)
= (h(x,y),fz(x,y)),
where h(x,y)
and fz(x,y)
denote
the respective outputs of the two parties, and is jointly evaluated by the two parties.
Briefly, Yao's protocol is as follows. The idea is that one party (the constructor Bob)
generates the garbled circuits, and that the other party (the evaluator Alice) evaluates the
garbled circuits. Assume that the function f(x, y) is represented as a boolean circuit. For
each wire (input/internal/output)
in the boolean circuit, Bob uses two random bit (garbled)
strings that are assigned to the corresponding values 0 and 1, respectively. Bob will send
only the garbled strings corresponding to his input values to Alice. Furthermore, l-outof-2 oblivious transfer (OT) is used to let Bob provide Alice with only the garbled strings
corresponding to her input values, without Bob learning which strings she gets. At the end
of the evaluation, Alice needs to tell Bob the garbled strings she found for his output wires.
Alice also converts the garbled strings she found for her output wires to bits (she can do this
using the information obtained from Bob). We refer to [9] for a precise description of Yao's
protocol. Also, Lindell and Pinkas recently gave a simulation-based proof of security for the
garbled circuit construction for the passive case (honest-but-curious parties) [4].
In this paper, we discuss the malicious case of the garbled circuit construction. In particular,
we will be concerned with the case of a malicious Bob, as this is the hard part. The point
is that Bob may generate the garbled circuits anyway he likes, which may clearly affect the
privacy of Alice's inputs and the correctness of her outputs. Proteetion against malicious
behavior by Bob is done by using a cut-and-choose approach, where Bob will generate
multiple garbled circuits (for the same function f(x,y)),
and Alice will challenge Bob to
open some subset for verification.
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A basic cut-and-choose approach is the l-out-of-m technique as used for instance in Fairplay
[8]: Bob constructs m independently generated garbled circuits for the function f(x,y)
and sends these to Alice. Alice chooses one of these circuits uniformly :=t.t random for the
evaluation step. Bob then opens all the remaining m-I circuits so that Alice can verify
that these circuits are correct. Next, they run OT in order for Alice to receive her inputs in
garbled form, as described above for Yao's protocol. Bob also sends the garbled strings for
his inputs to Alice so that she can evaluate the chosen circuit without further interaction
with Bob. Alice computes all the garbled output values of the chosen circuit and sends Bob's
garbled output values to him. It follows that Bob can cheat with probability l/m.
Pinkas [7]proposed a protocol which uses a more advanced cut-and-choose approach, namely
an m/2-out-of-m technique to achieve exponentially small cheating probability. Again, Bob
constructs m garbled circuits and sends these to Alice. Alice now chooses m/2 circuits
randomly for evaluation and tells Bob to open the remaining ones. She verifies whether all
the opened circuits are correctly prepared. Next, they run OT in order for Alice to receive
the garbled strings for her inputs to the chosen circuits. Bob also sends the garbled strings
for his inputs to Alice so that she can evaluate the chosen m/2 circuits and compute her
and Bob's garbled output values. She sends the output values of only one of the chosen m/2
circuits to Bob (namely, only for a so-called majority circuit), such that Bob cannot cheat
successfully except with exponentially small probability (in m).
The problem that we address in this paper stems from the particular way OT is used in
the cut-and-choose protocols mentioned above. A malicious Bob cannot simply be assumed
to send the right garbled strings to Alice during the OT protocol, and we point out that
without any further proteetion Alice's privacy and the correctness of her outputs may be
affected. This protocol issue is not related to OT per se, but rather with the link between
OT and the surrounding protocol. A similar point is made in the recent paper by Mohassel
and Franklin [5] (of which our work is independent). Their discussion and proposed solution
focuses on Fairplay [8], but as we will point out Bob will still be able to cheat in a critical
way.
To eliminate cheating by Bob, we will resort to the use of more powerful (but also more
costly) types of OT, namely committed OT, and a new type of OT introduced in this paper
which we call committing OT.

2

The Protocol Issue

In this section, we first describe the issue with the use of OT in the Fairplay protocol [8],
which is based on a l-out-of-m cut-and-choose approach. The same issue with the use of
OT arises in the m/2-out-of-m cut-and-choose approach used in [7]. Next, we show how
the issue persists for the modification to the Fairplay protocol proposed by Mohassel and
Franklin [5].
For our purposes the following high-level definition of oblivious transfer suffices. Note that
we focus on 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer throughout the paper.
Definition 1 (OT) 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer is a protocol between two parties, called
the sender S and the receiver R. The private input of S consists of bit strings aD and al and
the private input of R is a bit b. The private output for R is the bit string ab, and there is
no output for S (see Figure 1).
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Receiver

Sender
Private Input: (aO, al)

Private Output:

OT

Private Input: b

Private Output:

j_

ab

Figure 1: 1-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer
Such an OT protocol is supposed to be secure, meaning that both correctness and privacy
are ensured: only the outputs as specified become available to the parties and nothing else.
We now discuss the use of OT in Yao's garbled circuit construction. In the semi-honest
(passive) case, OT can clearly be used to achieve a secure protocol for two-party computation.
However, when switching to the malicious (active) case, OT should be used with much more
care. In particular, it should be taken into account that, e.g., a sender may use bit strings
aO and a which are unrelated to other parts of the surrounding protocol. As we will explain
next, subtle problems arise if the values used in an OT protocol are not (properly) linked to
the surrounding protocol.
Recall that at some stage in Yao's protocol, OT is used to let Bob provide Alice the garbled
strings corresponding to her input bits. To discuss the problem it suffices to consider a single
OT in which Alice uses an input bit b as her private input, say, and Bob uses garbled strings
wO and wl as his private input, where WO corresponds to bit value 0 and wl represents bit
value l. Alice can only evaluate the corresponding circuit correctly if she indeed gets the bit
string wb at the end of the OT protocol. The problem with the extensions to the malicious
case of Yao's protocol as presented in [7, S] is that a malicious Bob is not stopped from using
other values than WO and wl.
Therefore, Bob can follow several strategies to compromise correctness and/or privacy of
Yao's protocol in the malicious case. We mention a few obvious deviations of the protocol,
resulting in wrong values wo, wl as follows:
• Bob may interchange the values of WO and wl, putting (WO,

wl) =

(wl, WO);

• Bob may duplicate either of the values WO and wl, putting either (WO,
or (WO,wl) = (Wl,Wl);

w

l

)

• Bob may replace either or both of the values with a bogus value, denoted by
(WO,wl) = (wo,*),
or (WO,wl) = (*,wl), or even (WO,wl) = (*,*).

=

(WO, wO)

*, putting

The consequences for Alice's security are as follows in these cases.
• If Bob interchanges the values of wO and wl then clearly Alice will receive an incorrect
garbled string for her input wire, but she will continue to evaluate the circuit without
noticing anything (but obtaining wrong output values). Similarly, if Bob duplicates
either of the values wO and w1 then Bob is sure which input value Alice is using, and
possibly Alice gets a wrong output (without her noticing anything).
• If Bob uses (WO, *) in OT where * ie- wl then depending on Alice's input bit b, she will
either be able to evaluate the circuit and produce an output for Bob (and not notice
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anything) if b = 0, or she will notice that she cannot evaluate the circuit and cannot
produce an output for Bob if b = l. Clearly, this way Bob learns the value of Alice's
input b, and Alice cannot do anything about it.
To eliminate these problems, Bob must be forced to use the correct values in OT.
In the remainder of this section, we review the proposed modification for Fairplay by [5] and
then present the reasons why the problem is not completely eliminated. At this point we
also introduce the following notation for commitments, which we use throughout the paper.
Recall that a non-interactive commitment scheme can be described in terms of a single
algorithm, usually called commit(). Accordingly, we let commitj-Is, r) denote a commitment
by party P to a bit string s, using random bit string (witness) r. If the witness is irrelevant,
we suppress it from the notation by writing commit efs).
For simplicity, we assume that the garbled circuit has only one input wire for Alice. The more
general case of multiple input wires can be obtained by simple extension of this case. The
modification proposed in [5] is as follows. When Bob sends the garbled circuits to Alice, he
also generates commitments to the garbled strings wJ and wJ, used for Alice's input wire in
the j-th circuit, denoted as commitB(wJ, rJ) and commit.g] wJ, rJ), respectively where rJ and
rJ are random bit strings. When verifying the m -1 opened circuits, Bob is also supposed to
open these commitments and Alice verifies that these commitments are correct and whether
the committed garbled strings wJ and wJ correspond to the garbled strings used in the j-th
circuit.
If verification succeeds, Alice is almost sure that the unopened circuit and the corresponding
unopened commitments are correct as well. For the unopened circuit they run OT for Alice's
input wire where Bob is the sender holding two witnesses and two garbled strings and Alice
is the receiver holding her input bit. At the end of OT Alice receives one of the witnesses
and the corresponding garbled string.
As a consequence, with probability at least 1 - l/m Alice is ensured that the committed
values for the unopened circuit are correct. Therefore, with probability at least 1 - l/m,
Alice will notice when she gets a wrong garbled string for her input wire (e.g., because Bob
interchanged or duplicated the garbled strings), and by using an m/2-out-of-m technique,
this probability will be close to l. The problem with this proposal, however, is that it is
not considered what happens once a cheating Bob sends a bogus value in the OT protocol,
following the same scenario as described above.
A cheating Bob will simply construct all the garbled circuits and all the commitments correctly. Therefore, Alice will certainly accept the opened circuits and the opened commitments. But during OT Bob may cheat as described above. Suppose Bob decides to use
((wJ, rJ), (*, *)) as input to OT. Then, Alice's input bit is 0, she will obtain correct values
(wJ, rJ), which pass all verifications, and she will be able to evaluate the circuit without any
problems. But, if Alice's input bit is 1, then she gets bogus values, which she'll notice, and
she is unable to hide this fact from Bob. Clearly, Bob is able to tell what Alice's input bit
is, thereby compromising privacy.
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3

An Improved Protocol

In this section, we propose two schemes to fix the issue. We first describe how we can repair
the issue with the use of committed OT. Next, we define a new notion called committing OT
in order to obtain a possibly more efficient result in the garbled circuit approach.

3.1

Using Committed Oblivious Transfer

We describe how we can fix the issue for the case l-out-of-m technique using committed OT
which works for bit strings. Committed OT is defined as a combination of bit commitment
and 1-out-of-2 OT in the literature (se, e.g., [2, 3]). Similarly, we define committed OT for
bit strings. Constructing efficient committed OT for bit strings is a topic, which we do not
address in this paper.
Definition 2 (Committed-OT)
Committed 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer is a protocol between two parties, called the sender S and the receiver R. The private input of S consists
of bit strings aO, al, rO, r1 and the private input of R is a bit b and bit string s. The common
input for Sand R consists of commits(aO, rO), commits(al, r1) and commitR(b, sj. The private output for R consists of the bit string ab and a bit string t, and the common output for
Sand Ris commitR(ab, t) (see Figure 2).
Common Input: commitR(b,sj,

Sender

commits(a1,r1)

commits(ao,ro),

Receiver

Private Input: o,o,a1,rO,r1

Private Input: b, s

Committed

Private Output:

.1

Common Output:

OT
comrnitR(ab,

t)

Private Output:

ab, t

Figure 2: Committed Oblivious Transfer
The l-out-of-m cut-and-choose protocol using committed OT runs as follows. Before Bob
sends the garbled circuits to Alice, he also generates commitments to the garbled strings for
her inputs. He then sends the garbled circuits together with the corresponding commitments
to Alice. When Alice asks Bob to open the circuits he also opens al! the corresponding
commitments. Alice is now almost sure that the commitments for the unopened circuit are
correct. As required for committed OT, Alice commits to her input bits. Then for the
unopened circuit they run committed OT for every input wire of Alice from which Alice
learns her corresponding garbled input values.
Now, any attempt by Bob to use other values than the correct garbled strings in committed
OT will be detected by Alice, and she can abort the protocol at this point. The point is that
she can abort without revealing any inforrnation on her input bits, as committed OT will only
finish successfully (by definition) if Bob's private inputs correspond to the commitments. As
desired, the cheating probability of Bob is thus l/m (which can be made exponentially small
by using committed OT in combination with m/2-out-of-m cut-and-choose).
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3.2

Using Committing Oblivious Transfer

As described above, t.hp use of committed OT also requires Alice to send commitments to her
input bits, and one may wonder why this would be needed. In fact, the use of committed OT
may be overkill for securing the cut-and-choose protocols under consideration. Therefore,
we also propose to use different versions of OT, which conceptually sit between plain OT
and committed OT. As a concrete example, we introduce the notion of committing oblivious
transfer, which is potentially weaker than committed OT but also allows for potentially more
efficient protocols than committed OT.
The idea for committing OT is that Bob is also supposed to send commitments to his input
values used in the OT protocol, so that Alice can check for the opened circuits whether they
are correct values or not.
Definition 3 (Committing-OT)
Committing I-out-of-2 oblivious transfer is a protocol
between two parties, sender S and the receiver R. The private input of S consists of bit
strings aD and al and the private input of R is a bit b. The private output for S consists of
bit strings rO and ri, the private out~ut for R consists of the bit string o", and the common
output for Sand Ris commits(aO,r
) and commits(al,rl)
(see Figure 3).
Receiver

Sender
Private Input: (aD, al)

Committing
Private Output:

rO, rl

Private

Input:

Private

Output:

b

OT

Common Output:
commits(ao, rO),commits(al, rl)

ab

Figure 3: Committing Oblivious Transfer
Using committing OT, we now describe an alternative solution.
Before Alice chooses which circuits she wants to evaluate, Alice and Bob run committing
OT for all garbled circuits. This will be done using only one committing OT per input
wire of Alice. Thus Alice receives the garbled strings for her input values, together with
commitments on all garbled strings associated with her input wires. She will check the
commitments for the opened circuits, ensuring her that the garbled strings for the unopened
circuits are valid as well, with high probability.
More concretely, a protocol using a l-out-of-m technique with committing OT may run as
follows.
Step 1. Bob sends garbled circuits GCj for jE

{I, ... , m} to Alice.

Step 2. For each input wire of Alice the following is done. Let Xi denote Alice's input bit
for the i-th input wire. Alice and Bob run committing OT. Bob is the sender holding
the bit strings (w? l' ... , W?m) and (wL,
, wI m) consisting of the garbled strings for
Alice's input wires in all GCj, jE {I,'
,m}.' Alice is the receiver holding her input
bit Xi' At the end of committing OT, Alice gets (w~i, ... , w~~J .The commitments by
Bob to his input strings are common output.
'
,
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Step 3. Alice randomly chooses r

ER

{1, ... , m} and sends r to Bob.

Step 4. Bob opens the circuits GCj and the corresponding commitments commitB(wf,j) for
j E {I, ... , m} \ {r} and b E {O, I} .
Step 5. Alice first checks whether the opened circuits are correct, and then she verifies all
committing OTs. If all are correct, Alice evaluates circuit GC,. as before.
The cheating probability of Bob is now l/m.
A difference with the protocols based on committed OT of the previous section is that
committing OT is applied to all circuits, whereas committed OT is applied to the unopened
circuits only. Note, however, that for m/2-out-of-m cut-and-choose protocols, the number
of unopened circuits is exactly half of the total number of circuits. Hence, for the general
case when Bob's cheating probability should be exponentially small, the protocol based on
committing OT may be more efficient than one based on committed OT.
Finally, we note that the OT protocol by Bellare and Micali based on ElGamal encryption
[1] can be seen as an instance of committing OT, as the sender outputs two encryptions for
his respective inputs. Another instance of committing OT is presented by Naor and Pinkas
which is the first two-round efficient committing OT without using random oracles [6].
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Abstract

In this article, we evaluate the improvement in sign recognition that can be
achieved with 3D tracking, compared to recognition with image plane tracking.
Experiments are shown using a pair of stereo cameras, from which 3D positions of
the segmented hands are estimated by triangulation between the left and right
cameras. A sign classifier is trained on a set of 37 different NGT signs using
2D and 3D features. The results show that 3D features improve sign detection
results, especially when 3D features are only used when their relevance is known
beforehand. Furthermore, we show the positive effect of perspective distortion
at close range.

1

Introd uction

Recently, hand gesture recognition has gained a lot of interest as a means for Human
Computer Interaction (HCI). Hand gestures are believed to be an important human
communication modality and are, therefore, essential for natural HCI. We are developing an electronic learning environment (ELo), for learning a vocabulary of signs
of the Dutch sign language (NGT), in collaboration with the Dutch Foundation for
the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Child (NSDSK) [7]. To provide feedback to the child
about its performance of producing a sign, a visual detection system is necessary that
distinguishes between a specific, correctly performed sign and any other gesture .
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Figure 1: The Electronic Learning Environment ELo.
The setup is schematically shown in figure 1. The user sits in front of a table with
a touch screen and a camera. The camera has a wide angle lens (100 degrees) placed
at eye-level, and the touch screen is slanted under an angle that prevents the screen
from occluding the hands to the camera.
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The system requirements are: 1) It must work with different and mixed lighting
sources and backgrounds; 2) Person independence. The users are children making the
signs for the first time; 3) Immediate response; 4) Adjustable 'strictness', to adapt
to the experience level of a user; 5) Invariance to valid sign variation. A lot of NeT
signs contain periodic hand motion or shape change, e.g. repetitive rotations, moving
hands repeatedly up and down or left and right. The number of periods, as well as the
starting and ending positions or shape of the hands is not defined for these signs.
With this in mind, we have developed a sign detection method is that is robust to
inter personal variance, adapts itself to the lighting conditions by learning skin calor
from calor samples of the face, and works in real time (25 frames per second). It has
a detection threshold to adjust signer accuracy and can deal with sign variations due
to periodicity. To further improve the performance of the system, a second camera
could be added for 3D tracking. In this article, we investigate the usefulness for sign
detection of this extra depth information.
First, related work is described in section 2, our method is explained in section 3
and the results are shown in 4. Finally, conclusions about depth in sign detection are
given in section 5.

2

Related work

Many different methods for visual gesture recognition have been investigated. The
larger part of recent work is based on Ridden Markov Models [8, 10] and some on sequential Markov Models [2]or gesture templates [12]. Most gesture recognition methods
use only a single camera.
Instead of using RMMs, we have chosen a direct feature-matching approach, letting
the person indicate the start and end of a sign by placing hands on the table. This
makes very fast detection possible without losing accuracy.
The system that is most similar to our application is that of Lee et al. [5]. They
have developed a sign language learning application for deaf children that recognizes
one sign out of a set of signs. In our case, however, we want to detect if the child has
produced the right sign, not the most similar at a specihc set.
In our system, the hands are tracked based on skin calor. For detecting skin in
calor images, many different calor models have been proposed. Some assume a prior
distribution of skin calor and are trained off-line on a large database of images containing skin. Others are adaptive to the conditions [11,4]. There are also methods using
a combination of both [1]. The distributions are mostly either Caussian (mixture)
models in ReB or a 2D chrominance calor space or a calor histogramjlookup table. A
good survey of skin detection methods is given by Vezhnevets et al. [9]. Because in
our application the face is visible most of the time, face detection can be used to learn
the skin calor and obtain more precise and robust skin detection than possible with a
prior skin model. This is done before, e.g. by Fritsch et al. [3].
Our adaptive skin detection method is different from existing methods because it
models left and right face calor separately with a unimodal distribution and is based
on a novel calor distribution model. Fitting a parameterized model generalizes better
than filling a histogram with only the skin colars visible in the face.

3

Sign Detection l\IIethod

The complete sign detection system that we propose is shown in figure 2. When the
user produces the sign, the hands and head are visually tracked and their features are
measured. Afterwards, a classifier compares the measured features with the model for
the correct sign and provides a confidence measure of correct production on which a
threshold can be set to approve or disapprove the produced sign.
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Figure 2: Sign detection algorithm.
hand tracking example.

3.1

(a) Block diagram, (b),(c) Skin segmentation and

Pose estimation

The positions of hands and head are estimated by subsequent detection of skin colored
blobs and assigning them to the head and left and right hand, according to their size
and position.
Adaptive skin color modeling: To determine how skin color appears under specific conditions (camera settings and lighting), the skin model is (re-)determined by a separate
initialization procedure. Using face and motion detection, positive and negative skin
examples are sampled from the video.
Skin detection: Skin detection is performed according to [6]. Skin color is modeled by
a 2D Gaussian perpendicular to the main direction of the distribution of the positive
skin samples in RGB space, which is found by RANSAC, During experiments, the distribution of skin pixels often turned out to be bimodal, caused by multiple light sources
(e.g. daylight through the window together with interior lighting and/or reflection),
Therefore, we modeled both modalities separately instead of assuming unimodality.
Since the difference of illumination direction is mainly due to the surface longitude of
the face, the two skin color modalities can be largely separated by modeling the color
samples of the left and right side of the face separately. A more detailed description
of this color model can be found in [6]. Skin is detected by hysteresis thresholding
skin color dissimilarity. For robustness reasons, the high and low thresholds of both
color models are made dependent on fractions of the dissimilarities of the positive and
negative skin samples. The final skin pixels are found by applying a morphological
closing on the union of positive detections with the left and right face color models.
Start/end detection: Knowing the start and end time of a produced sign makes it possible to be invariant for gesture duration. The motion between start and end can be
normalized by warping it to the same length as a reference model. With the current
system the sign has to be started and ended explicitly by putting both hands on the
table. A moving hand is detected by thresholds on the total number of skin pixels and
the number of skin pixels in motion in the image areas where the hands are expected
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to be put on the table.
Tracking: Tracking the hands and head is done by following their respective blobs over
consecutive frames. They are initialized by size and position using the three largest
skin blobs in the image and tracked by finding the nearest blob in the next frame.
During occlusion with each other, left and right hand share the same blob until they
split again. The left and right blob are assigned to the left and right hand, respectively,
which means crossing hands will confuse tracking. During occlusion with the head, the
last free position of a hand blob is maintained until a new blob re-appears close to this
position and is assigned to the lost hand. The blobs are re-initialized when there is
occlusion during more than 20 consecutive frames.
Depth: For 3D hand localization, the skin-based hand tracking is performed in both
frames from a stereo camera pair. The found pixel locations of the hands and head
are mapped onto a virtual camera model consisting of two pinhole lenses that are completely parallel. Using this calibrated model, the distance of the hands and head are
estimated by triangulation.

3.2

Classification

A detector for an electronic sign learning application must be able to detect correct
production of a sign, even when the exact motion trajectory can vary in case of periodicity. Pose features, related to the shape, movement and change of shape of the
hand and head blobs can be used for detection. These properties are measured in each
frame. The mean position of the head over the non-occluded frames of the gesture is
used as the origin for the positions of the hands.
Simchronization:
First, the features are linearly warped to a normalized length of
100 time frames using nearest-neighbor interpolation. The time-derivative features are
scaled accordingly. Subsequently, a local feature synchronization (LFS) is applied to
the gestures by minimizing the feature distance to a reference sign over a time window
of 2w + 1 frames:
Fq(J, T(t))

(1)

arg minj<[t-w,L+w]lFr(J,

t) - Fq(J,j)1

(2)

Where Fr(J, t) and Fq(J, t) are the feature values of the time-normalized reference and
query sign, respectively, for feature type j at time frame t.
Training: For each sign s, a two-class classifier is trained on a set of positive
and negative (other signs) examples. First, a reference sign (prototype) is selected
for the respective classifier. The reference sign is not used for training, but only for
synchronization. Because accurate tracking is often hindered by occlusions, the sign
with the lowest number of frames with occlusion is used as the reference sign.
For each recorded sign, the total number of features equals the number of measured properties x 100 frames. Because of this large number each feature is independently modeled by a 1D Gaussian with mean /1(s, j, t) and standard standard deviation O'(s, l,t), estimated from the positive training set. For each time-conditional
feature, a weak classifier is constructed by setting a threshold at Àw = 7]JO'(s, j, t) on
IFq(J, t) - /1(s, i, t)l· Noisy features are excluded by a threshold on their false positive
rate on the negative training set. The weak classifiers are combined by their total rate
of positive detections v( Fq, s). The threshold Àt (s) for sign detection with a classifier
trained on one person is derived from the desired false positive rate. Because it is possible to make an NGT sign both Ieft- or right handed, also the mirrored features v(F~, s)
are classified. After normalization with Àt(s), the classification 'score' becomes:
(3)
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Table 1: Features used for sign classification
left & right hand 2D:
I
left & right hand 3D:
horizontal position relative to head forward horizontal distance from head
vertical position relative to head
horizontal velocity
forward horizontal velocity
vertical velocity
The total pre-processing and classification of one sign takes 70 milliseconds on a 1.5GHz
pentium pc.
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Figure 3: Experimental setup and results. (a) The stereo camera pair is placed at
a large baseline of 0.5m, at 1.3m from the table edge. (b) The effect of perspective
distortion on sign detection, tested by varying the distance of a virtual frontal pinhole
camera.

4

Experiments

Our sign detection method, using the features shown in table 1 and a LFS window
= 15, is applied to a set of 37 different NGT signs, each performed 8 times by a single
person. Hence, the total data set size is 296 sign examples. The images are captured
at 640 by 480 pixels at 25 frames per second from both cameras and down-scaled to
160 by 120 pixels for real-time skin calor segmentation. The experiment consisted of
an 8-fold cross validation: each of the eight examples is used as the positive test sign
and the other 7 for training. The training and test examples of the remaining 36 signs
are used as the negative training and test examples, respectively, for each sign.
In this way, for each sign in each cross validation step, a separate sign-specific
two class classifier (a sign detector) is trained, from which the area under the ROC
curve (AUC) can be estimated as a performance measure that can be averaged over
all experiments. These values are shown in table 2. Because only a few (or even zero)
false positives occurred for true positive rates smaller than one, the AUC values are
not a very reliable measure. Therefore, we have also compared the average likelihoods
w
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Table 2: Results showing the average Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the ROC and
the ratio between the average likelihood of the positive and negative signs

cijfers
directeur
erwt
etiket
goudvis
hutje

ijs
kachel
ketchup

kooi
kookboek
kruk
laken
lijsl
rnatras
mayonaise
melk
mensen

mus
paadje
puzzel
reep papier
schaap
schaduw
schrift
spiegelbeeld
treinspoor
stoel
teil
tralie
vensterbank
vijver
voetstap
vork
wak
school
lekenen
average
2D/3D

2D, no perspective
Relative
AUC
likelihood
1.0000
1.9960
1.0000
1.8314
0.9757
1.7513
1.0000
1.6230
1.0000
2.0350
1.0000
1.5334
0.9965
1.5642
1.0000
2.1423
1.7243
0.9965
1.0000
1.7128
1.7490
0.9965
2.1866
1.0000
1.0000
2.1345
0.9965
1.9049
1.0000
1.5872
1.0000
1.8890
0.9965
1.6049
0.9965
1.7273
1.0000
1.3087
0.9549
1.5346
1.0000
1.4745
0.9965
1.6044
0.9965
1.3899
0.9896
1.7602
1.0000
1.5624
1.0000
2.3680
1.0000
1.2899
1.6084
1.0000
1.7773
UXlOO
1.<Xl00
2'<l381
1.0000
2.0617
1.<XlOO
2.0650
0.9965
1.7768
1.0000
1.7946
1.<Xl00
1.7721
1.7975
1.0000
0.9722
1.9408
0.9962

1.7591

erspective
Relative
likelihood
1.7427
0.9965
1.0000
1.8961
1.0000
1.6389
0.9965
1.9285
2.2447
1.0000
1.0000
1.8693
1.0000
1.7299
1.0000
2.0512
1.6143
1.0000
1.0000
2.3990
0.9826
1.9115
1.0000
1.9779
1.0000
2.3454
1.0000
2.3176
1.8448
1.0000
1.0000
1.5902
0.9757
1.5130
1.7439
0.9965
0.8438
1.2722
2.5746
0.9965
0.9826
1.6867
1.0000
1.8672
1.0000
1.7812
0.9931
1.7862
1.0000
1.8209
2.1221
1.0000
1.0O(Xl
2.9550
1.0000
1.7359
1.7199
1.0000
1.00(Xl
2.0081
1.00(Xl
2.4043
1.0000
2.2039
1.7934
0.9965
0.9757
1.5224
0.9965
2.6218
0.9965
1.6581
1.00(Xl
1.8739

2D, close

AUC

0.9927

296

1.9214

3D

AUC
1.0000
1.0000
0.9757
0.9931
(.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9965
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9965
1.0000
1.0000
0.9931
1.0000
1.0000
0.9931
0.9965
1.0000
1.0000
0.9896
1.0û00
1.0000
UXlOO
1.0000
1.0000
1.<Xl00
1.0000
1.0000
0.9965
1.0000
1.<Xl00
UX)OO
0.9722
0.9974
0.9977

Relative
likelihood
1.9136
1.8727
1.7747
1.8512
2.2139
1.6440
1.7074
2.0857
1.7633
2.0911
1.8825
2.1957
2.3494
2.1144
1.7076
1.9233
1.6641
2.2016
1.3446
2.4033
1.6040
1.7012
1.8507
1.7999
1.6293
2.6056
1.9784
1.6591
1.8404
2.0316
2.1883
2.2374
1.8002
1.8061
2.2091
1.8004
1.9448
1.9204
1.9295

explicit
depth
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

of the positive signs to those of the negative signs. A reliable detector should have a
high ratio between positive and negative likelihoods.
Three different feature types are compared: 3D features, where the perspective
distortion is completely corrected and depth is included; 2D features, identical to the
3D features except for leaving out the depth; and 2D features that contain perspective
camera distortion. For the last features, the result is shown in table 2 only for the
camera distance with the best result: 35 cm from the table edge. All features are
derived from the real positions, estimated from depth. In this way, the error of depth
estimation has an equal effect on all features. The perspective transformations are
applied to a virtual pinhole camera (wide angle of 180 degrees) positioned on a line
through the middle between the stereo camera pair.
Some of the tested NGT signs have depth as an explicit part of the motion or
the position of the hands. For other signs, depth is not particularly a distinguishing
feature. This is indicated in the last column of table 2. For instance 'treinspoor'
(railway track) and 'paadje' (path) consists of a significant forward motion of one or
both hands, and the signs 'mensen' (people) and 'schaap' (sheep) are made touching
the body, instead of in the regular sign space in front of the body. Furthermore,
'schaap' also contains a small repeating motion forwards. The results show that these
signs benefit the most from the depth features, but the performance for other signs
is sometimes even degraded because of adding redundant depth features. Because we
know beforehand which signs explicitly contain depth, depth features only have to be
used for these ones. The result of this method (2D/3D) (shown at the bottom of 2) is
the best detection performance compared to all other methods.
When sign recognition is performed without depth estimation, it is important to
know the consequence of perspective distortion on the recognition performance. The
estimations of the real 3D locations in our experiments made it possible to convert
the results to any virtual camera point. The average sign performances for a range
of virtual distances are plotted in figure 3. These results show that the distortion has
little influence when the camera is placed further than one meter. When the camera is
placed closer, the performance increases, especially for signs with explicit depth. This
is probably because the perspective distortion causes depth information to be present
in the 2D features. However, although the highest ratio of likelihoods (at 35cm) is
even better than using 3D features only, the average AUC is lower (see table 2). This
might be because the standard deviation of likelihoods is also higher. Furthermore, a
camera placed so close will probably be very sensitive to a change in the position of
the person.

5

Conclusions

We have compared two dimensional to three dimensional feature sets to detect NGT
sign language signs. We found out that the extra depth dimension results in improved
results for signs where motion in the third dimension is an explicit distinguishing
property of the sign. However, this advantage is not always present for signs where
depth is not an explicit property. When depth is not relevant, the extra redundant
depth features can even decrease detection performance. When depth features are
only used for detection of signs with explicit depth, the overall improvement is even
larger. We also found out that when the camera is placed closer than one meter, the
perspective distortion can actually improve detection performance with 2D features.
At close proximity, the projective imaging transformation has the consequence that
depth information is present in the measured 2D features.
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Abstract
This paper presents an approach to build a 3D human-body model from uncalibrated monocular video sequences. Using an orthographic projection model for
the camera and a generic human body model, we constitute a 2D-3D conversion scheme to generate a 3D skeletal model from the 2D image domain. The
complete 3D geometry and kinematics information of a human being can be extracted without any a-priori information about the camera system or the person
involved. Our promising experimental results can accurately reconstruct the human motion trajectory. The system can be utilized for an effectivehuman-motion
capture/analysis and a 3D skeleton reconstruction of deformable objects.

1

Introduction

Recent advances in human-body modeling promise to create a wide variety of new
applications, particularly those requiring 3D human models. Examples of such applications [1] include fitting of virtual clothes, anatomical medical diagnosis, virtual
characters in film and video, human computer interactions and many others.
In computer graphics and computer vision areas there is a relentless pursuit of more
realistic modeling of human body geometries and human motions for applications like
gaming, virtual reality and computer animation that demand highly realistic Human
Body Models (HBMs). In summary, the different approaches to 3D human modeling
are essentially based on two main modes of data capture: computer-graphics based
systems and image-based systems.
Computer-graphics based computer animation software, such as Maya, 3D Studio
Max and Autocat that implement the modeling of a wide range of objects including
the human body, is widely available. A full suite of polygons, NURBS and subdivision
surface modeling tools [2J can be utilized to obtain high-resolution HBMs. Smooth 3D
meshes and the various underlying human skeleton models empower these software tools
to create, edit, render and animate human body models. However, as most systems
do not directly integrate information acquired from actual objects or individuals, the
generated models lack realism. At present, the process of generating realistic human
models is still very human labour intensive and so their application is therefore currently
limited to the movie industry where HBMs' movements are predefined, well studied
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and painstakingly manually produced. Fully automatic rendition of highly realistic and
fully configurabIe HBMs is still an open research problem. A major constraint involved
L'3 the computational complexity to produce realistic models with 'natural behaviors'.
Lately, computer-vision based approaches [3][4][5] are increasingly being used for
automatic generation of HBMs, processing video-captured image sequences by incorporating and exploiting prior knowledge of human appearance. In contrast to computergraphics systems, computer-vision approaches concentrate more on efficient rather than
accurate models for human-body modeling. Also, they are typically designed to generate novel views of a real scene from camera-captured input images of a particular
view. Different 3D representations and mathematical formalisms have been proposed
to model both the structure and movements of a human body. An HBM can be generally represented as a chain of rigid bodies, called links, interconnected to one another
by joints. Links are typically represented as sticks, polyhedrons, generalized cylinders or superquadrics. A joini interconnects two links by means of rotational motions
about the axes of rotation. The number of independent rotation parameters will define the degrees of freedom (DOF) associated with a given joint. But most of the
computer-vision based approaches require more than one camera and highly accurate
camera-calibration parameters. Unfortunately, it is not feasible for surveillance and
e.g. low-cost consumer multimedia applications.
The fast and accurate generation of 3D HBMs from uncalibrated video sequences
remains a challenging problem although previous work was done on single images [6].
An area of particular interest is the automatic modeling of real human individuals from
monocular video sequences. We propose a method for 3D reconstruction of moving
human bodies, employing human body knowledge. The method involves the following
steps: prior human-body model design, camera calibration, temporal filtering and
geometry / kinematics model generation. which effectively contribute to reconstructing
a 3D skeletal human model.
Our contributions to the 3D modeling of human-motion capture are twofold. First,
we propose a simple but effective system to generate realistic 3D models of moving
human bodies from only one uncalibrated camera. No a-priori information about
the camera or the person involved is required. It captures the human motion and
generate a 3D body model which can be easily exported to create a realistic surface
model of an individual using 3D processing software. Second, despite the intelligence
of the model, we have employed a simple camera-calibration model for mapping the
data to the real-world domain, followed by a temporal filter to smooth the trajectory
of every estimated 3D point. The calibration model is omitting the camera-intrinsic
parameters and is based on scaling only. Our methodology differs from current state-ofthe-art work in the simplicity of its operations while preserving the overall quality of the
final reconstruction. The presented work is intended to contribute to the object/scene
analysis and behavior modeling of deformable objects.
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Images input

Figure 1: Block diagram of our human-motion modeling system.

2

System Framework

The top-down block diagram of our 3D human-motion modeling system is shown in
Figure 1. It consists of three different modules. First, at the pre-processing module,
each image covering an individual body is segmented to extract the human silhouette
and each joint location is detected afterwards. Secondly, at the modeling stage, we
use a generic 3D human model to represent a person. Knowledge about the human
body and its motion constraints, such as its symmetry and validity, plays an important
role in tracking of the body segments. Meanwhile, the orthographic projection model
is applied to map the camera signal to the real-world domain. This simplifies the
mapping between 3D world space and image space. Then the 2D-3D human model
projection step produces both 3D human geometry and 3D kinematics represented
by a skeletal model. Also, we use a temporal filter to smooth the location of each
joint in the human-motion model. Finally, the outcome of modeling module is fed
into the semantics module for analysis related to a specific application. For example,
the geometry/motion information of the reconstructed 3D model is essential for tennissports performance analysis. The players and coaches can benefit from the video-based
performance analysis to improve their training.
Our work concentrates on the modeling module of the whole system in this paper.
Each component involved in this module is described in more detail in Section 3. The
remaining modules of the system are developed in ongoing work.
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Figure 2: 3D human-body model design.

3
3.1

Methodology
2D-3D human-body model projection

The 2D-3D human model projection is implemented based on two key components:
prior human-body model design and camera calibration.
3.1.1

3D human-body model design

The 3D body model we use in the scheme is shown in Figure 2. It is a generic model
consisting of an arrangement of 14 body segments (head-neck, upper arm, torso etc.).
The length of each segment is estimated from the measurements provided by [7]. It can
also adaptively align with the actual person by exploiting a sophisticated approach [3]
to the video sequences. The model structure is visualized in Figure 2 via a skeleton
consisting of 15 joints (dots) connecting 14 bone segments (lines between the dots).
3.1.2

Camera calibration

If the depth of objects (human body in our case) is small compared to the distance

between them and the camera, a scaled orthographic projection model can be applied
for camera calibration [8]. Under this assumption, the camera calibration is simplified
and the intrinsic/extrinsic parameters of the camera are not required. Let the 3D
coordinates and its corresponding 2D image coordinates of the joint i be represented by
Pi = [X, Y, ZjT and Pi = [u, vV, respectively. Using the scaled orthographic projection
with a scalar factor s, we obtain

(1)
Segments ofthe human model shown in Figure 2 are denoted by 8('g=(8p91,
,SegI4).
For each segment with index i we have its 3D end-points Segi,l and Segi,2. We
can calculate the length of the segment i from the Euclidian distance lenqih; =
IISegi,I-Segi,211 between its end-points. With the constraints imposed by Equation (I),
we compute the relative depth between two end-points for the segment i by
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(2)
where Z(.) represents the z-coordinate of a specific 3D point and u(.), v(.) are its
corresponding 2D image coordinates.
Since the left-hand side of Equation (2) is always positive, we find an important
constraint on the scalar factor Si, which is
Si

- u(Seg;,z)J2 + [v(Segi,l)
lenqth,

> v[u(Segi,l)
-

- v(Segi,2)]2)

.

(3)

We define the four joints of neck, shoulders, waist to be part of the same plane
and choose eight segments for mapping the arms and legs, in order to calculate the
individual results si(i = 1,2, ...,8) from the right-hand side of Equation (3). Here we
choose these segments instead of others because arms and legs are normally bent for
poses allowing for easier detection of elbow and knee locations. Afterwards, we choose
the median value of Si to determine the scalar factor by
S

=

Median(sl,s2,

... ,Ss).

(4)

As the left-hand side of Equation (2) yields two solutions, we need to find out which
end-point of the segment is closer to the camera. It can be solved by manual input,
estimation from previous frames or with a learning-based approach [9]. Finally, we
combine Equations (1)-(5) prior to extracting the 3D coordinates of each joint in the
human model.

3.2

3D geometry

& kinematics

model generation

When the estimated locations of each joint at each frame are available, we are able
to generaLe both CL 3D geometry (skeleton) and a kinematics (motion) model. More
specifically, two components simultaneously impose constraints on smoothing human
segments trajectory. First, in the spatial domain, knowledge about the human-body
structure and its motion statistics, such as its symmetry and validity, plays an important role in the tracking of body segments. Second, in the temporal domain, we use
a temporal filter to smooth the location of each joint in the model along the human
motion. The temporal filter is defined as

x,
) -_ ( Xi)
}Ik
Yi
( z,
Zi

k _ i
+ -.--.
J - ~

(

x,
- x, ) ,
Yj - Yi

(5)

Zj - Zi

where the estimated 3D coordinates of the specific points Pi
[Xi, Yi, ZijT and
Pj = [Xj, Yj, ZjV at the key frames i and j provide the input for calculating the
corresponding 3D coordinates Pi; = [Xk, Yk, ZkV at the frame k with (i < k < j).
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Figure 3: Reconstructed 3D model of a walking person (left column: two different
frames from the original monocular video sequence; middle & right columns: the recovered 3D human skeletal model visualized from two different viewpoints.).

4

Experimental Results

In our experiment, the eMU MoBo Database [10] was applied to capture hu manmotion sequences. In the test video, a subject (one person) is walking on a treadmill,
positioned at the center of the image. The test color images have a resolution of
640 x 480 samples. The sequence is 1.2 seconds long, recorded at 30 frames/so The
locations of the joints were manually marked. We investigate the pre-processing steps
of the automatic silhouette extraction.
One key frame is selected for every group
of 10 frames for the processing of the 2D-3D model projection. An example of our
experimental results is illustrated in Figure 3. The reconstructed 3D model of the
moving person can be visualized from different viewpoints at every time instant. The
recovered model shows the satisfactory accuracy and reliability of our proposed scheme.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an effective 2D-3D conversion scheme to reconstruct 3D skeletal
models from uncalibrated monocular video sequences. A primary assumption is that
the camera capturing process is according to the orthographic projection model. Both
geometry and kinematics information are obtained during the modeling procedure. A
temporal filter is therefore used for smoothing extracted motion sequence. First experiments have shown promising results and confirm that our scheme is of satisfactory
accuracy. This scheme can also apply to the case of fairly complicated human motion.
In the near future, work will focus on the pre-processing module and semantics module
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as depicted in the system block diagram. A future improvement is the automatic finding of model joints at the initialization stage in the pre-processing module, because at
present annotation is still required in the key frames. When automating this process,
we need to consider the special singular cases of body parts resulting from the projection. The segmentation step can be automatically implemented by means of further
contour analysis. Meanwhile, the location of joints from silhouette may be conducted
automatically and robustly. At the semantic-analysis level, our system will be utilized
for potential applications including surveillance, personalized training in golf, tennis,
etc. and clinical studies.
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Abstract
This paper re-formulates the memory-based collaborative filtering problem in a generative probabilistic framework, treating individual user-item ratings as predietors of
missing ratings. The final rating is estimated by fusing predictions from three sources:
predictions based on ratings of the same item by other users, predictions based on different item ratings made by the same user, and, third, ratings predicted based on data
from other but similar users rating other but similar items. Existing user-based and itembased approaches correspond to the two simple cases of our framework. The complete
model is however more robust to data sparsity, because the different types of ratings are
used in concert, while additional ratings from similar users towards similar items are
employed as a background model to smooth the predictions. Experiments demonstrate
that the proposed methods are indeed more robust against data sparsity and give better
recommendations.

1

Introduetion

Collaborative filtering aims at predicting the user interest for a given item based on a collection of user profiles. Commonly, these profiles either result from asking users explicitly to rate items or are inferred from log-archives ([7]). Research started with memorybased approaches to collaborative filtering, that can be divided in user-based approaches like
[1,5,9,14]
and item-based approaches like [3, 15]. The former approaches form a heuristic implementation of the "Word of Mouth" phenomenon. Memory-based approaches are
widely used in practice, e.g., [5, 11].
Given an unknown test rating (of a test item by a test user) to be estimated, memorybased collaborative filtering first measures similarities between test user and other users
(user-based), or, between test item and other items (item-based). Then, the unknown rating is predicted by averaging the (weighted) known ratings of the test item by similar users
(user-based), or the (weighted) known ratings of similar items by the test user (item-based).
In both cases, only partial information from the data embedded in the user-item matrix
is employed to predict unknown ratings (using either correlation between user data or correlation between item data). Because of the sparsity of user profile data however, many
ratings will not be available, Therefore, it seems intuitively desirable to fuse the ratings from
both similar users and similar items, to reduce the dependency on often missing data. Also,
1 A longer version of the paper titled "Unifying
User-based
proaches by Similarity Fusion" has been accept in SJGIR2006.
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and Item-based

Collaborative

Filtering

Ap-

methods known previously ignore the information that can be obtained from ratings made
by other but similar users to the test user on other but similar items. Not using such ratings
causes the data sparsity problem of memory-based approaches to collaborative filtering: for
many users and items, no reliable recommendation can be made because of a lack of similar
ratings.
This paper sets up a generative probabilistic framework to exploit more of the data available in the user-item matrix, by fusing all ratings with predictive value for a recommendation
to be made. Each individual rating in the user-item matrix is treated as a separate prediction
for the unknown test rating (of a test item from a test user). The individual prediction's
confidence can be estimated by considering both its similarity towards the test user and
that towards the test item. The overall prediction is made by averaging the individual ratings
weighted by their confidence. The more similar a rating towards the test rating, the higher the
weight assigned to that rating to make the prediction. Under this framework, the item-based
and user-based approaches are two special cases, and these can be systematically combined.
By doing this, our approach allows us to take advantage of user correlations and item correlations embedded in the user-item matrix. Besides, smoothing from a background model
(estimated from known ratings of similar items by similar users) is naturally integrated into
our framework to improve probability estimation and counter the problem of data sparsity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first summarize related work,
introduce notation, and present additional background information for the two main memorybased approaches. We then introduce our similarity fusion method to unify user-based and
item-based approaches. We provide an empirical evaluation of the relationship between data
sparsity and the different models resulting from our framework, and finally conclude our
work.

2

Related Work

Collaborative filtering approaches are often classified as memory-based or model-based. In
the memory-based approach, all rating examples are stored as-is into memory (in contrast to
learning an abstraction). In the prediction phase, similar users or items are sorted based on
the memorized ratings. Based on the ratings of these similar users or items, a recommendation for the test user can be generated.
Examples of memory-based collaborative filtering include user-based methods [I, 5, 9,
14] and item-based methods [3,15]. The advantage ofthe memory-based methods overtheir
model-based alternatives is that less parameters have to be tuned; however, the data sparsity
problem is not handled in a principled manner.
In the model-based approach, training examples are used to generate a model that is
able to predict the ratings for items that a test user has not rated before. Examples include
decision trees [1], aspect models [7] and latent factor models [2]. The resulting 'compact'
models solve the data sparsity problem to a certain extent. However, the need to tune an often
significant number of parameters has prevented these methods from practical usage. Laterly,
researchers have introduced dimensionality reduction techniques to address data sparsity
[4, 13, 16]. However, as pointed out in [8,17], some useful information may be discarded
during the reduction.
Recently, [8] has explored a graph-based method to deal with data sparsity, using transitive associations between user and items in the bipartite user item graph. This approach
is however limited to binary rating data. Another recent direction in collaborative filtering
research combines memory-based and model-based approaches [12, 17]. For example, [17]
clusters the user data and applies intra-cluster smoothing to reduce sparsity. The framework
proposed in our paper extends this idea to include item-based recommendations into the final
prediction, and does not require to cluster the data set a priori.
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Figure I: (a) The user-item matrix (b) Rating prediction based on user similarity (c) Rating
prediction based on item similarity (d) Rating prediction based on rating similarity.

3

Background

This section introduces briefly the user- and item-based approaches to collaborative filtering
[5, 15]. For M items and J( users, the user profiles are represented in a J( x 111user-item
matrix X (Fig. lea)). Each element Xk,m = r indicates that user k rated item m by r, where
rE {I, ... , JrJ} ifthe item has been rated, and Xk,m = (/)means that the rating is unknown.
The user-item matrix can be decomposed into row vectors: X = [Ul,""
UI<jT, Uk =
[Xk,l, ... ,Xk,M]T,
k = 1, ... ,J( corresponding to the J( user profiles Uk. Each row vector
represents a particular user's item ratings. As discussed below, this decomposition leads to
user-based collaborative filtering.
Alternatively, the matrix can also be represented by its column vectors: X = [il' ... , iM],
im = [Xl,m, ... , ij(,mF", m = 1, ..., M corresponding to a specific item's ratings by all J(
users. This representation results in item-based recommendation algorithms.

3.1

User-based Collaborative Filtering

User-based collaborative filtering predicts a test user's interest in a test item based on rating
information from similar user profiles [l,S, 14]. As illustrated in Fig. leb), each user profile
(row vector) is sorted by its dis-similarity towards the test user's profile. Ratings by more
similar users contribute more to predicting the test item rating. The illustration in Fig. 1 (b)
shows how user-based collaborative filtering takes only a small proportion of the user-item
matrix into consideration for recommendation. Only the known test item ratings by similar
users are used. We refer to these ratings as the set of 'similar user ratings' (the blocks with
upward diagonal pattern in Fig. I (b)): SURk,m. = {xa,mJua E Su(Uk)},
where Su(Uk)
denotes the set of similar users. For simplicity, we drop the subscript k, m of SURk,m in the
remainder of the paper.

3.2

Item-based Collaborative Filtering

Item-based approaches such as [3, ll, 15] apply the same idea, but use similarity between
items instead of users. As illustrated in Fig. I Cc), the unknown rating of a test item by a
test user can be predicted by averaging the ratings of other similar items rated by this test
user [15]. Again, each item (column vector) is sorted and re-indexed according to its dissimilarity towards the test item in the user-item matrix, and, ratings from more similar items
are weighted stronger.
Fig. ICc) illustrates how this method takes only the known similar item ratings by the test
user into account for prediction. We refer to these ratings as the set of 'similar item ratings'
(the blocks with downward diagonal pattern in Fig. l(c)): SIRk,m = {Xk,bJh E Sj(im)},
where Si(im) denotes a set of similar items. Again, for sirnplicity, we drop the subscript
k, m of SIRk,m in the remainder of the paper.
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4

Similarity Fusion

Relying on SUR or SIR data only is undesirable,
especially when the ratings from these two
sources are quite often not available. Consequently,
predictions are often made by averaging
ratings from 'not-so-similar'
users or items. We propose to improve the accuracy of prediction by fusing the SUR and SIR data, to complement
each other under the missing data
problem.
Additionally,
we point out that the user-item matrix contains useful data beyond the previously used SUR and SIR ratings. As illustrated in Fig. I (d), the similar item ratings made
by similar users may provide an extra source for prediction. They are obtained by sorting and
re-indexing rows and columns according to their dis-similarities
towards the test user and the
test item respectively.
In the remainder, this part of the matrix is referred to as 'similar user
item ratings' (the grid blocks in Fig. led»~: SUIRk:,m = {Xa,b[Ua E Su(Uk:),ib E Si(im),a
=Ik, b =I- m}. The subscript k, m of SUIRk,m is dropped.
To combine these three types of ratings in a single collaborative
filtering method, we
propose to treat each element of the user-item matrix as a separate predictor. Its reliability
or confidence is then estimated based upon its similarity towards the test rating. We then
predict the test rating by averaging the individual predictions weighted by their confidence.

4.1

Individual Predietors

Users rate items differently,
Some users have a preference for the extreme values of the
rating scale, while others rarely deviate from the median. Likewise, items may be rated by
different types of users. Some items get higher ratings than their 'true' value, simply because
they have been rated by a positive audience.
Addressing the differences in rating behavior,
we first normalize the user-item matrix before making predictions.
Removing the mean ratings per user and item gives individual predictions as
(1)
where Pk,m(Xa.,b) is the prediction function for the test item k rating made by test user m, xa
and T./c are the average ratings by user a and k, and Xb and xm are the average ratings of item
band m.

4.2

Probabilistic Fusion Framework

Let us first define the sample space of ratings as <I>,. = {0, 1, ... , [rl} (like before, 0 denotes
the unknown rating). Let xa,b be a random variable over the sample space <I>,., captured in
the user-item matrix, a E {l, ... ,K} and b E {l, ... ,M}.
Collaborative
filtering then
corresponds
to estimating conditional probability
P(Xk,m[Pk,m), for an unknown test rating
Xk,m, given a pool of individual predietors

Consider

first a pool that consists

of SUR and SIR ratings only (i.e., Pk,m

= (SURUSIR).
(2)

We write P(xk,m[SUR,
S1N) for tile conditionul probahility depending on the predietors
originating from SUR and SIR. Likewise, P(xk,m[SUR)
and P(xk,m[SIR)
specify a pool (;011sisting of SUR or SIR predietors only.
Now introduce a binary variable Jl, that corresponds
to the relative importance
of SUR
and SIR. This hidden variable plays the same role as the prior introduced in [6] to capture
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4.3

Probability Estimation

The next step is to estimate the probabilities in the fusion framework expressed in Eq. 9 . .À
and 0 are determined experimentally from training data, for example following the methodology of Section 5.2. The three remaining probabilities can be viewed as estimates of the
likelihood of a rating Xa,b from SIR, SUR, or SUlR, to be similar to the test rating Xk,m'
We assume that the probability estimates for SUR and SIR are proportional to the similarity
between row vectors su(Uk, ua) (Section 3.1) and column vectors si(im, ib) (Section 3.2),
respectively. For SUlR ratings, we assume the probability estimate to be proportional to the
combination of Su and Si. To combine them, we use a Euclidean dis-similarity space such
that the resulting combined similarity is lower than either of them.
(10)

This results in the following conditional probability estimates:
P(Xk,m

P(Xk,m

= rISUR) = (1/

=

riSlR)

=

(1/
'1Xa,b:Xa,bESIR

P(Xk,m

= rISUIR) = (1/

L

Sui(Xk,m,

VX".b:Xa.bESUIR

Xa,b))

L
vXa .• :(Xa,bESUIR)I\(Pk.m

Sui(Xk,m,

Xa,b)

(xa .• )=r)

(11 )
After substitution from Eq. 11, Eq. 9 results in:
(12)
Xa,u

where

Wa,b _
k,m -

(13)

o
It is easy to prove that

L W:,;~=

l.

otherwise

W:,;~acts

as a unified weight matrix to combine the

Xa,b

predietors from the three different sources.
The unified weights in Eq. 13 provide a generative framework for memory-based collaborative filtering. Eq. 13 shows how our scheme can be considered as two subsequent steps
of linear interpolation. First, predictions from SUR ratings are interpolated with SIR ratings,
controlled by .À. Next, the intermediate prediction is interpolated with predictions from the
SUlR data, controlled by 0. Viewing the SUIR ratings as a background model, the second
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I

the importance of a query term in information retrieval. 11 = 1 states that Xk,m depends
completely upon ratings from SUR, while 11 = 0 corresponds to full dependency on SIR.
Under these assumptions, the conditional probability can be obtained by marginalization of
variable 11:
P(Xk,mISUR,

SIR)

=

L P(xk,mISUR,

SIR, h)P(IIISUR,

SIR)

J,

P(xk,mISUR,

=

SIR,!1

+ P(xk,mISUR,

= l)P(h = 1ISUR, SIR)
= O)P(II = OISUR, SIR)

(3)

SIR'!1

By definition, Xk,m is independent from SUR when 11 = 1, so P(xk,mISUR,
Similarly, P(xk,mISUR,SIR,
h = 0) = P(Xk,m, ISIR).
If we provide a parameter À as shorthand for P(II = 1ISUR, SIR), we have

SIR,

h

=

1) = P(xk,mISUR).
P(xk,mISUR,

SIR)

= P(xk,mISUR)À

+ P(Xk,mISIR)(l

(4)

- À)

Next, we extend the model to take into account the SUIR ratings:
P(xk,mISUR,

SIR, SUJR)

==

P(xk,ml{Pk,m(Xk,m)lxa,b

E

SUR

U SIR U

SU/R})

(5)

We introduce a second binary random variable 12, that corresponds to the relative importance of the SUIR predictors. 12 = 1 specifies that the unknown rating depends on ratings from SUIR only and 12 = 0 that it depends on the ratings from SIR and SUR instead.
Marginalization on variable h gives:
P(Xk,mISUR, SIR, SUJR)

=

LP(xk,mISUR,

SIR, SUIR, I2)P(I2ISUR,

SIR, SUJR)

J2

= P(xk,mISUR, SIR, SUIR'!2

1) . P(I2

=

P(xk,mISUR,SIR,SUIR,I2

=

= 1ISUR, SIR, SUJR)+

0)· (1- P(I2

=

Followingthe argument from above and providing a parameter
1ISUR,SIR,SUIR),
we have
P(xk,mISUR, SIR, SUIR)

=

P(xk,mISUR,

(6)

1ISUR,SJR,SUIR))

SIR) (I - Ó)

Ó

as shorthand for P(h

+ P(xk,mISUIR)Ó

-=
(7)

Substitution of Eq. 4 then gives:
P(Xk,mISUR, SIR, SUJR)
=

(P(xk,mISUR)/\

+ P(Xk,mISIR)(l

- À)) (1 - Ó)

+ P(xk,mISUIR)Ó

(8)

Finally, the following equation gives the expected value of the unknown test rating:

1"1

Xk,m =

L rP(Xk,m

=

rISUR, SIR, SUIR)

=

r=1

1,.1

(L rP(Xk,m = rISUJR)Ó)

1,.1

+ (L r P(Xk,m =

rISUR)À(l

- ó))

1'=1

IT]

+ (L

rP(Xk,m

= rISIR)(l

- À)(l - Ó))

(9)

"=1

The resultingmodel can be viewed as using importance sampling of the neighborhood ratings as predictors. À and Ó control the selection (sampling) of data from the three different
sources.
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Figure 2: Impact of the two parameters.

Figure 3: Neighborhood Size.

interpolation corresponds to smoothing the SIR and SUR predictions from the background
model.
A bigger À emphasizes user correlations, while smaller À emphasizes item correlations.
When À equals one, our algorithm corresponds to a user-based approach, while À equal to
zero results in an item-based approach. Tuning parameter 0 controls the impact of smoothing
from the background model (i.e. SUIR). When 0 approaches zero, the fusion framework
becomes the mere combination of user-based and item-based approaches without smoothing
from the background model.

5

Empirical Evaluation

5.1

Experimental Setup

We experimented with the Moviel.ens/. The MovieLens data set contains 100,OOOratings
(1-5 scales) from 943 users on 1682 movies (items), where each user has rated at least 20
items. To test on different number of training users, we selected the users in the data set at
random into a training user set (100, 200, 300 training users, respectively) and the remaining
users into a test user set. Users in the training set are only used for making predictions, while
test users are the basis for measuring prediction accuracy. Each test user's ratings have been
split into a set of observed items and one of held-out items. The ratings of observed items
are input for predicting the ratings of held-out items.
We are specifically interested in the relationship between the density of the user-item
matrix and the collaborative filtering performance. Consequently, we set up the following
configurations:
• Test User Sparsity Vary the number of items rated by test users in the observed set,
e.g., 5, 10, or 20 ratings per user.
• Test Item Sparsity Vary the number of users who have rated test items in the held-out
set; less than 5, 10, or 20 (denoted as '< 5', '< 10', or '< 20'), or, unconstrained
(denoted as 'No constraint').
• Overall Training User Sparsity Select a part of the rating data at random, e.g., 20%,
40%, 60% of the data set.
For consistency with experiments reported in the literature, e.g., [9, IS, 17]), we report the
mean absolute error (MAE) evaluation metric. MAE corresponds to the average absolute
deviation of predictions to the ground truth data, for all test item ratings and test users.
2http://www.grouplens.org/
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Table 1: Comparison with other memory-based approaches. A smaller value means a better
performance.
Ratings Given (Test Item):
Ratings Given (Test User):
SF2
SFI
UBVS

mvs

5
1.054
1.086
1.129
1.190

<5
10
0.966
1.007
1.034
1.055

5
0.960
0.976
1.108
1.187

<5
10
0.945
0.960
1.028
1.071

5
0.956
1.013
1.024
1.117

<5
10
0.908
0.968
0.971
1.043

20
1.070
1.097
1.117
1.131

5
0.995
1.035
1.052
1.108

<10
10
0.917
0.942
0.972
0.992

20
0.997
1.024
1.054
1.068

5
0.945
0.976
0.996
1.066

-; 20
10
0.879
0.898
0.913
0.954

20
0.923
0.936
0.969
0.977

5
0.825
0.836
0.891
0.938

< 20
10
0.802
0.804
0.842
0.875

20
0.828
0.831
0.885
0.886

5
0.806
0.808
0.879
0.921

< 20
10
0.828
0.834
0.877
0.910

20
0.859
0.867
0.936
0.932

5
0.798
0.802
0.886
0.914

No constrain-----=
20
10
0.794
0.805
0.796
0.809
0.809
0.836
0.842
0.842

(a) Number of Training Users: 100
Ratings Given (Test Item):
Ratings Given (Test User):
SF2
SFI
UBVS

mvs

20
0.948
0.963
1.024
1.034

5
0.915
0.927
1.070
1.122

< 10
10
0.875
0.883
0.962
1.006

20
0.885
0.895
0.972
0.976

5
0.826
0.832
0.914
0.974

No constrain
JO

0.786
0.786
0.81 I
0.840

20
0.803
0.804
0.848
0.847

(b) Number of Training Users: 200
Ratings Given (Test Item):
Ratings Given (Test User):
SF2
SFI
UBVS

mvs

20
0.941
0.977
1.044
1.024

5
0.911
0.928
0.966
1.044

< 10
10
0.885
0.908
0.919
0.990

20
0.912
0.938
0.980
1.004

5
0.842
0.847
0.921
0.962

No constrain
10
20
0.782
0.805
0.783
0.807
0.808
0.852
0.850
0.837

(c) Number of Training Users: 300

5.2

Results and Discussion

We first test the sensitivity of À, setting 0 to zero. This scheme, called SF 1, combines userbased and item-based approaches, but does not use additional background information. Fig.
2(a) shows recommendation MAE against varying À from zero (a pure item-based approach)
to one (a pure user-based approach). The graph plots test user sparsity 5 and 20, and test
item sparsity settings '< 5' and unconstrained. The value of the optimal À demonstrates that
interpolation between user-based and item-based approaches (SF}) improves the recommendation performance. More specifically, the best results are obtained with ,\ between O.Gand
O.O. This optimal value emphasizing the SUR ratings may be somewhat surprising. However,
in the data sets considered, the number of users is smaller than the number of items, causing
the user weights Su (Uk, Ua) to be generally smaller than the item weights Sj (im1 ib). When
removing the constraint on test item sparsity, the optimal À shifts down from about 0.9 for
the two upper curves ('< 5') to 0.6 for the two lower curves (unconstrained). A lower À
confirms the expectation that SIR ratings gain value when more items have been rated.
Fig. 2 (b) shows the sensitivity of 0 after fixing À to 0.7. The graph plots the MAE for the
same four configurations when parameter 0 is varied from zero (without smoothing) to one
(rely solely on the background model: SUIR ratings). When 0 is non-zero, the SF I results
are smoothed by a pool of SUlR ratings, which we called fusion scheme SF2. We observe
that 0 reaches its optimal in 0.8 when the rating data is sparse in the neighborhood ratings
from the item and user aspects (upper two curves). In other words, smoothing from a pool of
SUlR ratings improves the performance for sparse data. However, when the test item sparsity
is not constrained, its optimum spreads a wide range of values, and the improvement over
MAE without smoothing (0 = 0) is not clear.
Additional experiments (not reported here) verified that there is little dependency between the choice of À and the optimal value of 0, so the following experirnenrs use the
optimal parameters identified before.
Like pure user-based and item-based approaches, the size of neiborhood N also influences the performance of our fusion methods. Fig. 3 shows MAE of SF2 when the number
of neiborhood ratings is varied. The optimal results are obtained with the neiborhood size
between 50 and 100. We select SO as our opti mal choice.
We continue with a comparison to results obtained with other methods, setting À to 0.7
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and [; to for SF1 and using À = 0.7 and [; = 0.7 for SF2. We first compare our results to the
user-based vector similarity (UBVS) approach of [l,S] and the item-based adjusted cosine
similarity (IBVS) of [15]. We report results for test user sparsity 5, 10, or 20, and test item
sparsity '< 5', '< 10', '< 20' or 'No constrain'. Table 1 summarizes the results, showing
how SF1 and SF2 outperform the other methods in all twelve resulting configurations.

6

Conclusions

We proposed a novel algorithm to unify the user-based and item-based collaborative filtering
approaches to overcome limitations specific to either of them. We showed that user-based
and item-based approaches are only two special cases in our probabilistic fusion framework.
Furthermore, by using a linear interpolation smoothing, other ratings by similar users towards similar items can be treated as a background model to smooth the rating predictions.
The experiments showed that our new fusion framework is effective in improving the prediction accuracy of collaborative filtering and dealing with the data sparsity problem.
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Secure Signal Processing
Ton Kalker
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
United States
ton.kalker@hp.com
Abstract
In this presentation we discuss the concept of secure signal processing. The
two basic ingredients of a secure processing scheme are an appropriate encryption method and one or more processing operations. The encryption scheme is
required to be secure up to commutation with the designated operations. Such
encryption schemes are referred to as homomorphic and provide a context for
controlled leakage of information. We present a general construction for homomorphic encryption systems and instantiate with two 'practical' homomorphic
encryption schemes.
We then apply homomorphic encryption the the problem of asymmetrical watermark detection. The existence of a truly asymmetrical watermarking scheme
is still an open question. If such a scheme were to exist it would be computationally hard to derive the embedding secrets from the detection secrets. We present
an alternative, pseudo-asymmetrical approach. The main idea of this approach is
to provide a watermark detector that operates in a homomorphically encrypted
domain and requires a trusted third party for a final detection decision.
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